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This document, SPS Concept Evolution, is Volume III of the 
SPS Concept Definition Study (Contract NAS8-32475), Exhibits A 
and B, and also incorporates results of NASA/MSFC in-house effort. 
Other volumes of the final report that provide additional detail 
are listed below. 
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I Executive Summary 
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V Transportation and Operations Analysis 
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1.0 SPS CONCEPTS 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
This volume presents the results of the various trades and analyses that 
were performed as a basis for the selection of the recommended SPS system 
point designs. The trades conducted included the evaluation of several cand-
didate concepts identified during previous contract efforts (including NASA 
and other corporations) as well as several identified as likely approaches 
during the initial phases of this study. 
The following sections describe the various candida.te concepts considered 
and present the conclusions and recommendations considered in the derivation 
of the point design descr.ibed in Volume IV. 
The major emphasis during this study has been placed upon the definition 
of a so,1.ar photovo1taic satellite based upon the utilization of a GaA1As solar 
cell. This emphasis is reflected in the depth to which the data have been 
evaluated in the following sections. However, to present the complete picture 
of the various areas investigated, all major subsystem trade results have been 
included in Section 3.0. The areas covered, in addition to the GaAlAs photo-
voltaics include silicon-based photovoltaics, solar thermal power conversion, 
microwave energy transmission, power distribution, structures, attitude control 
and stationkeeping, thermal, and information management and control. 
1.2 INITIAL CONCEPTS 
Previous SPS concepts were reviewed to obtain configuration, design, and 
performance characteristics and the data obtained were used to establish six 
candidate SPS design concepts. Existing concepts that had been previously 
investigated for SPS are illustrated in Figure 1.2-1, and include NASA/MSFC 
and NASA/JSC silicon systems, the Rockwell GaA1As system, and the Boeing 
solar Brayton and thermionic systems. Other (new) concepts that were identi-
fied for further investigation are also shown in the figure, and in.c1ude the 
solar Rankine system, the high concentration (~400) GaA1As photovo1taic system, 
and a nuclear Brayton reactor system. A general description of these basic 
concepts is shown in Table 1. 2-1. Engineering drawings and/or sketches were 
generated for the s~x concepts along with overall SPS system characteristics 
such as performance, weight, size, efficiencies, and mission parameters. 
Each concept was evaluated to determine the major design drivers that 
effect configuration, weight, cost, and performance. From this evaluation, 
a total of 20 additional variations were identified for detailed evaluation; 
these. are shown in Table 1. 2-2. The five major subsystems that effect SPS 
configuration are power conversion, microwave transmission, power distr.ibu-
tion, structures, and attitude control. Major variables that impact design 
are listed in the rationale column. 
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GaAlAs SOLAR PHOTO-VOLTAIC 
Figure 1.2-1. Initial Concepts Matrix 
Table 1.2-1. Basic SPS Design Concepts 
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1.3 PREFERRED CONCEPTS 
On the basis of the preliminary assessment, six preferred conc.epts \vcre 
identified. Concepts 1, 2, and 3 being solar photovoltaie energy convt'!rsion 
\vith GaA1As solar cells, provide a basis for selecting an optimum concentration 
rati.o. The baseline Rockwell concept (CR = 2) was used to develop structural 
shapes and designs for CR = 1. and CR = 5 to provide a basis for cummonality. 
The Boeing Brayton solar thermal concept was used as a ref('renee. A solar 
thermal Rtmkine concept was also defined to permit the t'!valuation of major 
design options, e.g., inflatable collectors, open absorber, and condensing 
radiator. A nuclear coneept definition \vas inc 1 ucled to gain insight into this 
approach. The basic satellite system characteristics studied conHiderecl both 
common and unique features for each concept. 
1.3.1 SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC (CR = 2) 
A photovoltaic system wUh a concentration ratio of 2 (eR = 2) \vas taken 
as the baseline (Figure 1. 3-1) . This concept utilized high-efficiency GaAIAs 
solar cells sized to deliver 5 GW at the utility interface on the ground. 
This SPS eoncept \Vas 2.05 km wide, approximately 1.4 km deep, and 26.7 Ian lung. 
Reflective mirrors were employed to enhance the solar energy impinging on t!1p 
solar cells. The solar cells operate at a temperaturc.~ of 125°C and have an 
efficiency of 17.6 percent. (NOTE: Efficiency of the cells at AHO and 28"C 
Ls 20%). Overall efficteney was calculated to be 7.5 percent and an on-orbit 
weigllt, 24.15xI0 6 kg. Major trade operations that were considered included 
aspect ratios, flight modes, and reflector configuration designs. 
SOLAR CELLS 
ROTARY JOINT 
MW ANTENNA (MPTSI 
• ASPECT RATIO 
"BASELINe" 
• GnAIA~ SOLAR CELLS 
• CR ~:2 
ORIGINAL PAG}; Ii:) 
OJ!" POOR QUALITY 
L/W D 13 
LID = 19.3 
• SOLAR CELL AREA 23.1 X 106 M~ 
• REFLECTOR SURFACE AREA 50,4 X 106 M<! 
Figure 1. 3-1. Sola.r Photovoltaic (5 GH), CR = 2 
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1. 3.2 SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC (en. = 5) 
This concept (~onsisted of 11 trough Gonfiguration having 11 eonct'ntration 
ratio of 5, nnd agnin cmployc:'cl GnAIAs 801m: cells (Fi-gurc 1.3-2). The solar 
blankets were 35 m wide and mounted on triangular truss ml~lilbers. The reflec-
tors Gonsisted of two shies, each having a length of 305 m. This 305-m 
reflector was further broken dO\vn into five flat stl:ips varying from appro:d.-
mate1y 56 to 65 m in \vidth. The use of flat strips permits n simpler support 
structure and elimination of a three-dimensional figure control systcm. This 
system ~"as sized to deLLver rated PO\l1(:.'T for misorientation angh~s of 1:1 d(?gn.;~e. 
The concept consists of a total of six troughs, with the satelLtte 3.465 km 
'vide and 25.7 kl11 long. Trade options included Belective bandpass filters l 
flight. mod(~s, and reflector configuration d(!signs. 
r-------
I 
i 
~ 
I 
POTENTIAL WEIGHT/COST 
SAVINGS 
GoAIA. SOLAR CEl.LS 
CR =5 
ASPECT RATIO: l/'N" 7.4 
I/o" 106 
SOLAR CELL AREA· 10.16 KM2 
REFLECTOR SURFACE AREA a 88.57 KM2 
Figure 1.3-2. Solar Photovo1taic (5 GN), CR = 5 
1.3.3 SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC (CR = 1) 
The GaAIAs solar cell configuration 1:or a concentration ratio of 1 had an 
overall length of 17.3 km and a width of 2.75 km (li'igure 1. 3-3) . The weight 
~vas apPl:oximately 29. 3xIO G kg. This configuration had the simples t design 
\vith the elimination of reflectors. A simpler design also l.·esulted in simpl i-
fled (~onstrl.lction, transpol~tation, operations, and maintenanc.e requirements 
and support. System mass was competitive with concentrato't configurations. 
Larger quantities of gallium '(lere required than for the other sys tems a11.d 
therefore itigh efficien<.~y, thinner cell j unction thickness, and cos t and 
availability of gallium became more important. The trade options included 
aspect ratios, flight modes, use of silicon solar cellS, varying solar cell 
efficienc.ies and thickness, choice of solar cell substrate, materials, and 
solar array p1anforms. 
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• SIMPLE CONFIGURATION 
• ACCF.PTABlE MASS 
GuA/As SOLAR CELLS 
CR ~ 1 
Figure 1.3-3. Solar Photovoltaic Non-Concentrated Concept (5 GW) 
1.3.4 SOLAR THERMAL (BOEING/BRAYTON) 
This design, shown in Figure 1. 3-4, developed by Boeing under NASA/HSFC 
contract, was used as a reference concept for comparison \,rith the Rockwell 
solar thermal approach. This conce.pt was sized to deliver 10 GW at the utility 
interface and used a faceted concentrator, cavity absorber, and 100-Mt'l Brayton 
turbo power modules. Ceramic heater tubes and turbine blades were provided to 
handle peak cycle temperatures of l379°C (2500°F). Compressor inlet tempera-
ture was 128°C (261°°1"), and cycle efficiency was 45.4 percent. Trade options 
included 10\ver turbine inlet temperatures. 
1.3.5 SOLAR THERMAL (RANKINE) 
This design features two 2.5-GW modules, joined by a beam which located 
the transmitter at the center of gravity of the satellite (Figure 1.3-5). 
This permitted use of the rotary joint for mounting and orienting electrical 
thrusters for self-pmvered transfer from LEO to GEO. Inflatable concentrators 
with focusing control offered a 3:1 reduction in concentrator weight over a 
facet.ed design (including structure). A cesium Rankil1.C! system provided high 
cycle efficiency at modest turbine inlet temperatllres (103S0C) without requir-
ing ceramic components, and permitted use of lightweight open-disc absorber 
(i. e., lowered technology requirements). Trade options included layer power 
outputs, two antennas, cascaded bottoming cycle, higher and lower turbine inlet 
temlJeratures, different radiator fluids and heat pipe concepts, varying pmver 
conversion module sizes, momentum storage devices, and varying radiator temper-
atures. 
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Figure 1. 3-4. Boeing/Brayton Reference Concept (10 GH) 
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1.3.6 NUCLEAR (BRAYTON) 
The nuclear concept was very compact compared to the solar thermal. This 
approach utilized. a breeder pebble bed reactor and a Brayton thermal conversion 
cycle (Figure 1. 3-6) . The microwave antenna 'vas separated from the reactor to 
avoid radiation damage and 'vas located in front of the shadmv shield. The con-
cept was comprised of 26 reactor modules, each with its own radiator and pO'ver 
conversion unit. Trade options included Rankine power conversion and use of 
un intermediate coolant loop between reactor and power conversion. 
44M RADIATOR & 
(144 FT) POWER MODULE ~ \--.: (26 REO) 
.61 M >~(2FT) 
I OFFERS UNIQUE ADVANTAGES I 
• BREEDER, PEBBLE BED REACTOR 
• BRAYTON CONVERSION 
~ RADIATION SHIELD 50 M TRIANGULAR STRUCTURE 
MICROWAVE 
ANTENNA 
Figure 1. 3-6. Nuclear-Pmvered Concept (5 GW) 
These candidate concepts and trade studies, developed during the first 
90 days of the study, formed the initial basis for concept evaluation and 
selection. Subsystem trade studies- (described in Section 3.0) were conducted 
in parallel with LEO/GEO construction evaluation. The results of these efforts 
were iteratively integrated, resulting in the definition of candidate concept-
ual designs. Preliminary cost analyses of these concepts were conducted and 
preliminary evaluations made to determine which concepts should be selected for 
point design. 
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2.0 TRADE SUMMARY 
This section presents a summary of the results of the various trade 
studies and analyses conducted during the course of this study. Major 
emphasis was placed upon th~ overall factors leading to the selection of a 
power conversion system suitable for geosynchronous equatorial operation in 
the 1995-2025 time period. Other subsystem data (attitude control, structures, 
thermal, etc.) are introduced only when necessary to evaluate the power con-
version approach being considered. Detailed summaries of the trades conducted 
within each subsystem discipline are presented in Section 3.0. 
2.1 SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAICS 
The major trade areas (other than the obvious selection of solar cell 
type) for the solar photovoltaic concepts included (1) determination of con-
centration ratios, (2) selection of flight mode, and (3) determination of 
geometry. All of these trades interact across several disciplines, and it is 
necessary to develop integrated data at the total system level (including both 
the satellite and rectenna for the flight mode trade), 
2.1.1 CONCENTRATION RATIO 
The major parameters that influence the design of concentrator photovol-
taic systems are identified: temperature, reflector shape, tensioning require-
ments, environmental degradation, and pointing requirements. Selective bandpass 
filters can reduce cell operating temperatures and increase performance. The 
effects of thermal self-annealing of the cells appear to occur at approximately 
125°C (and higher) and may result in the preferred design operating temperature. 
The configuration for CR = 5 results in cell operating temperatures of 
182°C. The cell cover would have to be glass; however, the technology base for 
blanket temperature in excess of 182°C has been developed for the SPS array. 
The use of concentrators and the design values for reflectivity, tension-
ing, degradation, and pointing accuracy of the membranes are needed for the 
on-orbit environment. Resolution of these issues is difficult because of con-
flicting data in the literature and lack of long-duration orbit data. This 
is identified as a critical area where experimental data are needed, because 
of the major impact on satellite configuration, weight, and cost. 
2.1.2 ORBIT SELECTION 
The orbit planes considered for the SPS include the ecliptic, equatorial, 
and a 7.3-degree inclined orbit which eliminates the north-south stationkeeping 
~V requirement. The ecliptic plane has the advantage that perfect collector 
pointing can be achieved in a "wings level" (Y-POP) attitude, which minimizes 
the gravity-gradient induced RCS propellant consumptions. This orbit results 
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in a daily earth eclipse period. The equatorial plane produces photovoltaic 
collector losses up to 8 percent for the ~vings~level attitude. The tr.ade study 
results indicate the equatorial orbit to be preferred--primarily due to the 
dominant cost impact of the increased rectenna sizes for the ecliptic and 
7.3-degree inclined orbits. 
2.1.3 ATTITUDE ORIENTATION 
The three attitude orientations illustrated in li'ie;ure 2.1-1 have been 
evaluated in the ACSS trade studies. The wings-level attitude (Y perpendicular 
to orbit plane, X in orbit plane) is preferred over the Z-sun, X-lOP attitude 
because of the large savings in RCS propellant resupply. The X-sun, X-lOP 
attitude places the long axis of the vehicle in the orbit plane. This orienta-
tion requires two microwave antennas in order to simultaneously prevent inter-
ference of the micrmvave beam with the spacecraft structure and obtain acceptable 
solar pressure torque balancing. The requirement for two antennas and the double 
sizing of the spacecraft results in additional complexity and power distribution 
mass penalties. On this basis, the Y-POP, X-lOP is the preferred orientation. 
-ORBIT \tOA:~ ~~~~/~--- ~ ~ 
.. :~:/:;:;l/\:~:~:::t:::~]@,,\. /.//}it 
0···%·················Q:·:·:·:·:·:·'·:·:·:·:·: .. ····~.n ECLIPTIC :!~·:::::!I:iiiJJidl .. ;·~i:\~~ :~ ;~ EQUATORIAL I 
/ 
-ATTITUDE ORIENTATION 
(MAX) 
IMPACTS: 
RECTENNA SIZE, 
STATIONKEEPING 6V, & 
EARTH SHADOWTIME 
IMPACTS: 
fiCS PROPELLANT 
RESUPPL Y, 
COLLECTOR LOSSES 
M,W, ANT,GIMIlALLlNG, 
& COMPATllIlLITY WlTfi 
MOM,WHEELS & 
F HE E DRI FT MODES 
Figure 2.1-1. Selection of Flight Conditions 
2.1. 4 ARRAY GEOMETRY DETERM'INATION 
The selection of a photovoltaic array shape or geometry is dependent on 
a number of factors or considerations. Figure 2.1-2 lists these major consid-
erations and the impact they have on the geometry. The figure also depicts 
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the configuration cross-sections which have received major emphasis during the 
course of the study. Each configuration is assigned a code number. For each 
consideration listed, those configurations which best resolve (or minimize) 
the associated impact are indicated by their code number. For example, Con-
figurations 1, 2, and 3 ~vill, by nature of their length-to-depth radios, have 
relatively high natural frequencies-thus minimizing or eliminating problems 
associated with attitude control system/structure coupling. 
_GEOMETRY CONSIDERATIONS -IMPACTS 
CD@r:D STRUCTURE/ACS COUPLING ___ LENGTH/DEPTH RATIO·MAXf 
CD@ PROPELLANT CONSUMPTION __ X G[CTIONAL MA"S DIST. 
(!il PIIOJFcrru AIlEA REOMTS ___ LlNC,III1WlIlIIIIIAI'IO 
CD@@Ci) ENVlllONM[N r ___ SIZl, SIIAPL & MA!;!; 
@@ 
@ 
CD 
® 
CD 
- PIIYSICAL -SECTION PIWPERTIES 
-TIIERMAL -MATLS & COATINGS 
CONCENTRATION RATIO X·SECTION SIIAI'E 
LEO CONSTRUCTION LENGTH/DEPTH RATIO·MAXf 
CONSTRUCTION COMPATIBILlTY_ X·SECTION COMPLEXITY 
WIRING PLANAR AREA SHAPING 
STRUCTURE MASS OVERALL SYSTEM MASS 
® 
&YVSMMMZS/S4 
~-----------------------------------} - y-CONTENDERS DEPENDING ON: 
CONSTRUCTION SITE & CONCENTRATION RATIO 
Figure 2.1-2. Array Geometry Determination 
Since no configuration is an obvious winner, those indicated 
ered contenders and were subjected to more rigorous analysis. 
configurations appear to satisfy most of the driving requirements. 
2.1.5 SILICON VERSUS GaAlAs SOLAR CELLS 
were consid-
The current 
Silicon (Si) and GaA1As solar cells are compared in Figure 2.1-3. Effi-
ciency as a function of cell thickness shows that a GaAIAs cell requires only 
a 5-11m thickness for optimum efficiency as compared to 100 llm for Si cells. 
The GaAlAs is twice as dense as Si, but because of the thinner cell the basic 
material required for the cell junction has the potential of being one-fifth 
the weight of Si. 
The amount of gallium required is shown as a function of the substrate 
material and concentration ratio. The preferred substrate is Alz03, which is 
an existing, commercially available, semiconductor grade, sapphire material. 
Based on the existing studies, and using the Alz03 substrate and an SO-
percent recovery from bauxite, there is sufficient Ga for the SPS program. 
Recovery from flyash, seawater, or new deposits would increase the availability 
of gallium. There is no problem with availability of arsenic. 
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Figure 2.1-3. Silicon Vs. GaA1As Solar Cells 
The efficiency of solar cells as a function of radiation fluence is illus-
trated in Figure 2.1-3. The GaA1As cell is approximately an order of magnitude 
more resistant to the radiation environment than Si cells. Also, preliminary 
testing of GaAlAs cells has shown that some of the cells tested reeovered from 
radiation damage when the cells ,\fere heated at approximately 125 0 C or above. 
Additional '\fork is being performed on the thermal annealing of GaAIAs cells to 
verify the data and to determine the maj or variables that influence thermal 
annealing. 
The present cost of gallium is approximately $500jkg. Figure 2.1-3 shows, 
based on a past history of cost and production curves, that as demand increases 
the cost decreases. In the study, the $500jkg cost was used; hO\\fever, the 
potential for a significant cost 'reduction exists and would reduce the overall 
cost of the GaAlAs photovoltaic systems. 
2.1.6 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS (GEO ORBIT CONSTRUCTION) 
As a result of the trade studies and system integration, the major solar 
photovoltaic concepts characteristics, shown in Figure 2.1-4, ,,,ere determined. 
The CR = 1 (non-concentrated) concept has GaAIAs solar cells (with silicon 
cells as an alternative). The concentrated CR = 2 and 5) concepts both have 
GaA1As solar cells. All concepts use an equatorial geosynchronous orbit 
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CELL SELECTION GaAIAs (Si AIT) GaAIAs GaAIAs 
SELF·ANNEALING NO YES YES 
BAND PASS FILTER NO NO YES 
POINTING REQUIRE (ROLL) :1:20 ±0.10 :!;0.025 
FLIGHT PLANE ORIENT EQUATORIAL EQUATORIAL EQU,;;rORIAL 
FLIGHT AnlTUDE Y·POP, X-lOP Y·POP. X·IOP Y·POP, X.IOP 
ATTITUDE CONTROL TYPE ELECTRIC THRUSTERS ELECTRIC THRUSTERS ELECTRIC THRUSTERS 
LENGTH /WI DTH 16.1 9.9 10.5 
LENGTH/DEPTH 27.0 22.6 23.5 
SYST SP WT (KG/KW) 7.35 6.65 8.15 
Figure 2.1-4. Solar Photovoltaic System Characteristics 
(Geosynchronous Orbit Construction) 
plane. Because of the high temperatures on the CR = 5 cells, it is assulned 
that they can be continuously self-annealed to repair natural radiation damage. 
Basic solar array slzlng for CR = 1, CR = 2, and CR = 5 concepts are shown 
in Table 2.1-1 and were used in the overall evaluations. Projected area (inter-
cepted solar energy) is obtained from total energy requirements and a solar 
constant, 1353 W/m2. Energy onto the cells is total intercepted area, reduced 
by actual reflectivity values. Solar cell area is calculated from performance 
analysis. For example, at CR = 5, the solar cell output is 918 W/m2 after 
reducing initial outputs of 1470 W/m2 by factoring array design losses, seasonal 
variation in solar output, temperature losses, and environmental degradation. 
Based on an array output requirement of 9.56 GW, the solar cell area require-
ment is lO.4xlO G m2 . 
The SPS solar photovoltaic weight summary is presented in Table 2.1-2. 
Only slight weight difference is indicated between CR "" 1 and CR = 5; however, 
a significant weight savings appears at CR = 2. These comparisons were used 
in overall evaluation at the mid-point of the study. Revised weight statements 
have resulted from detailed design analysis during the second half of study, 
as shown in subsequent sections of this report. 
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Table 2.1-1. Solar Array Sizing Hodels 
INTERCEPTED (PROJECTED) 
AREA 
ENERGY BOl 
ONTO CELLS EOL 
CELL AREA 
CR = 5 U10A = 4.7%) 
CRg = 7.55 
78.5 X 106N2 
(106.4 GI':) 
95.9 GW (CR = 6.8)* 
76.5 GW (CR = 5.42)* 
10.4 X 106M2 
EOl PERFORHANCE (FACTORS) 
CELL I'l (T) .163 
ARRAY DESIGN 
ENVIRON. 
PWR DISTR. 
ON ARRAY 
(176C) 
.876 
.96 
.88 
f 
I 
;> .11 (76.5 G~I) 
= 8.4 GW 
SEASONAL 
VARIATIONS .91 J 
* (CR = ll14.1 GI1 
**(CR = 1 31.4 GW 
CR = 2 (NOA = 6.2%) 
CRQ = 2.58 
59:63 X 106H2 
(80.06 GW) 
75.7 (CR = 2.41)** 
67.0 (CR = 2.22)** 
23.2 X 106N2 
.19 
(!iOC) 
.876 
.92 
.90 
.91 
.125 (67. ° Gil) 
( = 8.4 G~I 
I 
CR = 1 (l10A" 7. 5~) 
48.9 X 106M2 (66.3 GH) 
66.3 
66.3 
48.9 X 106r'1 2 
(6SC TOP) .188 ! (83C BOTTON) 
.876 .127 (66.3 GH) 
[
' = 0.4 GW 
.92 
.92 
.91 I 
Table 2.1-2, Solar Voltaic Hass Summary (GaAIAs Solar Cells) 
CR = 5 CR = 2 CR = 1 GROWTH 
CONCENTRATION RATIO 106 KG 106 KG 106 KG % 
COLLECTOR ARRAY (NON ROT,) (18,363) (15.465) (38,3) 
PRIM./SEC. STRUCT./MECH, 9.306 3.993 2,805 25,0 
ATTITUDE CONTROL ,300 0,212 ,375 30,0 
SOLAR CELLS 3,297 5.990 12.343 24,7 
REFLECTORS 2.182 2.052 N/A 15,0 
POWER CONDIT, .387 .387 .387 50.0 
WIRE HARNESS/SLIP RING 2.891 2.891 2.469 97,0 
ANTENNA (ROTATING) (9.794) 9,794 9.794 (23,1) 
PRIM./SEC, STRUCT./MECH. ,268 
1 
25,0 
COOLING .200 50,0 
PWR CONVERTERS 5,690 20,0 
WIRING/SLIP RING ,096 SAME SAME 94.0 
WAVEGUIDES 3.540 20,0 
IMS EQMT/CABLING ,240 
.240 ,240 88,0 
PROPELLANTIYEAR ,100 .100 ,100 0 
SUBTOTAL SATELLITE SYST, 28.497 25.599 28.513 
GROWTH ALLOWANCE 8,882 8.115 8.766 31,2 
TOTAL SATELLITE SYST, 37,379 33.714 37,279 
COMPARABLE SILICON CR = 1 
WEIGHT = 48.589 X 106 KG 
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2 .2 SOLAR THERMAL 
The major trade areas for the solar thermal concepts included (1) concen-
trator concept (multi-faceted vs. inflatable), (2) open vs. cavity absorber, 
(3) power conversion concept, and (4) heat rejection. 
2.2.1 CONCENTRATOR CONCEPT 
The inflatable design showed a 75 percent weight saving over a faceted, 
rigid design but requires a greater advance in the state of the art. Effici-
ency for the faceted design is less because of area lost between the facets. 
The inflatable FEP Teflon canopy will probably have to be replaced in service 
(no power interruption) after 15 years, due to UV degradation. Makup gas 
requirements are small. Open questions are film-tensioning requirements for 
good reflectivity, and assembly tolerances for the inflatable design. 
Sheldahl, Inc., has supported this analysis and provided film samples for 
testiJ?-g. 
2.2.2 ABSORBER 
The Brayton cycle requires more surface area in the absorber because of 
the low heat transfer coefficient of gas (versus boiling liquid). This 
necessitates a cavity-type absorber design for the Brayton concept. A Rankine 
cycle can utilize an open, disc-type absorber with reflecting. skirts. This 
results in a significant weight savings for the Rankine concept. The turbine/ 
generator modules can be mounted on the insulated backside of each absorber. 
2.2.3 POWER CONVERSION 
At comparable cycle temperatures, a non-superheated Rankine system is 
substantially more efficient than a Brayton, as shown in Figure 2.2-1. This 
is chiefly due to lower pumping power requirements, which are ~2% of turbine 
THEORETICAL CAR NOT LIMIT, 204"<: (4oo0 Fl REJECT 
BO 
60 
~ 
> 
tJ 40 z 
w 
U 
u:: 
... 
w 
~--~----~----~--~~--~~--,f,~--~----------'OC 
~I~~--~~I.---~~In-----~I~----~I~-----------'OF 400 1000 1500 2000 2600 
TURBINE INLET TEMP. 
Figure 2.2-1. Dynamic Conversion Efficiencies 
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output for the. Rankine c.ycle as c,olllpared to "'67% for. the lh7UytOll. '1'l11s permits 
the Rankine cycle to compete in perforlllam~e-with muc.h lower inlet temperature 
and material requirements. 
Thxee RLlnkin~ systems were compared (,rable 2.2-1) I;\t a common inlet: t0mp-
exat\,lre of l03S"'C (1900°F) und a c.ondensing temperature of50l1 QC (940°F) ~ exeepl: 
fol." the cesiwu/steam b:i.muy cycle "'hieh condenses cesiulll at 593°C (1100°]') and 
sCet.\m at 204°C (400°F) in the radiator, thereby uc.hJ.eving· the highest c.ycJ.c 
t..'fflc:i.enc.y and l,m\lest speci.Ei<.~ mass. The Brayton system is heavie'l- \.~ompared to 
the. ces;Lum/~tenm sysCe1\\ despite its higher inlet temperature of 1379°(} (25:tlI O F) 
wldch requires c.eram:Lc absorbers'., phunb:i.ng, aud turbine blades. DrU\vbacks to 
t~he Rm\ldn(~ system are the problems of two-:-pha.se flow stability and turbine 
ot"QsiQn. St(.mdm:d., proven methods nre ava:Ltablefor handling those problems. 
'fable 2.2-1. Power (klD.version Concept Comparisons 
I , 
BRAYTON RANKINE 
WORKING fLUIO HELIUM/XENON POTASSUM CESIUM CESIUM/STEAM 
TUHUINE INLET TEMP (Oe) !:l/t) lO:lfI m:m 10;111 
CYCIC ITflGlrNCY ('~,I ·Ih :1" :th ,1/ 
I lItWINI 1'111 l,~aHII 111\ I lO ~J!.l ·\O,1j lJhh ~!l!) I 
I;OMI'III h:illHII'UMI'lfl ~ 117,5 GO GO 60 
CUMI'tlI;SSOH INl.l;r TEMP °C 121 
-
. 
CONDI!!IISING reMP ., 504 504 59!l/204 
RADIATOR (CONDENSING, TUllE flNI COMPOUND STEAM DII'tIENYL OII'HENYL STEAM 
EfFECTIVE TEMP C ~O4 343 343 2.04 
TOTAL RADIATOR AREA KM2 2.35 t.35 1.35 2,2 
POWER LOOP WT KG/KW 1,3 3,37 1.47 0,65 
MDIATOR WEIGHT KG/KW 2.3 2,62 :t62 1.95 
SOLAII COLl.EeT/ABSORBER WT 
KG/KW 0,B95 .336 ,3!lli 0,266 
2.2.4 HEA'l' REJ'ECTlON 
'~'\ 
'ehemaj~l~::i.t:y of sp~\ce e~{perieU(~e r(i'J.ated Ct) acU.ve rad:i.ator syt)telllS hW;l 
be~n devoted to tube!fiJ:{mid hoat pipe systelns. In the late 1960' s, a number 
tlf studies ·were devoted to zero-g application of spac.H,\ 'radiators using clmdl::lls-
:I.np; fluids. Fluids evaluated :i.uu;l1Jded potassium, mercury ~ D~)wth(;)rm A. and 
Rcfr:lgEn:ant 12 (R-12). Although test::i.ng hels been restricted to Sl.l1l1;\J,ated 
zero-g drop to\"ers i;'Htd aircraft 1:1yi11g Keplel~;lan traj ectorios, the l:lln:l.ted data 
~1Va:lJ.flblo suggest that condensing systems are feas:tble for space ope1:ation. 
Consequently, j.n developing rl;1(U.;\tor concepts, both heat l)ipe ~ll1d condensing 
.fluid sy)!:t~n\s have been considerec1althollgh, for purposes of sill\pH,o,lty" con~ 
densing :t.iqllid-I\\et~\l.s have not been included. 
At1I:l1ys:ls \vas conduclted to compare heat pipes and (lI)ltdensing tube .. ~i Ear the 
nctive therulal control steam rad:tatot' system. Hajor conclus;l.ol1$ of this trade 
were (.l )selet"t:lon tends to re.duce to a 00ll1pa:dson oE a highly complex <\l1d extens-
ive valving system with ~'\ network requiring adv<!ll1ced technology heot pj,pes I 
<Illd (2) the ma.intenance-free :Ufetime requirements that are a SUbstantial factor in 
defining opt:bllal heat l:ej e,ct:LQll design. As a reS\ll.t of th:ts investiga.tionthe 
heat pipe approach ,\fas selected becallseof: its comparative s:i.1npli(').ity J flext"" 
b:t1lty for vary:1.ng 11,:f;etime operatlo11 J and demonstrl:1.ted advanced technology 
development potential. 
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2.2.5 SYSTEH CHARACTERISTICS 
The. t,,,o-moCiule., 5-GH SPS c1l'sign features articulated in[latable collectors 
w'hit~h track the seasonal L'xcLlrsiollS of the SUll without incun;ing attitude con-
trol propellant penalties. The rotary joint is located at the satellite e.g. 
by meaus of an offset structure, to facilitate LEO/GEO trnnsfer with electrical 
thrusters mounted ou the rotary joint. The Boeing lO-GW, 16-ll1odule SPS us(~s 
fnc(:;~tQd collectors a:lmed at n cavity absorber whOSe>. nperturt~ is enlarged ,,,ith 
n G~Jlllpot.ll'l,d parabolh~ r~.flector skil:t.. VnluL~s shown in Table 2.2-2 are for the 
Rock'vt~ll t:\vll-modult~ design. The Rankine cesium/steam systom has the 10\v(?st 
spc~ific mass of the four cases studied. 
Table 2.2-2. SolDr Thermal System Characteristics 
WOI1KING Fl \J1D 
MILA (lIEI'LtCTOI1) KM2 
'lOA 'X. 
CYCLE '1% 
nmnlNE INLET TEMpoC 
CiliNERATon SIZE MW 
SAT. ORIENT 
flADIATon AREA KM2 
SYSTEM sr. WT. KCi/KW 
8RAYTON 
HE L1UM/XENON 
24 
Hi 
45 
1379 
30 
Y,·POP, X ·101' 
2,35 
B,65 
, .• -.'- ..... __ .. ------,._-.. ---
flANKING RANKINE RANKINE 
. "·--1--- ---1------1 
Cl.SIUM 
30,32 
12 
36 
1038 
30 
Y POP. X lOP 
1.3l; 
13.35 
cr 51 UM/STF.AM 
23 
16 
'17 
10313 
30 
Y POP, X lOP 
2.2 
6,9 
PorASSIUM 
3032 
12 
36 
1038 
30 
YI'Or, x lOP 
L35 
11.0 
ORIGINAL P AG~\i l~ 
OF POOR QUALrrV 
2.3 NUCLEAR 
The major trade areas for the nuclear concept included (.1.) approach, 
(2) fuel processing, and (3) pO\vcr conversion conc.o:pt. 
d· 
Prcvj.ous study (Boeing, l'ISFC eon tract) had concluded that a nuclear-
powered SPS \vas a viable option. The ava.ilable matel:ial for breeder reactor 
fuel represents a large energy :rcserve \vhic.h cannot be ignored. The objec-
tions to ter:r0.strial siting of nucleax breeders encompass channeling bred 
1)u-238 into nuclear WeI11)OnS, problems of radioactive waste disposal, and haz-
ards from nuclear 'reactor operations. Operation of nuclear brcedel: rcaetors 
in geosyn(:hronoLls orbit ,,,ould eliminate these siting obj ection.s. Also, the 
nuc.lear SPS opt:i.Ol1 offers un.ique operational advantages over the solar-pO\vered 
SPS. 
2.3.1 APPROACH 
Study results concluded that the l1u('.1ear-pmvered SPS mllst be a breede.r 
clue to the limited availability of the natural occurring U-235 fissile mater-
ial. It is estimated that there w:i.ll be. 615xIO lil Btu energy avai1ab1.(~ from 
bree.ding Pu-239 from non-fissile Pu-238; this exceeds the U. S. known Goal 
reserves by a .E nc. tor of 30. 
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A high reactor core temperaLure, 1660 K (2500°F), is requir(:;d to obtain 
good p01ver conversion efficiencies with the Brayton cycle consistent 'vith min-
imum radiator areas. These high temperatures are also compatible with advanced 
Rankine pmver conversion systems using liquid-metals as a \vorking fluid. 
Fuel processing must be integrated with the reactor power module. to achieve 
modularity. The selected design was a pebble bed fast reactor, cooled by helium 
gas and fueled by plutonium with U-238 as the breeding material. 
2.3.2 FUEL PROCESSING 
The fuel elements are 1/4-inch spheres consisting of the mixed oxide of 
uranium and plutonium (U0 2/PU02), carbon-coated to prevent the escape of 
fission products. 
Spent fuel is recycled out of the reactor and reprocessed by either the 
Airox or the Modified Purex process, depending on the amount of fission product 
poisons to be removed from the fuel prior to refabrication (Figure 2.3-1). The 
Airox proc.ess used a series of oxidation-reduction heating cycles, causing the 
fuel to swell and crack, thereby releasing only the gaseous fission products. 
The final reduction reaction leaves the fuel in a powdered form, still contain-
ing remaining fission product solids and inerts. The mass proceeds to refabri-
cation, where it is mixed \vith resupply U02, formed into carbon-coated pellets, 
and recycled back to the reactor. 
• SEPARATES OUT FISSION PRODUCT POISONS 
• ADMIXES RESUPPLY U02 TO BREED Pu 02 
-REFORMS FUEL INTO CARBON COATED PELLETS 
REFAB 
REACTOR 
·VARIABLE BREEDING RATIO FUEL BY: 
AIROX PROCESS - PARTIAL - F.P. SEPARATION 
MODIFIED PUREX - COMPLETE SEPARATION OF 
F.P., Pu0 2, U02 
MIXTUIH· PU02' U0 2, F.P., INLHTS 
AIROX 
PROCESS 
RESUPPLY 
-.-
U02. 
MATERIALS 
" 
1.5 Kg/DAY ___ RESUPPLY: 
TOTAL MATERIALS 
MODIFIED 
PUREX F .P. GASES 
TO DISPOSAL 
F.P., / 
INERTS 1.5 Kg/DAY 
TO DISPOSAL ---- TOTAL 
Figure 2.3-1. Fuel Hana.gement Schematic 
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Depending upon the buildup of fission product poisons and inerts in the 
reactor core, the fuel mixture leaving the Airox process may also be treated 
in the Hodified Purex process. The latter c.onsists of a series of counterflow 
solvent extraction columns. The fuel mixture is first dissolved in aqueous 
HN03 and the fission products, inerts, and higher oxides of Pu and U are sep-
arted out successively with a counterflow organic stream of bri-butyle phosphates. 
The resultant separated Pu02. and N02. are then sent to Refabrication. The Refab-
rication process mixes the processed fuel with resupply U02., and forms pellets 
which are sintered and then carbon-coated. The resulting pellets are then 
returned to the reactor. 
2.3.3 POHER CONVERSION CONCEPT 
Brayton power conversion was found best for a helium-cooled reactor con-
cept. A direct closed cycle helium loop can be used, thus eliminating complex 
intermediate heat exchangers. Also by changing gas pressure and reactor power, 
electrical output can be modulated to compensate for nuclear power generating 
module failure or changing electrical power demand. Gas-cooled reactors have 
been operating in Europe since 1956, with the first U. S. electrical pow'er gen-
eration ,,,ith helium-cooled reactors taking place in 1967. The Brayton cycle 
is an advanced state of development. Millions of operating-hours experience 
are available on aircraft gas turbines. NASA/Lewis has extensive test experi-
ence of a closed Brayton cycle development program, and European fossil-fueled 
closed Brayton systems have thousands of hours of data back to the 1950's. 
2.3.4 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
A block diagram of the nuclear power generation system is shown in 
Figure 2.3-2. Heat is removed from the reactor by the helium working fluid 
of the closed Brayton cycle. High-temperature/high-pressu're He exits the 
reactor to a cyclone separator for removal of entrained fuel particles, and 
TEMP OK ('Fl 
PRESS MN/M2 (PSIA\ 
Il(LIUM IlOW Kills I C (LO/S[q 
GENERATOR 
OUTPUT -325 MW. 
Tl " 589 
(600) 
PI -= 3.95 
(573) 
TIN = 561 
(550) 
T 3 = 1509 (2400) 
P3 = 6.90 (1000) TUROINE 
~ C = .88 1=;:::::;::;::====1 ~ T 
T2=765 =.91 
<--- (917) 
P2 =7.07 (1025) 
RECUPERATOR 
~ R = .95 
T5 = 624 
H e/G AS/ 
LIQUID 
COOLER 
(664) W =712 
TO RADIATOR 
TOUT ·765 (917) 
(1566) 
REACTOR 
Q = 1,01l~ 
MWt 
RESUPPLY 
1.5 Ko/DAY 
a Kg/DAY 
SPENT FUEL 
FUEL 
PROCESS 
ING 
MODULE 
1.5 Kg/DAY 
FISSION 
PRODUCTS 
AND 
INERTS 
Figure 2.3-2. Nuclear Power Generation Block Diagram 
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then passes to the Brayton cycle turbine, where it undergoes an expansion with 
a subsequent drop in pressure and temperature. The mechanical working fluid 
extracted from the gas is used to operate both the compressor and generator 
\l7hich are mounted on the same shaft. The He passes to a recuperator for 
exchange of heat with the steam leaving the compressor. It then passes to the 
cooler where it is further cooled by the radiator coolant. Leaving the cooler, 
·the He stream is fed to the compressor where it undergoes an increase in pres-
sure and temperature, and then passes successively to the recuperator and 
reactor to start another cycle. The reactor outlet gas temperature is 1589 K 
at a pressure of 6.9 MN/m2 , the entering temperature T2 is 1294 K, and the 
compressor ratio is approximately 2.0. The system efficiency for the condi-
tions shown was computed to be 32 percent. 
Table 2.3-1 shows the nuclear reactor concept mass statement. A compar-
ison is also shown between solar photovoltaic, solar thermal, and nuclear 
concepts. Considerable potential for mass reduction exists for the nuclear 
concept. It was felt that an optimization of the radiator design could poten-
tially reduce this by 5.78XI0 6 kg (Le., 20.73xl0 6 kg for reactor/powel' conver-
sion/radiator reduces to lLf. 95xl0 6 kg). Also, an approach utilizing a gaseous 
core reactor/MHO could potentially reduce the subtotal by 18.74xl0 6 kg. Both 
of these differences would require major study. 
Table 2.3-1. Nuclear Reactor Concept Hass Summary 
(106 KG) GROWTH % 
PRIMARY STRUCTURE 0.361 25.0 
SEC. STRUCT. 1.112 25.0 
A I nTUDE CONTROL 0.20 30.0 CONCEPT WEIGHT COMPARISONS 
SHEILDING 0.54 30.0 
REACTORS (26) 2.06 30.0 POWER CONVERSION 
FUEL PROCESSING 1.01 20.73· 30.0 CONCEPT 
TURBO·F.QUIPME~JT 3.34 30.0 
GENERATORS 1.83 30.0 
CR = 1 
RADIATORS 11.94 30.0 2 
POWE R CONDIT. 1.839 5().0 5 
WIRE HARDNESS 0.60 100 RANKINE 
I\NHNN/\ 9.88 23.1 CS/STEAM 
IMS EQUIP. 0.061 50.0 NUCLEAR 
IMS CABLING ITS 0.179 100 
PROPELLANT/YEAR ~ 0 
SUBTOTAL 35.052 
GROWTH ALLCWANCE 10.411 29.6 
TOTAL SATELLITE SYST. 45.46:1 
·GASEOUS CORE REACTOR/MHO COULD POTENTIALLY REDUCE THIS TO 
1.99 X 106 KG - REFERENCE: 8TH IECEC PAPER 739018,1973 
RADIATOR OPTIMIZATION COULD POTENTIALLY REDUCE THIS TO 
14.95 X 106KG • CONDEN SING STEAM RADIATOR (LOWER TEMPERATURE) 
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2.4 CONCEPT SUMHARY 
The following sections describe concept factors that led to point design 
selection. 
2.4.1 CRITERIA 
A set of criteria for eventual selection of SPS concepts has been developed 
to guide the study. Not all the the criteria shown in Table 2.4-1 are of equal 
importance as concept differentiators. Those that are the most significant dif-
ferentiators are shown with an asterisk. Additionally, the key study issues 
are addressed in these criteria (items having a key next to them) if they serve 
as concept differentiators. For example, the issues related to the microwave 
power portion of the system are common to all systems and, therefore, are not 
evaluated at this overall system level. Not all of these criteria have been 
pursued in depth. A number of examples will be given to demonstrate implementa-
tion of the criteria to arrive at preferred concept selections. 
Table 2.4-1. Concepts Selection Criteria 
COST 
.t? .5 DlU 
~I INITIAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT' 
,?, REPLACEMENT CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
<!?' OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE' 
<!?I COST SENS ITIVITY 
- TO SATELLITE BUILD-UP RATE 
- TO TRANS PORTATION COSTS 
- TO CRITICAL SUBSYSTEM COSTS' 
ENVI RON~\ENTAL IMPACTS 
';,-SPiiCE f~Trtitnsi\itlTIIE SIZE, RFI g 
NUCL[AR RADIATION) 
£'1 TRANSPORTATION IMPACT (NO. OF LAUNCHES) 
:;, NUCI.EAR -101 SPOSAL, PROCESS lNG, ETC.)' 
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
.; .RfCiilriTCiTYlFMEA -DATiil-
I SUPPORT REQUIREMH!1S (SUCH AS SPECIAL 
TECHNQ.!,QGY R!;...Q1J.1 REMEllii EQU I PMENT FOR NUCLEAR) 
<!?' CRITICAL DEVELOPMENTS (NUMBER & TYPE)' • SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS (HAZARDS - TO 
<!? I VERIFICATION TESTING COMPLEXITY TIlE SATELliTE & CREW) 
(ANALYTICAL, GROUND, SPACE & RELATIVE .;. PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION (SOLAR CELLS, 
COST/COMPLEXITY) REFLECTORS, RADIATORS, & MACHINERY) 
• SCHEDULE IMPACTS (STATE-OF-THE-ART .;. MAINTAINABiliTY !DOWN-TIME) 
CUT-oFFS) • ECLIPSE FACTORS (SATELLITE OVERSIZE & 
• GROWTH POTENTIAL (.11/, .1W) GROUND REQUI REMENTSI 
• MODULARITY/SCALEABIL1TY 
C') MATtRIAL AVAILABILITY 
q 'GALLIUNn;CESIU~ 
'PRIMARY CONCEPT DIFFERENTIATORS 
2.4.2 SYSTEM SPECIFIC WEIGHT 
COMPLEXITY 
I DESIGNCOMPLEXITY 
• MANUFACTUR ING AND ACCEPTANCE J'I CONSTRUCTION AND ASSEMBLY 
• SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES 
Cost sensitivity to transportation is a direct function of concept mass. 
The SPS specific. weight as a function of power is the total weight of the 
satellite divided by the electrical power delivered to the utility user. It 
is postulated that specific weights of 8 to 10 kg/kW are an upper limit for 
the SPS to be competitive with other proposed concepts. Solar cell systems, 
solar dynamic, and nuclear dynamic concepts are shown in Figure 2. Lf-l. The 
satellite system variable uncertainty is a function of the design concept, 
operating temperatures and efficiencies, degradation, and technology develop-
ment. A weight allowance of approximately 31 percent is also provided for 
growth. 
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Figure 2. ~-l. Weight Comparisons 
2.4.3 CRITICAL bEVELOPHENTS 
Critical driver technology issues unique to each of the system concepts 
under study are suuilllarized in Table 2.4-2. Technology issues for photovoltaic 
system contenders center on solar cell and solar blanket requirements, while 
Table 2.4-2. System Concept-Related Technology Issues 
SYSTEM CONCEPT CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY ISSUES 
• SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC 
• SILICON SOLAR CELLS TH IN FILM SILICON - HIGH TEMPERATURE ANNEALING,' 
WEIGHTS, EFFICIENCY 
• GaAs SOLAR CELLS SELF-ANNEALING TEMP, CONTROL, AL203 SUBSTRATE, 
MAT'L COSTS 
• COMMON REQTS LOW COST SOLAR BLANKET PRODUCTION 
• SOLAR THERMAL 
I It BRAYTON CYCLE HIGH TEMP, HEATEXCHANGERMATERIALS -LIQUID METAL COOLING - RIGID CONCENTRATOR MATERIALS - CAVITY 
I ABSORBER 
I 
• RANKINE CYCLE INFLATABLE CONCENTRATOR MATERIALS/SURFACE I DEGRADATION CONDENSING TUBE/FIN RADIATOR I 
• COMMON REQTS FABR ICATION/ASSEMBLY TOLERANCES - SOLAR POiNTING 
REQTS OPTICAL PROPERTIES -AC GENERATION/HIGH 
VOLTAGE TRANSM ISS ION 
• NUCLEAR THERMAL HIGH TEMP BREEDER REACTOR TECHY (FUEL PROCESSING 
PLANT) RADIATION SHIELDING - MAINTENANCE 
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the solar thermal t.:L'l~hnology drivers r(.'1ntl' to high-telllpl~ratllrC' materials 
dC'vL'lopnll.'nt, l'onc~'ntrator lIwterials degradatinn, anti eOlll1l10n prl)bll'ms of 
asslllllhly tl)loranccs, optlt'al propl>rtic8, and hi.gIl-vol t.:1gl~ pOH€'r distribution. 
Comlllon HLlbsystl~lll-crit.kal technology elL'lIlents, such as the }IF'.l'S, are not 
hwlutlL'd. 
2.tl.4 HATERIAL AVAILABILITY EVALUATION 
GL'slum is the pn~ferr(>d <11kn11 metal for thl~ ~lQlar th(;'nnal Rankine c.yele 
SYStl'J1\. Projected cesium rl'quirements for tIll' SFS prognun (120 satl'llites) 
~ll'L' .ll'sS tl1<u1. 10 perellnL of tho knmvn world reserves, The main. areas \vllt'n.:~ 
thl' l'CRiunt dL'posits al'L~ locatl'd art> Canada nntI Africa. Cesiwl1 is re1ativl>ly 
l'xlwnsivl' nt tho present tim!:.', but a larg(;' rl'ciuction in pricl' is oxpel~t(;'d as 
productiun quantities are increased. Present production of cesium is approxi-
nwt(;~ly eight tl.lllS per yem:. 
TIll' amount of galliulU rt~quirccl for the photovo1.tuie system, compar('d to 
tIll' known world resources contained in buuxitl.? ~)res, is shown in Figure 2. 'f-2. 
Studies by ALl'on for Rod:\Vl'\ll lU1V,,' indic.ated that with an 80-perel~nt reeovcry 
proccss (lnd n eaplto.1 inVQstlllQl1t of $600,000 to $750,000 per annual ton of 
produd'inn l'uPaL~Hy, that nppro:ximately 6:--;10 5 N ton of galliulll would bo ava:U-
able. Tho quantities of gallium for CR = land eR = 5 nre shown on tho figure, 
m1d are less than 12 percc;'nt of tlw knm,111 n,1S001"0(, contai.ned in hnuxite ores. 
Gal i.lulll mav alst) b(;~ rCt'overoc1 fn)1l1 coal and seawater and, therebv, increHse 
4 f,' .. 
thl, quantity or galliulll ho)'ond the 6xIO"H tons shmm. The desulfurization of 
low-grmle, high-sulfur Hestern Uni.tec1 Stutes t~oal JUay be n fnr greater source 
of galllum than bauxite. 
100 .." 1.0 z 
0 
Vl I-
Z 80 ~ 
.B 0 
'8, ~ 
:: 100,000 M.TONS I ~ 60 CESIUM I- .6 WORLD z 1 RESOURCES w GALLIUM ~ CONTAINED I-.co z 
.4 CONTENT ::> IN 0 ffi u IN BAUXITE POLLUCITE ::l! u 20 ::> .2 ::; 
-I 
<I: 
Cl 
CONSIDERATIONS: ~LTERNATE SOURCES 
-COAL 
-RECOVERY PROCESSES 
-.SEA WATER 
.FACILITIES TO PRODUCE METALS 
-ACCUMULATION OF INVENTORY 
'KAWECKI BERYLCO INDUSTRIi:S, INC. (AUG 3 1977) 
·'ALCOA (OCT., 1976) , 
Figure 2 .If-2. Haterial Availability Evaluation 
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The trade studies conducted have resulted in the following conclusions: 
~SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC 
• Gallium-arsenide (GaAs) solar cells with concentrator 
offers "best bet" for SPS. 
• Potential cost savings exist at higher concentration 
ratio (i. e., > 2) . 
• Gallium-arsenide solar c·alls are cost competitive with 
silicon when normalized to include transportation. 
• Silicon solar arrays (without cell annealing) are too heavy! 
GaAs solar eells are preferred over silicon. Higher efficiency and 
lighter >,eight characteristics of GaAs lead to overall SPS savings. Silicon 
solar cell blankets are ~2.l times heavier compared to GaAs (-14X10G kg weight 
penalty for a S-GW SPS). Adding the delta cost of a silicon solar cell system 
to normalize the solar cell selection makes the GaAs solar cell cost competi-
tive. 
An equivalent 30-year I-MeV (electron) fluence of 4.9xl0 15 e/cmZ is esti-
mated using silicon relative damage coefficients, 10 mg/cmz silica cover, and 
15 mg/cmz back-shielding. At this fluence level, silicon cells will degrade 
to approximately 75% beginning-of-life (BOL) power. A comparable gallium-
arsenide degradation would be 16%. It is obvious that large degradation 
values lead to unacceptable weight penalties and the self-annealing character-
istics of GaAs become an essential feature of the SPS design concept. 
V SOLAR THERMAL 
• Cesium/steam Rankine best solar thermal option 
• Open absorber best choice for Rankine 
• Brayton concept reduced as strong option 
• Potassium concept imposes heavy weight penalty 
To be competitive with solar photovoltaics, this concept depends on light-
weight reflectors and radiators. The technology issue of inflatable collectors 
and condensing radiators needs to be resolved. An open absorber design at the 
lower temperature of tne Rankine cyele offers less technical risk compared to 
the cG.vity absorber. The Brayton cycle concept suffers by heavier weight and 
to be competitive requires greater technology advancement because of its higher 
operating temperature. Ceramic technology for 30-year life at >2500°F needs 
to be demonstrated. 
The solar thermal ceSium/steam Rankine concept proved to be the lightest 
solar thermal concept studied, but was heavier than the GaAs solar photovoltaic 
CR = 2 (~ mass = 5.76X10 G kg -15% heavier). 
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J/ NUCLEAR 
• Nuclear Brayton SPS heaviest weight of concepts studies 
• Brayton conversion best for nuclear reactor concept 
• Shielding penalties not excessive for reactor operation 
• Gaseous core reactor technology potentially could lead 
to significant weight savings 
Sizes of three nuclear-powered SPS concepts are compared in Figure 2.5-1 
with solar-po\\1ered concepts based on the same scale. Note that the MSFC sili-
con solar cell and the Boeing Brayton are sized for 10 GW output. Therefore, 
one-half the area would be required for 5 GW l\1hen compared \\1ith the nuclear 
SPS. The preferred nuclear concept (No.3) occupies a volume approximately 
2 km in diameter at the large end, a l-km-diameter antenna, and is 3 Ian in 
length. This compact size, when compared to solar concepts, should lend 
itself to in-orbit assembly. 
, -ROCKWELL - 5 GW 
GoAIAs CELLS 
-BOEING BRAYTON CYCLE-IO GW 
SOLAR THERMAL 
Figure 2.5-1. Concepts Comparison 
-ROCKWELL' 
NUCLEAR 
BRAYTON 
- 5 GW 
/~~ (.nK~ , 
12,62",,) ~ \ 
,. .,.II ~M 
CONCEPT N J 
/~' "'-7 
t ~, 
~ l;i,' ,HI PI' 
\ " "~ 
CONCEPT H 2 
CONCEPT 13 
The nuclear Brayton SPS shows the heaviest weight of concepts studied 
(31% heavier than solar thermal Rankine/Cs steam). This is primari1y due to 
the radiator design. Optimization of the design should tend to show a more 
favorable nuclear SPS \\1eight when compared to other concepts. The Brayton 
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power conversion is best for a helium-cooled reactor concept. A direct closed 
cycle helium loop can be used, thus eliminating complex intermediate heat 
exchangers. Also, by changing gas pressure and reactor power, electrical out-
put can be modulated to compensate for nuclear power generating module failure 
or changing electrical power demand. 
The baseline shadow shield weight is approximately three percent of the 
power module weight. An intermediate reactor technology was selected for this 
study. Gaseous core reactors potentially offer higher temperatures. This 
would allow use of radiators with higher operating temperatures and still 
achieve good cycle efficiency. Preliminary estimates indicate use of gaseous 
core reactors could result in a 50-percent weight reduction for the nuclea.r 
SPS power generation module. 
It is obvious that if a nuclear SPS can be shown to be cost-competitive 
with solar-powered SPS's, then terrestrial siting would result in still lower 
electrical power generating costs. Objections to terrestrial siting are: 
(1) thermal pollution, (2)' accidents, (3) fuel element shipping, (4) safe-
guards, and (5) disposal of radioactive w'astes. The nuclear concept for SPS 
should eliminate the radioactive fuel element shipping and safeguards problems. 
Fuel elements (pebble) reprocessing would be done at the site. A breeding 
ratio of 1.0 would allow the reactor to consume all plutonium 239 produced. 
It is concluded that the space-based versus ground-based nuclear system is 
more a national policy and environmental issue than a technical issue. 
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2.6 POINT DESIGN 
During the first quarter of the study, a matrix of concepts were developed. 
Trade studies were conducted during the second quarter to select concepts for 
point design definition. Two concepts were selected--a photovoltaic concept 
''lith GaAs solar cells, and a solar the1.11lal concept ''lith a cesium/steam Rankine 
cycle. Najor point design emphasis ~'las placed on the photovoltaic concept. 
2.6.1 PHOTOVOLTAIC 
The initial GaAs solar cell photovoltaic concept, having a concentration 
ratio of 2, had t~vo troughs as shO\vn in Figure 2.6-1. Studie9 of construction 
location indicated that a satellite partially constructed in low earth orbit 
(LEO) has to accommodate very large gravity-gradient torques during the time 
in LEO and during much of the transfer during self-propulsion from LEO to GEO. 
This resulcs in attitude control penalties for concepts which are poorly bal-
anced about the Y-axis (axis perpendicular to the orbit plane during operationG). 
The concept shown for combined LEO/GEO construction has three troughs, arranged 
(end view) like an equilateral triangle, ~'lhich gives the desired balance about 
the Y-axis. Because of the spreadout (about the Y-axis) nature clf this config-
uration, it appears that construction would be difficult. 
When construction is accomplished totally in GEO, large gravity gradients 
are no longer as significant a problem. As a result, the concept shmvn for 
GEO construction represents a compromise between Y-axis balancing and construct-
ability. Although the concept still has three troughs, they are not arranged 
in an equilateral triangle and the resulting concept is more compact about the 
Y-axis. Although not perfectly balanced, the balance is adequate to reduce 
operational attitude control requirements due to gravity-gradient torque to a 
low level. 
• CONSTRUCTABILITY 
• INERTIA BALANCE 
IINITIAlCO~ 
PRIME CONSTRAINT -
• INERTIA BALANCING 
• STRUr.rURAL FREQUENCY 
Figure 2.6-1. Photovoltaic Point Design Evolution 
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Full assembly at LEO ~as ruled out because of the significant penalties 
resulting from Van Allen belt radiation damage to the full complement of solar 
cells, the exposure of larger areas over longer durations to possible impact 
from space debris, and the significant increases in chemical attitude control 
propellants required during eclipse periods of the LEO-to-GEO transfer. 
For the GaAs CR = 2 solar photovoltaic concept, a first-order cost compar-
ison was made for three dHfexent construction/OTV approaches: (1) chemical 
OTV--GEO construction, (2) electric OTV--LEO/GEO construction, and (3) elec-
tric OTV--GEO construction. GEO construction using a chemical OTV for cargo 
transfer from LEO to GEO costs about $600 million more than GEO construction 
using an electric OTV (no solar cell annealing). When electric propulsion is 
used, GEO construction is about $320 million greater than combined LEO/GEO 
construction without solar cell annealing. As indicated in Table 2.6-1, solar 
cell self-annealing results in virtually the same cost for combined LEO/GEO 
construction and all GEO construction. 
, Table 2.6-1. C05~ Differences for GEO and LEO/GEO Construction 
(GaAs Photovoltaic Satellite Point Design) 
PHOTOVOlJAIC SATELLITE 
POINT DESIGN CONFIGURATION 
CONCENTRATION RATIO' 2 
CHEMICAL OTV 
GEO CONSTRUCTION 
MASS LAUNCHED TO 90.283 x 106 KG 
LEO (INCL. CHEM. OTV) 
NO. OF HLLV LAUNCHES 1092 
EARTH LAUNCH COSTS $2597 x 106 
mc. PROP. MODULE 
REPLACEMENT COSTS -
SOLAR BLANKET 
REPLACEMENT COSTS -
SATELl.ITE OVERSIZING 
COSTS -
A INTEREST COSTS 
(7.5'7,) 
-
TOTALS $2597 x 106 
ELECTR I C OTV 
LEO/GEO CONSTRUCT, GEO CONSTRUCTION 
37.285 x 106 KG 39.654 x 106 KG 
(I NIT. 38.047 x 106 KG) (lNIT. 46.573 x 106 KG 
451 480 
$1,026 x 106 $1092 x 106 
128 x 106 156 x 106 
46 x 106 522 x 106 
202 x 106 -
272 x 106 225 x 106 
$1,674 x 106 $1995 x 1(Jb 
Construction in GEO environment circumvents the penalties associated 
with gravity gradient, drag makeup, and the light-dark and thermal cycles 
encountered at LEO. 
The photo'voltaic concept shown in Figure 2.6-2 was selected for point 
design definition. The concept was designed for construction at GEO. This 
three-trough configuration delivers 5 GW to the utility interface on the 
ground. It has a single microwave antenna, located in the center of the con-
figuration. GaAs solar cells are used to produce the power using concentra-
tors that give a 2:1 concentration ratio. Detailed description of this concept 
is provided in Volume IV. 
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An alternate solar thermal concept, Figure 2.6-3, was selected for further 
definition. This concept consisted of two separate collector modules, each 
hinged to the structure to permit seasonal tracking of the sun without affect-
ing gravity-gradient balance. Each collector module supported 158 independent 
power modules utilizing a cesium/steam Rankine cycle. Waste heat was rejected 
to a condensing steam radiator (heat pipes and fins). A detail description of 
this concept is provided in Volume IV. 
• HEAT PIPEj'tIN 
.1.53 KM2 EACH 
.300 PSI REflECTOR FILM STRESS 
.5 KM DIA 
Figure 2.6-3. 
Thermal Design Concept 
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3.0 TRADE STUDY ANALYSIS 
A major part of the second quarter activity was the completion of trade 
studies in support of conceptual designs and selection of point designs. A 
list of 28 trades were identified for completion as shown in Table 3.0-1. 
The mid-term review at MSFC addressed the details of these supporting trades. 
Out of this revie,,, NASA-MSFC selected the Solar Photovoltaic, GaAs. CR-2 and 
the Solar" Thei-mal Cesium Rankine concepts for point design definitions. This' 
section provides the results of these completed SPS trade studies. 
3.1 POWER CONVERSION 
The power conversion trade tree is shown in Figure 3.1-1. The nuclear 
HTGR Brayton SPS was the heaviest weight of concepts studies ~ 35% h~avier 
than the CR-2 solar photovo1taic. This is primarily due to the radiator 
design. A gaseous core reactor/MHD could potentially reduce the weight to 
be competitive. It was concluded that the major issues of nuclea.r reactor 
concepts are political and environmental and, therefore, this approach should 
be set aside for further ERDA evaluation of these issues. A low concentration 
ratio (CR-2) was selected for the detailed point design definition. Concentra-
tion ratios of 5 or more resulted in complex configuration control requirements 
but probably would result in lower overall cost. Non-concentrated solar arrays 
are the simpler configuration but result in the highest weight and cost. 
Gallium arsenide solar cells are preferred over silicon. Greater effici-
ency and lighter weight combine to offer overall SPS savings in weight and 
cost. Radiation damage self-annealing characteristics of GaAs is a key con-
sideration. To conserve on gallium requirements it is necessary to select a 
thin film design ~ 5 ~m of active region. 
The cesium/steam Rankine appears to be the best selection for the solar 
thermal option. The Brayton concept is no longer as strong an option. It 
suffers by heavier weight and requires greater technology advancement because 
of its higher operating temperature. Ceramic technology for 30 year life at 
>2500°F needs to be demonstrated. The availability of cesium looks adequate 
for the SPS requirements. Cesium should not be ruled out because of avail-
ability. 
3.1.1 PHOTOVOLTAICS 
GaAIAs vs Silicon Solar Cell Trades 
Performance of Candidate Solar Cells. The projected IOC for the 1998 era 
require~ that. ?lost photovo1taic system studies to be based on the technology 
readines's projected for·about 1985. Two of the more difficult tasks are'to 
reasonably predict the characteristics of advanced technology components and 
to develop adequate confidence in performance and cost projections. Several 
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Table 3.0-1 Trade Studies Summary 
LEVEL OF HILESTONES 
I. D. TRADE COI1P PRELIH. ERB 
NO. TRADE RESPONSIBILITY (EMPHASIS) TRADES RESULTS REV JEWS 
I LEO VS. G EO": BILL McRAE SYSTEI1 SEPT 15 AUG 26 SEPT 1 
2 OPTII1UI1 SPS SIZE / BILL I1cRAE SYSTEM SEPT 15 AUG 26 AUG 25 
3 CONCENTRATION RATIO*/ D. TONELLI SUBSYSTEI1 JULY 29 AUG i 
4 BRAYTON VS. RANKINE* B. BRUX SUBSYSTEI1 AUG 15 AUG 16 
I 5 GaA1As VS. SILICON* D. TONELL I SUBSYSTEH SEPT 15 AUG 26 AUG I 
6 NUCLEAR COl1PAR I SONS1: "I. SCHI1ILL SYSTEt1 AUG 15 JULY 22 AUG 18 
7 ELECTRICAL VS. CHEMICAL OTV R. BERGERON SYSTEI1 SEPT 15 AUG 26 SEPT 1 
8 POINT DESIGN(S) SELECTION B. McRAE SYSTEM SEPT I AUG 26 -
9 ALTERNATIVE TECH. VERIFICATION SCENARIOS B. ROTH SYSTEt1 AFTER 9/15 NOV 1 
10 ASPECT RATIO (PLANE FORI1)*/ LEE St1ITH SUBSYSTEI1 JULY 29 AUG 2 
11 HICROWAVE CONVERSION DEVICES / C. TOHITA SUBSYSTEM SEPT 15 JULY 29 AUG 10 
12 ANTENNA STRUCTURE / L. SI1I TH SUBSYSTEI1 JULY 29 AUG 2 
13 ANTENNA/RECTENNA SIZEiNUI1BER / C. T0I1 iTA SUBSYSTEI1 JULY 29 AUG 8 
14 FREE OSCILLATION VS. ACTIVE CONTROL1:i R. OGLEVIE SUBSYSTEM JULY 29 AUG 8 
15 SOLAR REFERENCE PLANE VS. O-DEG INCLINATION/ R. OGLEVIE SUBSYSTEI1 JULY 29 AUG 8 
w 16 STRUCTURAL SUBELEMENTS/ L. SMITH SUBSYSTEM JULY 29 AUG II 
I 17 NON-ALKALI VS. ALKALI METALS L. SMITH SUBSYSTEM SEPT 15 AUG 18 
N 18 FIG. CONTROL VS. POINTING ACCURACY*/ R. OGLEV IE SUBSYSTEH JULY 29 AUG 17 
(ACTIVE VS. PASSIVE) 
19 INERTIA BALANCING*! R. OGLEV IE SYSTEM JULY 29 AUG 8 
20 INFLATABLE VS. RIGID FACETS1:/ B. BRUX SUBSYSTEi1 JULY 29 AUG 16 
21 OPEN RECE I VER VS. CAV lTY'''! B. BRUX SUBSYSTEI1 JULY 29 AUG 16 
22 NaK/HEAT PIPE VS. CONDENSING RAD IATORS1:! H. MAN OFF SUBSYSTEI1 JULY 29 AUG 16 
23 PENCIL VS. SHAPED BEAH! C . TOHITA SUBSYSTEt1 SEPT I AUG 26 AUG 30 
24 BANDPASS FILTERS VS. NON* .; M. HANOFF SUBSYSTEt1 JULY 29 AUG I 
CIl 25 WAVEGUIDE RCR DESIGN/ C. TOMITA SUBSYSTEI1 JULY 29 AUG 10 ~ t:J 26 PHASE CONTROL C. TOHITA SUBSYSTEH SEPT 1 AUG 30 
-..J 27 AC VS. DC J. JANDRASI SUBSYSTEM JULY 29 SEPT 4 , 00 
I 28 BEAI1 MACH INE VS. ERECTABLES L. SM ITH SUBSYSTEM SEPT I DELETED 
~ 29 IONOSPHERIC AFFECTS J. HAFFNER AUG 10 en ::0 f-d 'C 0 
I 30 915 11Hz VS. 2.45 GHz C. WILEY AUG 10 
Dl 
0 
n (") 
0 31 I NFORMAT ION t1ANAG Et1ENT SUBSYSTEI1 A. GORDON AUG 17 
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Figure 3.1-1. Power Conversion Subsystem Options 
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of the more promising candidates for each major component were considered. 
Ongoing and near future technology efforts and trends projected, provide 
informat ion to select components. 
Figure 3.1-2 shows \.:ypical performance projections for three solar cell 
candidates. The curves Q\.re based en recent published predictions by solar 
cell and array manufacturers; such information can vary 'i.;idely depending on 
the source and the technology being promoted. The highest performance is 
projected for GaAIAs ce11@. Although significant improvements are projected 
for cadmium sulfide (CdS) cells, they remain the lo'i'; performance option, and 
are not expected to surpass silicon cell performance. 
The long-term solar array performance is primarily determined by the four 
solar cell characte.ristics indicated on this chart. The thickness of cells 
and covers (a principal contributor to weight and transportation cost) repre-
sents a major trade-off with other characteristics. All must be considered 
simultaneously to optimize performance and cost of the overall system. The 
large quantity requirements of the SPS and its sensitivity to photovoltaic 
performance dictate that an optimized cell design should be persued at an 
early date. This can be done initially through computer simulation of solar 
array performance and cell design, but must eventually be supported by actual 
devices and test data. 
MSFC Baseline Si Solar Cell. To establish a reference design for a solar 
array module, it was necessary to define both Si and GaAlAs solar cells. An 
investigation of various cells used in previous programs and of cells tested 
in recent R&D was made to note means of improving performance. 
Silicon cell technology predictions for 1985 show AHO efficiencies bet'iveen 
17 and 20 percent at 28 D C, open-circuit voltages between 0.65 V and 0.79 V, low 
resistance cells with low thermal coefficients, and cells responsive to a 
broader range of the solar spectrum. With a reasonable R&E effort, cells with 
the characteristics predicted in Figure 3.1-3 are considered feasible. 
Most recent solar cell improvements result from increasing the short cir-
cuit current, the quantum yield, and the fill factors. Si cells with an 
efficiency up to 16% have been made, and 15% cells are available in some 
quantity. Typical high efficiency cells of today have an open-circuit voltage 
around 0.57 V to 0.59 V, and 0.63 V has been obtained in the laboratory. A 
cell with an efficiency of 18% is possible if an open circuit voltage of about 
0.67 V ~s achieved. With improved doping and junction control, it appears 
reasonable to expect better diode characteristics and higher voltages. For 
the MSFC baseline Si cell, an open-circuit voltage of 0.70 V at 30 DC was pre-
dicted. Thin, shallow junction cells with improved diode characteristics may 
be more resistant to radiation. With other possible means of reducing degrada-
tion, an u\provement in radiation resistance, as shown, is predicted. Further 
work in the area of radiation damage annealing will help maintain the array 
output over the SPS life. 
A comparison of a silicon solar cell with GaA1As solar cells is presented 
in Figure 3.1-4. The Si cells for advance applications are projected to weigh 
from 0.53 to 0.338 kg/m2. Weight improvements for Si cells are from use of 
thinner cells (4 to 2 mils thick) and thinner covers. 
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GaAlAs Solar Cells. GaAlAs solar cell weights are projected to range 
from 0.304 to 0.228 kg/in2.. In the study, SPS mass statements were based on 
GaAlAs cell weights of 0.252 kg/m2.. The GaAlAs cells are presently under 
development and appear to offer a high potential to achieve this low ~veight, 
with high efij,ciency and mass production capabilities. A particularly unique 
configuration is the inverted GaAs/Sapphire cell where the transparent Sapphire 
is utilized as the cover; thereby, removing a basic ~veight item. The point 
design solar array SPS utilizes the inverted GaAlAs/Sapphire cell concept. 
A review of the literature was conducted, and discussions ~vere held with 
experts on GaAIAs solar cells to determine the performance and efficiency 
trends. Efficiency projections based on these data are shown in Figure 3.1-5. 
The basic performance and projected technology for both Si and GaAIAs cells 
are shown; experimental data points by the Science Center (Rockwell), Hughes 
and IBM and projected development efforts of the USAF are shown. Based on the 
present rate of development, it is projected that the GaAlAs solar cell has 
the potential of attaining a 20% efficiency (~!O, 28°C) for the post 1982 
period. A Rockwell proposal to the USAF calls for the development of a cascad-
ed solar cell to deliver power at 25% (AHO, 28°C) within the next three years. 
IY IBM 
., ROCKWELL 1 X 1 CM 
8 ROCKWELL 0.1 X 0.1 CM 
G ROCKWELL 1 X 1 CM 
o HUGHES 2 X 2 CM 
(J USAF PROJECTIONS 
'1 AMO ISC (MAl VOC 
30 
28 
26 
24 -
22 
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CASCADED CELL 1-:' 
DEVELOPMENT~.J 
CELL MATt 
~'Io) CM2) (VOLTS) 
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G 18 
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g 14 
u. 
tt; 12 
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10~ __ -~ 
81------"" 
6 
4 
2 
~6~O~~1~9~~-~~--~~--~~--1~985 
GoAl As/GClAs 
(BEST TO DATE") 17.3 26.9 
SILICON 13.0 39.3 (HEllOS CELL) 
SILICON 15.5 45.3 (CNR CELL) 
NOTE: Ise Voe FF 
'11= ~;;-
"RI SCIENCE CENTER 
Figure 3.1-5. Solar Cell Efficiency Projection 
And Parameter Comparison 
0.99 
0.585 
0.595 
FF 
0.87 
0.76 
0.78 
A cost analysis based on materials cost, cell manufacturing process costs 
and blanket manufacturing process costs was performed for the GaAs and Si cell 
configurations. The results are presented in Table 3.1-1. Based on today's 
material costs, the basic GaAs blanket solar cell cost is $O.350/watt compared 
to silicon at $O.194/watt. The solar cell costs shown are for the solar cell 
material and blanket production costs and does not include efficiency losses 
when integrated into a solar blanket and SPS integration or transportation 
costs" 
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Table 3.1-1. Solar Cell Relative Cost Comparisons 
-----. 
SOLAR CELL CELL/BLANKET 
CONFIGURATION HAT'L 
- ........ -_ .. ..... ---. 
VH2 
Galb/A1 203 37.60 
T1 '" 20% 
GaAs/GaAs 62.05 
11 = 20% 
GaA~/GLASS 13.80 
l) = In 
SILICON 1).20 
Ij = 18t 
'---_., .. -_.' -------
HAT'L COSTS ($/KG) 
Ga a $500 
As - 150 
A1203 - 325 
SI 60 
Transp. - 60 (TO GEO) 
Others - 20 
~ ·~4· •.• ,"._, ','--_ .. - -
CELL BLANKET TOTAL 
PROCESS 
_.J/£_ PROCESS $/H2 -~--
17.00 17.00 71.60 
17.00 17.00 96.05 
17.00 17.00 47.80 
17.00 17.00 1,7.20'\ 
ANORMALIZED c $85.IO/H2 
NORMAL 
$/WATT 
-
0.264--
0.35 
0.294 
0.191J 
EFFICIENCY 6 = 
(18!t) DEGRADAT I ON /). = 
TEHP. /). 
47.20 
+ 5.30 
·d 1.50 
+ 1.10 
+20.00 
$135.10 
TRANS? /). 
ft6SCALE FACTORS: 
CR-2 = 0.58 
CR-5 = 0.30 
The effects of design and integration penalties for the Si cells are also 
shown in the chart relative to the GaAs cells. The delta costs include trans-
portation, efficiency losses, cell degradation, and temperature effects ~.hich 
results in a cost of $85.10!m 2 for Si arrays. Using the basic Si solar cell 
blanket cost of $0.194/watt and adding the delta cost penalties, the cost of 
a silicon solar cell system in GEO is $0.350/watt. The cost of the GaAs solar 
cell system for a sapphire substrate (A1203) is projected to be $0.264/watt or 
a cost reduction of approximately 24% compared to a silicon system. If a con-
centration ratio of 2 is used the scaling factor of 0.58 is used and the 
GaA1As array cost is then 0.58 x $0.264 = $0.153/watt. 
The solar array electrical output is affected by the on-orbit environment 
which includes trapped particle radiation, solar flare proton radiation, ultra-
violet radiation, and the temperature cycling associated with the eclipse 
seasons. The natural trapped particle radiation environment Has obtained from 
the 1ISo1ar Cell Radiation Handbook," TRW Report 21945-6001-RV-00. The trapped 
e1ectron's are based on the AE-4 model of the outer radiation zone electron 
environment. For solar cells with minimal shielding, trapped protons may be 
neglected at geosynchronous orbit. The solar flare proton model was obtained 
by averaging the integral flux values for the five ,vorst years of the 19th and 
20th solar cycles. The values for damage equivalent 1 HeV electrons aX'8 taken 
from lIA Proposal for Global Positioning Satellite Electrical POHer Subsystem," 
General Electric, Space Division Proposal No. N-30065, 28 February 1974. 
The values of solar flare protons equivalent 1 HeV e- flux shown in the 
above report are multiplied by 1. 35 to a11o\. for the six quiet years of the 
solar cycle. The values for a 11 year cycle are then multiplied by a factor 
of 3 to obtain a 30 year model. The data is presented in Figure 3.1-6. 
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.30 YEARS 
• INFINITE BACKSHIELDING 
ElEC1~ 
NOTE: 
1 MIL FUSED SILICA 
= 0.0056 s/cm2 
PROTONS 
Figure 3.1-6. Solar Cell Damage Equivalent 1 MeV 
Electron F1uence Vs. Shield Density 
Figure 3.1-7 shows the effect of 1 MeV electron radiation on solar cell 
power for 1-3 ohm-cm Nip silicon solar cells of varying thickness. These data 
are from the nSolar Cell Radiati.on Handbook,1I TRW Report 21~45-6001-RV-OO. 
The data shovffi are a composite of data from several sources and represents 
the mean behavior of n-p conventional 8i solar cell production in the United 
States. Solar cells produced with significant changes in composition may not 
show the same radiation loss factors. The significance of the data shown is 
that thinner solar cells, percentagewise, show less radiation d~gradation than 
thicker cells. The data sho~m is obtained by dividing solar cell maximum power 
at each radiation fluence by the cell output (different for each cell thickness) 
before irradiation. The referenced TRW data also shows that ab)",lute solar 
cell output is independent of cell thickness at radiation fluence ~f~1015 e-
(1 MeV) / ern"-. ~----____ _ 
A comparison of silicon cell configurations and GaAIAs cell configurations 
and performance are sltown in Table 3.1-2. The basic silicon cell design weights 
vary from 0.427 to 0.53 kg/m2.. The power density of the silicon cells are 
shown for concentration ratios of 1 and 2. For a passive heat rejection system 
the silicon cell operates at too high a temperature for CR-5 and is not a 
practical design concept. The weights of the GaA1As cells varies from 0.252 
to 0.317 kg/m"- depending on the design parameters. The GaAIAs efficiency is 
20% at ANO and 28°C. 
The power rating of the GaAIAs cell configurations are seen to vary from 
187 W/m"- to 918 W/m"- for concentration ratios of 1 to 5 respectively. The 
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1-3 OHM-CM N!P SILICON CELLS. 
AT 135 mW/CM2 MilO ILLUMINATION 
0,95 I------+------II-___ ~!>t\:_lo_-...:...._INTENSITY, 28°C I 
0.90 
CELL THICKNESS 
0.85 
I ./ 0.004 IN. 
0.80 
0.75 
0.00, IN • 
(LXI HAI'OLA1W)/ 
0.70 
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Figure 3.1-7. Normalized Haximum Power Vs. l-MeV Electron Fluence 
Table 3.1-2. Solar Cell Comparisons 
CONCENTRATION RATIO (E.O.L.) CR = 1 CR ~ 2.13 CR a 5.42 
I SILICON) INTENSITY ONTO CELLS 1353W/M2 2880W/M2 7350W/M2 
,---- --~---, E9 3MILSSIUCA I 183W/M2 I I (ANNEALING) I 
'.' ::. 2 MILS SILICON (18%) 
L ________ .J 272W/M2 N/A 
'} MILS SILICA 223 W/M2 
(,427 KG/M2) . ~ 150W/M2 N/A 
):ti >\ : ::~ ~:E~::PTON (18% DEGRADATION) (16.5%) 138 W/M2 175 W/M2 N/A (18%OEGRAOATION) 
(.53 KG/M2) lli:iSFCIj 
I GaAIAs I 
~;.; ;. ;';;.;;J f.~~~ Ei~I:~~~~loN 203 W/M2 437 W/M2 (20%) NlA 
(,279 KG/M ) 
r:':":":"':':':':':'::':':~ I MI L GaAIAs/AI203 l'B7 W/M2 I 1403W/M2 I N/A 
2.5 MILS FEP/KAPTON (20%) (B% DEGRAD) B% DEGRAD 
(.252 KG{M2) 
r::::::1 ~ ~:tSG;~(~~203 420 W/M2 r 91B W/M2 (SELFl (20%) (SELF ANNEALING) ANNEALING) (,317 KG/M2) 
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power output of the GaA1As arrays are greater than for the silicon blankets 
and they are also lighter and require less planform area for the same power 
rating. 
Table 3.1-3 summarizes what has been learned about the solar cell config-
urations. Gallium availability is not a key issue provided that very thin 
active regions in the order of 5 ~m can be utilized. Rockwell Autonetics 
Group has demonstrated high performance on a sample gallium arsenide cell with 
an active region thickness of 6.5 ~m grown by the CVD process on a gallium 
arsenide substrate. It is yet to be demonstrated that this same performance 
can be achieved on an alternate single crystal substrate such as sapphire. 
Table 3.1-3. Solar Cell Configuration 
• GaAs SOLAR CELL CRITICAL ISSUE IS TECHNOLOGY 
5 11m THICK ACTI VE REGION 
ALTERNATE SUBSTRATE ti. e •• SAP PHI REI 
~TI:~- TEC~N.O.h~~~~~.'{!I!'JCE~fl'J.JJ!EMO~S _~~..1AIUM AVAILABILITY AS ISSUE I 
• GALLIUM ARSENIDE SOLAR CELLS COST COMPETITIVE WITH SILICON WHEN NORMALIZED TO INCLUDE TRANSPORTATION 
• .m!.C9!U..OLAR cm J!L~NKETS :::-2: 1 JltAESJ:l~AVIER COMPARED TO GaAs 
[ ~ ... _.SJ~RNRAU~.".lL,-MAT'L CELL MASS POWER OUTPUT AREA __ MASS __ 
SILICON 0.427 kglm2 150 W/m2 61x106 m2 26xl06 ~ 
GaAs .0. 252 kg~..J.!IT..'tI!..I1l~ ___ 48. 9X106 m2 12.3xl0 kg 
NOTE: SIZED FOR 9.15 GW TOTAL OUTPUT 
• CONCENTRATOR REPLACEMENT OF SOLAR CELLS SHOULD BE COST AND WriGHT EFFECTIVE 
The trapped proton radiation fluence as shown in Figure 3.1-8 is small at 
geosynchronous orbit. Proton damage from solar flares is order(s) of magnitude 
higher than the trapped proton fluence. Different solar proton modules are 
also presented in the figure, compared to the August 1972 event (the largest 
ever recorded). Utilizing the inverted GaAlAs on sapphire solar cell design 
trapped protons are shielded out. The 20 ~m sapphire is the cell substrate 
that the junction is grown on and in the inverted configuration acts as the 
radiation shielding cover. The cells operate at l25°C, and thermal annealing 
will also occur. 
Degradation (in maximum power) versus fluence curves for 1, 3, and 10-MeV 
protons and 0.7 and l-MeV electrons on GaA1As cells are presented in 
Figure 3.1-9. The GaAIAs cells show higher radiation resistance than silicon 
cells (except for l-MeV proton radiation), but all 10Yl proton damage (less 
than 1 MeV) can be completely shielded out with 5 pm (0.2 mils) A1203 
(sapphire) cover. Total 1 MeV electron equivalent fluence with respect to 
silicon cells for 30 years at GEO are also presented as a function of cover 
thickness. 
A comparison of GaAlAs solar cell annealing effects as a function of 
annealing temperatures and times are prksented in Figure 3.1-10. Over 400 
small area (l/l6-inch square) solar cells have been tested. The typical and 
best cells annealing results are also shown in the figure. It appears that 
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SCALING FACTORS 
YEAR FACTOR 
1977 0.1 
1978 0.5 
1979 0.5 
19BO 1 
19B1 1 
1982 1 
19B3 0.5 
1984 0.5 
1985 0.1 
1986 0.1 
1987 0.1 
1988 0.5 
1989 0.5 
1990 , 
Figure 3.1·-8. Solar Proton Model Environment 
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Figure 3.1-9. GaA1As Solar Cell Radiation Test Data 
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Figure 3.1-10. GaAlAs Solar Cell Annealing Effects 
all of the radiation damage can be annealed out with sufficient time and 
proper temperature. 
The open circuit voltage, maximum power voltage, short circuit current, 
and maximum power current curves of the GaAlAs cells are shown in Figure 3.1-11. 
The curves are the experimental results of the Rockwell Science Center and the 
Hughes Research Cen.ter GaAlAs solar cell development programs. The relation-
ship for the maximum power voltage is 
V V
mp = -0.0018 oc x T + 0.9 V. 
At the solar array operating temperature of 125°C, the maximum power voltage 
of the cell is 0.69 V. 
Figure 3.1-12 shows the point design GaAlAs solar cell cross-sectional 
thickness and mass. Assembly of cells is automated in strips approximately 
11.1 em wide. Each individual cell is 2.04 em x 3.59 em with three parallel 
cells assembled onto the 11.1 em strip. The active GaAs region is grown onto 
the edge field growth (EFG) sapphire ribbon by MO-CVD process. Total mass of 
the solar array blanket is 0.252 kg/m2. The EOL blanket output is 324 watts/m2• 
!"·;~sulting in a specific power output of 1285 watts/kg (585 watts/lb) • 
. Ga,A.s Junctiot: Thickness On Power Conversion Desian. The effect of the 
GaAs junction thickness on cell efficiency, array weight, deployed area, power 
to weight ratio and. gallium requirement was investigated in the study. The 
basic efficiency of the GaAs and 8i type solar cells as a function of cell 
thickness are shown in Figure 3.1-13. The theoretical efficiencies of GaAs 
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and 8i cells are 22% and 20% respectively. The GaAs cell is seen to reach 
optimum efficiency at a thickness of approximately 5 ).1m and the 8i cell at 
75 to 100 ).1m (25 ).1m IC 1 mil) thickness. An analysis was conducted on the 
GaAs cell utilizing the efficiency versus thickness values to determine the 
power to weight ratio. The power to weight ratio is plotted in Figure 3.1-14. 
Normalizing the power to cell weight ratio based on a 5 llm junction thickness, 
the curve indicates that the maximum pow'er to weight ratio for GaAs cells is 
for a junction thickness of approxilnately 1 to 2 ).1m and results in a 15% power 
to weight increase compared to the 5 ).1m celL 
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Figure 3.1-13. Efficiency Vs. Thickness 
(Optimum Conditions) 
Figure 3.1-14 also shorN'S the deployed solar cell area requirement and the 
weight of GaAs required for: a 5 m.J 8P8 having a concentration ratio of 2. The 
5 ).1m cell junction was selected for the point design concept. However, if 
junction thicknesses of 1 to 2 llm are used, there is only a slight penalty in 
the deployed solar cell area required but a potential of reducing the GaAs 
requirement by over 50%. 
The GaAs weight, Ga weight and combined ~yeights of the solar cell blankets, 
reflectors, structure, wiring and attitude control subsystems are presented in 
Figure 3.1-15 as a function of the GaAs junction thickness. The combined sub-
system weight is almost constant for cell junction thicknesses of 2 to 10 pm 
and the combined weight i!:l not a real discriminator in choosing the cell thick-
ness. The main variables for choosing the cell thickness are the cost of Ga, 
quantity of Ga required, and fabrication/manufacturing complexity as thickness 
decreases below 5 pm. In the study, a 5 ).1m cell thickness Was used in the 
point design concept. However, there is a potential reduction of 50% or more 
in the quantity of Ga required for the SP8 with very little pe.nalty in the 
combined subsystem weight and deployed solar cell area if the cell can be 
made with j unc tion thicknesses 'of 1 to 2 llm. 
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Configuration Trades 
Concentration Ratio Vs. Orien':,.ation Se~sl-tivity. 
The \veights of several SPS configurations ~vere calculated as a function 
of the design concept and the concentration ratio and are sho~vn in Figure 3.1--16. 
The flat plate 4 sided reflector configuration, compound parabolic, Vee trough 
and a GaAlAs planer arrays for a 5 GH system were evaluated. Preliminary data 
indicates that the t~vo sided Vee trough configuration is the lightest weight 
system of those investigated. At concentration ratios greater than 2, the 
design is more complex and the requirement for primary and secondary structure 
and orientation accuracy increases and adds additional mass penalty to the 
system. The free standing 4 sided flat plate and compound parabolic configura-
tion using 3 mil Al foil for the reflector is seen to be apprOXimately 23/~ 
heavier than the trough configuration at CR-2. 
Analyses were 
mine the impact of 
sizing rf the SPS. 
The maj or emphasis 
reflectors. 
performed and engineering drawings were generated to deter-
misorientation of the solar array and reflectors on the 
Concentration ratios of l~ 2, 5 and 8 ~vere investigated. 
~vas placed on the sizing and design of the arrays and 
The ray trace for a + 1 deg misorientation for the open trough configura-
tion is sho~ in Figure 3-:-1-17. A mi.sorientation of-l deg results in the 
ref.lected beam hitting partially above the solar blanket and, at the same 
time, is illuminating a smaller area; !;herefore, the concentration ratio will 
be slightly higher than the nominal value. For i:l +1 deg misorientation, the 
reflected beam hits partially below the solar blanket and at the same tiIlle is 
illuminating a larger area; therefore, the concentration ratio \~ill be slightly 
lotver than the nominal value. In ordel: to still provide full pow'er out of the 
array for misorientation angles, tbe solar cells ~vill have to be placed only 
~vhere there is continuous illumination, as defined as the effective solar cell 
area in the diagram. In order to still provide the full power rating, the 
number of troughs must increase and/or the length of the wings must increase 
because the active solar cell area has to be constant. 
The reflector surface area penalty required to "desensitize the system 
to misorientation angles is sho~vn in the table (F.igure 3.1-17). The area 
penalty is shown as a function of concentration ratio and misorientation angle. 
The table show's that as the concentration ratio exceeds 51 or +2 degrees mis-
orientation at CRcS, the reflector surface area penalty exceeds 200 percent 
~vhich adds excessive structure, po,~er distribution, attitude control and 
reflec.tor 'veight to the system. 
The sensitivity of the reflector size as a function of concentration 
ratio and misorientation angles is sho'vu in Figure 3.1-18. The curves show 
the variation of the concentration ratio across the plane of the solar cells. 
The curves indicate that as the misorientation angle increases, less of the 
reflected energy is reflected onto the plane of the solar cell and therefore 
power is lost because less energy is falling on the solar cells. At concen-
tration ratios of 5 or greater, the intensity is starting to vary suffic.ient1y 
to cause design problems ,dth the output of the solar cells, then the attitude 
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control system will have to control the reflectors to +0.1 deg misorientation 
or less, depending on the concentration ratio. 
A conceptual drawing of the 5 GW GaAIAs photovoltaic system with a con-
centration ratio of 5.0 is shown in Figure 3.1-19. The satellite is 30.54 krn 
long and 3,35 km wide. The standard size bay is 650 m by 660 m and the active 
cell area is 10.16 km2 • The reflector area and satellite were sized from this 
analysis to generate 5 GH of power with a total misorientation and figure 
control error of + 10. The reflector surfaces shotvn in Figure 3.1-19 are 
stretched aluminized kapton on a frame which is approximately 60 m wide and 
660 m long. A minimum of 10 reflector surfaces or facets are required for 
each bay. 
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Figure 3.1-19. 5 GW Photovoltaic - CR-5 
- Concept No. 2C 
Misalignment of the array effects the performance by varying the effective 
concentration ratio and temperature. Change in effective concentration ratio 
results from (1) change in angle of incidence, (2) loss in area illuminated by 
reflectors, and (3) reflector shadowing and/or loss of solar interception. 
The factor influencing the performance of a concentrating array include effec-
tive concentration ratio (Ne), temperature, and cell efficiency most of which 
are interdependent and are either directly or indirectly influenced by point-
ing. Under sun oriented conditions the effective concentration ratio is 
described by Ne = 1 + 2nl n2 cosa. The reflected energy angle of incidence 
(a) being a function of the reflector angle. As the array is maneuvered such 
that misalignment with the solar vector is encountered, Ne = cosa l + nln2 
(cosa2 + cosu3)' See Figure 3.1-20 for angle definition. 
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Figure 3.1-20. Solar Vector Interception 
With Misoriented Array 
Misorientation about the y axis causes an illumination pattern on the 
solar blanket similar to Figure 3.1-21 to occur. Area 1, Figure 3.1-21 is 
illuminated only by direct sun, area 2, by direct plus 1 reflection and 
area 3, by direct plus 2 reflections. The size of these areas are influenced 
by the reflector angle, angle pff the sun line, and the L/W ratio of the 
solar cell area. The L/W ratio has the greatest influence on size of the 
area. In the MSFC proposed design, the losses from this area becomes 
negligible because of the high L/W ratio. On other concepts where L/W is 
not as high, this loss should be taken into consideration. 
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Figure 3.1-21. Solar Cell Blanket Illumination Pattern 
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Misorientation about the x-axis causes area 2, Figure 3.1-21 to extend 
along the edge of cell area decreasing the effectivity of the concentrator. 
Large angle of incidence and loss of illumination area become a problem when 
large misalignment errors are encountered about this axis. 
The impact of misalignment about the y-axis only is shown in Figure 3.1-22. 
Figure 3.1-23 shows effect of pointing error about the x-axis. Data are pre-
sented as a percent of maximum array capability at BOL with array normal to 
the sun1ine. A comparison of the sensitivity of a planer array and concentra-
tor arrays for CR-2 and CR-5 to the misorientation angle are shown in 
Figure 3.1-24. Off sun pointing errors in both axes for the Vee trough MSFC 
design are shown in Figure 3.1-25. The results show that only a small percent-
age loss (~3%) would be incurred if misalignment is restricted to < + 5° 
about both axes. Concepts having a lower L/W ratio would experience higher 
losses. 
The low concentration systems result in a simpler design and higher 
tolerance to solar pointing requirements. The higher concentration systems 
offer the advantage of reduced number of solar cells and thereby lower poten-
tial system costs and reduced quantities of Ga required per satellite. A 
major consideration in the design of the concentrator systems is the perform-
ance and reflectivity of the aluminized thin film reflectors. A list of the 
reflector parameters is shown in Table 3.1-4. Resolution of these issues is 
difficult because of conflicting data in the literature and lack of long dura-
tion on orbit test data. This is identified as a critical area where experi-
mental data is needed, because of the major impact on satellite configuration, 
weight and cost. 
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Table 3.1-4. Reflector Degradation 
1. OXIDATION OF FILM DUltING MA.'mFACTllRE, STOWAGE, STORAGE, 
AND LAUNCH 
2. MECHANICAL WEAR OF FILM DUE TO WINDING AN)) UNWINDING, 
AIR CURRENTS, AND PARTICULATE COI1fAMINANTS 
3. SPACE ElIVIROm!ENT 
" IONIZED RADIATION EFFECTS 
• DEl'OSITS ON FlUI FRQ.,! SPACE PARTICLeS AND E."(IlAUST 
PRODUCTS OF SATELLITE 
• CHEMICAL REACTION OF DEPOSITS m; flU! 
• ME"l'EOROIDS 
4. SELECTED DESIGN VALUES 
11l0L • 0.9 
~OL • 0.72 
NOTE: ECHO SATELLITES (] 2.5 IJm HYLAR WITlI 0.22 \lm Ai COATDIG) I 
FLEW IN INTENSE REGIONS OF THE VAN ALLEN RADIATION BELTS: 
WITH APPAI\~~=Y LITTLE ~.~~~~~~__ I 
The photovo1taic system utilizing GaAlAs cells have been configured for 
CR-l, 2 and 5. A Si photovoltaic system for CR-1 has also been investigated 
for comparison purposes. The plal1£orm areas of the systems are sho\Yn in 
Figure 3.1-26. The first configuration is for Si cells and the remaining five 
configurations are based on GaAIAs solar cells. Two of the major design 
drivers for the concentrator photovoltaic systems are the on orbit reflector 
degradation and the allowable misorientation angle of the reflectors. The 
designs investigated employ an active reflector control system or a passive 
system to accommodate a ± 1° misorientation. Analysis to date tend to 
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Figure 3.1-26. P1anforms Of Photovo1taic Systems 
indicate that a misorientation of ± 0.1° may be attained. The systems as 
shown in the planform figure were investigated for misorientations of 0° and 
+ 1°. 
The reflector degradation from ionized radiation was taken as a 20% loss 
and reflector membrane tensioning of 100 psi or below compared to 1000 psi. 
Membrane tensioning below 100 psi appears to be adequate for obtaining good 
performance. Lockheed has conducted tests on the SEPS test array with con-
centrators (2:1) with membrane tensioning below 100 psi and have obtained 
excellent performance results in agreement with predicted values for pe~fect 
tensioning. Based on these results and other vendor inputs, 1000 psi membrane 
tensioning is deemed too high. 
A system comparison is shown in Table 3.1-5. Weight penalties for each 
of the GaAlAs configurations for reflector degradation, + 1° misorientation, 
and tensioning load on the reflector are shown. 
GaAlAs Solar Cell Configuration Trades. 
Configuration Analysis CR-2. The CR-2 configuration for GEO assembly was 
investigated in further detail to aid in determining configuration advantages 
and disadvantages. Three basic concepts were sized and listed below: 
1. "Veell trough 71° reflector slant angle 
2. "Vee" trough 60° reflector slant angle 
3. Flat-open trough 
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Table 3.1-5. Photovoltaic System Comparisons 
r---'---"-- --~~.;~--- ----r-.---- CEL~/~~ECTOR REFLECTOR 
I CR ORIENTATION OVERALL SOLAR CELL PLANE FORM SURFACE MASS· 
I ANGLE SYSTEMrI AREA AREA AR~ !DEGREES) ('ro) (km?) (km2) (km) (kgXI0-6) 
11 + 1 7.53 48.99 48.99 0 37.279 ,'-- -_._. f--=-_.--
I (7'. I +0 6.18 23.76 61. 78 116.8 33.714 
I ? .- -.. 
L-- - (71' ) !. 1 6.18 23.76 64.24 124.4 33. 964 - - - - . ._---
, j 1 ~ .. !,O 4.69 10.4 i'\l. 'I 88.6 39.250 I ~ V1 -. .-.-1--' VI ..: !. 1 4.69 10.4 140.3 140.9 44.137 l ~ c.. ~ ~. 88.6 39.436 l' ~, - 4.69 10.4 79.9 u, 
_._ .• 2 ~;~~~~r -~-O- _._--- --- .. _-4.69 10.4 8).4 89.2 'IT. 379 
-
"Includes average of 31. 2 percent growth. 
The drawings for the three configurations are shown in Figures 3.1-27, 
3.1-28, and 3.1-29 and are based on the "wedge" cross sectional structural 
configuration. The 71° reflector configuration (shewn in Figure 3.1-27 is 
designed to minimize the deployed solar cell area and compensate for a 20% 
reflector degradation by deploying additional reflector area. The 71° re-
flector design has a BOL concentration ratio of 2.44 and an EDL concentration 
ratio of 2:15. The overall SPS dimensions are 5 km x 18.9 km. 
The 60° Vee trough configuration is shown in Figure 3.1-28. Because of 
the 60° angle constraint, end the optics, additional solar cells must be de-
ployed to compensate for the decrease in performance of the reflectors. 
Utilizing the 60° reflector angle, the geometric concentration ratio is 2.0. 
The BDL concentration ratio is 1.9 and the EDL concentration ratio is 1.72. 
The SPS size of the configuration is 3.15 km x 23.2 km. The 60° Vee trough 
configuration requires 29.5 km 2 of solar cells compared to 23.76 km2 of cells 
for 71° Vee trough configuration. 
The flat open trough configuration is shor.vu in Figure 3.1-29. The solar 
cells do not receive direct sunlight as in the 71° "Vee" con~iguration and 
the 60° configuration. The open trough configuration has the overall dimen-
sions of 4.16 x 22.9 km. The open trough configuration also requires the 
minimum size solar array. Comparing the open trough to the 71° Vee trough, 
both configurations require the minimum solar cell area but the open trough 
requires the minimum reflective surface area. The lower reflective surface 
(approximately 36 km 2 ) is the result of the improved utilization of shape 
and area of the reflector for the open trough compared to the 71° configura-
tion. A summary of the overall configuration parameters for the three config-
urations is presented in Figure 3.1-30. 
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Figure 3.1-30. SPS Configuration Planform and Area Summary Data 
Trade off studies to determine the mass and cost were also performed to 
define in more detail the baseline design point for the "wedge" type structural 
configuration having a CR-2. Table 3.1-6 shows the areas, mass and costs of 
the solar cell, reflector, array conductor and structure as a function of effi-
ciency and launch costs of $10 to $60/kg to GEO. The data from Table 3.1-6 is 
plotted in Figure 3.1-31. This data was utilized in determining optimum power 
distribution efficiency based on minimum cost. The SPS configuration has a 
deployed solar cell array of 30.376 km 2 for a power distribution effiCiency of 
94%. 
Point Design GaA1As Solar Cell Configuration. The point design solar 
array was further analyzed to show parametric impact of the reflect slant 
angle on the weight and cost of the system. Reflector slant angles were 
parameterized at 60.°, 65° and 71° for the GaAIAs IIVee" trough configuration. 
The subsystems affected by the reflector slant angle and included in the 
analysis consists of the following: 
1. Reflectors 
2. Solar cell array 
3. Primary/secondary structure 
4. Power distribution 
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Table 3.l~6. Photovoltaic Mass and Cost Summary / l ~ /- I BLANKET I WEIGHTS (KGX!0-6) I COSTS IN M'ILLiONS OF DOLLARS "14 -I . Q::' 0 I .~; Y ~ /.~ I ,..:-.. -.Jt: '< t; " ::: ~ . "'1-: ::::> ::::><>:: h ~ 1 t * I: !§,I s ~~ ;:~-. ~>..~. ~~;-' LENGTH/ WI DTHh<>::-.J ~ '-' Q:) <v t; V) ""'!5 t; 7 ' 1--'" -.J:J;:: '-' '-' # C c:- ~~~ ,~~~ i f:;~.E '" -.J <v '" _ ~ _ '" _<>:: ::::> ;'!.<:J ~~~: ~-.J ~ ::tv)':;:- :%1--.",* ::: (M) (M) ~t "!<= ;z Q C ~~I-- <>:: 0- -.I;;; \0 It. Q:" • o~V) QJ Q v) v) '" '- <>:: 1--:% 0,-,'" "':::'" <l..c'" ::::> 
'" Q '~o· ~- v) t; V)~ v) '-<>:: <: '" 
90 5.485 33.684 67.34. 747 835 6.737 1.213 1.288 3.176 12.414 15.944 2189.5 166.4 5.2 2377.04 
92 5.616 32.908 65.82 730 835 6.582 1.185 1.590 3.141 12.498 15.768 2139.0 162.6 . 4.8 2322.17 
94 5.737 32.208 64.42 714 835 6.442 1.159 2. I 53 3. 110 12.864 15.612 2093.5 159.1 4.7 2272.91 
96 5.859 31.538 63.08 699.4 835 6.308 1.135 3.861 3.044 14.384 I 15.281 2050.0 155.8 4.6 2225.68 
COSTS IN MILLiONS OF DOLLARS 
TOTAL LAUNCH TOTAL COSTS n WEIGHT x SUBSYS. VE~ICLE LENGTH, 19.9 KM (%) 10- KG $10/KG $30/KG $60/KG TOTAL $10/KG $30/KG $60/KG 54 ACTIVE BAYS 
2 BAYS IN SERIES, 50.1 KW 90 12.414 124.14 372.42 744.84 2377.04 2501.18 2749.46 3121.88 CELL TEMP, 160°C EOL AVERAGE 
BAY LENGTH OF CELLS a 835 M 92 12.498 124.98 374.94 749.88 2322.17 2447.15 2697.11 3072.05 
94 12.864 128.64 385.92 771.84 2272.91 2401.55 2658.83 3044.75 
96 14.384 143.84 43 1.52 863.04 2225.68 2369.52 2657.83 3088.72 
*22e/FT2 1/2-MIL KAPTON + le/FT FOR AL. COATING - $2.47/M2 
M,C = 4.02 T (cF) x 10-6 
***C = 5.02 10-6 T(CF) 
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Figure 3.1-31. Photovoltaic Parametric Cost 
And Mass Comparisons 
A comparison of various configurations showing concentration ratios, 
areas, lengths, widths, and weights are presented in Table 3.1-7. The weight 
has increased from the mid-term configuration due to refinement in the design 
and the decision to go to the trough type configuration compared to the 
triangular wedge configuration that was proposed for the mid-term. The minimum 
weight system is obtained when the reflector slant angle is approximately 65°. 
As the reflector' angle increases, the concentration ratio increases and the 
solar cell area decreases which results in lower weights. However, after a 
certain range (approximately 65°) the structure and reflector weights are 
increasing at a faster rate than the savings in solar cell weight because of 
the increase complexity in the design. 
A computer cost analysis was performed to determine the cost difference 
in the costs of the four subsystems that are affected by changing the reflec-
tor angle. The cost data is presented in Table 3.1-8 shOWing the subsystem 
and subtotal costs for the configurations. 
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Table 3.1-7. Comparison of Reflector Angles 
1110-TERM 3RD QUARTER 
71 0 "Vee" --600' ~iVe-;';-- 650 "Vee" 
toncentratlon Ratio 
GEO 2.7 2.0 2.285 
BOl 1.9 2.16 
EOl 2.15 1.72 1.93 
Reflector Angle (Oeg) 71 60 65 
Reflector Rat 10 (~efl/Cells) 5.27 2 3.042 
RenOCI"r Sudac. Are. (km2) 12'1.', 60.8 80.9 
~1I1.r Lt·11 /I,ra (kn12) 23.6 30.', 26.6 
Cell 81ankrt Width at Base of Troughs (m) Top 600m Top 600m 
Bot tom 550m Bottom 550m 
Length of Each Wing (km) 9.6 8.47 
Overall SPS length (km) 21.3 19.04 
SPS Width (km) 3.850 3.936 
-. 
Weights (Millions of kg) 
Collector Array (Non-Rotating) 
Prim/Sec Struct/Hech 3.993 3.857 3.692 
Att.ltude Control 0.312 0.135 0.135 
Solar Cells 5.99 7.661 6.703 
Ref lectors 2.052 1.094 1.456 
Pm",r Cond I t Ion Ing 0.387 0.673 0.673 
Wire Harness/51 Ip-Rlng/Avlonlcs 2.83 1.399 1.298 
Antenna (Rotat jng) 10.034 13.390 13.390 
. Subtota I 25.599 28.209 27.347 
Growth 8.115 8.463 8.204 
.. 
Total SPS Satelll te 33.714 36.672 35.551 
Table 3.1-8. Subsystem Cost Comparison As A 
Function Of Reflector Angles 
COST IN MilliONS OF DOLLARS 
)RD AND 4TH 4TH QUARTER 
QUMTER 
SUBSYSTEM 600 "Vee" 650 "Vee" 
Power Source Structure' $ 19.36 $ 18.53 
Solar Blankets 2135.46 1815.80 
Reflectors 151.94 200.50 
Powor Distribution & Conditioning 1655·31 1655.16 
SUBTOTAL COST $3962.07 $3749.99 
MSFC 5i Solqr Cell Configuration Trades. 
71 0 "Vee" 
2.58 
2.42 
2.14 
71 
4.841 
114.2 
23.6 
Top & Bottom 
500m 
8.6 
9.3 
4.384 
4.416 
0.135 
5.947 
2.056 
0.673 
1.314 
1).390 
27.931 
3.379 
36.310 
4TH QUARTER 
71° "Vee" 
$ 22.17 
1670.04 
279·73 
1655.18 
$3627.12 
Satellite Systems. This section is devoted to summarizing the evolution 
of the MSFC 10 GW baseline SP5 as documented in NASA TMX-73344 to a 5 GW 
Baseline that was used as a study reference. 
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Evolution of Baseline. After the 10 GW Baseline SPS, as shown in 
Figure 3.1-32 and summarized in Table 3.1-9, was established many trades 
studies were performed by MSFC. Some of these trades indicates that sig-
nificant improvements could be achieved by changes in the design. Three 
typical trades are shown·in Figure 3.1-33 to represent some of the areas 
where improvements were made. 
1+-------- 2Hm --------l 
to GWQUTf'Ur 
Figure 3.1-32. Solar Photovoltaic SPS Configuration 
Table 3.1-9. Summary Characteristics 10 GW Si 
Photovoltaic System 
BASIC CHARACTERISTICS' SUBSYSTEM WEIGHTS 
CURRENT CONCEPT 
SUBSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS SUBSYSTEM/COMPONENT 
SOLAR ARRAY 2~ SOLAR ARRAY CONCENTnATlON RATIO BLANKHS 
IOIAI MIIIIIY AIIEA (I'LANFORMI 191.63 km2 CONCE N rrlA TOilS 
SOL 1111 BLANKET AREA 89.04 km2 TENSION MECH lit HARD 
CELL WEIGHT/AREA 0.513 kg/m:! NON CONDUCTING STRUCT 
WATTS OUTPUT/MODULE AREA 237 WATTS/M2 BUSSES, SWITCHES 
MAST 
MICROWAVE ANTENNAS 121 
MICROWAVE ANTENNA 12 EAI AMPLITRONS 
DIAMETER 1 km WAVEGUIDES 
DC-R F CONVERSION AMPLITRON IRF AMPLIFIER 
POWER DISTRIBUTION PHASE CONT. ELECT. 
CONCEPT USE STRUCTURE POWER DISTRIBUTION 
VOLTAGE 20 KV DC CONTOUR CONTROL 
CONFIGURATION STRUCTURE 
SHAPE elLIPTICAL 
STRUCTURE ROTARY JOINTS (21 
ARRAY TRIANGULAR MECHANISM 
ANTENNA HEXAGONAL STRUCTURE 
ASSEMBL Y ORBIT lEO CONTROL SYSTEMS 
ACTUATORS 
ATTITUDE ORIENTATION PERPENDICULAR TO SUN PROPEllANT/VR 
SUB·TOTAl 
CONTINGENCY (30%1 
TOTAL SYSTEM 
3-36 
WEIGHT 
(kg)( 1061 
4E.48 
4.17 
1.01 
7.34 
9.54 
4.46 
4.76 
6.84 
1.36 
0.08 
0.09 
0.24 
0.40 
0.18 
0.22 
0.97 
0.86 
SD 78-AP-0023-3 
(73.01) 
114.481 
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Many solar cell options were studied (MSFC Internal Note IN-DO-77-1) as 
potential improvements to the baseline. The concepts include parabolic, and 
two-sided and four-sided reflectors. One option which was studied and later 
incorporated into the next baseline Was the use of small width cells that 
utilized the reflectors as a heat radiating surface. This resulted in a 
higher operating cell efficiency thus reducing the SPS solar cell and plan-
form area requirements. 
In some of t~"e other trades, it was shown that the complexity of the 
system could be reduced. If the SPS was oriented X-POP (longitudinal axis 
of the spacecraft maintained perpendicular to the orbital plane) rather thsn 
Z-SOLAR (solar arrays maintained perpendicular to solar illumination), the 
complexity of the rotary joint could be significantly reduced. A two-axis 
rather than a three-axis gimbal could be used for microwave antenna pointing. 
Also the total cost would be somewhat less, primarily due to the smaller pro-
pellant requirements. 
"An analysis was performed to determine the effect of increased power 
distribution voltage on SPS. As the voltage increases the power distribution 
efficiency also increases. This also results in less mass for the power con-
ductors.. 
It was also shown (Figure 3.1-34) that two 5 GW SPS's result in less mass 
than one 10 GW SPS. The average distance that the current must travel is 
greater for the 10 GW system than for the 5 GW system. Since the distance 
is greater, a more massive power distribution system is required. Also the 
greater distances result in a less efficient power distribution system which 
in turn requires a larger solar array area to provide the necessary power 
output. 
An analysis was performed to determine the impact of the various antenna 
locations on the SPS mass for the 5 GW system (Figure 3.1-35). The elliptical 
configuration with a center-mounted antenna was chosen for the baseline since 
it is lighter and more rigid than the other configurations. The end mounted 
configurations require further distances for power conduction and thus have 
greater distribution losses. 
As part of the study activity the diamond configl.1ration was compared to 
the ellipse (Figure 3.1-36). The power distribution system reql.1irements are 
essentially identical for both concepts. The diamond shape is somewhat 
better from a control system standpoint. A comparative structural analys,is 
of the two concepts was not made but it is believed that they would be very 
similar. However, for the baseline update it was decided to remain with the 
ellipse based on assembly considerations. 
Many of the guidelines and assurfl}ltions which were used to establish the 
baseline were derived from observations and trade results of previous studies. 
However, some guidelines and assumptions Were based on arbitrary selections 
in order to become more knowledgeable in selected areas. The guidelines and 
assumptions which were used are shown in Table 3.1-10. 
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" OPTION I CONFIGURATION MASS- kg· 106 ITEM 20 kV 40 kV POWER DISTRIBUTION POWER DISTRIBUTION 
I 
~ SOLAR ARRAY 53.90 52.02 TWO 5 GWSPS POWER DISTRIBUTION 4.52 2.24 
WITH MICROWAVE ANTENNA 12.78 12.78 
ROTARY JOINT 0.78 0.78 ONE 5 GW ANTENNA 
~ CONTROL SYSTEM 1.34 1.22 EACH CONTINGENCY 130%) 22.00 20.72 -- --TOTAL 95.30 89.76 
SOLAR ARRAY 55.40 52.77 
POWER DISTRIBUTION 
ONE 10 PW SPS 
6.52 3.18 
MICROWAVE ANTENNA 12.78 12.78 
WIT/f 
IIOTA/IY JOINT 0.78 0.J8 
IWU h (iW ANTENNA 
CONTllOL SYSTEM 2.40 2.1& 
EACH 
CONTINGENCY 130%) 23.31l 21.50 
-- --TOTAL 101.32 93.1'7 
Figure 3.1-34. SPS Size And Power Distribution Trade 
ITEM CONFIGURATION 
SPS 5 GW CONCEPTS g 0 0 
POWER DISTRIBUTION EFFICIENCY 96.6% 93.8% 94.9% 
PI.ANFOflM AREA 54.1 km 2 56.3 km2 66.7 km2 
ULANKET AREA 26.2 km2 26.9 km2 25.6 km2 
MASS - kg X 106 
SOLAR ARRAY 26.01 26.79 26.49 
POWER DISTRIBUTION 1.12 2.07 1.69 
MICROWAVE ANTENNA 6.39 6.39 6.39 
ROTARY JOINT 0.39 0.39 0.39 
CONTROL SYSTEM 0.61 0.66 0.75 
CONTINGENCY 130%1 10.36 10.89 10.71 
--
TOTAL MASS 44.88 47.19 46.42 
{ 
Figure 3.1-35. SPS Concept Comparison 
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Table 3.1-10. Guidelines And Assumptions 
'1'111.; 1I11CHOWAVE SYO'l'I.;M SIIALL BE SI~ED SUCII THAT EACII MICIlOWAVE ANTENNA SHALL 
PltODUCE 5 GW OllT 1'0 TilE POWEH IN'l'gHFAPE ON TIlE GHOlJND. 
TIm MICHOWAVE SYSTEM DESIGN SHALL PHODUCE NO i\10nE THAN 23 mW/cm 2 POWEll DENSITY 
AT TilE IlECTENNA ClmTEH. 
Till': PIIOTOVOLTAIC SPS WILL UTILIZE SMALL WID'rll SILICON CELLS WITII HADIATING 
ImFLECTO!{S AT A NOM1NAL CONCENTHATION OF TWO. 
'I'lll~ BASEL/NI': A'l"!'ITllOE OlUENTA1'ION SIIALL BE X-POP Fon TilE PIIOTOVOLTAIC CONCEPT. 
'1'111': POWEll DIHTIUIllI'I'ION SYSTl':M SIIA)'L m: AN INDf<:I'I':NDI':NT CONDIICTING SYSTEM (NO'!' 
PAHT (n' IIASll' S'I'H(I("I'IIJUo:). 
TIlE PIIO,),()V()l.'I'AIC HYHTI':1\1 WIl.L D1S'I'IUlHI'I'I'; DC:: AT .)O,O()() V()LTS TO 'I'lm I\oTAHY ,IOIN'I'. 
'I'1l1~ SPS WILL BE THANSPOHTED AND ASSEMBLED AT GEOSYNCllHONOllS ALTITUDE, A LEO 
STAClINU OEPOT IS ASSUMED. 
TIII~ INITIAL OPERATIONAL SPS IS ASSUMED TO BE OPEHATIONAL IN 1995. 
TIm SATEI.L1TE AND GHOllND RECEI YlNG SITE t:iIlALL BE ASSUMED '1'0 IIA VE A 30 YEAH LIFE 
WI'I'II APPltoPLUATE MA!NTENANCE. 
TIlE SPS IS CONSID.EHED AS A BASE LOf.D POWEH PLANT WITH AN 85 PEHCENT LOAD FACTOR. 
TOTAL SA'l'ELLTTE MASS WILL BE SHOWN AS THE ESTIMATED MASS WITH AN ADDITIONAL 
i' 30 PEHCENT CONTINGENCY '1'0 AIlRIVE AT THI~ TOTAL. 
LEACH SPS WILL HAVE ATTACIlED A MINIMUM SIZE CREW SUPPORT, LOGISTICS, AND MAINTENANCE FACILITY. , t~ .• 
The 30 year SPS program requirements profile which was defined as part of 
the guidelines and assumptions is shown in Tables 3.1-11 and 3.1-12. The SPS 
configuration 'Which was defined, as shown in Figure 3.l.-·37 has an e1liptic.al 
planform with a major axis of 13,900 m and a minor axis of 6000 m. A 1 km 
microwave antenna is attached to the center of the satellite. The antenna 
rotates 360 degrees per day 'With respect to the solar array. This rotation 
is accomplished with a rotary joint. 
The structure is made of 220 segments. Each segment is 500 m by 500 m 
with a depth of 200 m. The solar blanket concept, as shown in Figure 3.1-38, 
is attached to the upper surface of the structure. There are 20 solar blanket 
modules in each of the 220 structural segments. These modules are 50 by 250 m. 
Each module consists of the silicon solar blanket, supporting wires, and 
packaging container. The solar blanket is a multi-trough concept with eaeh 
trough being 2.2 em in width with a concentration ratio of two. The blanket 
is designed so that the concentrators serve as a reflector) radiator, and power 
conductor. The concept allows the cells to operate at a high efficiency since 
the radiator serves to lower the cell operating temperature. 
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Table 3.1-11. 30-Year SPS Program Requirements. Profile 
1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 
7 8 9 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 16 17 18 19 
1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 
2 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 
4 7 10 14 18 22 26 30 34 38 42 46 50 54 58 62 66 70 74 78 82 86 00 95 
Table 3.1-12. SPS Program Requirements Summary 
YEAR 
GUiOELINES 
2005 2025 
REO'O SYS OUTPUT (GW) 170 600 
NO. SYSTEMS (jjl 5 GW 34 120 
NO. ~YSTEMS ~ 10 GW 17 60 
2020 2025 
21 22 23 24 
2 2 3 3 3 
49 51 54 57 60 
5 5 5 5 5 
100 105 110 115 120 
,-
NO, MATERIAL r.1j1C.K 
" 
A SILICA COVER ·70 
B .o.DHESIVE 10 
C SOLAR CELL .89 
0 ALUMINUM 2S 
E KAPTON 12 
F ADHESIVE 11 
G ALUMINUM 12 
H KAPTON 12 
J FEP 10 
K GLASS MESH 12 
L THERMAL COATING 12 
,:"", . -, . ~. . .- 13900M . ., . l ---1 f--- 19001.1 I ~ t- 5OOM -
". r-r-
, 
I 
~o.=.L 
~ 
'-- '-
-
• ·1 Kt.1 /IIA,MW .'Itlll f.WA 
Rockwell International 
Space Division 
6000M 
I , 
i , 
t 
':F'>'-'S'_j?'C'_'''' ~@~ , ,., ""' .. ,,1'=' 
Figure 3.1-37. SPS Configuration 
t+-- 2.2CM ~ 
A I \-lCM-j 
~ K 
Figure 3.1-38. MSFC 5 GW Photovo1taic SPS 
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The summary characteristics of this SPS are given in Table 3.1-13 and the 
weight summary in Table 3.1-14. This baseline has a significantly higher effi-
ciency, as shown in Figure 3.1-39, than the previous Si design. The array 
power distribution effic~ency increased from 90.2% to 96.5%. This was a result 
of the smaller size SPS (5 GW rather than 10 GW) and utilization of a 40 kV 
distribution system rather than 20 kV. Also the dc-RF conversion efficiency 
increased from 82% to 87%. 
Silicon Solar Cell Baseline Configuration. The initial baseline configura-
tion established by MSFC was for a silicon cell photovoltaic SPS rated to 
deliver 10 GW from its ground-based rectenna. Considering subsystem efficienc-
ies, system losses, and degradation factors for space operations and for LEO to 
GEO transit, the power conversion system was sized to deliver 19.4 GW (BOL). 
The MSFC baseline photovoltaic power conversion system consisted of large, 
silicon solar cell blankets and large, flat, thin film concentrator blankets 
which were supported by a lightwei~ht, space fabricated, aluminum structure. 
A sol-ar cell blanket area of 88 km , and a total plan form area of 191.5 km 2 , 
was required. The weight of the power conversion system (excluding structu~e) 
was 73xl0 6 kg. 
Originally, nominal liT~tem vol-tage rating of 20 kV was used to define the 
initial baseline system. This -,foltage was chosen since it satisfied the major 
pow-er users (the microwave subsystem amplit;rons) and because it avoided the 
high weight and cost penalties of power conditioning elements capable of handl-
ing unprecedented power levels. Subsequent concept studies and sensitivity 
analyses exposed major dellj,gn, technglogy, and operational constraints on the 
performance and economic feasibility of the SPS. As the need was indicated, 
system requirements and guidelines were revised early in 1977 to reflect 
improvements in subsystem concepts and to investigate alternate operational 
concepts and/or compromises between subsystems that could enhance the overall 
system performance. The higher efficiency and higher voltage concepts 
(1. e., kl.ystrons or amplitrons in series) developed for the microwave subsystem 
permitted significant improvements in the design and performance characteristics 
of the power conversion system. 
An updated silicon solar array was designed and established as the new 
power conversion system baseline for subsequent Si cell SPS studies. The char-
acteristics of the updated solar array are compared with those of the initial 
baseline, described above, to indicate design and performance improvements and 
to show penalties incurred by considering practical aspects not covered in the 
initial system study. 
Although parametric/sensitivity analyses were continued to investigate 
the effects of variations in design and performance factors on the system, the 
centerline requirements and guidelines for the revised power conversion system 
baseline are summarized below: 
• A single SPS will be rated to deliver 5 GW of power from its ground-
based rectenna. 
• Provide for + 23.5° off-sun pointing to minimize attitude control and 
stabilization requirements and to enhance rotary joint concepts. 
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Table 3.1-13. SPS Baseline System Characteristics 
r ,u"vmM BASELINE SUBSYSTEM BASELINE 
CONCEPT SOLAR ARRA Y CONT'D 
, POWER CONVERSION PHOTOVOL TAlC REFLECTOR LOCATION ON-BLANKET 
\ 
POWER OUTPUT 5 GW, GROUND REFLECTOR THICKNESS 25 /l 
ARRAY SHAPE ELLIPTICAL CELL TEMPERATURE 90°C 
MW ANTENNA LOCATION C.G. OF ARRAY SUBSTRATE 37/l KAPTeN LAMINATED 
GLASS FIBER REINFORCED 
OVERALL DIMENSION:: 13.9X6km 
157 W/M 2 BLANKET SPECIFIC POWER 
SYSTEM MASS (30% CONT.) 45 x 106 kg 
341 W/M2 CELL SPECIFIC POWER 
SOLAR ARRAY 
0.405 kg/m2 BLANKET SPECIFIC WT 
CELL TYPE NIP S: 
22.2Xl06 kg BLANKET MASS 
CELL SIZE 1Xl01.5X .00B9 em 
POWER DISTRIBUTION 
CELL EFFICIENCY 1B% AMO, JOoC 
TYPE INDEP OF STRUCTURE 
EFFECTIVE CELL AREA 9B.5% 
BUSS MATERt.\L ALUMINUM 
CELL COVER C;:OATED SILICA 
VOLTAGE 40 kVDC 
CELL COVER COATING BANDPASS FILTER 
POWER LOSS 3.5% 
CONCENTRATOR CONCEPT USES REFLECTOR FOR 
RADIATOR 8< CONDUCTOR MASS 1.1 X 106 kg 
CONCENTRATION RATIO 1.B9 ARRAY STRUCTURE 20 m TRIANGULAR 
RECTENNA TYPE BEAMS 220 
TYPE DIODE NO. OF SEGMENTS 500X500X200 m 
DIMENSIONS B.5Xll km SIZE OF SEGMENTS 
PEAK POWER DENSITY 23 mW/em2 ANTENNASTRUCT~~E HEXAGONAL 
EDGE POWER DENSITY 2 mW/em2 TYPE 
MICROWAVE ANTENNA ATTITUDE CONTROL X-POP 
TYPE PLANAR PHASED ARRAY ORIENTATION ± 1 DEG 
DIAMETER 1 km MAIN BODY ACCURACY ± 1 ARC MIN 
DC-RF CONVERSION AMPLITRON ANTENNA COARSE ACC ± 3 ARC SEC 
FREQUENCY 2.45 GH2 ANTENNA FINE ACC MPD 
TAPER 9 db THRUSTER TYPE 1000 SEC 
MASS 6.4 X 106 kg THRUSTER ISP 
ROTARY JOINT ASSEMBLY HIGH AUTOMATION 
TYPE SLIP RING TYPE GEO 
SLIP RING DIAME'n"R 15 m LOCATION 
ROTARY JOINT DIA 500 m 
WEIGHT O,4Xl06 kg 
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Table 3.1-14. Weight Summary of the 5 GW Photovo1taic SPS 
SUBSYSTEM/COMPONENT 
SOLAR ARRAY 
BLANKETS' 
TENSION & ASSEMBLY MECU. 
STRUCTURE 
POWER D.lSTRIBUTION MAST 
LATERAL DISTRIBUTION FEEDERS 
MICROWAVE ANTENNA 
AMPLITRONS 
WAVEGUIDES 
IRF AMPLIFIERS 
PHASE CONTROL ELECTRONICS 
POWER DISTRIBUTION 
CONTOUR CONTROL 
STRUCTURE 
ROTARY JOINT 
SLIP RINGS 
STRUCTURE 
CONTROL SYSTEM 
PROP. SYSTEM III TANKAGE 
PROPELLANT/YEAR 
CONTINGENCY (30%1 
fOTAL 
SOLAR ARRAY 
966% .. 
, 
B.2GW ARRAY 7.9 GW SOLAR POWER CELL (BOll DISTRIBUTION 
WEIGHT - KG X 106 
27.13 
22.16 
0.74 
3.12 
0.80 
0.31 
6.39 
1.98 
1.95 
1.98 
0.11 
0.05 
0.12 
0.20 
0.39 
0.12 
0.27 
0.61 
0.51 
0.10 
10.36 
44.88 
999% 
7.9GW SLIP RING 
+ 
TRANSFER 
r CONVERSION/ I 
REGULATION 
! 96% 
rSUBSYSTEM '\ 
LOADS .03GW 
TRANSMITTING MICROWAVE ANTENNA 
99.9",1, 87% 98% 97% 
7.9GW 
TRANSM ITTINO 
TEM MWSYS 
7.9 GW ANTENNA 7.9GW 6.8 GW 6.7GW 6.5G DC·RF PHASE I---+- BEAM f-,-
W 
...... POWER 
ARRAY DISTRIBUTION 
6.5GW 
TRANS 
MITTING 
ANTENNA 
90% 
BEAM 
COLLECTION 
---+0 
5.8 GW 
CONVERSION CONTROL 
RECEIVING ANTENNA 
90% 
5.3GW 
RECTENNA 
95% 
POWER 
INTERFACE 
PROPAGATION 
92% 
r - - - -.- - - - -, 
REC EIVING 
ENNA 
TEM 
ANT 
SYS 
5.0 GW: DC.AC l 4.6 GW 
CONVERSION'l I .. 
I TRANSMISSION : DISTRIBUTION 
L _________ .J SYSTEM 
SOLAR CELL OUTPUT TO POWER INTERFACE OUTPUT 61% 
Figure 3.1-39. Photovoltaic SPS Efficiency Chain 
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• The nominal system voltage will be 40 kV. Power conditioning, as 
required, will be defined for low power, low voltage subsystems. 
• The array will be deployed after arrival in geosynchronous Earth 
orbit (GEO). Other studies will consider the effect of assembly 
in low Earth orbit (LEO) and transit between LEO and GEO. 
~ The size and weight of the largest module or assembly to be transported 
will be within payload capabilities defined for the HLLV. 
• Consider recent characteristics projected for advanced solar cell candi-
dates such as GaA1As, but continue to use silicon solar cells for the 
MSFC baseline. 
• Use updated subsystem efficiencies defined for the new baseline SPS. 
rhe revised solar array baseline was sized in accordance with the photo-
voltaic SPS efficiency chain shown in Figure 3.1-39. Compared to earlier 
efficiency chains, the dc-RF efficiency of the microwave subsystem increased 
from 82% to 87%. The distribution efficiency increased from 90.2% tp 96.5% 
because the system voltage increased from 20 kV to 40 kV and the size of the 
SPS decreased when the output requirement decreased from 10 GW to 5 GW. 
Solar Array Components Summary. The reference components and character-
istics for the present 5 GW system study are listed in Table 3.1-15, and are 
compared with those of the previous 10 GW system study. The feasibility of a 
large solar array would not be questioned if unconstrained support and resources 
were provided. The major concerns are: (1) to assure that the design is 
practical and cost-effective for the concepts, (2) to assure that elements 
survive space exposure with acceptable degradation and maintenance, (3) to 
assure that components, materials, and characteristics are properly traded to 
optimize the system, (4) to assure that cost projections are realistic and con-
sistent with performance projections, and (5) to assure the overall system is 
cost-effective and economica~ly practical. 
Silicon cells were retained by MSFC as their baseline because Si cells 
represent a known technology and industry, and improved performance and low 
cost can be projected at low risk. GaAIAs cells offer the potential for 
high~r efficiency and radiation resistance. It is possible that significant 
cost reductions can be obtained as GaA1As technology matures. Long ribbon 
silicon cells were chosen to reduce part count and assembly cost. R&D work 
may result in cells much thinner than the baseline design with the potential 
for large mass reductions. Although they represent a sizeable part of the 
solar array mass and cost, 70-micr,on, coated cell covers were retained for 
optical-thermal performance and radiation protection. Hopefully, a lighter, 
cheaper approach can be developed without sacrificing solar array performance. 
Solar Arr.ay - Concentrator Configurations. A number of solar array con-
cepts have been examined in previous studies for both 5 GW and 10 GW SPS 
systems. The four approaches in Figure 3.1-40 show the range of array con-
figurations studied. All used reflectors to concentrate the solar energy on 
the solar cells in order to reduce size, weight, and cost. In general, 
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ARRAY COMPONENT 
CHARACTERISTIC 
SOLAH CELL 
SIZE (CM) 
- EFFICIENCY 
CELL COVER 
SIZE (CM) 
COATINGS 
THANSMIS-SIVITY 
REFLECTOR (ALUMINIZED) 
LOCATION 
SIZE 
THICKNESS 
H g FLJ<:CTI VITY 
TEMI'I.:HA'l'lIIn: (CELLS) 
INTERCONNECTS 
SUBSTRATES 
ASSEMBLIES 
Table 3.1~15. Solar Array 
Reference and Options Summary 
PREVIOUS BASELINE 
N/P SILICON 2-3 OHM-CM 
4 x 12 x 0.0102 
18% AMO, 28 0 C 
COATED SILICA 
4 x 12 x 0.0076 
UV FILTER 
0.96 
FLAT, CR= 2 
SEPARATE 
216 x 433 M (EA) 
13 ,1 
O.H;' 
25/1. COPPER 
251l KAPTON/FEP 
(LAMINATED) 
LARGE FLAT BLANKET 
NO STOWAGE/HANDLING 
CONCEPT 
PRESENT REFERENCE OPTIONS/TRADES 
N/P SILICON 10HM-CM • GaAIAs (18-20%) 
1 x 101.5 x 0.0089 • CdS - (6-10%) 
18% AMO, 30 0 C • PERFORMANCE, WT., COST 
• DEGHADATION STUDIES 
COATED SILICA • GLASS 
1 x 101.5 x 0.0071 • SPRAYLON 
BANDPASS FILTER • VARIOUS COATINGS 
0.97 
FLAT, CR= 1.89 
ON-BLANKET 
0.02x 50 M 
25J.1 
O.DO 
INTEGHAL W/ 
HEFLECTORS 
(25 Jl AL UMINUM) 
37 Il KAPTON LAM-
INATED (GLASS FIBER 
REINFORCED) 
250 x 50x 0.018 M 
MODULE W/DEPLOY/ 
SUPPORT MECH. 
• OPTICAL-THERMAL-RADIATION 
TRADES WITH WEIGHT/COST 
• OPTIMIZE (CR UP TO 4:1) 
• THICKNESS, AREA 
• MATERIALS, FILTERS, COATINGS 
TO IMPHOVE TIlEHMAL OPTICAL 
PEIlFOHMANCE 
• OPTIMIZE (~ HOOC) 
• ELECTHICAT.-TIIEHMAL TI{ADES 
• MECHANTCAL PROPEHTIES 
• MATERIALS TO IMPROVE 
• STRENGTH, CREEPAGE 
• RADIATION RESISTANCE 
• THEHMAL PROPERTIES 
• CONFIGURATION VS CR/LOSSES 
• PRACTICAL HANDLING/DEPLOY 
• TENSION, STRENGTH, SUPPORT 
CONCEPTS 
, _ ..... ". --. ... ---... 
, 
"';uttllllill 
.. 
MSFC 
CONCENTRATION RATIO 2:1 
ROCKWELL 
CONCENTRATION RATIO 2:1 
SllION SOLAR CELLS 
SILICON SOLAR CELLS 
Eigure 3.1-40. 
• 10 (~" """ui ,t,J.nJ tJ""ru' • ( ,.n''''' .• '''' '-'r~ ..,ru\. 
• "tft'l() .... , ,rth - "'_ ,("III , ... ,k • .,. 
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BOEING 
CONCENTRATION RATlO>4 GaA!As SOLAR CELLS 
SPS Concentrator Key Approaches 
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Rockwell International 
Space Division 
passively cooled arrays with concentration ratios below 4:1 have been base-
lined. High concentrations result in high cell temperatures which can 
drastically reduce the output of the Si solar cells. Because of their cost, 
higher concentrations are preferred for GaAIAs cells. 
Rectangular, elliptical, and triangul~r shaped solar arrays have been 
considered. These configurations evolved from system trade studies made to 
enhance attitude control system (ACS) requirements, rotary joint concepts,and 
microwave antenna pointing. The ACS prefers a system ~vith a length to width 
ratio of 2:1 or more, The very long, thin configurations represent an attempt 
to optimize the rotary joint design and to avoid having the antenna look 
through a "transparent ll structure. Long, narrow configurations, on the other 
hand, impose penalt.ies on the structure, the power distribution system, and 
the solar array. The optimum configuration has yet to be determined and will 
depend on numerous system/subsystem factors. 
The various shapes were analyzed from an electrical standpoint t consider-
ing tOhe output potver, the system voltage, the solar array performance~ and the 
orientation/operating conditions. The power losses, the distribution \"eight. 
the array size, and the array weight were minimum for all shapes when the 
length to width (L/W) ratio is near 1:1 (see Figures 3.1-41 through 3.1-44. 
Theoretically the triangular array offers the lowest loss, size, and weight. 
At an L/W ratio of 2, the ellipse theoretically increases losses, sizes, and 
weight by about 1.6% (see Figure 3.1-44). The rectangular shape is about 6% 
worse than the triangular shape. At 20 kV, the absolute differences are 
great. For the 40 kV baseline system the differences to the overall system 
are not as significant. 
Considering structural requirements and concepts and the fact that the 
reflector must be parallel with the X-axis, the array structure is to be 
assembled from large, square blocks. Therefore, the actual array must be 
quasi-ellipse or a quasi-triangle. The ~llipse is superior to the triangle 
in this respect since the needed area and L/W ratio can be more easily approach-
ed. For example, suppose 54.7 km 2 is required with an L/W of 2:1 and that the 
structural blocks are 500 m x 500 m. A quasi-ellipse can be within 3% of the 
area of a true ellipse for such conditions. The closest quasi-triangle would 
have an area about 10% smaller than needed for the same conditions. For this 
reason, the quasi-ellipse was preferred to the quasi-triangle from an elec-
trical viewpoint. 
Easeline Solar Array Module. The module buildup concept of the SPS Si 
solar array is depicted in Figure 3.1-38. The solar array consists of two 
semi-elliptical shaped ivings separated/joined together by a narrow hexagonal 
structure at the center. The central structure accommodates the rotary joints 
and the microwave antenna subsystem tvhich receive most of the power generated 
by the solar array. The array buildup consists of systematic attachment and 
deployment of array modules to make up the array block leading to the con-
struction of a wing and finally the entire array. The solar blanket is a 
multi-trough concept with each trough being 2.1 em in width ~\lith a. concen-
tration ratio of two. The blanket is designed so that the concentrators 
serve as a reflector, radiator, and power conductor. This concept allows the 
cells to operate at a higher efficiency since the radiator serves to lower the 
cell operating temperature. 
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Figure 3.1-·43. Elliptical Solar Array 
(Two Load Configuration) 
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The revised baseline SPS, shown in Figure 3.1-38 was sized to deliver 
5 GW to the ground. Based on the system efficiency, the solar array must 
deliver 8.2 GW. The array area required, excluding degradation is 54.7 km 2 • 
The baseline configuration provides 55 km2 of area for the array. Each wing 
consists of 110 structural blocks, 500 m x 500 m, defined by the primary 
stru.ctural beam pattern. An intermediate structural element is located in 
the middle of each block, along the X-axis, to avoid length stress problems 
in the solar cell blankets. 
It is noted that, based on configuration trade studies, the structural 
blocks of each wing are arranged to simulate a semi-ellipse. The length of 
the semi-major axis and the semi-minor axis was 6 km and 3 km, respectively. 
Thus the length to width ratio of the array only was 2 to 1. When the length 
of the central structure is included, the overall leuRth to width ratio of 
the SPS becomes 2.3 . 
.A basic solar array module sized to provide pz'act-teal storage handling, 
transportation, and assembly concepts was established to make up the structural 
blocks. The module consisting of a solar cell blanket with on-blanket reflec-
tors; a housing; and deployment, support, and tensioning mechanisms has the 
dimensions of 50 m x 250 m when deployed. Twenty modules can be supported in 
each structural block; thus the baseline array has the capacity for 4400 solar 
array modules. 
The concept seeks to maX1m1ze the size (area) of the module consistent 
with minimum overall weight, practical handling and assembly facilities, and 
minimum in-space assembly time. Considering the characteristics of present 
materials and substrates and tensioning and stress requirements, the length 
of the module was limited to 250 m. The 50 m width (which becomes the longest 
stowed dimension) was selected to be compatible with the longest nose cone 
considered for the HLLV. A full complement (4400) of the solar array modules 
will produce 8.6 GW at 43.8 kV and the weight of the solar array, excluding 
structure, will be 23.03 x 10 6 kg. 
The module is the smallest building block of the array structure. 
Figure 3.1-45 shows the general construction of the module. The integrated 
cell/''::oncentrator solar blanket is accordian folded as shown in Figure 3.1-45. 
This design is adopted from the Lockheed folded solar array and designs invest-
igated during the SEPS and Halley Comet Rendezvous Mission studies. 
The module planket is stored in a housing assembly approximately 5.33 m 
x 25 m x 50 m for transportation. A somewhat rigid housing assembly is re-
quired for stowage.and protection of the array blankets during transportation 
and assembly operations. The housing also serves to distribute the solar 
array mechanical loads along the large, lightweight structural beams. The 
principal design and performance characteristics of the baseline solar array 
module are given in Table 3.1-16. A total of 4380 modules, rated at 1959 kW 
each, are required to meet the system power requirements presently defined, 
allowing a 4.8% increase in area t.o compensate for X-POP orientation. The 
structure provides space for 4400 modules. 
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Figure 3.1-45. SPS Solar Array Module 
RATING 
TENSIOM DEVICE 
ON·BLANKET 
REFLECTORS 
-POWER: 1959 KW ~ 90DC 
-VOLTAGE: 43.6 KV 
WEIGHT 
-BLANKET & REFLECTORS: 5060KII 
-HOUSING & MECHS: 115 Kg 
-TOTAL 5235 Kg 
Table 3.1-16. SPS Solar Array 
Baseline Module Characteristics 
(50 m x 250 m) 
EIJECTHICA1" HNl'lNG AT 90·C 
OUTPUT POWIUl (ORlEN'fED) 
BUS VOLTAGE 
CUlmEN'!' 
WEIGHT - TOTAL MQDUIJE 
DLANKE'l'-HEli'LEC'l'On ASSEMBL Y 
lIOUSING AND ATTACHMENTS 
GUlDEWIllE AND TENSION 
ASSEMBLIES 
AREA - TOTAL MODULE 
DLANKET-HEFLECTOR PLANFOHM 
BLANKET TROUGIIS 
CELL SPACING FACTOR 
HOUSING AND SPACER LOSS 
CONCENTRATION HATIO 
CELl,S - TOTAL NUMBlm 
SERIES CONNECTED 
- PARALLEL 
STOWAGE VOLUME 
1959,KW 
43.81 KV 
44.73 AMP 
5060 KG 
85 KG 
90 KG 
12395 M2 
6493 M2 
0.886 
105 M2 
9444,S 
6 
Rockwell International 
Space Division 
1959 KW 
Ii 235 KG 
12 500 M2 
1.89 
566688 
37 M3 
The module performance is based on the characteristics projected for 
silicon solar cells in the 1983-85 time period. The reference c.Q11 is an 
N/P, l-ohm-cm cell with an Ali0 efficiency of 18% at 30°C. Fused silica 
covers with antireflection and UV rejection filters were used to enhance 
the optical-thermal-performance and to protect cells against radiation. 
The on-blanket reflector concept increases the specific weight of the 
blankets but promises to improve the thermal-electrical characteristics 
significantly. A concentration ratio of 2.0 was used for the initial base-
line. Thermal properties of the reflector/radiator confirmed in thermal 
vacuum tests on the Halley's Comet Rendezvous 1-11ssion indicate that lower 
temperatures than predicted will occur. These lower temperatures should 
change the optimum concentration ratio (weight optimized) to a geometric 
concentration ratio greater than 2:1. 
SPS Solar Array Cross section. A cross sectional diagram of the solar 
cell reflector blanket, as baselined, is shown in Figure 3.1-46. The table 
identifies the materials used, their specific gravity, and density per unit 
area. Since the spacing allowed for the several layers of materials differs 
(e.g., the top layer of aluminulll covers only about 88% of the top surface) 
the last column of the table is included to give the total weight of each 
mat.erial on one solar array module blanket. The Sllm of the material weights 
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WEIGHT 
SI'. TlIICK (:~t.:."5'( ~LmE NO MATERIAL GRAY. (MICRON) (KG) 
A SILICA-COVER 2.33 70 01631 US.I 
B ADHESIVE 1.00 .0 .00.00 67.6 
C SOLAR CELL 2.66 89 .02:159 13568 
P ALUMINUM 2.70 25 ,00675 1182.2 
E KAPTOH 1.42 .2 ,00170 306.6 
F ADHesiVE •• 67 11 .00188 .05.3 
0 ALUMINUM 2.70 12 ,00324 195.7 
H KAPTON 1,42 • 2 .00185 21M •• 
J FEP 2.16 10 .00215 251.6 
K GLASS MESH 2.30 12 ,00003 3 .• 
L THERMAL COATING 1.80 .2 ,00126 44S.1 
TOTAl. MODULE BLANKET .0404yfll 5061 
111 BASED ON TOTAL PLAN FORM AREA Of 12.500 M2 
Figure 3.1-46. SPS Solar Array 
Blanket-Reflector Cross Section 
gives a total of 5061 kg for the entire blanket assembly. Allowing space at 
each 'end of the blanket for tensioning mechanisms and housing, the blanket 
planform area was 12,393 m2• The total blanket weight divided by the plan-
form area gives a specific weight of 0.4083 kg/m2. 
Compared to the E'.arlier larg,e reflector approach, the on-blanket small 
reflec'cor concept offers a significant improvement in array performance be-
cause solar cell temperatures are lower by the small reflectors which provide 
heat rejection for the cells as well as a means of concentrating sunlight on 
the cells. The top layer of aluminum also serves to electrically interconnect 
parallel groups of cells while the lower layer provides series connections. 
The width of the cells must be kept small to obtain good thermal performance. 
A width of 1 cm was arbitrarily chosen for the baseline. Trade analysis show 
that the effectiveness of the radiators begin to decline after the total 
width of the trough approaches 2 cm. 
A glass fiber mesh was included to increase the strength and to decrease 
. the mechanical creepage of the substrate that may be expected at elevated 
temperatures or with age. The integrity and ennurance of the substrate and 
its ability to maintain its concentrator shape are important characteristics 
requiring further investigation. Considering high voltage plasma conditions, 
electrical insulation properties and the spacings/configurations needed to 
avoid electrical creepage are considered highly important and deserving more 
investigation. Alternate materials, thermal coatings, and possible band-pass 
filters are candidates for further improving the performance and cost of the 
solar array. 
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A solar thermal system generates l)ower by concentrating sunlight (solar 
energy) upon a thermal absorber. The absorber consists of a series of tubular 
passage.s c.ontaining a pressm::Lzed fluid that is heated to an elevated te.mpera-
ture \vhich, in turn, is used to drive a turbine/generator set. Cycle effici-
ency fOl: this fm:m of power generation is typically in the rage of 30 to 50 
perc.ent. Haste heat Exom the turbine exhaust is dissipated to space by means 
of a radiator subsystem (lJart of the thermal subsystem network), after which 
the \1701:king fluid is returned to absorber preSSUl:e by means of a pump/com-
pressor. 
The folloWing sec tions l)resent a sUllullary of the various trades and/or 
analyses that were made in support of the final point design selection. 
Obj active 
The obj ective of the various trades \17as to select the basic subsystem 
c.onfiguration for optimization and elaboration in a po:Lnt design. Selection 
of the subsys tem con:Eiguration \17as based all. the following criteria: 
1. Environmental capability 
2. Hate'rial availability 
3. Develol)ment risk 
LI. Overall pmver cost (cents per kH-hr) 
a. Development costs 
b. Production costs 
c. Construction costs 
d. Transportation costs (satellite mass and density) 
e. Haintenance costs (including reliability) 
f. Opexational costs 
Solar Concentrato'!: Trades 
The basic requirements for the SPS solar concentrator arE': (1) high 
concentration ratio, ~2000:1; and (2) emergency defocusing, 10 seconds. 
Special l)roblems associated with large SPS concentrators m:e: 
1. S tructuraJ. distortions 
2. High pointing accuracy 
3. Performanc.e degradation 
4. Static e:Lec tric charge buildup during eclipse 
5. ~reteorite damage' 
'£he candidate designs considered were: 
1. Rigid (steerable facets and fixed facets) 
2. Inflated 
3. Tensioned net 
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Common to all these candidates is the use of lightweight, metallized 
plastic film as the reflective surface. Refractive-type (lens) concentrators 
were ruled out on the basis of mass. 
Rigid Faceted Design. The structural configuration of this candidate 
design is shown in Figure 3.1-47. A large number of facets (~16,000) are 
mounted on the dish-shaped structure and individually steered by means of 
closed-loop servos to focus on the absorber aperture at the concentrator focal 
point; this releaxes the rigidity and precision requirements of the structure 
at the expense of complexity. Each facet consists of a hexagonal panel of 
film tensioned at three opposite sides to. provide a precision flat reflective 
surface! with a film stress of ~1000 psi. The film material is aluminized 
Kapton 0.0012 cm (0.0005 in.) thick. 
I INFLATABLE COLLECTOR 
FACETEO CONCENTRATOR 
STRUCTURAL DISH 
Figure 3.1-47. Candidate Designs 
Inflated Design. Figure 3.1-47 shows a structural rim (tension spoke 
desig~) to which is attached a parabolically shaped reflector film and a 
convex, transparent canopy film to contain the inflation gas and pass sunlight 
in both directions. An inflated rim was considered but rejected because of 
potential problems in holding an accurate geometric shape. The reflector dish 
is composed of tapered gores of aluminized Kapton film 0.0012 cm (0.0005 in.) 
thick and pressurized to a film stress of ~300 psi. The transparent canopy 
is similarly formed from gores of FEP Teflon; however, geometric tolerances 
are non-critical. The edge of the reflector membrane is attached to flat 
spring elements ·or "fish poles" mounted on the rim, to maintain film tension 
and permit rapid defocusing in emergencies. Static-charge buildup can be 
controlled by metallizing both sides of the reflector film and use of conduct-
ive transparent coatings on the canopy. 
IBoeing Aerospace Company, Space-Based Power Conversion and Power Relay 
Systems, preliminary Analysis of Alternate Systems, Briefing to MSFC 
(Contract NASS-3l62S), 14 April 1976. 
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Reflective area loss due to meteorite damage is less than one percent in 
30 years. Due to the extremely low inflation pressure of 2.4 microns (10-4 psf), 
makeup gas requirements are less than one percent of total satellite mass over 
its 30-year life. This includes leakage caused by meteorite punctures of the 
film. 
Tensioned Net Design. The tensioned net concept uses either a structural 
mast or a drum to ~(1hich is strung a large number of cables in order to form a 
paraboloidal net or spinder web. Panels of reflector film are stretched 
bet~(1een the cables) thereby forming individual facets. Focusing control is 
accomplished by adjusting the relative tension of the cables and their attached 
rigging lines. Because a large expenditure of effort: would be required for 
adusting the many cables to achieve an accurate shape and a high concentration 
ratio, the tensioned net concept was considered only as a backup to the rigid 
or inflatable design. 
Results. Table 3.1-17 compares the characteristics of reprt:\sentative 
baseiine designs for the faceted and inflated concepts. \\Thile the inflated 
design has lower collection efficiency (65% vs. 69%) because of transmission 
losses through the transparent canopy, its total mass is 58 percent less due 
to elimination of the rigid dish structure. Haintenance required on the 
inflated design consists chiefly of replacing the canopy after 15 years of 
service, when its transmission properties are degraded. This can be done 
without interruption of service by overlaying and joining the new gores in 
place and peeling off the old film from within the pressurized space. Mainten-
ance of the faceted concept would consist mostly of repairing or replacing 
failed pointing servos. 
Table 3.1-17. Concentrator Concept Comparison 
RIGID, FACETED INFLATED 
CONCENTRATION RATIO (ACTUAL) 2000 2000 
COLLECTOR DIA. (KM) 5.3 (HEX) 5.0 
NUMBER OF FACETS -IS,OOO N/A 
REFLECTOR MATERIAL AL KAPTON AL KAPTON 
FILM STRE5S - KN/M2 (PS I) 6900 (1000) 2070 (300) 
FILM THICKNESS - CM (MIL) 0.0012 (0.5) 0.0012 (0.5) 
FILM LIFE - REFLECTIVITY (YR) 30 30 
SPECUL~R REFLECTANCE (1 .SO), EOl (%) 90 90 
CANOPY LI FE (YR) N/A 15 
INFLATION PRESSURE - KN/M~ (PSF) N/A 4. 79x10- 3 (10-~) 
EMERGENCY DEFOCUS (SEC) 2 5 
CANOPY TRANSMISSION, 2-WAY, EOL (%) N/A So 
APERTURE VIEW ANGLE (DEG) I.S l.S 
COLLECTION EFFICIENCY (%) 69 65 
FILM MAS S (KG) 0.25)( 1 06 0.6)(106 
STRUCTURE MASS (KG) 3.0xl06 0.4xl06 
SERVOACTUATOR MASS (KG) O. Ix I 06 N/A 
MAKEUP GAS - H1 , 30 YR (KG) N/A 0.4xl06 
TOTAL MASS (KG) 3.35)<106 1.4xl06 
MAINTENANCE MODERATE MODERATE 
DEVELOPMENT RISK MODERATE MODERATE 
TOTAL COST (RELATIVE) -3.0 1.0 
Development risk of the inflated concept lies chiefly in the fact that 
large inflated structures have never been built previously to the close 
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tolerances required by SPS. The closest achievement to date is the Echo 
satellite which was a sphere, 100 feet in diameter, built to a diametral 
tolerance of ±l percent. Sheldahl, Inc., manufacturer of the Echo satellites, 
has perforrriM a design feasibility and producibility study of the SPS inflat-
able design' and :l:oresees no fundamental problems, including achievement of 
the final accuracy. Development risk of the rigid, faceted concept lies 
chiefly in the pointing error detectors (charge-coupled devices) and servo 
actuator systems. 
Based on a mass and complexity comparison, the total overall cost of the 
faceted concept is considered to be at least three times that of the inflatable 
concept. It is recommended that no further design or development effort be 
expended on the faceted concept unless it is later determined that the inflat-
able concept is not feasible. The inflatable concept was selected for use in 
the point design, and the faceted and tensioned net concepts will be retained 
as backup designs. 
Solar Absorber Trades 
The basic function of the absorber is to transfer heat from the concen-
trated solar radiation to the working fluid of the thermal power cycle. As 
such, it is essentially a tubular heat exchanger with solar radiation impinging 
on the outside and the working fluid flowing inside. Tl,e basic requirements 
are (1) high solar capture and absorption efficiency, (2) low pressure drop, 
and (3) low mass. The special problems associated with SPS application are: 
• High-temperature environment • Thermal cycling during eclipse 
• Re-radiation losses • Freezing of Rankine fluids 
• Meteorite environment 
Candidate designs considered were: 
L Internal (spherical or cylindrical cavity) 
2. External (disc or cylinder) 
Brayton Cycle Applications. This cycle, which uses a single-phase gas 
as its working fluid, imposes the problems of relatively low film heat trans-
fer coefficients inside the absorber tubes, and the extreme criticality of 
pressure drop for cycle efficiency. This drives the design toward a large 
absorber surface area and, 'consequently, to a cavity design as shown in 
Figure 3.1-48. This is because the required surface area is several times 
that of the minimum aperture size (61 m or 200 ft) which is used to minimize 
re-radiation losses and exposure to meteorite flux. This minimum size is 
determined by the smallest subtended vie\v angle of the aperture which the 
solar concentrator can use without excessive "spillover" losses. It assumes 
use of a 45-degree compound parabolic reflector skirt which decreases the 
allowable aperture diameter by 29 percent, and also shields against most of 
the incident meteorite flux. Use of either an external absorber or a larger 
aperture would result in higher losses and require a larger, heavier concen-
trator. A spherical (geodesic) cavity was not used because it excludes use 
of rectangular panels of tubing, which are considerably less expensive than 
other panel shapes. 
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TURBOGENERATORS (150) --'110M I' PANEL CROSS SECTION 
TUBf OIA. 18 CM 
/BONDED IN ORBIT) 
-T 
13790 C 
SiC 
> 16490 C 
-76% 
- 10f'51 
1.3 X lOti KG 
139.000 M2 
T 
ABSORBER WEIGHTS 
COMPONENT 
TUBES 
PANEL MANIFOLDS 
PANEL CROSSOVER LINES 
TENSION BANDS AND RINGS 
INSULATION 
MAST 
MAST COOLANT TUBES 
SUBTOTAL 
COVEA MANIFOLDS 
COVfn TlJIIFS 
HllIlllJllIl 
TOTAL 
BACKUP RING 
WEIGHT, 1000 KG 
·150 
364 
41 
216 
22.7 
22.7 
~ 
1130 
150 
240 
:IIIU 
1220 
Figure 3.l~48. Brayton Absorber Design 
Rankine Cycle Applications. Since two-phase flow occurs inside the 
Rankine cycle absorber, the inside film heat transfer coefficients are an 
order of magnitude better than for the Brayton cycle (boiling film vs. gas 
film). This allows the absorber surface area to be as small as that of the 
minimum aperture--resulting in a disc-shaped absorber which takes the place 
of the aperture opening. Use of a cavity to increase the absorber surface 
area (with the same size aperture) would reduce re-radiation losses somewhat 
due to a slightly lower wall temperature, but would increase the area and 
mass of the absorber surface and the overall mass of the SPS. (Re-radiation 
losses at a given temperature depend on the size of the aperture opening, 
not the inside cavity area.) 
Results. It is concluded that the optimum absorber configuration for the 
Brayton cycle application is a cylindrical cavity; whereas for the Rankine 
cycle, it is a flat disc. Both configurations can benefit from use of a com-
pound parabolic reflector skirt to reduce minimum aperture size, which reduces 
re-radiation losses and exposure to meteorite flux. The skirt also shields 
the vulnerable (uninsulated) side of the absorber from most of the incident 
meteorite flux. The absorber configuration used for the point design will 
depend on which thermal power cycle is used. 
Thermal Power Cycle 
Among the various thermodynamic cycles applicable to SPS, only the Brayton 
and Rankine were considered well enough developed for 1995 IOC. Thermionic 
devices, however, show promise for later use in a topping cycle on either a 
Brayton or Rankine system. The following candidate cycles were evaluated in 
this trade study: (1) Helium/Xenon Brayton, (2) Potassium Rankine, (3) Cesium 
Rankine, and (4) Cesium/Steam Rankine. 
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Brayton Cycle. As shown in Figure 3.1-49, this cycle operates entirely 
within the gas phase region and, as such, requires a gas compressor to raise 
the pressure of the working fluid. This requires approximately 65% of the 
total expander (turbine) pmver~ as compared to approximately 2% for the liquid 
pump of a Rankine cycle.' The compressor working fluid is delivered back to 
RANKINE CYCLE BRAYTON CYCLE 
T 
s 
Figure 3.1-49. Power Cycle Diagrams 
the turbine as fluid energy; however, system pressure losses and inefficiency 
in the compressor and turbine impose a much stronger penalty on cycle effici-
ency than for the Rankine cycle since they are a much larger patt of t;he net 
turbine output. For this reason, the efficiency of e. Brayton cycle is usually 
about three-fourths that of an equivalent Rankine cycle, as shown in Figure 
3.1-50. The relatively low film heat transfer coefficient of a gas (compared 
to boiling and condensing coefficients) requires larger, heavier heat exchangers 
THEORETICAL CARNOT LIMIT, 204OC(4OO"FI REJECT 
80 
ESIUM 6040C (9400fl 
/ ~ UPERHEATED REJECT 
I IATUn"TtD 'ft.fi)( ,03 N/M' 1~400 1'~ll 
I I I I I 
800 '000 '400 . 
I ~~~ __ ~~I~ __ ~~l~ ____ ~l.-____ ~I,-___________ OF 
400 1000 1600 2000 2600 
TURBINE INLET TEMP. 
Figure 3.1-50. Dynamic Conversion Efficiencies 
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(heaters, regenerators, coolers) than for the Rankine cycle, The Brayton 
cycle, however, avoids some of the system complexity of the Rankine, includ-
ing problems such as two-phase flow stability, turbine erosion, and freezing 
of the working fluid during an eclipse. 
The major problems to be considered in an SPS Brayton system are listed 
below. 
• Component efficiencies and pressure losses 
• High-temperature corrosion due to trace impurities (oxygen, C02) 
• Thermal cycling of heat exchangers 
• Heat exchanger mass 
• Relatively low cycle efficiency 
• Bearings and shaft seals 
• Rotating machine life 
• Fluid leakage 
• High-temperature material requirements 
• Development risk 
• Startup and shutdown procedures 
• Control complexity 
• System reliability 
• Maintenance 
The reference design chosen for evaluation is ShOWll in Figure 3.1-51. To be 
competitive with the Rankine cycle efficiency, a very high turbine inlet temp-
et'ature [137l 0 C (2500°F)] was used, which requires development of ceramic 
CESIUM/STEAM RANKINE 
SOLAR ABSORBER BOILER iURBINE BLEED T--__ _ 
PR~HEATERS 
(DIRECT CONTACn 
FEED PUMPS--oD 
13.1 KN/M2 
620"C 
('-tI-___ -1-CESIUM LOOP 
BOILER 
CONDENSER 
STEAM TURBI NE 
STEAM LOOP ---'---1 
(2-PHASE) 
FEED PUMP 
TWO-STAGE BRAYTON 
TURBINE COMPRESSOR 
r::.:::;d1'NTERCOOlER 
,-.." ,RECUPERATOR ~ PRECOOlEII 
1371·C ~ }.:: I J 
HEATER CAVITY REHEATER U 
CONDENSING ~AOIATOR 
(200·C, OI'erage) 
Figure 3.1-51. Dynamic Conversion Schematics 
turbine blades and absorber tubes. One stage of turbine reheat and compressor 
intercooling was included to increase efficiency. The recuperator heat exchanger 
(which is the heaviest part of the system) is also required for efficiency 
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reasons. The working fluid chosen Was a helium~xenon mixture having a molecular 
weight: of 8, ~l7hich gives an optimum combination of high heat transfer (helium) 
and small turbine/compressor size (xenon). A pressure ratio of 2,1 .. 5 was selec-
ted, giving a cycle efficiency of 0.45 based on an overall system pressure drop 
of 9 percent. A turbine/generator size of 30 MW at 7000 rpm was selected for 
minimum specific system mass. 
The cavity solar absorber design (sho~vn in Figure 3.1-48) was assumed for 
the helium heater. The sensible waste heat from the cycle is rejected in the 
cooler (Figure 3.1-49) over a considerable range of temperature from point 
4' to point 1. This corresponds to a temp'erature of ~730°C (698 OF) at the 
cooler inlet, and ~125°C (257°F) at the cooler outlet in the reference design. 
To minimize radiator ~l7eight, it is desirable to keep the average rudiator 
temperature as hj.gh as possible. This can be accomplished easily with a 
single-phase radiator fluid such as NaK or diphenyl by matching its sensible 
heat and temperature change to that of the helium in the cooler. The inlet 
tempe~ature at the radiator would then be ~340°C (644°F) and the outlet ~lOO°C 
(212°F), allowing for a reasonable heat transfer 6T in the cooler. The maSS 
of fluid inventory required, however, is quite high, and it was found that a 
lighter total radiator mass would result from a two-phase condensing radiator 
using a fractionating fluid mixture such as diphenyl/toluene. The diphenyl 
would boil and condense mostly at the high end of the temperature range while 
the toluene would do so mostly at the lower end. Consequently, most of the 
radiator plumbing volume would be occupied by vapor instead of liquid, at a 
considerable savings of fluid mass and pumping power. The radiator mass flow 
rate would also be less due to the high value of latent heat, relative to the 
sensible heat of the fluid. A water/glycol mixture would allow an even smaller 
fluid inventory; however, glycol is not chemically stable at the high radiator 
temperatures desired. 
If a single condensing fluid were used, a constant, much lower radiator 
temperature and higher masS would result. The radiator design finally chosen 
for the reference Brayton system was a compound-condensing steam design, using 
three parallel independent loops of steam at conditions of 300°C (572°F), 
200°C (392°F), and 100°C (212°F). This gave a somewhat lower average radiator 
temperature and a higher fin mass than a dual-fluid, but this Was more than 
offset by the extremely high latent heat of steam and the resulting reduction 
in mass flow rate, plumbing size, fluid inventory, and pumping power. 
Rankine Cycle. This cycle operates in both the liquid and gaseous phase 
(Figures 3.1-49 and 3.1-51) with a liquid pump and boiler replacing the com-
pressor and heater of the Brayton cycle, and a condenser replacing the cooler. 
In contrast to the ~rayton cycle, heat addition and rejection occur at a 
practically constant temperature. As discussed previously, the Rankine cycle 
efficiency is substantially higher than the Brayton (at same temperature ratio) 
because of lower pumping power requirements. 
The major problems to be considered ina liquid-metal Ranking system are: 
• Two-phase flow stability 
• High-temperature corrosion from trace impurities (oxygen, C02) 
• Thermal cycling of heat exchangers 
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• Turbine erosion 
• Freezing of working fluid 
• Bearings and shaft seal life 
• Rotating machine life 
• Fluid leakage 
• High-temperature material requirements 
• Development risk 
• Startup and shutdown procedures 
• Control complexity 
• System reliability 
• Haintenance 
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The three reference Rankine cycles chosen for detail evaluation \vere 
(1) potassium, (2) cesium, and (3) cesium/steam). These were all compared 
at a turbine. inlet temperature of l03SoC (1900°F) to utilize the highest 
inherent efficiency of the Rankine cycle for relaxing the temperature and 
material requirements in the absorber and turbine inlet. This allO\ved use of 
state-of-l..he-art refractory metals rather than undeveloped ceramics. Potas-
sium was evaluated because of its relative abundance and extensive test exper-
ience. Cesium has less test experience but has higher vapor pressure and 
density characteristics, which reduce turbine mass by a factor of 3.5 over 
potassium. A steam bottoming cycle was also studied to evaluate the benefits 
of raising the cesium condensing temperature and vapor density (ces'i.um turbine 
size), and the benefit of higher cycle efficiency permitted by a lower cycle 
heat rej ection temperature. A straight steam cycle was not evaluated in 
detail because it would require ceramic components (at 103S0C) to overcome 
problems of steam dissociation and resulting oxidation. Competitive cycle 
efficiencies would also require use of a massive surface-type regenerative 
heat exchanger, such as required for the ref erence Brayton cycle, because 
steam at l03SoC is so deeply into the superheat region. Such a system would 
be justified only if problems \vith liquid metals proved to be insoluble. To 
date, workable solutions have been found for all of the problems encountere.d 
with potassium or cesium. Organic working fluids were not considered, even 
for bottoming, because of chemical degradation at the temperatures involved. 
The schematic of Figure 3.1-52 outlines the cesium/steam system, but is 
also applicable to the cesium and potassium systems if the steam turbine is 
removed from the radiator steam loop. This shows that the added complexity 
of a bottoming cycle is fairly minor, since a second fluid is needed for the 
radiator anyway. 'rhermal regeneration is accomplished by directly mixing 
turbine interstage bleed flow with feed-liquid entering the bOiler--thereby 
avoiding heavy surface-type heat exchangers. 
Results. Table 3.l-IS compares the characteristics of the four candidate 
systems and their corresponding SPS satellite designs. The satellite config-
uration of Figure 3.1-51 was assumed for each case, differing only in the size 
of. the solar concentrators required. 
The Brayton and c~flium/steam Rankine systems both use an average radiator 
temperature of 204°C (4f)O"F) and exhibit cycle efficiencies of 45% and 47%, 
respectively. The potassium and cesium Rankine systems use a higher radiator 
temperature of 343°C (650°F) to avoid excessively low vapor densities at the 
turbine exhaust \vhich would result in a very high turbine mass. Their cycle 
efficiencies are both 36 percent. 
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Figure 3.1~52. Cesium/Steam Rankine Cycle 
Table 3.1-18. Candidate Power Conversion Systems 
BRAYTON RANKINE RANKINE RANKINE 
HELIUM/XENON POTA"S IUM C£SIUM CESIUM/STEAM 
TURBINE INLET TEMP, °c (OF) 1379 (2514) 1038 (1900) 1038 (1900) 1038 (1900) 
CONDENSING TEMP, °c (OF) - 504 ( 940) 504 ( 940) 593 (1100) 
RADIATOR TEMP, °c (OF) 7.04 ( 400) 343 ( 650) 343 ( 650) 204 ( 400) 
CYCLE EFFICIENCY, % 45 36 36 47 
TURBINE/GENERATOR SIZE, MW 30 30 30 30 
RADIATOR FLUiD (CONDENSING) COMPOUND DIPHENYL 01 PHENYL STEAM 
STEAM 
SOLAR CONCENTRArOR MASS, 106 KG 1.092 1.380 1.380 1.057 
SOLAR ABSORBER MASS, 106 KG 3.380 0.299 0 .. 299 0.221 
TURBOMACHINE MASS, i0 6 KG 0.780 16.900 4.55 i .040 
RECIJPERATOR/COOLER MASS, 106 KG 4.134 0.104 0.104 0.104 
CONDENSER, 106 KG , .. , 1.170 1.170 0.585 
POWER LOOP FLUID MASS, 106 KG 0.143 0.091 0.091 0.091 
GENERATOR MASS, 10 6 KG 1.430 1.430 1.430 1.430 
RADIATOR MASS, 10 6 KG 11.52 13.169 13.169 9.75 
POWER COND, DIST MASS, 106 KG 5.203 5.203 5.203 5.203 
STRUCT, MECH, ATT CONTR MASS,IOfiKG 2.932 3.034 3.034 2.774 
ANTENNA MASS, 10fi KG 12.350 '12.350 12.350 ' 12.350 
-
TOTAL MASS, 106 KG * 43.154 55.131 42.781 ~ 34.605 
,\ i NCLUOES APPROX 30% GROWTH ALLOWANCES 
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Table 3.1-18 also compares the mass characteristics of the four candidate 
systems, including a 30-percent growth allowance. Concentrator mass varies 
simply as the inverse of cycle efficiency, as does the mass of the open-disc 
absorber used for the three Rankine candidates. The Brayton cavity absorber 
is considerably heavier due to the lower heat transfer properties of helium 
and the larger required surface area. Heat losses are also higher for this 
absorber because of its higher re-radiation temperature (1650°C vs. 13l5°C) and 
the larger external insulation area. Despite the need for a gas compressor, 
the Brayton turbomachine mass is the lightest of the four candidates because 
,)f its relatively high turbine exit pressure and low required exit flow area. 
Due to the use of a bottoming cycle, the cesium condensing temperature 
and cesium turbine exit vapor density are much higher for the cesium/steam 
cycle than for the straight cesium system. Consequently, the cesium/steam 
turbine is approximately four times lighter than the straight cesium turbine. 
For similar reasons, the potassium turbine mass is approximately 3.5 times 
that .of the straight cesium turbine, becoming the heaviest single component 
item of any of the four candidates. 
The Brayton system takes a large mass penalty in its surface-type regen-
erator/cooler, as compared to the Rankine direct contact preheaters and surface 
condensers. Both the Brayton and cesium/steam systems were able to use con-
densing steam as a radiator fluid by virtue of their relatively low heat 
rej ection temperature. 'rhe potassium and cesium systems required the use of 
a high-temperature organic fluid (diphenyl). Despite a higher operating temp-
erature, these radiators ,,,ere heavier than the steam versions because of 
lower fluid latent heat and higher mass flow rate, which requires a larger 
fluid inventory. Also, their lower cycle efficiency increased the rejected 
heat load. Direct condensing of the potassium and cesium turbine exhaust 
vapor in the radiator was not considered because of the low vapor density and 
a resulting large duct size and mass. 
Qp. the basis of overall SPS mass, the cesium/steam system is easily the 
lightest of the four candidate systems. Because the three Rankine candidates 
are roughly equivalent in terms of evaluation criteria other than mass, the 
overall choice is narrowed down to the cesium/steam Rankine system vs. the 
helium/xenon Brayton system. It is possible to have a hybrid system with a 
Brayton cycle topping a Rankine cycle; however, no significant advantages are 
apparent. Performance would be halfway between the two, and development costs 
would be higher than for either cycle alone. 
Table 3.1-19 summarizes the basic physical comparisons between the Brayton 
and Rankine candidates. Table 3.1-20 compares their technology advancement 
requirements for 11 significant categories. Material and fabrication problems 
are rated greater for Brayton because of the undeveloped status of ceramics 
vs. refractory metals. It remains to be demonstrated that reliable ceramic 
joining methods can be achieved. Corrosion problems are moderate for both 
cycles if proper attention is given to excluding trace amounts of oxygen-
bearing contaminants from the working fluid. Standard, proven methods such 
as the use of oxygen-getter materials in the flow loop are available. Turbine 
advancement requirements are greater for Brayton because of its higher temper-
atures and the need for ceramic blading. Although e:t'osion is a problem in 
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Table 3.1-19. General Comparison of Brayton and Rankine Cycles 
BRAYTON RANKI NE 
WORKING FLUID SINGLE PHASE TWO PHASE 
(GAS) (LIQUID, VAPOR) 
COMPRESSOR/PUMP WORK LARGE SMALL 
(2 X NET OUTPUT) 
COMPRESSION/PUMP LOSSES LARGE SMALL 
ROTATING MACHINE SIZE LARGE SMALL 
CYCLE EFFICIENCY MODE'RATE HIGH 
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS , ~ LOW HIGH 
HEAT EXCHANGER SIZE LARGE SMALL 
. MACHINE LIFE 30 YR 30 YR 
CORROSION (HIGH-TEMPERATURE) MODERATE MODERATE 
SYSTEM SPECIFIC WEIGHT, KG/KW MODERATE LOW 
'fable 3.1-20. ~;eclmology Advancement Requirements 
CRITERIA BRAYTON RANKI NE 
MATERIALS VERY HIGH HIGH 
FABRICATION HIGH MODERATE 
CORROSION MODERATE MODERATE 
TURB I NES HIGH MODERATE 
PUMPS NO MODERATE 
EROSION NO MODERATE 
BEARINGS HIGH HIGH 
SEALS HIGH HIGH 
2-PHASE FLOW NO MODERATE 
FREEZING PROVISIONS RADIATOR POWER LOOP 
ONLY ALSO 
OVERALL EFFORT HIGH HIGH 
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the Rankine tu:t:'bine, st.nndn1:d methods t~ap(;lble. of providing 30-year life nl:e 
available: 
• Sue t:lOll gl'oov(:'s in s tntor blade trailing-edges and 
rotor hOUSing to ~~nOVQ impinged droplets 
• In tars tuge. lllois ture removal (external to tll1~bj.ne) 
Due to n t:entien(!y to form excc<0d:Lngly fine l:i.quid ci:t:oplets, the erosion prob-
1ell\ ~(t.tth eosillill is as t:inmted to be ~20 t:Lmcs less tlwn for po tassilll11 l . New 
dev(;<i.opments ~dll be:! l7<?qu:l1:a(l in flu:Ld dynnmie bem~:lngs ({nd dynnlllic sauls fen: 
bo th Bray ton and Rnnkine tu:rbin!?s. New high-tempe1:ature pumps m:e, reql1:Ln:;'d 
for til (;1 Rnnkln0. 8ystel11, lnlt would not be mu(~h beyond the. present state of the 
art. Stnntlard methods l)J7C also available .cor sl:nb:t.1izing tW'o-phase flow, 
as [ollud :Ln tll.a Rnnldne. sys tam hoLLer And eOndel'lSer: 
• Adequate flow velocity 
.• Lm:ge p:ressure drop (ll(:~gl:l.g:Lblc pm"e.r pennIty £m: Rankine.) 
l)l~t)v:Ls:Lons I' OJ: draining Hatel~ from the rndintor must be madc::~ for both 
B'J:ayton und Rank:Lne '.t"udintors, in addition to clrn:ln:Lng ce.sium f:nTm tl)(;\ Rankinc 
ho:LlC'J:. Other P~l1:ts of: the flO\(t loops are suf:f:id.ently insulnted to prevent 
frecz:Lng during e.cJ.:tpsc. 
AU :Ln al1~ development risk and Gost are seen to be apl):rOX:LmatQly equal 
for t11(:'\ two systems. Tnblc 3.J.-21 C'.ompu'.l:l?S the ethel.' mnjor east items of the 
Brayton unCi Rnnld.ne. PO\\701: loops. Tahle 3.1-22 summarizes the items nnc1 p):e-
Bents un estimated overall :rolative t1oSt, taking appropl-:late weighting fantors 
Lnto nt:count. Table 3.1-23 prov:Ldos un oVGroll point.: 1:ating t',oJl1])Dx:Lson be.twce.n 
the tw·o Syst01\lS. Hata:dal. uVl.dJ.nb:lLLty ts 'rated falX .for both syst:t:?l1lS, bns8d 
l)l1. est:LJnated 1:<..,\S0.1:V0.8 of cesium and belium. Cesium requirements for n 120-
$Dtcll:i.l:e pro;:rCUlll m~e npPl'llxil11lltcly 2% of astinmtecl actunJ. re.scrv(?,s2. AvaJ.l-
ab:i.l:Lty of xanon is poor, but krypton; oor m:gon can be substituted without 
se:clous :i.nc.rease. :Ln the Brayton sys I:em hal:d~vaTe. s:i.zes. The only cnv.b~on11lental 
:lmpac.t ant:ld.pate.d j.sposs:i.ble. contnm:f.nat:i.on of the earth's upper ntmosphm:e 
\,rj.th COlltbLlst:i.on p't'oducts from n chemicnl p1:opuls:i.on t1:al1Sporl:: system. The 
:lmpact :1.8 nssullled to bEl pl:oport:lon,nl to total satElllite, mass. ~:he safety 
haza:t:cl of the ct'siulll/steam Rnnkille c)'c,le. is :rnted NO·l.'Se. bocuust;\ cesiulll reacts 
hypergoJ.:Lcally with ail: and specin.l p17ec.aut:Lons lIlustbe taken, during ground 
testing. Leakage of stealll :from n boiler tube :lnto the ces:tulll loop also 
causes ['In e~~othc:t:1ll1;11 re.acl:ion which can be cont'l70110.cl ~(tj,th p:cessure-rel:Lef 
devic.:(~s and IlU tOllwteci shutdown pl:ovis:i.ons. This :ls (~ons:i.dered to be relatively 
r01110te :raj.lure mode and can be isolated by shutting dO\m an ent:i.re pmvel: module 
(Ollt of a I::otal of 318 modulcs). 
lhT. D. Pouchot~ et al, Basic .tl1vesti.gation of Tt11.:bine E:cosj.on PlJeJ101l/eJJa~ 
Westinghouse lUe.ctric CQ'.rporation, NOVEll11pel: 1971, NASA CR-1830. 
l?U.S. Bureau o:E Hines, Nine:!.'al Fa.cts and PJ:oble1l1s, 1975 Ed:ltion, Bu:lJoc;')tin 667, 
Supel::I.ntendent of Documents, Nashington, D.C. 
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Table 3.1-21. Production Costs 
BRAYTON RANKINE DISCRIHINATOR 
PRODUCTION COSTS 
WEIGHT FACTOR , (BASE) 0.6 HEAT EXCHANGERS, RADIATOR 
COMPLEXITY FACTOR 1 1.5 PLUMBING, CONTROLS 
MATERIAL FACTOR ($/LB) 1 1.0 
FABRICATION FACTOR , 0.7 CERAMICS 
OVERALL PROO. COST FACTOR 1 0.63 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS 
COMPLEXITY FACTOR 1 (BASE) 0.8 ABSORBER 
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY 1 0.8 CERAMIC JOINTS 
OVERALL CONSTR COST FACTOR , 0.8 
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS 
COMPLEXITY FACTOR 1 (BASE) 1.5 AUXILIARIES 
LEAKAGE FACTOR 1 1.0 
OVERALL MAINT & OPS COSTS , 1.5 
Table 3.1-22. Overall Power-Loop Cost Comparison 
BRAYTON RANKINE 
DEVELOPMENT COST 1 (BASE) 1.0 
PRODUCTION COST 1 0.63 
~RANSP COST (WEIGHT, 
DENSITY) 1 0.6 
CONSTRUCTION COST 1 0.8 
MAINT & OPNS COST 1 1.5 
OVERALL COST/KW-HR 
(30 YEARS) 1 0.75 
Table 3.1-23. Overall Power-Loop Point Ratings 
MAXIMUM POINTS 
POINTS BRAYTON RANKINE 
COST (PER KW-HR) 100 75 100 
DEVELOPMENT RISK 20 5 5 
MATERIAL AVAI LABILITY 5 3 3 
ENVIRON. IMPACT (MASS) 5 2 3 
SAFETY HAZARD 5 3 2 
TOTAL 135 88 113 
Conclusions 
The cesium/steam Rankine cycle with a rating of 113 points out of a 
total 135 seems to be significantly better than the Brayton cycle with a 
total of 88 (Table 3.1-23). On this basis, the Rankine cycle was selected 
for subsequent elaboration into a point design for the solar thermal SPS, 
with the Brayton system considered as a backup option. 
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Previous study by Boeing had concluded that nuclear power was a viable 
option for SPS. Rockwell studied nuclear powe17 in order to gain an insight 
into the nuclear system implications. To do this, it was necessary to re-
evaluate and develop new design concepts for evaluation. 
The ,available energy from breeder reactor fuels, ~615xl018 Btu breeding 
Pu-239 from non-fissile Pu-238 (exceeds U.S. known coal reserves by a factor 
of 30), represents a large energy reserve whioh cannot be ignored. There is 
a limited availability of the natural occurring U-235 fissile material. For 
these reasons, the nuclear powered SPS must be a breeder. If terrestrial 
siting objections to nuclear breeders are strong enough, then space siting is 
the only alternative. The nuclear SPS option does offer some Uli.ique opera-
tional advantages over solar-pow"ered SPS' s. For example, nuclear power is 
"hardened" to the ': ,ace environment, operates through solar eclipses, results 
in a small planar area, and minimizes the requirement for a rotary joint. 
Trades 
The major nuclear trade study areas are shown in Figure 3.1-53. The 
aTeas are configuration, reactor approach, and fuel processing. These consid-
erations are described in detail in the following paragraphs. 
NUCLEAR 
POWER 
SPS 
CONFIGUR-
ATION 1---4 
LINE 
SOURCES 
PARELLEL 
RING SOURC. 
REACTOR 
+--+--lAPPROACH 
(REACTOR 
TYPE 
t------; I NTERMED. 
FUEL 
PROCESSING 
TERM 
LONG TERM 
AIROX 
MODIFIED 
PUREX 
Figure 3.1-53. Nuclear Power System Trade Tree (Options) 
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Configuration. The nuclear reactor power system was sized to produce 
7.85 GWe at its bus (5 GW on the ground). A modular design was selected con-
sisting of 26 self-contained modules, each capable of generating 336 MWe of 
power. Each module consists of reactor heat source, fuel processing plant, 
Brayton power conversion equipment, and a heat-rejection radiator. The 
reactor, fuel processing plant, and Brayton PCS are enclosed in a cylindrical 
containment structure. The space radiator consists of a flat-tube fin struc-
ture fed by a manifold system which conveys the waste heat from the Brayton 
PCS. 
Three satellite configurations were evaluated. The modules may be 
arranged either in line perpendicular to the plane of the antenna (as shown 
in Figure 3.1-54) or in a ring parallel to the antenna plane, as illustrated 
in Figures 3.1-55 and 3.1-56. Figure 3.1-57 compares the size of these three 
nuclear powered SPS concepts with solar powered ones based on the s&~e scale. 
Note that the MSFC silicon solar cell and the Boeing Brayton are lO-GW outputs; 
therefore, one-half the space would be required for 5 GW when compared with the 
nuclear SPS. The preferred nuclear concept (Concept No.3) occupies a volume 
approximately 2 km in diameter at the large end, has a l-km-diameter antenna, 
and is 3 km in length. This concept size, when compared to solar concepts, 
should lend itself to in-orbit assembly. 
STRUCT ... 3.9.5 x 10 5 KG 4.22 KM (2.62 MILES) 
1.22KMi300KM 
.61 m (4000 FT) (9843 FT) MICROWAVE AN,TENNAl {2 FT} .1.. 
1.1}K~IIIIh~~§;f§;§~ 1 
(3750 FT) ~mi}l~:mINlm 1 KM ~~ 44 MI(~l44~FT}~~~:t~~~~ _. --,1,,-__ 
RADIATOR & INDIVIDUAL , 
POWER MODULE SHADOW SHIELDS "- 50 M TRIANGULAR STRUCTURE 
(26 REQ'O) 
Figure 3.1-54. Nuclear-Powered SPS (5 GW) - Concept No. J. 
Separation distance between modules and antenna was chosen to meet a 
requirement of 25 mr-em per year at minimum weight for structure and radiator 
shield. Figure 3.1-58 shows the effect of varying reactor-antenna separation 
distance on sheild and required structural weights to maintain a fixed 
25 mrem/hr radiation dose at the antenna. At a distance of approximately 
2 to 3 km, the total shield and structure weight becomes a minimum. The 
parametric shield weights shown (Figure 3.1-58) are for the 26 reactors and 
are based on a IO-ft shadow shield diameter. 
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Figure 3.1-55. Nuclear-Powered SPS (5 Gl\T) -
Concept No. 2 
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Figure 3.1,...56. Nuclear-Powered SPS (5 GH) -
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Figure 3.1-57. Concepts Comparison 
• MICROWAVE ANTENNAE (DOSE PLANE) 
SHIELDED TO 25 M REM 1 HR 
1600 -10 FT SHIELD DIAMETER 
1200 . 
BOO 
· .. 00 
• 26 REACTORS OPERATING 
(1088 MWt EACH) 
o DESIGN (11.3 FT SHIELD DIAMETER) 
TOTAL 
STRUCTURE 
REACTOR SHIELD 
o~------~------~------~------~------~------~----~ o 6 10 
REACTOR - DOSE PLANE SEPARATION DISTANCE 
1000 KILOMETERS 
Figure 3.1-58. Nuclear SPS Reactor--Shadow Shield Mass 
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Reactor Approach. The nuclear-powered SPS must be a breeder due to the 
limited availability of the natural occuring fissionable material (U-235). 
A breeder reactor also reduces the logistic and hazards associated with trans-
portation of fissionable materials. A high reactor core temperature, 1660 K 
(2500°F) is required to obtain good power conversion efficiencies with the 
Brayton cycle consistent with minimum radiator areas. These high temperatures 
are also compatible with advanced Rankine power conversion systems using 
liquid-metals as working fluids. 
, . 
, 'Reactor types and likely energy conversion schemes considered for this 
study are listed in Table 3.1-24. The criteria used for rejection are listed 
at the bottom of the table. Due to the 1991 availability requirement, a 
selection was required from reactors listed under "intermediate term." 
Table 3.1-24. Nuclear Reactor Options 
COSEO 
BRAYTON POTASSIUM lIQUID-
REACTOR TYPE CYCLE RANKINE METAL MHO PLASMA MHO THERMIONIC 
NEAR TERM 
FP LIQUID-METAL FAST BREEDER X X 
FP GAS-COOLED FAST REACTOR X, X X 
R MOLTEN SALT BREEDER REACTOR X X X 
INTERMEDIATE TERM 
NB CERAMIC THERMIONIC REACTOR )( 
NB NERVA-TVPE REACTOR X X 
C ROTATING FLUIDIZED BED X X 
T COLLOID CORE REACTOR X X 
C 'UFs FUELED REACTOR X X 
.; CERAMIC PEBBLE-BED REACTOR X X X 
LONG TERM 
T "L1 GHT BULB" PLASMA CORE X 
T "COAXIAL FLOW" PLASMA CORE X 
T MULTI-PHASE REACTOR X X X 
T FUSION REACTOR X 
NOTES: NB • NON eREEDER R • PAST STUDY REJECTION 
T • LOW TECH STATUS .; • SELECTED 
FP • COMPLEX FUEL PROCESSING C • ADDED COMPLEXITY 
A ceramic pebble bed reactor was selected to provide a high-temperature 
heat source for the Brayton cycle power conversion system. A large technology 
base exists for both this type of gas-cooled reactor and Brayton cycle power 
conversion loops. 'The lS-MWe AGV pebble bed reactor has been in operation 
in Germany for ten years at a 90-percent load factor. Some fossil-fueled 
closed Brayton cycle power generating systems have operated for over 100,000 
hours. A Brayton power conversion is best for a helium-cooled reactor con-
cept. A direct closed cycle helium loop can be used-thus eliminating complex 
intermediate heat exchangers. Also, by changing gas pressure and reactor 
power, electrical output can be modulated to compensate for nuclear power 
generating module failure or changing electrical power demand. 
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Nuclear Reactor Concept. The selected reactor concept is a fast breeder 
reactor and, as sho~vn in Figure 3.1-59, is cylindrical in shape--having a 
diameter and a length of 8 feet. The ceramic pebble-type fuel receives helium 
coolant from the Brayton power unit at 1870 0 p and heats it to 2400°F at a 
thermal power of 1088 HWt. 
Its nuclear materials are uranium-235 which is fissionable and uranium-
238 which is a so-called fertile material. When the reactor achieves criti-
cality and is brought up to pow&r, the U~235 fissions and liberates neutrons 
which support the chain reaction. Some of the neutrons are absurbed by the 
U-238, which undergoes a series of transmutations and forms plutonium-239. 
Since PU-239 is also a fissionable material, the reactor is said to breed 
fissionable material. The reactor has a breeding ratio greater than one. 
With reactor operation, the amount of fissionable material increases while 
the quantity of fertile U-238 decreases. Eventually, the fission product 
inventory becomes large and begins to poison the reactor neutronically and 
also changes the fuel element materials properties. Therefore, periodically, 
some 'old fuel is removed from the reactor and new fuel is added. The old 
fuel is transferred to the fuel processing plant where the fission. products 
are removed, new' U-238 is added, and the fuel elements are reformed. 
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Figure 3.1-59. Nuclear Reactor 
The fuel elements selected for the reactor are small spheres made of a 
mixture of PU02 and U02. These spheres are about 1/4 inch in diameter and 
have a thin coating of carbon, plutonium carbide, and uranium carbide. There 
are several reasons why a pebble bed reactor was used: (1) it utilizes small 
spheres or pebbles of small size, thereby developing only small stresses; 
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(2) such pebbles can be used in layers where the stresses developed between 
adjacent spheres are readily relieved; (3) fuel in the form of small spheres 
possesses a large heat transfer area; (4) gas flow over spheres develops a 
relatively large heat transfer coefficient; and (5) a small spherical shape 
is relatively easy to manufacture, particularly since the dimensional toler-
ances can be relaxed. 
Another feature of this reactor is that it uses an inert gas (helium) as 
the coolant. There are several disadvantages possessed by helium-cooled reactors. 
One, of course, is that the gas is noncorrosive-~vhich alleviates problems in. 
the fuel and reactor structure. Second, there are no prpblems of freeze-up, 
change of phase, or disassociation in this type of coolant. Third, helium 
can also function as the Brayton cycle working fluid-thus simplifying the 
power plant. Fourth, helium has no significant effect upon the reactor nuclear 
performance. 
L The use of a pebble bed reactor, in conjunction with helium as the coolant, 
force!:; the reactor to be constructed in layers such that the gas flow has an 
effectively large flow area and a relatively short heating path length. Such 
a flow keeps the pressure drop in the pebble bed at reasonable levels while the 
heat transfer remains acceptable. The best ~vay to subdivide the reactor i(\ 
shown schematically in Figure 3.1-60. In this arrangement, the fuel is paL-ked 
in 36 layers which are spaced around a central island like the spokes in a 
wheel. The resulting active core is 2.13 meters in length and 2.13 meters in 
diameter, with a central island diameter of 0.76 m. Each pebble bed is . 
2.13 m long and 0.69 m in the radial direction. The layers have a thick~ 
ness of 0.16 meter at the outer edge, and 0.06 meter at the central island. 
The pebble bed fuel layers are separated by gas gaps in which the helium gas 
flows radially inward or outward. The fueled layers are about one inch apart 
at the core outer radius and about 1.02 cm at the central island. 
Figure 3.1-60. Reactor Subdivision 
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The reactor has a reflector on the cylindrical sides and both ends, 
which forms part of the wedge-shape fuel assembly. The reflector contains 
pebbles made of U-238, but has no fissionable materials except which is bred. 
The purposes of the reflector are to (1) return neutrons to the core, and 
(2) breed Pu-239 and imp.rove the thermal power distribution. Helium flows 
through the reflector pebbles just as it does through the core pebbles, except 
that the flow rate per unit area is lower. 
The helium enters the reactor at a pressure of, about 6895 KN/m2 and.a 
temperatur.e of 102lo C and at a f·lmv rate of 712 kg/ s. It departs at a temp-
erature of l3l6°C and at a pressure of about 6550 KN/m2 • It enters alternate 
gas gaps bet~veen fuel layers and then divides and enters the fueled pebbles 
passing through the perforated structure. In the space of a few inches, the 
helium is heated to its peak temperature of l316°C and then travels radially 
outward, leaving the core. The flow through the bed is controlled both by 
the bed resistance and the gas gap geometry. It is desired to have the gas 
temperature leaving the fuel to be at about the same temperature (1316°C) at 
all points. This is done by matching the local gas flows with the local 
power generated. 
The reactor is controlled by 18 boron carbide control rods that are 
located in the central islands; these rods are about 2. 5fl cm in diameter and 
extend the length (2.13 m) of the reactor core. The outer 12 rods are for 
primary control, while the inner 6 rods are safety rods to be inserted only 
during unusual or hazardous situations. The rods are clad by a tantalum-
tungsten alloy. 
The fuel pebbles are contained in fuel assemblies of tantalum-tungsten 
alloy. Each assembly is 2.44 meters long and 0.84 meter high, ~vhile the 
width tapers from 0.18 meter to 0.06 meter. The reactor has 36 of these 
fuel assemblies. 
The reactor is shut down every 12 months and one of the reactor end 
covers is removed. Twelve of the 36 fuel assemblies are removed and trans-
ported to the fuel reprocessing plant. Twelve refurbished fuel assemblies 
from the reprocessing plant are then inserted into the reactor. The old fuel 
assemblies contain a large amount of fission products which tend to poison 
the reactor. The fission products also tend to occupy a large volume in each 
fuel pebble so that the mechanical and physical properties are altered. The 
old fuel will have the fission products removed and fresh fertile material 
added in the reprocessing plant. 
While the reactor is shut down, personnel can approach in a shielded 
vehicle to participate in the fuel replacement operations. This shielded 
vehicle ~vould provide protection for the crew from radiation from the nearby 
shutdown reactors as well as from more distant operating reactors. 
A detailed nuclear analysis of the selected reactor was beyond the scope 
of this effort. However. fast breeder reactors, similar to the present one, 
have been studied in the past, thus permitting the range of nuclear data 
expected in a reactor of this type to be established. More critical problems 
in the reactor are the achievement of high-cycle temperatures and satisfactory 
reactor life. 
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The core fuel pebbles occupy If. 04 m3 of the reactor region which, at a 
solidity of 65 percent, leads to an actual fuel volume of 2.63 m3 At 
an effective density of 14,898 kg/m 3 , the fuel mass is 39,182 kg of mixed 
oxides of uranium. On the average, about 4.5 percent of this mass, or 
1773 kg, is fissionable material. Most of the remaining material is fertile 
U-238. As the breeding ratio is greater than unity, there is a gradual 
increase in the amount of fissionable material during the core life to about 
1864 kg. A reactor mass breakdown is given in Table 3.10-·25. 
'l'ab1e' 3.1-25. Reactor Mass Breakdown 
Component Material Hass (kg) 
Fueled pebbles U02 - PU02 39,591 
End reflector U02 5,636 
Side reflector U02 13,954 
Side vessel SS 2,091 
Side manifolds A-286 2,182 
End vessels SS 4,818 
Control region SS + BltC 2,0!f5 
Reactor structure Tantalum 3,727 
Tungsten 955 
A-286 864 
73,863 
The median energy of fission of this reactor is 0.14 MeV. Half of the 
fissions that occur are caused by neutrons above this energy and half are 
caused by those below'. The fast neutron flux of this reactor is roughly 
2><10 15 neut/ cm 2-sec. 
The reactivity of a reactor varies during its lifetime and must be accom-
modated by the control system. The primary control system consists of 12 boron 
carbide rods in the central island. Additional control in emergencies is per-
formed by six additional rods in the island. The primary control will be 
capable of handling the reactivity changes sho,Vll in Table 3.1-26. 
Table 3.1-26. Reactivity Changes 
Burnup decrement 
Temperature decrement 
One stuck rod 
/)perating margin 
Shutdown margin 
Uncertainty 
Total 
3-81 
Reactivity ($) 
0.60 
4.50 
0.70 
0.30 
0.50 
0.60 
7.20 
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Fuel Processing. In the reactor, simultaneous fissioning and breeding of 
plutonium takes place due to the presence of a mixture of Pu-239 fuel and the 
U-238 breeding material in the pellet; the process is described by the follow-
ing equations: 
Fissioning 
Pu-239 + n + radioactive fission products + heat + n 
Breeding 
23.5 min 
U-238 + n + U-239 
2.3D 
+ Np-239 + Pu-239 
The longer the fuel pellet resides in the reactor, the greater the build-
up of the fission product poisons. Therefore, to maintain an adequate reactivity, 
the fuel must b~ purified in a fuel processing plant and the radioactive poisons 
removed. The spent fuel assemblies which are cycled from the reactor are trans-
ported to the fuel processing pLant. Here, the. fuel pellets are removed, 
undergo reprocessing for separation of fission poisons, reconstituted with 
fertile U02, refabricated, and loaded back into the fuel assemblies for return 
to the reactor. 
Figure 3.1-61 shows the mass flow rates associated with the process. 
These numbers are based on a 1.2 GWT core heat source and an estimated core 
burnup of 150 MWd/kg. The recycle fuel rate of flow is given by: 
. 
W 
·F 
Thermal power 1.2xl03 MW 
Burnup = 150 MWd/kg = 8.0 kg/day (17.6 1b/day) 
- SEPARATES OUT FISSION PRODUCT POISONS -VARIABLE BREEDING RATIO FUEL BY: 
(1) 
• ADMIXES RESUPPLY U02 TO BREED Pu 02 
_REFORMS FUEL INTO CARBON COATED PELLETS 
REACTOR 
AIROX PROCESS - PARTIAL - F.P. SEPARATION 
MODIFIED PUREX - COMPLETE SEPARATION OF 
F.P., PU0 2' U02 
I 
I 
I 
REFAB 
RESUPPLY 
UOi, 
MATERIALS 
'" 
MIXTURE PU02' U02' F.P., INERTS 
AIROX 
PROCESS 
J.5 Kg/DAY RESUPPLY: 
TOTAL - M~TERIALS 
MODIFIED 
PUREX F.P. GASES 
TO DISPOSAL 
F.P., / 
INERTS 1.5 Kg/DAY 
TO DISPOSAL - TOTAL 
Figure 3.1-61. Fuel Management Schematic 
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This average daily total mass flow includes the fuel which has fissioned. 
Based on 1 MWd/gm, the fuel which has fissioned to produce L 2 GWd is there-
for 1.2 kg, which is converted to 1.2 kg/day of fission products in the form 
of gases and solids. The system must be supplied with 1.2 kg/day of fertile 
U02 or 1.5 kg/day total,including chemicals. An average of 1.5 kg/day of 
fission products and inert wastes are removed from the fuel cycle and stored 
for periodic deep space disposal. The fuel has a maximum schedule residence 
time of three years in the reactor. 
Fuel Processing 'l.'echniques. The spent fuel recycled out of the reactor 
is reprocessed by either the Airox process and/or a Modified Purex process, 
depending on the amount of fission poisons which must be removed from the fuel 
prior to refabrication. A fuel management schematic is shown in Figure 3.1-61. 
The Airox process uses a seril~s of oxidation-reduction heating cycles 
which cause the fuel to swell and crack, thereby releasing only the gaseous 
fission products. The final reduction reaction leaves the fuel in a powdered 
form which still contains the remaining fission product solids and inerts as 
shown in the figure. The mass proceeds to refabrication where it is mixed 
with resupply U02, formed into carbon-coated pellets, and recycled back to 
the reactor. 
To reduce the buildup of fission product poisons and inerts in the 
reactor core, which would lower the reactivity and power density, the fuel 
mixture leaving the Airox process is treated in the Modified Purex process. 
The 'latter consists of a series of count,2rflow solvent extraction columns. 
The fuel mixture is first dissolved in aqueous HN03 and the fission products, 
inerts, and higher oxides of Pu and U are separated out succeRRively with a 
counterflow organic stream of bri-butyl phosphate. The resultant separated 
PU02 and U02 are then sent to Refabrication. 
The Refabrication process mixes the processed fuel from either pretreat-
ment process with resupply U02, and forms pellets, which are sintered and then 
carbon coated. The resulting pellets are then returned to the reactor. 
The Purex process was selected as typical of the more complete purifica-
tion techniques. Should the process prove too unwieldy for a space mission, 
other alternatives such as the Molten Salt Pyrochemical process would be 
substituted. 
Refabrication. The powdered fuel from the Airox process is ground if 
necessary to the desired average particle size. The resupplyU02 is added 
and blended and the mixture dried, pressed into pellets, and sintered with 
H2 to produce a dense oxide pellet. The pellets pass to a carbon coater 
~here methane is introduced and leaves a thin carbon shell on the surface. 
The reprocessed fuel is then recycled back to the reactor. 
Zero-G Processing. A significant problem arises in space processing 
operations that depend on a g-force; for example, phase separation of liquias 
and gases formed in a chemical reaction. This problem can be circumvented by 
either creating an artificial-g force by rotating the process plant about its 
axis or by rotation of individual hardwat'e components. The disadvantage of 
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rotation of a large structure arises from the requirement of non-leaking 
rotating joints between the stationary and rotating structure. On the other 
hand, the use of centrifuges, cyclone separators, or permeable membranes in 
the individual processing steps, as required for phase separation, would 
avoid the problem of rot'ating intrastructure joints. Since the amounts of 
fuel processed at anyone time are relatively small, the rotating processing 
equipment should not produce unusual dynamic disturbance to the satellite. 
l!;utomati'c Processing I Repair and control. The processing of spent nuclear 
fuels by definition, has required the development of remote handling and auto-
matic control equipment. A further extension of the space system sophistication 
will be to incorporate automatic servicing, repair, and/or replacement of small 
hardware items such as valves, line segments, motors, sensors, etc. This may 
be accomplished by the use of a TV camera, circuits, robot manipulator machines, 
and a remotely located manned operations control room in which the master com-
puter. control, and monitoring system are located. 
In the event of a major malfunction, the module can be decoupled from the 
radiator, replaced by a substitute module, and the defective unit hauled to a 
space repair station by a man-operated radiation-shielded space tug. 
Process Plant Sizing. The fuel processing plan is a subsystem of each 
power spacer module and contains four specific areas: Airox process, Purex 
process, fuel-forming, and storage. 
The storage area serves the following functions: 
• Holds up fuel being cycled from the reactor to permit 
radioactive decay between chemical processing steps 
• Stores radioactive wastes for eventual deep space disposal 
• Stores processed fuel pellets prior to return to reactor 
• Stores resupply U02 fertile fuel and process chemicals and 
materials 
It must accomnlodate solids, liquids, and gases and store the radioactive 
fuel and wastes in a safe manner. Its geometry is a cylinder of diameter 
= 15.3 m (50 ft) and height = 3.05 m (10 ft), as shown in Figure 3.1-62. The 
resultant volume of 556 m3 (19,635 ft 3 ) is sufficient to process 8 kg/day 
recycle fuel and satisfy the storage requirements. 
A summary of the sizing is presented in Table 3.1-27. 
Brayton Cycle Power Conversion Unit (PCU). The Brayton peu converts the 
reactor heat into electrical power. Figure 3.1-63 shows the system schematic. 
The working fluid is the helium gas which has been heated in the reactor. The 
component efficiencies selected were those expected to be reasonably achievable 
in the operational time frame. An in-house computer program at Atomics 
International Division of Rockwell was used to find the Brayton cycle operating 
parameters. The Brayton sizing for one module (336MWe) was based on using 
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Figure 3.1-62. Fuel Processing Plant (One per Module) 
Table 3.1-27. Fuel Processing Plant Summary 
Cylinder shell diameter, 15.3 m; height, 3.05 m 
Mass 
Cylindrical shell and structure 
Processing vessels 
Processing ma"teria1s/ chemic'als 
Controls, motors, pumps, piping 
Shielding 
Total 
30-year resupply @ 1.5 kg/day 
3-85 
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450 
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AND 
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Figure 3.1-63. Brayton Cycle PCU Schematic 
a maximum turbo compressor generator size of 168 MWe. Individual components 
were scaled from the Boeing study.l The PCU sizing and mass are given in 
Table 3.1-28. 
Table 3.1-28. Brayton PCU Summary (336-MWe Module) 
Size Specific Mass 
Item No, Diameter (m) Length (m) Mass (kg) (kg) 
Turbo generators 2 2.8 13.9 0.113 0.379xl0 5 
Recuperators 2 .5.3 14.7 0.204 0.695 
Coolers 2 L~. 3 10.3 0.074 0.249 
Tank 0.056 0.188 
Total - - - 0.447 1. 5xl0
5 
Heat Rejection. The heat rejection radiator is required to radiate 
740 MWT to space. The radiator is the heaviest component in the nuclear 
SPS power plant. 
Heat is rejected from the Brayton cycle by transferring heat from the 
gas working fluid to the radiator liquid coolant. The radiator coolant is 
lSystems Definition Space-Based Power Conversion Systems, Boeing Aerospace 
Company,'NAS8-3l628, December 2, 1976 
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the organic compound 1 toulene, ~vhich is thermally stable at the operating 
temperatures but has a lmv freezing point. The toulene enters the radiator 
at 473 P C and leaves at 269°C at a flmv rate of 1202 kg/so 
The radiator is flat and radiates from both sides. It has a projected 
area (one side only) of 52,256 m2 ; and is made up of smaller squares, each 
19 m on a side. Each square is essentially a sheet of copper with 1/4-in. 
O.D. stainless-steel coolant tubes bonded to the sheet parallel to each other 
and space 5.08 em apar t. 
Aluminum cannot be used because of the high temperatures required. 
Steel is a low-cost material, but is low conductivity leads to a heavy radi-
ator. The selected radiator material is copper; copper has a high thermal 
conductivity, can take the temperatures required, and its cost is far out-
weighed by the reduction in launch costs. Another design decision is that 
of the fin root thickness. A thin root leads to low mass, but the structural 
feasibility becomes doubtful; therefore, root fin thicknesses of 0.76 mm or 
greater are recommended. 
The copper fins are 0.76 mm thick at the root, and 0.38 mm thick midway 
between the tubes. The mass of the fins is 268,636 kg. The tube mass, 
including the toulene coolant and a nominal thickness of armor for the tubes, 
is 68,182 kg. The total radiator weight is 336,S18 kg. The mass of the 
manifolds, manifold coolant, and coolant pumps is 120,909 kg. Therefore, the 
heat rejection system mass is 457,727 kg. 
Nuclear Shielding. Nuclea"r shielding studies were conducted to deter-
mine the size and mass requirements of a composite LiH-Pb shadow shield capable 
of reducing the neutron and gamma radiation emanating from the radiator to an 
acceptable biological level at specified distances from the source. Two 
shielding materials were selected: LiH for neutron att~nuation, and Pb for 
gamma attention; these materials are shown in Table 3.1-29. 
Table 3.1-29. Radiation Attenuation Characteristics 
Removal Length (em) 
Density L L gammas Materi.al (gm/ cc) neutrons (2.5 MeV) 
Lithium hydride 0.75 6.7 34.2 
Wat.er 1. 06 9.71 23.0 
Polyethelyne 0.93 8.9 23.3 
Lead 11.4 8.55 2.06 
Tungsten 18.9 6.44 1. 24 
Uranium-238 18.7 5.87 1.19 
Three satellite configurations (see Figures 3.1-54, 3.1-55, and 3.1-56) 
were studied to determine the maSI:? sensitivity of nuclear radiation shield 
and vehicle structure to separation distance between the reactors and the 
microwave antenna. 
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The single radiation shield of Configuration I was changed to individual 
reactor shadow shields as used with the other configurations. [The shadow 
shield was assumed to be a 3. 05-m (lO-ft) diameter disc located adjacent to 
each of the 26 reactors.] 
The requirements were to reduce the neutron and gamma radiation at the 
antenna to a total of 25 mrem/hr from the 26 reactors. 
The magnitudes of point source radiation from each reactor was estimated 
to be: 
Neutrons 
Gammas 
2.18xlO2.6 n/year 
0.5xlO2.7 MeV/year 
Analysis. Using the above sources and their energy levels, the unshielded 
dose rate at a distance R 1~ from the point source was found to be 
Neutrons: 
Gannnas: 
D 
n 
rem/hr 
244 Dy = ~ , rem/hr 
The shielded dose rate at the antenna is related to the thickness of 
the shield by the following relationships: 
Neutrons: 
Gammas: 
Subject to 
where 
D = 2R4~ e"·t2./2.03, rem/hr ys 
D + D 
ns ys 0.025 rem/hr (26 reactors) ~.OOI rem/hr (1 reactor) 
tl = LiH thickness, em 
t2. = Pb thickness, em 
The composite shield specific mass is given by: 
WI = 0.777 tl + 11.3 tl, gm/cm2. 
s 
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The total shield mass is the product of the specific mass 
the shield projected surface area (s = 7.3lxl04 cm2 ). 
WI and S 
s 
W = 73.1 WI , kg 
s s 
(7) 
Method of Solution. Equations (3) through (7) were used to determine 
the shadow shield mass. Working curves were established from Equations 
(3) and (4) for dose rates of 0 to 10-3 rem/hr, and different shield thick-
nesses were combined to satisfy Equation (5). The. combination which produced 
a minimum shield specific mass, Equation (6), was then selected. 
In the case of Configuration 1, where the reactor modules are in a 
linear arrangement and the antenna was 1 Ian from the closest reactor, the 
following single shield data resulted: 
114.1 cm 
23.6 cm 
Shield specific mass; WI = 356 gm/ cm2 
s 
Shield mass (S = .7.31 m2 ): Ws = 2.6xl0 4 kg 
Shield mass, structure mass, and their sum were then plotted for 
varying separation distances, Figures 3.1-64, 3.1-65, and 3.1-66. The 
curves showed that \vith increasing separation distance, R-2, the increase in 
structure mass is much larger than the corresponding decrease in shield 
mass. 
Other configurations at separation distances between reactor and shield 
(smaller than.l Ian), for which mass crossovers and minimum totals could 
exist, were not investigated during this phase. 
1.0 
o 
Figure .3.1-64. 
I I 6 1 
System Mass Vs. Separation Distance 
(Configuration 1) . 
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Hass Summary. Hass comparisons are shmvn in Table 3.1-30; they 
are made betw'een solar photovol taic ~ solar thermal ~ and nuclear. Consider-
able potential for mass reduction exists in the nuclear concept. The 
primary s truc ture mass is based on 10-mil aluminum beam machine materiaJ .. 
The. secondary structure is principally equipment supports. Power condition-
ing, distribution, and costrol mass were estimated-based on power character-
istics, conductor runs, and conversion and temperature. requi·reme.nts. The. 
mass growth was assigned to each element of: the satellite, utilizing histor-
ical data developed by SAMsol Aerospace Corporation. This growth \\Tas normal-
ize.d to approach the desired 30 percent on the. total satellite. 
Table. 3.1-30. Nuclear Reactor Concept Hass Summary 
(106 KG) GROWTH % 
PRIMARY STRUCTURE 0.361 25.0 
SEC. STf;1UCT. 1.112 25.0 
1\ I rlTlJDr: CONTR()L 0.20 30.0 Concept Mass Comparisons 
~;ltrlllllN(j ()[.i) :lo.n 
HI I\C I ()II~ (20) 2.0(j 30.0 
FUEL rflOCESSING 1.01 20.73· 30.0 
TU RBO·EQUIPMENT 3.34 30.0 
GENERATORS 1.83 30.0 
----
._ .. -
-. ' ... -
-- ---. - --- ----
POWI 1\ Base Total 
CONVUlSION Mass GHOWTH Mass 
CONCEPT (106 KG) (%) (106 KG) 
CR" 1 28.513 30.7 37.279 
RADIATORS 11.94 30.0 2 25.599 30.0 33.714 
POWER CONDIT. 1.839 50.0 5 28.497 31.2 37.379 
WIRE HARDNESS 0.60 100 
ANTENNA 9.88 . 23.1 
RANKINE 26.386 31.2 34.605 
CS/STEAM 
IMS EQUIP. 0.061 50.0 
IMS CABLING ITS 0.179 100 
NUCLEAR 35.056 29.6 45.465 
PROPELLANT/YEAR 
.JlliL 0 
SUBTOTAL 35.0!32 
GROWTH ALLOWANCE 10.411 29.6 
TOTAL SATELLITE SYST. 45.46:1 
·GASEOUS CORE RF.ACTOR/MHD COULD POTENTIALLY REDUCE THIS TO 
1.99 X 106 KG - REFERENCE: 8TH IECEC PAPER 739018,1973 
ORIGlNAL PAl 
OF POOR QUAl..J, 
RADJATOR OPTIMIZATION COULD POTENTIALLY REDUCE THIS TO 
14.95 X 10 KG· CONDENDING STEAM RADIATOR (LOWER TEMPERATURE) 
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3.1.4 DOE PROGRAM SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
Table 3.1-31 summarizes DOE areas of support for the SPS power conversion. 
A major requirement is to remove the speculativeness for gallium-arsenide solar 
cells. Present technology status constrains its performance and cost projec-
tions. The SPS concept depends upon utilizing thin-film gallium-arsenide 
substrate, such as sapphire. Gallium material and sapphire substrate develop-
ment is needed to verify performance and cost expectations. The SPS program 
will impose increased production requirements on the solar cell industry to 
produce >9750 }n.;r/year and cells with higher efficiency and produced with 
tighter quality control. Conunercial viability of gallium arsenide solar cells 
must be demonstrated on an SPS scale. 
Table 3.1-31. DOE Program Support Requirements 
--Power Conversion 
• Haterial development-gallium arsenide 
• Sapphire substrate development 
• Commercial viability demonstration On SPS scale 
Year 2000 Goals 
Present DOE SPS Comments 
5000 MW/yr 9750 }llV!yr Increased production 
>10% ef£. >20% eff. Higher efficiency 
>20-yr life >30-yr life Tight production and 
control 
$0.10 - $0.30 Firm - costs peak watt 
rates 
quality 
• SPS needs DOE to reduce uncertainties for GaAs solar cells 
-Performance 
-Cost 
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The MPTS trade tree is shown in Figure 3.2-1. Inputs are the required 
power into the power grid as well as' the waveform characteristics such as 
beam frequency, beam type, beam power densities at the ionosphere, and side-
lobe pow'er densities over the earth's surface outside the rectenna installa-
tion. In addition, orbit mechanics ~vould be a design driver. 
IONOSPHERIC ~ AC VS DC ~ POWER - MODULE DENSITY PRIME POWER 
AMPLITRoN/ 0,915 VS ~ KLYS- . HEAT PIPE VS ~ KLYSTRoN/ .... NAK LOOP 2.45 GHz TRON TRANSISTOR? COOLING 
• C.W VS ICW ~_ r DUTY FACTOR POWER LEVEL 
_ •. 
POWER 
REQUIREMENTS ARRAY RCR PHASE-CONJUGATI NG ARRAY 
AND ECONOMICS CONFIGURATION VS SERVOED Q - SHIFTER I-f-+ DESIGN f--ANDPWR RETROELECTRONICS 
GAUSSIAN 1 KLYSTRON ~ VS ~ " COLLECTOR UP SHAPED BEAM CONIChL RFl/ OR DOWN? , 
ORBIT WAVEGUIDE! INTEGRAL VS ~ MPTS 
DIPOLE! SEPARATE BODY MECHANICS ~ DESIGN 
RESONANT CAVITY HEAT RADIATOR 
LINEAR VC RADIATOR? 
• CIRCULAR I- ALUMINUM! 
POLARIZATION ... TITANIUM! I-
GRAPHITE-EPON? 
DIPOLE VS 
SUBARRAY r- ...... RECTENNA 
STRI PlI NE VS RECTENNA 
RECTENNA CONFIGURATION RCR ~ DESIGN t--
ANTENNA SUBARRAY 
Figure 3.2-1. MPTS Trade Tree 
The major design inputs are shown on the left side of the figure. The 
trades consist of RF device type, array configuration, waveguide type and 
configuration, and rectenna concept. Additional trades are shown on the right, 
and the array and rectenna designs are selected; these designs result in the 
point design concept for the microwave power transmission system (MPTS). 
3.2.1 SELECTED MPTS CANDIDATE DESIGN CONCEPT 
The MPTS satellite array is mounted on trunnions between the two solar 
panels, as shown in the sections describing structural design. Power is fed 
through slip rings and distributed to the dc-to-microwave power converters 
mounted on the back of the radiating face of the array. The electronics 
required to excite the converters with proper phase to form -.:.. beam directed 
at the rectenna' are mounted adjacent to the converters. An information man-
agement system is also distributed over the back of the array; it monitors 
array performance and controls the operation of the MPTS. 
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This entire complex of radiators, converters, electronics, and power dis-
tribution is supported by a tension-web structure eonsisting of catenary cables 
attached to a peripheral frame as illustrated in Figure 3.2-2. The array itj 
broken up into subassemblies, about 30x35 m, '''hich a!1e attached to the catenaries 
by means of risers. These subassemblies will be called mechanical modules. 
1.2KM 
• ALUMINUM COMPRESSION FRAME 
• COMPOSITE TENSION WEB 
• 21 KW/M2 RADIATION AT CENTER 
• 50 KW PER KLYSTRON ~136,OOO KLYSTRONS) 
Figure 3.2-2. Microwave Antenna Module Sizes 
The mechanical modules are in turn composed of nine planar arrays, each 
approximately 10 meters on a side. Each of these arrays are phased by a 
circuit which receives a pilot beam from the rectenna and genefates excitation 
with a phase which is the conjugate of the pilot beam phase. Excitation of 
all the 10-meter planar array radiators in the total array in this manner pro-
duces a power beam directed at the rectenna even if the total array tilts or 
changes shape. The phase-conjugating circuits will be called the retroelec-
tronics. The planar arrays, in conformance with standard array theory nomen-
clature, will be called subarrays. The decomposition of the array into these 
various module types is shown in Figures 3.2-3 and 3.2-4 for truncated 
Gaussian and shaped beam weighting functions. The subarrays are in turn com-
posed of smaller planar radiators, each excited by a single power converter. 
In the case of the point design, these converters are klystrons. A power 
converter/radiator assembly will be called a power module. The power modules 
will vary in size in ten annular zones at increasing distances from the array 
center as shown in Figure 3.2.3. This change in size varies the number of 
converters per subarray and produces a variation in the power radiated per 
unit area of the array in each zone. Power density is highest in the array 
center and lowest at the area edge. This density taper is needed to control 
the power beam sidelobe level. The power modules are individually supported 
from the mechanical modules. There is a small space (crack) between the power 
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MECH'NICAL MODULE 'ANfL 
302 M )( 30.80 M )( 10 CM 
IOI'EMTIONAL SIZEI 
Ieee." M2/flEMENT 
TOTAL NO. OF 
MECHANICAl. 
YODU .. ES. 777 
" 
NO OF k .. fI,12 WT IkGI 
TY1'E MECH I'\vR I'E R 
MOO DENSITY MECH. MOO 
I ~ 17 2105 llie 
2 ~ 32 18.Il0l 726.7 
( 3 &SJ 44 18 80 874.8 
4 CSl 44 1518 851.8 
o 8:t 12.83 810.3 
• 0 &II 10.52 573,' 
o L' 8.<2 521.1 
II 0 II~ '.31 801.1 
• EJ lie 4.21 411.2 
10 Q I~ 2.52 •• 
" Figure 3.2-3. Gaussian Beam ]:1m Antenna 
\ 
lnIL 
.0 
Rockwellintemattonal 
Space Division 
LEV£l fOYV£k ""0. OF' 
DENSITY M£r.1t 
.--_._-, I<.W/M' MOD 
I 
" '" 
3(, 
2- 'I..M 1.4-
.3 12 '3 100 
.... a.H . 12.8 
5 s.oz. Il.B 
" 
337 "6 
T l.0l. 150 
a 1.01 "z. 
l..z. .. CM 
" 
soS" l!Jl}+ 
10 .'H ItJ80 
Figur~,3.2-4. Shaped Beam MW Antenna 
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modules to allow for thermal dimension changes of the metal radiators. How-
ever, the mechanical module structures will be graphite-epon and, hence, will 
have an almost zero thermal coefficient of expansion. This permits them to 
be arranged side by side with cracks between power modules at mechanical mod-
ule edges which are no wider than between interior power modules. Thus, 
excessive gap widths between modules (which would harm array performance) are 
avoided. The rectenna is shown in Figure 3.2-5. It consists of a series of 
panels (billboards), tilted so as to be normal to the power beam from the 
satellite. Since the satellite is in synchronous orbit, it has nearly a 
fixed location in the sky. 
.13 KM (N-S) BY 10. KM (E-W) 
.23 MW!CM2 MAXIMUM 
RADIATION AT CENTER 
OF RECTENNA 
• LESS THAN 1 MW/CM2 
AT FENCE LINE 
Figure 3.2-5. Rectenna Installation 
The panels consist of a set of receiving antennas; each antenna output 
is rectified in a microwave-to-dc converter. The rectifier Qutputs are added 
in a bus network to form the power output from the panel. A larger power 
collection bus system then gathers the power from all the panels and delivers 
it to a central power station. The central station then converts the power 
to the correct form to be sent to the consumer by means of a power grid. 
In the center of the rectenna there is a 30-ft dish which emits the 
pilot beam required by the satellite array retroelectronics system. 
In arriving at a design for the MPTS, which has just been described in 
broad outline, a series of key design decisions must be made. These decisions 
will be discussed in detail in sections following this overview. At this 
point they will only be" listed in Table 3.2-1. 
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DEC I S ION ITEM CHOI~CE~S __ . ______________ +-____ ~S~E~L~E~CT~I~O~N ______ ~ 
DUTY FACTOR 
POWER FREQU ENCY 
ouTPUT POWER TO GRID 
POLARIZATION 
POWER CONVERTER 
RADIATOR STRUCTURE 
KLYSTRON BODY COOLING 
KLYSTRON COLLECTOR COOLING 
PRIME POWER TO PWR MODULES 
COLLECTOR HEAT DISPOSAL 
BOOY HEAT DISPOSAL 
KLYSTRON POWER LEVEL 
MIN. ARRAY POWER DENSITY 
RETROELECTORNIC TYPE 
ARRAY EXCITATION 
TEMP OF ARRAY ELECTRONICS 
ON ARRAY UACK 
RI\DIAIOR MLIAL SELECTION 
IONOSpHERIC I'WR DENSITY 
RECTENNA ANTENNAS 
SUBARRt.Y TYPE 
RECTENNA PWR DENSITY 
COMPENSATION 
RECTENNA DIODE TYPE 
RECTIFIER CONFIGURATION 
CW .(100';) VS. INTERRUPTED CW (25i'·) 
0.915 VS. 2.~5 GHz 
2 TO 20 GW 
LINEAR VS. CIRCULAR 
KLYSTRON/AMPLITRON/TRANSISTOR 
DIPOLE/GUIDE/RCR/CONICAL RFL 
NAK LOOP VS. HEAT PIPE 
DIRECT HEAT RADIATION VS. HEAT PIPE 
DC VS. AC 
TOWARD EARTH VS. TOWARD SATELLITE 
TOWARD EARTH VS. TOWARD SATELLITE 
5 Kli TO 500 KW 
10 KW/M 7 TO 100 KW/M 7 
PHASE CONJUGATION VS. SERVOED PHASE SHIFTER 
GAUSSIAN WEIGHTING VS. SHAPED BEAM 
50"C TO 100nC 
ALUMINUM VS. TITANIUM 
1-25 MW/CM:' AT BEAM PEAK 
DIPOLE VS. SUBARRAY 
RCR WITH STRIPLINE FEED VS. STRIPLINE 
VARIABLE SUBARRAY AREA OR DIODE SIZE 
Si VS. GaAs AND SCHOTTKY/PN JUNCTION/PIN 
PUSH-PULL VS. SINGLE~ENDED 
CW 
2.~5GH7. 
5 GW 
LINEAR 
KLVSTRON 
RESONANT CAVITY RADIATOR 
HEAT PIPE 
DIRECT RADIATION 
DC 
TOWARD EARTH 
TO~IARD EARTH 
50 KW 
21 KW/M 2 
PHASE CONJUGATING 
GAUSSIAN 
60°C 
ALUM I NUfI, 
23 MW/CM;' 
SUBARRAY 
STR I PLI NE 
VARIABLE DIODE SIZE 
GaAs SCHOTTKY 
PUSH-PULL NEAR BEAM CENTER, 
SINGLE-ENDED ELSEWHERE 
One of the most important properties of the MPTS is the efficiency it 
achieves .~n transmitting power from the output of the satellite power gener-
ation system to the output of the rectenna. These data are best given in the 
form of an efficiency chain showing the losses at each transmission stage, 
and are presented in Figure 3.2-6. 
NOTES 
INCLUDES KLYSTRON 
AUX. POWER LOSSES 
OHMIC LOSSES IN ARRAY 
POWER NOT DIRECTED 
INTO MAIN BEAM 
VARIABLE 
PWR REFLECTED BY 
ANTENNA 
RECTIFIER AND PANEL 
BUS LOSSES 
8.61 GW IN 
.. 
LDC-RF 
.. 
5.1 GW OUT 
% 
85 
85 
98 
89 
Figure 3.2-6. MPTS Efficiency Chain 
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It is 110'\v possible to summarize the major parameters characte'r:lzing the 
!vIPTS; this summary is presented in Table 3.2-2. 
Table 3.2-2. Summary of NPTS Point Design Parameters 
~ ____________________ I~)~a~r~a~nl~e~.t~e~r~ _________________ .-r _______ V~a=l~u~e~ ______ -i 
Input power 
NPTS efficiency 
Output power to power grid 
Array diameter 
All-up array lllass 
Nax:lmuJll array power density 
Number of subarrays 
Number of power modules (klys trans) 
Hr:-IS array phase error 
Operating \vavelength 
. HaximuJll ionospheric power density 
Rectenna dimensions for n01:mal beam incidence 
Rectenna dimensions (34 0 lat.) 
Rectenna area 
Number of panels (b:L1J.boards) 
Panel d imensiolls 
Panel-to-panel spacing (34 0 lat.) 
3.2. 2 HSl~C HPTS BASELINE CONCEPT 
8.61 GW 
0.593 
5 GW 
1 lan 
9000 metric tons 
21 Idl1/m2 
6993 
135,864 
10 deg 
12.24 cm 
0.23 ldl1/m2 
lOxlO km 
10x13 km 
102.6 km 
395,296 
1.4. 69x12. 24 m 
17.25 m 
This section provides a review of MSli'C's MPTS system design concept. It 
gives an overview of the HPTS using the 1976 NASA baseline concept. 
Hicrowave Subsystem 
The purpose of this section is to status the HSFC micrmvave study effort. 
There has been much effort in coordinating and analyzing new and different con-
cepts in the micrmvave area during the course of the Rockwell SPS system study. 
The section will not elaborate on concepts that Rockwell has been specifically 
requested to study, but will consist mainly of a baseline ul)date and a LEO-GEO 
trade study. The referenced baseline is NASA l'M X-73344, Satellite Power Sys-
tem, dated November 1976, 
Various components and methods have been use to describe the microwave 
power transmission system. Subarray size has varied from lOXlO m to 54x54 Ill, 
~vith the current HSFC size being 20x24 m. Subarray size has been correlated 
wj,th the degree of error in electronic beam steering. The smaller the size, 
the more tolerance or less error for a given pointing requirement. The 
20x24-TI1 design is a physical dimension with phase ('.ontrol being accomplished 
to the device level. The system will have the minimum error for a given 
pointing requirement if the phase is controlled to the device or tube level. 
Several comparisons have been made be!:\veen the klystron and amplitron, with 
the klystron appearing to have the most good points. However, there is 
still too much unknown for a clear choice to be made. There appears to be 
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significant justification to opening investigations of a solid-state antenna 
for power transmission. Rockwell has been asked to study this subject and 
their results are documented in another section of this report. The analysis 
of solid state is behind that of the klystron and amplitron, but ~vill take a 
significant step forwa'!;'d in this study. Phase control remains a key technol-
ogy issue and probably will not be resolved in the near future. Three 
methods-adaptive, conunand, and laser-have been studied ~vith a combination 
of the command and adaptive systerns providing a retro-directive method as the 
prohibitive favorite. The type of 'structure used on the antenna is very 
configuration oriented, but will have to be very stiff to meet the antenna 
flatness tolerances. The MSFC concept is the TRI/HEX module. Power distribu-
tion is generally petter (less ~veight and loss) for the higher voltages 
required by the klystron and amplitron. The solid-state antenna will require 
low voltage to the power device, but may make ac transmission feasible from 
the solar wings. There is a big weight penalty for the power conditioning 
equipment required, but the MSFC preliminary analysis indicates the solid-state 
anten,na is 1 to 2xI0 6 kg lighter than the klys tl:on or amplitron design. The 
MSFC rectenna concept is an 8. 5xll-km ellipse ~vith about IlxI0 9 dipoles and 
diodes. Dipoles ~vere selec ted because of their broad receiving pat tern and 
ease of construction. Printed circuit spirals are an alternate but have not 
been investigated thoroughly. Spirals appear to be easy to automate but are 
more expensive than dipoles. Protecting the receiving circuit elements from 
the env:i;ronment is a key concern. Test results from JPL indicate inter-
electrode capacitances in the receive circuit can vary and affect efficiency 
if not protected. Many antenna radiating elements were considered. The 
slotted waveguide was the best choice for klystrons and aIllplitrons, and SOIlle 
type of printed circuit element appears best for the solid-state system. 
Thermal design of the antenna is critical. Presently, the klystron needs an 
active system and the amplitron a passive systenl. The solid-state system 
is TBD. 
LEO-GEO Trade Analysis 
The approach to this trade was to investigate the differences bet~veen 
the microwave antenna subsystems for a LEO and GEO construction location and 
to quantify these differences. Table 3.2-3 represents the specific guidelines 
and assumptions applicable to the microwave subsystem. 
The trade identified three potential problem areas or differences. The 
first is ionization and multipaction. Usually, these are separate and distinct 
problems. However, the frequency and power level that SPS requires makes these 
problems mutually supportive. Fignre 3.2-7 was taken from the IEEE Proceedings 
dated February 1969, and represents the RF voltage breakdown in coaxial trans-
mission lines. Although these data are on coaxial cables, the data are equally 
applicable to slotted waveguide ,: The "d" in the figure for slotted waveguide 
would represent the width of the slot instead of the inner-to-outer conductor 
separation for a coaxial cable. The "fd" for SPS would be 2450 MHz-em for a 
slot width of one centimeter. This is in the region of multipaction breakdown. 
The atmospheric. pressure varies from 10-4 to 10-6 torr at 500 100 altitude. If 
mul tipaction ~vere to occur, the pressure in that localized area could increase 
sufficiently to cause ionization 1)y electron collison. Multipaction is simi-
lar to secondary emission. Free electrons striking the metal surface create 
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Table 3.2-3. LEO Vs. GEO Trade Guidelines and Requirements 
• The antenna is a l-km-diameter, 5-GW, power-tapered design using 
amplitrons as the dc-RF converter. 
• Haximum power density allowable on the ground in the main beam 
is 23 mw/cm2 • 
• Subarray testing is required at the assembly location. 
• Antenna construction--lx2.4 m elements will be manufactured on 
the ground. The antenna subarrays will be assembled and 
installed on the substructure in orbit. 
. 104 _ 
MUL TlPACTING 
BREAKDOWN 
MUL TIPACTING 
CUT-OF~_L~I~M~IT~ ______ ~~ 
Figure 3.2-7. The fd-P Plane showing Limits of Breakdown Processes 
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more free elec trons . This phenomenon by itself is no t a pl,-oblem in either 
GEO or LEO; hO\'lever, it aids the ionization process and tends to sustain 
ionization. If this process is sustained and occurs across a waveguide slot, 
the result is a short and damage to the waveguide. Analysis indicates that 
slistained ionization is likely to occur in LEO but not in GEO because of the 
particle density difference. There are practically no neutral particles at 
GEO and about 102 ions/cm 3 at 36,000 km altitude, Th(> solution to this prob-
lem for LEO operation and test is proper slot design and ~'lall thickness of 
the \vaveguide. However, proper slot design to work around this problem will 
result in a 2 to 5% reduction in microwave transmission efficiency. This 
penalty \'lill be necessary if the construction facility is in LEO, but not if 
:It is in GEO. Further quantification of this px'oblem will be dependent upon 
actual test data at the operational frequency, power level, and altitude to 
be inves tigated. 
The second problem is the open' envelope tube. Ion bombardment of the 
cath~de results :in degradation of the cathode and lowering of the HTBli'. This 
degradation occurs whether the tubes are operating or not. Since there are 
Illany lUore ions in LEO and many neutral particles that can become ionized, 
the probleIll is much more pronounced in I,EO than GEO. The ac.tual effect on 
NTBF at GEO is negligible. Further quantification of this problem would be 
dependent on actual tube design and test at the altitudes desired. The solu-
tion to this problem for LEO assembly is a closed envelope tube. This would 
add another 2XI0 6 kg to the weight of the antenna. Analysis indicates the 
open envelope tube is practical for GEO assembly. 
The third problem is a t\vo-part problem involving the phase control sys-
tem. The cOllunand phase control subsystem interprets the pmver beam on the 
ground and sends commands back to the SPS. It requires that the antenna be 
powered up for t1d.s test. From LEO, this would be approximately 2300 mw/cm2. 
and would be 100 times greater than the proposed system. This test would 
have to be deferred until the SPS was in GEO. If the construction site were 
located in LEO, then the final checkout of this system would be completed in 
GEO. Should some problem a'rise that required some degree of disassembly of 
the microwave antenna, then the assembly facility would be some 36,000 km 
away. 
The adaptive. or retrodirective phase control subsystem is dependent upon 
a feedback. loop from the dc-RF converters. It is not possible to test this 
system without the antenna being powered. The problem then becomes the same 
as above. In past space programs, complete checkout and verification has 
been performed at the launch site. Skylab is a precedence where the complete 
checkout was performed before launch and after inserU,on in orbit. The trend 
is always to complete verification as near to the operational altitude as 
possible. If the SPS is assembled in LEO, then it will be launched effectively 
with its most critical subsys tem not tested and verified. With a GEO assembly 
the subsystem can be verified and then inserted into its proper location. 
Table 3.2-4 is a sUlUmary of the LEO-GEO trad e analysis. These data repre-
sent a preliminary analysis, but strongly indicate that the microwave subsys-
tems prefer a GEO construC!tion site for SPS. 
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Table 3.2-4. Assembly Location 
-----------" ---- ------~---
~ 
IONIZA rlON AND 
MUL TlPACTION 
OPEN ENVELOPE 
TUDE 
COMMAND AND 
RETRO!)IRECTIVE 
PHASE CONTROL 
SUIISY~ TEM TEIT 
PROBLEM 
WAVEGUIDE 
DETERIORATION. 
ION BDMIIARDMENT 
Of CATHODE. 
LOWER MTBF 
ALL UP TEST 
REOUIRES ANTENNA 
TO BE POWERED 
SOLUTION 
WAVEGUIDE 
sLOT DESIGN 
CLOSED 
ENVELort;: TUBE 
VERIFICATIO~ 
TEST PERFORMED 
FROM GEO. 
PARTIAL TEsn fROM 
UOWllLNllT 
IIIMINAII 1111' 
NEW fUll liN ALL 
UP SYSTEM TEST. 
Nicrowave Power Transmission System 
LEO 
2-5')1, EFFICIENCV 
lOSS 
2 X 106 Kg 
WEIGHT 
PENALTV 
CAN NOT DE 
VtRIFIED BEFORE 
LEAVING 
ASSEMULY 
FAr.IIIlV. 
III NN" V I~:UKI M"'c",~' 
IMPINIlINGON 
THE EARTH WOULD 
BE 100 TIMES 
OPERATIONAL DENSITY 
GEO 
NEGLIGIBLE 
PROBLEM 
NEGLIGIBLE 
EfFECrON 
MTBF 
CAN BE 
VERIFIED BEFORE 
LEAVING 
A.IEMBLV fACILITY 
A variety of microwave transmission systems have been proposed. The 
basic components and functional concept of a microwave power transmission 
system are illustrated in Figure 3.2-8. 
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Figure 3.2-8. SPS NicrmoJave Power Transmission System 
The representative elements of the phased array antenna are shown as 
spir als. Several types of radiating elements have been. s tudi.ed and could 
possibly be used. The spiral element has the advantage of being circularly 
polarized and lends itself to sheet or roll fabrication--an attractive con-
cept if a solid-state design becomes desirable. Dipoles could, of course, 
also be fabricated in the same manner. Currently, the favored or baseline, 
system utilizes slotted waveguides as radiating elements (and to distri.bute 
the RF from the tube-type power amplifier). 
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The "po\,,"er a11lpLU:i!.:~r1t-nctually 3 lllllre. appcop:dately termed tim dc-to-
lll:lc;l:ownVL~ PQ\\r<?T COllVL:rt:cr-is Intiit"[ltL'd in more (~UrTl?nt cl1l'\.cepts as lw:l.ng n 
h:tgh-pmvcl: tubo-type de.v:i.t~!:1 on tho ~n'der of 5 ld{ Rli' output fo:t: nn mnplitnHl 
and. 50 kH for n. klystron. The us!.:' of mUl'h gren.tC?r numbl't'S t)f so;tld-stnte 
devic.L:s, but nl: U 50- t;() 1. OO-~{ power hwel, Is a concept;, t11nt is sU}:fnL:ing 
l1S a cund:ldnte fOl: detailed study nnd possihl(~ potcndul for u L:tghtur \\ll~:i.ght 
system. 
All dc.-to-RF conv~rsi.on devil'os (p()\~er tltllpLLfiers) rNIlLi.l:l~ n drivC'r llmpJ.i-
f:tm:. Th<:~ dr:i.vt~ level depends on the overall systelll s!:'lcet:cd but j.s postuJnted 
to be n solid-state unit whether klystrcHt, solLd stutt' or nmplitrtln. 'l'ht~ 
ulltplitnH1 docs l;'eqllil'o t;ons:tdt:'rably higher drivQ. lavcd.s-l.n Lhl? l'nngl' of 500 \v 
l.n: granter. 
Hnintain:tng proper pluu,:;a l.'eln.Clonslrlps tlCl'OSS the fncl1 o.t the transmit.: 
nn:ay is ona of tlta l{(;~y l~nt1l'Ln:-ns for mi.crownvQ pOIvcr trnnsm:i.ss:i.on. 'rh(n:efore~ 
u lIloans of sensing and cnntroJling phase must be :tl1t:ludl:>d. In tlw S,YSl:l'llI 
ShtWll (FiguJ:C:' 3.2-8), Ctlch 11lml?r GOlw01'sion unit !la,s on HSsol'.:tntccl plmsQ 
sh:i.rter. Groups or these. phasla sh:Lrtel's rece:tvt' thcdr refarQnc.:.~ and l'.ontrol 
Signals f::t:01\l t.ll't.i.t::'l wh:l.ch nrc ptt.rt of tha computcn:-ct)ntl:oJlGd ndnpt:lve nnd 
t~mntl\t1tld phnst>. l'ontl:01 systcllls. 
E~ll'h "n\tls tm:" OSC..tll~ltOl: [I?,cds seve-ral drivel' units and :1.13 n Id.ghly 
stabla so\.n:ce wh:i.ch is locked to aLL other mnsta.r oscillators 1n tlw systlllnl. 
Th!:~ c.un:cnt .l:-JSFC microwmre sys tl?1\l eons:ls 1.:$ of n l-klll-dinml~te:r t~ransmit 
nntennu w:lth tunl~litr()ns (1.]':-';106 ) as the. po\\rer dev:lce nnd an 8. 5~:L.l.-kl\l 
rcetenna w:lt:h 11.3>(LOG dipole cll~ments. The tnmsm:i t nntantl.t'l. has 1636 suh-
m:l:HYs \\yldc.h 1;lre 20X2A m. ~l'hQse subo . .n:-ays are :I\n:th1;~:r bt~t)ken dt)\m LtltO tWl) 
hundred lX2.4m elements. These 1:>;2.4 m Q1Q1\\011t8 m:(~ l;onsidm:ed tltt, lllwest 
:repJ.ncenblc unit (um). The. SI.l1)[1):1:[1),8 are. n17:t:1Jnged .tn six po\vcr qLlnntil::lzn-
I:ion stops to form n 9-dH powe:c tupel:o ~t:h:ts systc\ltw:i.ll form a spot on thl' 
em:th, 8.5><1l klll3 w:1th the penk powex density nt the ccmt01: being 23 l\Iw/(,IIl~ 
and 2. \mvJ",~\2 nt thE'. ~dge. The third sidulobe has n PQnk pllwel~ dens;!.ty of 
0.01 nnv/cm" and OCl~U1:S 17 k.1ll ,[:rol\\ thl? center ('yr: the l.'et~tellnn. Approximately 
lJ.5 GX\! :i.s transmitte.d to give (lbout 5 GH on the ground. Pointing :t:'0.qu:i.rl),I\\t.'nts 
of 3 nXC-S0.t;.Ol1ds 1.1Xr::'. ,1ct~oll\pl:lshed tbrough two control systO,lnS-I:hu ncinptiv0 
phnse c.,ontroJ. system that sands :l p:i.lot beam back to the antOl"U1l;l t() b,,' used ns 
a c.ontrol signnl, and a coml\\and L"l'H'tU'OJ system th,ut interln:t'.ts the c.ond:i.t:ton 
of tho pO\vcr beam on the g:councl nnd sends commands through the nonmJ. emmllUll-
icat,lon Iilys t011\ to the an tenl1(\ sys tC'l\\S. The: dc-to-dc systellt ti.E f:t(~.Lc:\nt,~y is 
67 pel~c.enl:. Figure. 3.2,-9 is n 'represcmtation of this sys tem 3 nnd :enble :3.2-5 
is a SUlmm:n:y o£tho updated sys tam Gle.t\\t)nt:.s. 
Dascr:lptions of the HSFC btlSel:i.ne update m~e rr,cesentt?d below. 'I'hey 
ro.present kay chnllges that lmvo bCL1t\ mUde :h'1. the HS1"C m:l.cxmvave sUbSyst011lS. 
Ii':tgure 3. 2-10 re,net.~ts the eO'.d.y 1977 upgrading of ar:ficiel1(~y GostimD.tGos for 
certn:l.n micn;ownve subsystems. 'fha c.hnngGs involved (j.n(,~rcasl's) t11'Go nll in 
the spnue system (trallsmit). Th0l:Go I;lre no c.hnnges :tn efE'j.c:tend.es of thl;~ 
groLmd or "rec tenna" sys tam. ROWCN0X, nl) te the oVlOn:oll -ef:E:luicncy f:tgurc :ts 
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:: mW/Cfn2 
Figure 3.2-9. SPS Hicrowave Concept 
Table 3.2-5. New System Ele11H?nts 
Basic element (m) 
Suban-ay (m) 
Elements!subarray 
Subarrays (total) 
Output power of amplitrons (W) 
Ou tPll t powel.- of IRF amp (W) 
Ampl:ltrons eHiciency (%) 
IR'F amp efficiency (%) 
Number of amp1itrons 
NUlllber of IR'F amps 
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20><24 
200 
1636 
5800 (5780) 
500 
89 
70 
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Figure 3.2-10. SPS Microvl.ave POvler System Efficiency 
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now the efficiency from dc-RF converter in~ut to RF~dc rectenna output and 
does not include dc power distribution at the rectenna or on the transmit 
array. This overall efficiency baseline is now 67%--an improvement of 5% 
over the old baseline. The transmit system efficiency is now considered to 
be 83%. This is a 7% increase over the previous baseline figure of 76%. The 
elements of this system that have been assigned new efficiency projections are: 
dc-RF conversion, 82% to 87%; phase control, 97% to 98%; and beam propagation, 
95.5% to 97%. These increases resulted in a lower dc input power requirement 
for the same output (as previous baseline). In order to maintain as much 
similarity as possible between new and old baseline systems, the only design 
parameters that were changed were the efficiencies, the dc input power, and 
the power of the converter device from 5300 to 5800 W. This change was prefer-
able over completely reworking the theoretical design configurations. Most of 
the changes made were the results of study inputs from outside sources 
(Raytheon, Grumman, Rice University, Rockwell, etc.) that were evaluated and 
analyzed by the MSFC study team. Comparing these study results, it was con-
clud?d that the projected efficiency estimates in some areas were too low; 
these increases represent a compromise position. 
A key change which impacted the weight and complexity of the systems 
was from a non-resonant to a resonant array concept. The original baseline 
design of the waveguide feed method was tailored to use a basic building 
block (waveguide) of I by 2 meters. Maximum power density and maximum packing 
of amplitrons was eight for that building block area. The theory of operation 
was that an intermediate amplifier drives the first amplitron in series chain; 
this amplitron provides output power for a proportionate number of radiating 
elements (slots) plus the approximate 500 W required to drive the next ampli-
trOll in the chain. This continues across the entire 1- by 2-meter basic unit 
until the last amplitron in the chain must dissipate the residual drive power 
in some sort of non-radiating load-thus, the name non-resonant array. This 
concept has at least one severe disadvantage-the beam generated from this 
configuration is not a broadside array (that is, the beam is displaced by 
some angle to the perpendicular). This presents .control problems and poten-
tial power losses; therefore, a new baseline system is illustrated in 
Figure 3.2-11. This new system will generate a broadside beam and radiates 
100% of converter output power (ideally). 
Operationally, the difference in the two concepts is that the new baseline 
requires a driver amp for each dc/RF converter. There is no "residual power" 
involved in any section of waveguide; i.e., power is totally radiated from the 
slots or consumed in losses as it travels down the waveguide. 
Obviously, the new baseline system requires the same number of IRF amps 
(drivers) as it does dc/RF converters (PA's). There is an attendant system 
weight increase, but the design is a far more realistic concep~ of a workable 
system. 
The size of the new baseline "smallest replaceable unit" is also changed 
to lx2.4 m to better accommodate the real dimensions involved and the power 
taper steps to be physically accomplished. 
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Figure 3.2~ll. Baseline Concepts Comparison 
The transmit antenna has three basic parts-the main structure, the 
substructure, and the waveguide subarray. The main structure is about 22 m 
deep and is a contiguous design over the 785,000 m2 of antenna. This struc-
ture has to be very stiff and respond minimally to thermal loads across its 
surface. The substructure is about 1 m in depth and made in 20x24-m sections 
to match the subarray. It actually becomes a part of the subarray. It is 
attached to the waveguide and helps support the amplitrons and intermediate 
.radio frequency (IRF) amplifiers. The last section is the waveguide with the 
amplitrons and IRF amplifiers mounted on the back. The mounting is for heat 
sink purposes and will require additional support from the substructure. The 
mechanical subarray leveling device (screwjack) is attached to the main struc-
ture and substructure. When a subarray is removed, the substructure is 
removed with it. Figure 3.2-12 is a sketch representing these three basic 
antenna elements. 
The basic building block of the antenna is the lowest replaceable unit 
'(LRU). The old baseline had a lX2-·m LRU and ej.ght different elements (LRU's) 
corresponding to eight power quantization steps. The changes made were the 
result of errors in the old baseline and design changes to better accommodate 
the real dimensions involved and the power taper steps to be physically 
accomplished. Figure 3.2-13 shows a basic element taken from a subarray in 
the center portion of the antenna. There are eight amplitrons on this lX24-m 
element tbat are arranged to maximize heat transfer. The back side of the 
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waveguide has a coating of pyrolytic graphite on it to enhance radiation. The 
arnplitrons and IRF amplifiers are mounted to this coating and are supported by 
the substructure. The 9-dB power taper is accomplished by making subarrays 
with elements o.E different power levels. Figure 3.2-13 shows three of the 
elements used to accomplish the pmver taper. There are six different elements 
corresponding to six power quantization steps. The power in the center of the 
an·tenna is about 23 kW/m2 and about 2.4 kH/m2 on the edge of the antenna. 
A new idea which surfaced d~lring 1977 and represented a better method of 
thermal control for the amp1itron design was the distributed passive cooling 
concept. Figure 3.2-14 illustrates this concept which eliminates the very 
large cooling fin previously required for passive cooling of the amplitrons. 
Previous details of amplitron cooling systems indicate a large fin, approxi-
mately 50 cm in diameter, in addition to the relatively small 10-cm fin shown 
on the figure. Large savings in volume result from use of this concept, which 
would require graphite polymide as the waveguide material with a pyrolytic 
graphite coating on one side as the thermal radiator. The concept also uses 
pyrolytic graphite in the construction of a relatively small cooling mass on 
the amplitron structure itself. 
RF IN 
; 
---10CM--_ 
6CM 
l 
FILTER 
FEED 
WAVEGUIDE 
RCR PYROL YTI'C 
GRAPHITE BOTTOM 
<::: GRAPHliTE POLYMIOE 
RCR TOP 
6CM 
Figure 3.2-14. Amplitron Modified Heat Sink 
This concept involves a more distributed area of radiating material than 
individual unit fins, but the use of a lightweight material such as graphite 
composite and utilization of the entire waveguide back surface as a radiator 
makes it an attractive concept. Present \veight estimates predict total weight 
figures for both designs to be roughly equivalent. An in-depth analysis of 
thj.s concept has not been performed. The complexity of constructing waveguide 
with these characteristics is questionable; however, it does represent a new 
idea with positive results at this time. 
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The system update would not be complete without a mass properties update. 
Table 3.2-6 describes the differences between the old baseline and the updated 
information as of October 1977. The main difference is in the mass of the 
wavegtdde. The lower mass was because materials were changed from aluminum 
to graphite. Graphite has better thermal characteristics. A non-resonant 
cascaded amplitron system was changed to a resonant approach with no cascading. 
This meant that there was an IRF amplifier and phase control box for each 
amplitron. The number difference occurs because of a basic flaw in the orig-
inal design; this design flaw changed the number of amplitrons required to 
1.lxl06 • Therefore, to maintain the same power density levels on the ground, 
the amplitron power out was changed from 5300 W to 5800 W. 
Table 3.2-6. SPS Microwave Antenna (1 km) Mass Properties Update 
OLD BASELINE 
UNIT (X 106) TOTAL 
MASS NUMBER (kg X 106) 
(ALI 
WAVEGUIDE 4.5 kg/m 2 .76m2 3.42 
AMPLI TRONS 1.8 kg 1.321 2.38 
IRF AMP 1.8 kg .38 .68 
PHASE CONTROL .1 kg .38 .038 
POWER DISTRIBUTION .4 
CONTOUR CONTROL .122 
STRUCTURE .2 
TOTAL 7.24 
--
UPDATE 
UNIT (X 106) TOTAL 
MASS NUMBER (kg X 106) 
(GRAPHITE) 
WAVEGUIDE 2.56 kg/m2 .76 m2 1.95 
·AMPLITRONS 1.8 kg 1.1 1.98 
IRF AMP 1.8 kg 1.1 1.98 
PHASE CONTROL .1 kg 1.1 .11 
POWER DISTRIBUTION .05 
CONTOUR CONTROL .12 
. 
STRUCTURE .2 
TOTAL 6.39 
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Solid-State Microwave Antenna 
The klystron and amplitron have heen the key power devices under consid-
eration for the microwave antenna by nearly all studies. Aerospace Corporation 
introduced the concept of solid-state power convers ion. MSFC inves t i-
gated the reasons for solid state not being a contender in early studies and 
found it was rejected because solid-state technology could not be projected 
to produce a l-kW to 5-kW transistor. A preliminary design by MSFC indicated 
an antenna might be possible with a 50-W to 100-W transistor. A survey was 
conducted of current transistor manufacturers for the state of the art of 
S-band transistors and projections of capabilities for the 1980's. Current 
technology is in the 40-W to 60-W range with efficiencies of about 60 percent. 
Most manufacturers indicated the development of a 100-W/90% efficient trans-
istor was a matter of the demand for the product rather than a limitation on 
tecL';lOlogy. Information on the transistor was encouraging enough for MSFC 
to add a special task to the Rockwell contract to investigate the feasibility 
of a.solid-state antenna for SPS and produce a point design of a solid-state 
antenna. The parts count for the solid-state concepts is high; however, its 
light weight, automated producibility, low cost, and inherent high reliability 
make it an attractive concept. Rockwell has much more information on the 
solid-state design concept elsewhere in this report. 
A brief description of 
Figure 3.2-15 is an example 
and main antenna elements. 
the preliminary concept proposed by MSFC follows. 
of an alternate concept for the antenna structure 
This structure gives the impression of a trampoline 
" VIIWIIHIKINtiAJ 
).. IIAt:K j 1\1'1 (If AN' l NNA &f:' ~,:~~ ~~ #:&~ ~~~ 
I!ENlfMl CONTAOL SYSTEM 
• "HASJ ;. ,oGle 
·CUM"iltf.lSON 
-COM r...~r-.t0 SYSTEM 
PASSIVE THERMAL CONTfWI SOURCE SIGNAL A.F. RADIATOR 
SYST~M DIHRlfJUTlON .WAV/:GUIUE 
'" PtfASr: CQNTAOl • OR 
UNITS POWER AMP & ··INTEGRATED 
IMPEDANCE. El UtENlS 
MATOHINO 
Figure 3.2-15. Solid-State Antenna with Rockwell 
Suspension Fra.me Structure 
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and actually would tvork m?ll \"il:11 SL1l\le solid-state conc.epts. ~.'he sol;l.d-statc 
ante,nnn also l'.ould be. SUppo):ted ~Yith a mal:-e conventional st:t:uctUl:e. ~he 
elements 017 the solid,..state antenna m:e tho ln' l:ndiator which eould be an 
intogrnt0d microstrip o'r. printed c:l.rcuit spiral on a thin sheet of NyJ.nr with 
a condut',tivc base, the. power nmpli£ie'l: or trnnsistol," (152xlO G l:equ:f.red) which 
anIy needs to be lltl \\1 fOl: nO-dB tape'ce.c1 antenna or 100 \v 11Ia:X::Ullllllt for a 9-d13 
pmver t:aper~d antenna [OJ: 5 OW output on the ground, the l:ef:enmce phase s:lg-
nal distr:l.bution system and pho.se control unIts (it :ls estimated the.re would 
be onephasG c.ontl:ol unit fOl: eadl 100 t:ransistors), n pass:lve thermul control, 
system (hopefuLLy), and (;1, central command/ contl:ol and phase. 1ogl.c CQlllpnr:l.son 
system. Table 3.2-7 is a p'relim:Lnm:y estimate of: th~ mass properties l),r the 
solId-state nntcmmt. 'fhere is un extr~me penu:!ty £01: power distribution 
beC1.:lLi.se of the 10\\1' voltage (50 V) requil~ed by thG tl:atlsistors. If: thispe.nalty 
could bo. reduct"d, the. mass of the solid-state antennn \\'auld be much less than 
the mnplJ.tron design. This desigl'l, IJssumes Pl,lss:i.ve cooling as no the'rmnl nuul-
Y8is W<1!> conducted. 
Table 3.2-7. St)lid-Stnte. Antennu Hl;lss l~stimate 
TRANSISTOR = 3 gr. X 152 X 106 = .456 X 106 kg 
PRINTED CIRCUIT SPIRAL = 1 kg/1112 X .785 X 106 = .785 X 106 kg 
PHASE CONTROL = 280 gr., 1 PER 100 TRANSISTORS = .426 X 106 kg 
POWER DISTRIBUTION = 3.1 X 106 kg 
CONTOUR CONTROL = 
STRUCTURE = 
5.1 X 106 kg 
SPt") Rec.tennn 
'rb,e to ta:L m:ea encompassed by the l:ectenllU is aboL! t 73 kma. To min:i,m:lze. 
the rec.Qiving element area, the rec.tQnnn :I.s built in l:OWS on an angle in order 
that the elements (dipoles) ::u:ep(:n:pendicular to I:h,Q incidont power beam; this 
also helps to reduce polnr:i.zation. losses. The to tal element area :1.5 about 
57 klll2 and requires about 11.3:<10 9 dipoles nnd. diodes. li';tgu1:e 3.2.-16 8110\i15 
the parts o.f: the :t;ectenna. ~Che:re is ~l. base s1.1PYlort st1~\,lctu.t;e with a screen 
on top .Eot a ground pl~me and the. di})ole./ diode e:Lements are connec ted. on top 
of the ground J;>lan0. ~he netwo:rk ;[.s then s0'.t:ies-pm:allel c.onnected to ~ive 
the d:istributit'n:\ voltage des:lved. ~~he ell,ode. l:equil:ecl will be a l-W d0.vice 
\v:l.th a high (90%) convers:tOl'l. eff::lciency in the 2- to 20-mw/ ClIl2. range. Hewlett 
Packard cll~n:entl:y has a 8:l.licon Schottky d:lode in the l-H range. th~tt c,osts 
3 to 5 ~ents ap:l.ece for o:t:de:t:s over one m:lll:lol1.. Rockwell hIlS an alterna te 
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concept- that uses subarrays on the. rectenna to reduce parts count. Additional 
details on this concept clln be found else~vhere in thj.s report. 
iLlMENT MECIIANICA~ FAIAICATION 
~",~ I I I I I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I 
I I 
' .... 
'ILCTt:NNA NElWOAI( 
........ _ _____ ..... 0*- .... 
Figure 3.2-16. SPS Rectenna 
Observations 
Continuous trades are being made on the power device, for SPS. Nearly 
every devic.e considered has some good pOints) but the task becolltes one of 
picking the device with the best character:lstics far SPS and developing 
engineering solutions for its weaknesses. The klystron's high gain~ stability, 
and low noise :Eigure make it very at t1~active; however, it is heavy, requires 
actiVe cooling, and is not nea.rly reliable enough. Bmvever, the klystron 
appears to stack up mOre. good points to its credit at this time. than the 
amplitroll. The MSFC baseline continues to carry the amplitron because of low 
weight, passive coo;Ling, and long life. There is no doubt that the overall 
phase control o:E the antenn~l def:ln:ltely is the key technology item in the 
micro,to/ave sys tell!. 
All of the environmental questions are still unans\vered and will remain 
so for some time to come. Howevel;, there is some positive work. being done to 
devise ways to minimize sidelobe densit.ies of t11e micrmvave beam. An example 
is the Rockwell shaped beam conc.ept desc.ribed elsewhere in this report. The 
solid-state antenna is at least as competit:l.ve at this t;lme as the klystron/ 
a1llplittol1 de.signs. Technology indicates there L'l:re nO more b~trriers to crosS 
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th"tn for the klystron or amplitl:on. The overall system application will 
ultimately determine which device is bes t for SPS. Huch more study on solid." 
state is needed just to bring the level of information up to a par 1vith the 
klystron/amplitron designs. 
3.2.3 INTERRUPTED CONTINUOUS-WAVE OPERATION OF ~~TS 
The primary candidate transI1l:Lssion link. designs for SJ?S have been contin-
uous wave. This section describes a In"eliminary examination of the possibility 
of running the system in an interrupted-continuous-wave CleW) mode. l leWoper-
ation will be examined fo'l' a system using klystron power converters; however, 
similar systems could be des:Lgned for transis tor or 8mplitron converters. 
Assume that solar panels are used and the prime power is dc. The klystrons 
can then be turned on. and off at rates in the order of tens of kilohertz by 
driving the mod anode with a Imv power rectangular wave. A larger cathode is 
needed to supply a higher beam current, because a higher peak power is needed 
in order to develop the seune average po\ver. For example, a peak power of 
200 kH is needed to obtain the point design average power per klystron of 50 ldv. 
However, the size of the tube remains about the Same because the average power 
which must be removed from the drift tubes, resonators, and collector electrodes 
remains the same. A somewhat larger solenoid \vith greater focus current is 
needed to contl:ol the higher beam current. 
The i.ntermittent load on the collector electrodes and body means that 
larger smoothing capacitol."s are needed to p'revent voltage sag during ON time, 
if swj.tching regulators are used to produce these voltages. If the collectors 
are supplied their proper voltages from dedicated port:Lons of the solar panel, 
a preliminary calculation shows that tIle panel capacitance is sufficient to 
supply the required smoothing. 
If the prime power is ac and supplied by alternators driven by turbines 
(as in eb,e case of the Sterling or Rankine cycle systems), the collector 
voltages can. be produced by secondary windings on a transEonner ; there is one 
transformer per klystron. The transformer input is a high-voltage ac bus. 
~ehe transformer has limited volt-second capacity so that it saturates. This 
produces output 1vavefonns with flat tops which occur ~vhen the transformer 
core is saturated. 
The first advan.tage of the leH method of operation is elimination of the 
pilot off-set and the problems of operating the phase-conjugating electronics 
in the presence of the higb "transmitted pO\ver. The pilot beam is received 
during the half of the duty cycle when the transmitter is OFF. The phase-
locked oscillator gen.erates the conjugate signal during the ON time, but its 
control signal is applied during the OFF time. 1"ikewise, if the adaptive 
system using phase shifters is selected, the shifters are set up dU17ing the 
receive time. They retain this setting during the ON time. All this greatly 
simplifies the retroelectronics. 
lSuggested by R. Dickenson of JPL 
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The major payoff occurs in the rectenna design. Pulsed operation permits 
conversion to ac and step-up to the long-distance transmission-line voltage 
level without use of thyistor inverters or rotating machinery-as shown in 
Figure 3.2-17 • 
.... '---l SEC 9 
+ 
BUSSES 
-------
-
BU$ES 
-----..-
\ 
.... 
~ 
l SEC fJ 
~TOGRID 
Figure 3.2-17. Rectenna with Direct AC Conversio-::l 
A pulse from the satellite falls on the rectenna as shown on the right 
side of the figure. The wavefront from the satellite takes a time, "T", 
(where T = IJ tan 8/2C) to travel over the first half of the rectenna. The 
rectenna is shown as having a rectangular form for ,purposes of establishing 
the concept. Likew.ise, it travels over the last half in a time, T. 
The received satellite pulse length is t. The first half of the rectenna 
is wired to deliver a positive voltage, and the second half is wired to deliver 
a negative voltage. The buses from the first half run an extra distance, 
L tan 8/2, to a central station compared to the bus run from the last half. 
The two buses are connected to a transformer primary winding (one at each end 
of. the winding) with a central grounded tap. 
The pulse will ~onvolve ~vith square response of each recterma half to 
form two sawtooth pulses. The differential delay then converts the pulses 
into an ac waveform as shown :i,n Figure 3.2-18. 
Figure 3.2-18. AC Wavefo~~ Generated By Convolution and Delay 
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The transformer then steps up the voltage to the transll,ission line volt,.... 
age ~vhere it is rec tified ;for transmission. 
In order to eliminate ha'l.'llOnic content, the ellil)tical rectenna is 
divided as shown in Figure 3.2-19. 
Figure 3.2-19. Phasing on the Elliptical Rectenna 
The delay is nmv vel:y nearly L tan G/G, instead of L tan G/2G. The 
convolution is a smooth waveform with little harmonic content. 
As an e..",al1'lple, let the latitude be 34 degrees. Then e is about 40 degrees 
and 1: = 10 tan 40o/3xlO s = 2.8xlO-5 secollds. The pmver frequency is f = 1/41: = 
8.9LI- kHz. The transformer C01:e can be ferrite in order to obtain high effici-
ency a t this frequency. 
Since rectifier efficiency is determined by peak power, the efficiency of 
the Raytheon rectenna deSign (where there is one diode per dipole) is dramatic-
ally raised. The target efficiency of 90% can nearly be reached with currently 
available diodes ~ifithout use of subarrays. 
Since ionospheric heating is a function of averag~ power, no change in 
ionospheric effects occurs for the pulsed system, and the average power in the 
center of the beam is still 23 mw/cm2.. 
3.2.4 ALTERNATE POWER ~rRANSHISSION SYST~lS 
Laser transulission of energy has been mentioned as an alternate method of 
energy transmission. The :Eirst problem which occurs is outage dt.t(~ to weather 
(cloud cover). Because the power link :Ls at nearly optj.cal wavelengths, cloud 
cover will reduce the efficiency of the laser link. 
A second problem is the convE!rsion of the laser beam back to de electrical 
energy. There is no equivalent to the diodes which rectify the micrmvave power 
to fOrm de in the 11\ and visible region. Use of heat engines to make the con-
version would l:esult in conversion efficiencies too 1mv to be attractive. 
}:lH waves appear to be more attractive than lasers; however, weather penetration 
will still be poor. In addition }.I}I wave tubes and MM diode rectifiers have low 
efficiencies. As a result, the over a). HH link efficiency may be expected to be 
very poor compared to the efficiency of a link at 2.45 GHz. 
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Antenna array alternatives must also be considered. Single large reflec-
tors are unattractive for several reasons. First there are the problems 
associated with very high pO\l1er densities which occur at the reflector feed. 
Also there is no method of compensating for reflector figure errors correspond-
ing to the retrobeam electronics used in the array. As a result mechanical 
tolerances are very high. At 2.45 GHz, the reflector figure must be held to 
within about one-half centimeter over the one km diameter structure. 
Multiple arrays feeding one rectenna are a possibility if they are operat-
ed at different frequencies so that their fields do not beat with each other 
and form an interferometer problem. However, each array will have to be as 
large as the single array used in the standard configuration; otherwise, the 
rectenna \vill have to be increased in size due to the increase in beamwidth of 
the arrays over the beamwidth of the single reference array. 
Since the arrays cannot be at the same spot in GEO, the rectenna will have 
to in.crease i" size in the east-west direction to allow for projective effects. 
3.2.5 CONICAL REFLECTORS IN HEXAGONAL ARRAY 
Arrays of parabolic reflector antennas, considered in earlier tradeoff 
studies ,vere not attractive antenna candidates because of their inability to 
control grating lobes. An alternate reflector scheme has been proposed where 
the problem is solved by use of conical reflectors in a hexagonal array. The 
conical reflector configuration is attractive on a fabrication basis because 
the cones are easily made out of sheet metal. By attaching heat pipes to the 
outside of the cones, they can be used as thermal radiators in the same manner 
as the waveguide or RCR subarrays. 
The use of large klystrons (~280 k\.;r AV) will decrease power tube cost 
because the cost of power tubes goes up approximately as the square root of 
the power. Since about 25,000 of the large klystrons are needed vs. ~ 140,000 
50-kW klystrons the cost savings is about 
25,000 4 
140,000 x ~ = O. 2. 
The cost of the conical reflectors could easily be half the cost of either the 
guide or RCR subarrays. 
The major remaining problem is the reduction of beam efficiency due' to 
the fact that the conical reflectors do not completely fill the array aperture 
as shown in Figure .3.2-20. 
About 9% of the aperture is not filled. This will produce a maximum of 
9% decrease in beam efficiency from the 88% value (estimated for the guide!RCR 
arrays) to a value of 79%. 
Some of the decrease can be compensated by mounting the klystrons in the 
interstices W'ith their collectors radiating heat downward in the direction of 
the microwave radiation. A 3% blockage was accepted in the case of the reson-
ant cavity radiator point design in order to permit the collectors to radiate 
do"tYllWard. 
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Figure 3.2-20. Conical Reflector Geometry 
3.2.6 SHAPED BEAM ALTERNATES 
There are several alternates to the gaussian beam which can be examined. 
Rockwell has investigated an alternate aperture excitation function which pro-
duces a beam which is much closer to rectangular in shape. The way this is 
accomplished is shown in Figure 3.2-21. 
ANTENNA WEIGHTING ANTENNA PATTERN 
r I 
I i 
J:J! 
• SHAPED BEAM ANTENNA IS A STANDARD ANTENNA WITH A RING OF EXCITATION ADDfD 
• RING WIDTH IS ABOUT THE ORIGINAL ANTeNNA RADIUS IRING AREA'" 3 X ANTENNA AREAl 
• ~~~~~OWER DENSITY IS A FEW PERCENT OF MAXIMUM POWER DENSITY, RING POWER ABOUT IO'JI. OF ANTENNA 
• RING IS IN ANTI PHASE WITH ANTENNA 
• MAXIMUM POWER DENSITY IS SAME AS STANDARD ANTENNA HALF THE DIAMETER OF SHAPED BEAM ANHN~A 
Figure 3.2-21. Gaussian Beam Compared 
Hith Shaped Beam 
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The shaped beam antenna weighting is the original tapered weighting with 
a band of excitation added around the original array edge. The width of the 
band is about the same as the original array radius. The excitation in the 
band is a few percent of the peak excitation and is nearly out of phase with 
the original array. 
The beam pattern of the band alone is an interferometer pattern. The 
central lobe will be in antiphase with the original pattern and depress the 
gain at beam center. 
The purpose of the shaped beam is to lower the peak power density at the 
ionosphere. If the MPTS is limited to a specified peak beam density and to 
a peak power density at the array center, the array and rectenna sizes as well 
as the transmitted and received powers are constrained. Due to the flatter 
beam, the calculated power received is larger for the shaped beam than the 
Gaussian beam, 7 GW vs. 5.4 GW for the case calculated in the Rectenna Design 
section. 
Because the shaped beam array has over four times the area, the shaped 
beam MPTS has a higher cost per kW of power. 
One particular item of interest is the design of the array power weight-
ing taking into account the effects of rms phase error in the array in a more 
optimum manner than is possible when truncated Gaussian weighting is used. 
The key fact which is ig~ored in the antenna design theory which we have re-
viewed up to now is the presence of minimum sidelobe level set by phase errors. 
When the beam pattern computed from the weighting function has a level well 
above the minimum sidelobe level (noise level) the total beam pattern is close 
to the computed pattern. However, when the computed level drops below the 
noise level, the noise level dominates and sets the actual sidelobe level. 
This is shown in Figure 3.2-22. 
ACTUAL PATIERN 
\ 
... I 
, ..... 1 
~ -' v 
- " 
.-.- UNCoNTROLlEDI CONTROLLED PATTERN ......- PATTERN 
UNCONTROLLED -----'I ..... 
PATTERN 
Figure 3.2-22. Influence of Aperture Phase Errors 
On Antenna Pattern 
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The noise level is the transform of the noise excitation, that is the excitation 
deviation from theoretical weighting. Ruze~'; has sho\m that, crudely, the noise 
level is given by 
where 
nA = 
15 2 
AA = 
AC = 
LN=lO(AC)? 
nA AA 
aperture efficiency 
mean sq. phase error 
area of array 
area over which noise 
in rad 2 
excitation is correlated 
LN ratio of sidelobe noise level power to power at main beam peak, 
As an example of the baseline MPTS the dominant correlated area is the subarray, 
so 
AC = 10 2m2 • 
Also 
AZ 
7f 10 6m2 4 x 
nA 0.7 
82 = 0.031 rad 2 
then LN = -53 db. 
Optimum weighting would not attempt to produce sidelobes below the level LN. 
Reduction below the LN level requires more taper and increases the beam width. 
Power density at the array center also goes up. The ideal optimum weighting 
wquld produce sidelobes of equal size all at or slightly below the noise side-
lobe level. 
Tchebycheff weighting does give equal sidelobes. It consists of a continu-
ous tapered distribution plus a pair of point radiators at the aperture edge. 
This is not a realizable distribution due to the infinite power density in the 
point radiators. 
A practical modification of Tchebycheff 'weighting is Taylor weighting 
(see Figure 3.2-23). Taylor weighting is continuous and realizable. It produc-
es n sidelobes which are of approximately equal before declining to very low 
levels. Aperture efficiency is high compared to that obtained with other 
weighting functions. There mayor may not be peaks in the weighting function 
at the aperture edges depending on the design level of the n sidelobes. 
~';J. Ruze, Antenna Tolerance Theory - A Review, pp 633-640, Proc. IEEE 
(April 1966) 
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Figure 3.2-23. Taylor Distribution For 40 dB 
Side10be Level 
A value of n high enough to produce peaking at the edges is desired. 
l"nfortunate1y patterns for If values large enough to produce peaking at the 
edges are not readily available for very low design side10be levels. However, 
the performance can be estimated for a level of -40 dB. This is an appropriate 
level for an antenna with somewhat higher side10bes than the numerical example 
just given. In that case the value of 
D sin e/A - U 
at -13 dB off the beam peak, corresponding to the rectenna edge, is about 1.2, 
then 
~e - 2UA/d = 2.94x10-4 
and 
d = hg~e = 10.6 km. 
The beam efficiency is 98.5% vs. 95% for the truncated Gaussian beam. It is 
believed that d can be reduced to 10 km by using a higher value of n. 
The Taylor distribution appears to be better when compared with the 
truncated Gaussian weighting. The beam efficiency with Taylor weighting has 
been raised by 3.5% while the side10be level has been decreased by about 15 dB. 
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Further calculations are needed to define the best Taylor distribution 
and to calculaFe its performance. The weighting function and beam pattern 
for a -40 dB, u=s Taylor case are shown in Figures 3.2-23 and 3.2-24 for 
illustrative purposes. 
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MAIN BEAM EFFICIENCY 98.551 '*' 
Figure 3.2-24. Beam Pattern From Taylor 
Weighting Pattern (40 dB) 
3.2.7 POWER AMPLIFIER CONFIGURATIONS 
Introduction 
Selection of a dc-to-microwave power converter has been one of the more 
controversial design decisions in selection of a baseline MPTS system. At 
one time or another, various organizations have proposed the use of amplitrons, 
crossed-field amplifiers, klystrons and transistors for the application. 
This section will review the properties of these converters and make a 
selection based on the present state of the art. It should be emphasized 
that the criteria used are the current state of the art. Since the final 
selection of the best converter will be made a decade or more in the future, 
improvements in device performance and relative cost may alter the picture in 
the mean time. Because amplitrons have been examined in great detail many 
times, the section on these tubes and other crossed-field amplifiers will 
consist mainly of comment. 
Data will be presented concerning the design of a 50 kW, 85% efficiency 
Varian klystron which will be used in the Rockwell point design. The greatest 
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detail will be presented concerning the design of power transistors for use 
as power converters. The use of this device for this application has not been 
examined in detail in the past. 
This effort is divided into two parts. One part is an analytic study of 
power transistors in Class E amplifier circuits. In addition the efficiency 
of transistors in Class B/C amplifiers is investigated by Drs. Roulston and 
Bryant of Hater100 University. PO,yer transistors are not used in the present 
point design because their theoretical promise has not yet been proved out by 
experimental work. In addition, means of making such transistors under high 
volume manufacturing conditions must be ,yorked out. 
It is felt that there is a good chance that, if made of GaAs, the transis-
tors can be made by epitaxy on a sapphire substrate in the same manner as the 
photovo1taic GaAs solar cells. It is also quite possible that the GaAs rectifier 
diodes can be made this ,yay. In that case, it should be possible to make all 
three devices in a single high volume production facility. A comparison of the 
various power conve.rters is shown in Table 3.2-S. 
Table 3.2-S. Conversion Device Parametric Trade-Off 
TRANSISTOR 
POWER/RADIATOR (KW) 0.9 
RADIATOR DIPOLE . 
AHPLIFIER GAIN 20 DB (ON CHIP) 
AHPL. INPUT PWR (1.') 0.6 
DRIVER TYPE TRANS I STOR 
OPERATING FREQ. (GHz) 2.45 
SPECIFIC WT (LB/KW) 7 
OPERATING VOLTAGE 35 
NO. PRIME PWR VOLTAGES I 
NO. AUX. VOLTAGES 0 
EFFICIENCY 80% DESIGN GOAL 
ARC SUPPRESSION N.A 
HARHONIC SUPPRESSION 
(DB) -SO 
NOISE (OB/kHl) -125 
COHHENTS PRELIHINARY CAL-
CULATION GIVES 
Si TRANSISTOR 
EFFIENCY "'60%. 
GaAs "'77% 
AHPLITRON 
5.0 
7 DB 
1000 
TUBE 
2.45 
1.0 
20 KV 
I 
2 
68% 
CROWBAR 
-20 
.07 
HAY NOT START 
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KLYSTRON REGENERATIVE CFA 
.50 5.0 
RESONANT CAVITY RADIATORS 
50 DB 
0.5 
TRANSISTOR 
2.45 
1.4 
40 KV 
7 
3 
85% 
HOD ANODE 
-40 
125 
LARGE NO. OF VOLT-
AGES REDUCES PRIHE 
PWR DIST. EFF. 
HIGH-TEHP. COLLECTOR 
HELPS IN RADIATING 
HEAT. BUT HAKES 
TUBE LOCATION HORE 
DIFFICULT. 
13 DB 
250 
TRANSISTOR AT .915 
TUBE AT 2,45 
.915 OR 2.45 
1.0 
20 KV 
1 
1 
80% 
CROWBAR 
-20 
1 
HAS HOT CATHODE 
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Amplitrons and Crossed Field Amplifiers 
The original power conversion tube proposed by Raytheon is the amplitron. 
The optimum output power level selected was 5 kW.. Due to the low gain of the 
tube (7 dB) the drive level is I ktv. This power level is too high to be 
attained by a transistor amplifier, so a tube must drive the amplitron. 
Raytheon proposed a "Christmas tree light!' string of amplitrons, each provid-
ing 5 kW for radiation and 1 kW to drive the next tube in the cascade chain. 
Only one tube in a chain required RF drive from a lower. power level source. 
There are many drawbacks to this arrangement. First any tube failure in 
the arrangement disables subsequent tubes in the chain. The cascade connection 
reduces overall reliability by a factor depending on the total number of tubes 
in the chain. Due to the exponential rise in the probability of failure as the 
number of components increases linearly (when the system fails due to any com-
ponent failure), the reduction in reliability may be large. 
Another disadvantage rests in likely need for phase adjustment of the 
individual amplitron outputs in the chain. Raytheon proposes to use a moveable 
pole piece in the tube to vary the magnetic field, and thus the operating 
voltage and phase. However, it will. be very difficult to achieve the required 
level of phase control. A 5° phase correction would require a 10 kV change in 
op~rating voltage resulting in a lower power output. In a parallel arrangement, 
each amplitron would feed only its own portion of the antenna and overall reli-
ability would be much higher. However, now each amplitron must be driven by 
a preamplifier. Since the preamplifier requires a 100 W drive, l.t must be 
proceeded by a power transistor amplifier. Alternately, I kW klystrons could 
be used as drivers. In either case, the overall efficiency is no longer the 
85% figure obtained in the series arrangement, but about 65%. For now the 
1 kW drive power must be produced for each amplitron instead of being passed 
along the chain as in the series case. 
There are serious questions as to whether a high efficiency amplitron will 
start at such a low drive level as I kW. Varian Beverly in a proposal to NASA 
Lewis Research Center presents calculations to show that it will not start. 
This same section also argues that the crossed field amplitron will probably 
not operate even if primed with a thermionic cathode. The Varian viewpoint 
seems to be substantiated by the difficulties encountered by Raytheon in 
designing a successful amplitron (or indeed one that will work at all) for 
this application under NASA-Lewis Contract NAS3-20374. 
In view of the above it appears that the 5 kW SPS amplitron is not an 
attractive candidate device. Much uncertainty remains concerning ite perform-
ance. 
However, the 50 kW SPS klystron design is based on a proven tube, the 
VKS-2450. A depressed collector assembly must be added and the tube cool.ing 
and mechanical structure developed for space use. Depressed, electrostatic, 
reflex collectors with 57% recovery efficiency have already been operated on 
a lower power tube. 
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Use of Transistors for the SPS Microwave Power Transmission System 
Up to the present time only high-efficiency microwave power tubes have 
been considered for dc to microwave power conversion in the SPS microwave 
power transmission system. Since efficiencies of over 80% are required at 
frequenC'.ies of a few gigahertz, transistors have not been considered. In the 
above frequency range transistors have typically attained efficiencies of 50 
to 60%. 
However, the state-of-the-art in microwave transistor design is advancing 
rapidly. Therefore, in the time scale of the SPS system design, which extends 
over decades, it may be that transistors are a valid contender offering advan-
tages in reliability, specific weight or other properties. Since transistors 
differ greatly in properties from microwave tubes, the design of the power 
transmission system and the trade-offs must be completely reevaluated. It is 
to be expected that the resulting system parameters will be quite different. 
T'ransistors have entirely different properties compared with power tubes. 
In the same frequency region both efficiency and power handling capability are 
falling rapidly with frequency. In contrast to tubes, lower frequencies do 
not result in specific weight penalties, since there are no cavity resonators 
or focussing magnets involved. Motorola has been engaged in the study of 
tran.sistors to replace magnetrons in microwave ovens. The frequency selected 
was the power band at 915 MHz, rather than 2.45 GHz. 
In exploring the effects on the SPS of selecting the lower frequency of 
915 MHz, it is first known that Faraday rotation effects in the ionosphere will 
be increased. However, the drawback can be avoided by use of circular polariza-
tion. It will be found that this is an advantage when using transistors be-
cause more than one transistor will be needed to obtain the power required per 
radiating element. Circular polarization provides a way of combining the out-
puts of two transistor power amplifiers without suffering loss in a hybrid 
power combiner. 
Going to the lower frequency and keeping the same SPS array size, the 
beam footprint dimensions at the rectenna increase by the frequency ratio, 
2.68. The rectenna area increases by the square of this ratio or 7.17. How-
ever, the capture cross section areas of the rectenna increase by 7.17 also. 
Therefore, the number of rectenna elements remains the same. The amount of 
real estate required has increased by 7.17. However, land is probably the 
cheapest ingredient in the system cost budget, especially since desert or 
waste land will be selected when at all possible. The number of radiators 
in the SPS array has decreased by a factor of 7.17. This greatly reduces the 
number of transistor' power amplifiers required. 
To estimate the number of amplifiers and their design power, assume one 
amplifier per radiating element. For a radiator spacing of 0.62 A, the area 
per radiator is 
AR = (O.62x12.24 cm)2. = 57.7 cm2 at 2.45 GHz. 
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The number of amplifiers is 
At 915 HHz 
AA/AR, where AA c: 7.85xl0
9 cm2 - area of array, 
or 1'l'T == 1.36xl08 amplifiers. 
n'1' ;= 1.36xl08 /7.l7 ;= 1.9xl0 7 amplifiers. 
The peak amplifier power required is 866 W. At present about 100 W per 
transistor is obtained at 1 GHz Or 400 W per dual push-pull amplifier con-
figuration. However, if the present efficiency of 50% is raised to the 
required 83%, three times more power per transistor will become available 
at the same junction temperature. 
The final major system effect to be considered is power density at the 
ionosphet:e. This is reduced by the factor 7.17 from 23 mW/cm2. to 3.2 mW/cm2 • 
This would appear to c.olllpletely eliminate ~vorries about the effects on com-
munication and navigation caused by ionospheric modification. It appears 
that only GaAs transistors can be used in the final system because of thermal 
constderations. Since Si trnasistor junction temperatures cannot exceed 150°C, 
Si transistors cannot be used. Ho~vever, the intrinsic junction temperature 
for gallium arsenide is about 400°C. Therefore it appears that the GaAs 
transistor can be used, even if heat is radiated only from one side. 
Array Organization and Amplifier Configurat~ 
If transistor amplifiers are used, the array configuration will be 
entirely different than a tube driven array. A basic difference arises be-
Cause the transistor amplifiers drive individual radiators. In the tube 
case, the power per tube is much higher than the po\~er per radiometer. 
Therefore, each tube drives many radiators through a distribution system. 
The system can be Slotted waveguide or the 1:'esonant cavity radiator (RCR) 
p1:'oposed by Rockwell. 
In the transistor case amplifier drive power must be fed to each ampli-
fier module through a distribution system. Since this system is followed by 
the power amplifier, it can be 1:1 relatively high loss compared to the tube 
distribution systel'k~hich follows the po,;~er I:1mplifier and must be Imv loss 
in order to maintain efficiency. This means that stripline can be used, 
which is light compartld to guide or the RCR. Hm'lever, the amplifiers must 
have a reasonably high gain in order to feed a large enough number of ampli-
fiers to form a power module of reasonable size, say 100. If there are 100 
amplifiers per module, they need a pmver gain of about 20 dB. However, at 
present, power transistors have a gain of only 10 to 11 dB in the Land S 
band r.egion. Haans for increasing the power gain of transistors will be 
discussed later. However. if conventional transistors are Llsed, two stages 
will be needed. 
The Illost obvious design is the use of a microwave 111tegrated circuit with 
separate discrete transistOrs mounted in the circuit. Considering the enor-
mous number of transistors involved, this design is not attractive. Therefore, 
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more integrated designs, including several transistors on one chip, will be 
discussed later. 
At 915 MHz a 100 amplifier power module with radiator spacing of 0.62 A 
will be 2.06 m on a side. Typical feeder runs will be 2.13 m in length (half 
the width plus half the height). Stripline loss at 1 GHz is about 0.004 dB/cm 
g~v~ng a feed loss of 0.8 dB. A cross section of the power module is illustra-
ted in Figure 3.2-25. 
ot/'OU TURNSnLES OR DIPOLES 
2.06 
(100 ANI UNITS' 
Figure 3.2-25. 87 kW Transistor Amplifier Power Module 
The amplifier unit.s are coupled directly to the stripline thr.ough slots 
in the stripline ground plane. In turn, the crossed dipole radiators are 
coupled di~ectly out of the amplifier modules. The extra dipole shown in 
the cent!;:.. .. icts up the pilot signal and radiated signal and feeds them to 
the phase conjugating electronics. 
The transistor chips have their collectors soldered to a bryllia sub-
strate forming the bottom of the module case. Waste heat flows through this 
substrate and is radiated from the case bottom. The top of the case is a 
second ceramic substrate. Conductor tabs, which are coupled to the stripline 
slots in the us~al manner shown in the insert, and emitter tuning inductors 
are lithographically formed on this top substrate and connected by beam 
leads to the transistor chips. Ground is carried between the upper and 
lower substrates by means of a metal ring which forms the edge of the case. 
The collector emitter voltage is fed to track on the lower substrate through 
a gap in the ground ring. 
The outside surface of the lower substrate is covered with a metal 
ground plane, except at the radiator feed throughs. It shields the transistor 
amplifier input from the radiated field to prevent feedback and acts as the 
ground plane for the stripline circuits on the other side of the substrate. 
Figure 3.2-26 shows the amplifier for one of the polarization channels. It 
consists of a push-pull common collector stage driving a push-pull common-base 
output stage. The output circuitry of the final stage is for a class-E power 
amplifier which will be discussed in a later section. The capacitors C2, 
required for the amplifier configuration, are used as feed through capacitors 
to the radiator. 
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Figure 3.2-26. Transistor Chip Schematic 
Ideally, the transistors can all be formed on one chip as shown in 
Figure 3.2-27. In that case the first stage collector and the second stage 
collectors must be isolated by means of deep oxide filled grooves etched in 
the collector side of the chip as shown below. 
I"I/I! 1 II" 1/ f\:. It 1/1 1111 In\z: I tlll/l//{I;;] N+ 
COL 2 COL 1 COL 3 
Figure 3.2-27. Chip Collector Configuration 
The grooves cut through the gold-silicon alloy used to connect the chip to 
the NIC and the wr region of the chip shown shaded in the figure. 
Figure 3.2-28 shm>Js the transistor amplifiers and diodes formed on one chip. 
Alternately, the center transistors can be one die and the two common base 
transistors on two more dies. All three chips are then soldered to the 
common substrate and interconnected by beam leads. 
Two of these transistor assemblies mounted on common substrates form 
a radiator module as illustrated in Figure 3.2-29. 
Hethods of Obtaining Haximum Power Conversion EffiCiency with Power 
Transistors 
Before any detailed consideration of the adjustment of parameters to 
obtain maximum efficiency we need to determine the basic amplifier configura-
t;i.on most likely to yield high efficiency. Features of the transistor 
structure which are most important in increasing efficiency and the technology 
required to control these features should also be identified. 
Amplifier efficiency, rather than transistor efficiency, is selected for 
consideration because only the combination of circuit and transistor can be 
said to have an efficiency. The circuit is as important as the transistor. 
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~~gure 3.2-29. Transistor ~IC Module 
A key consideration in the amplifier design is the extremely low load 
impedances required by convention.al class C or B transistor power amplifiers. 
Usually matching networks are inserted between the amplifier and the final 
load. This produces losses in the matching circuits and increases complexity. 
As power increases, more transistor cells are paralleled further lowering 
impedance and increasing the problem. An obvious step in solving this problem 
is the use of a push-pull design. l This has been common practice in tube 
amplifier design for many years. Input and output impedances are then four 
times greater than the impedances obtained when the transistors are operated 
in parallel. ~or common base operation the circuit is shown in Figure 3.2-30. 
RFOUT 
Figure 3.2-30. Common Base Push-Pull Amplifier . 
Note that bias is 'established by resistances in the base circuit, rather than 
in the emitter path. This permits the direct connection of the emitter fol-
lower emitter and common base emitter as discussed earlier. 
At 1 GHz efficiencies of 50-55% are state-of-the-art values. 2 Ultimate 
efficiencies of 60-65% are predicted by skilled designers. There is no hope 
of reaching 80% efficiency with these amplifier types. It might be thought 
L. Max, Balanced Transistors: A New Option for RF Design, Microwave 
pp 42-26, Microwaves (June 1977) 
2 R. Potyku, Personal Communication on the Performance of Motorola Transistor 
XRF-856 at 915 MHz 
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that the Class D switching mode power amplifier would offer an escape from 
the dilemma. s However, as Chudobiak notes for frequencies greater than 0.01 fT, 
the saturation voltage increases rapidly with frequency. Correspondingly, the 
efficiency of Class D circuits falls off rapidly above this limit. In fact, 
about 2 HHz is generally considered to be the practical upper frequency limit 
for such amplifiers. Neglecting the rise in VSAT at higher frequencies. three 
problems become difficult to overcome: (a) generating fast-switching square-
waves across the inevitable circuit capacitances, (b) making the transistor 
switching times sufficiently small compared with the RF period and (c) prevent-
ing destructive simultaneous conduction in the two transistors of the push-pull 
class D circuit. 
The only apparent hope for obtaining the efficiencies desired is a modified 
Class D amplifier called Class E invented by N. Sokal. 1+,5 Sakal recognizes that 
major losses occur in power amplifiers during transition between conducting and 
non-conducting transistor states when appreciable current and voltage exist 
simultaneously. Previous approaches to reducing this loss have been only to 
reduce device switching times. Sokal synthesizes a load network giving a 
transient response which re.inimizes switching losses even if the device switch-
ing times are appreciable fractions of the ac cycle. It appears that high 
efficiency can be obtained up to about 0.5 fT' Sokal has obtained efficiencies 
of the order 85% up to 100 HHz. He states that there appears to be no reason 
why this amplifier class cannot be used in the microwave region. 
3.2.8 BEAN RETRODIRECTION SYSTEH 
A review of proposed system design, Table 3.2-9, shows a trade-off of 
various array phase controls methods which can be used to form the HPTS beam. 
Beam formation by phase conjugation of a pilot beam originating at the rectenna 
appears to be the preferred method of controlling the phase of the array. Each 
subarray of the transmitting antenna array is connected to a circuit which 
transforms the phase of the received pilot signal at that subarray (wt-l3r ), 
into a conjugated phase (wt + 13r + 8r ) for retransmission. Here r is the 
path delay from the pilot beam antenna to the subarray, w is the operating 
radian frequency, 13 is the phase shift constant 2TI/A & 8r is a constant phase 
shift resulting from the reference system phase control. It must have the 
same value for each subarray in the array system. 
Since the retransmitted signal from each subarray has a phase which is 
exactly equal and opposite to the phase shift that results as it propagates 
back toward the pilot source (rectenna), then all sub array signals will be 
received at the rectenna with the same phase 8r and the envelope of the 
spherical wave fronts will be normal to the rectenna. 
3 W. Chudobiak, Frequency and Power Limitations of Class D transistor 
Amplifiers, pp 25-27, IEEE Trans. Vol SC-4, No.1 (Feb 1969) 
4 N. Sokal and A. Sokal, Class F - A New Class of High Efficiency Tuned 
Single-Ended Switching Power Amplifiers, IEEE Trans, Vol SC-IO, No.3 
(June 1975) 
5 N. Sokal, Class E RF Power Amplifiers Give High Efficiency and Reliability, 
with Predictable and Reproducible Performance 
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Table 3.2-9. Phase Control Trade-Offs 
ITEM PHASE CONTROL DIRECT BIT-WIGGLE ADAPT I VE (JPL) ADAPTIVE (ELEC) 
MrrHoo S£RVOED PHASE INVERSE xrO~M SUBARRAY TEST BY CONJUGATE • CONJUGATE e 
180' • SHIFT 
GROUNO COMM. NO YES YES NO NO 
PILOT BEAM YES NO NO YES YES 
SPEEO FAST SLOW SLOW FAST FAST 
REf. OIST. PARALLEL NA NA SERIAL PARALLEL (SERVOEO) (SERVOEO) 
SUBARRAY YES NO NO NO YES STEER I NG 
PWR AMP PHASE 
.YES NO NO NO YES CONTROL 
PWR AMP II NOISE NO NO NO NO YES CANCELLATION 
GRND STAll ON PI LOT BEAM , & AMPLITUDE ANTENNA AND PILOT BEAM PILOT BEAM 
EQUIPMENT TRANSMITTER MEASUREMENT RECEIVER TRANSMITTER TRANSMITTER 
OVER BEAM : 
Phase conjugating may be realized in several ways. A well-known technique 
employs heterdyning and is shown functionally in Figure 3.2-31. Other approach-
es include servoing phase shifting devices to bring the received signal phase 
into agreement with a reference phase. Then the transmitted signal is subject-
ea to the same phase shift and phase conjugation results. In practice, the 
pilot signal must be offset from the transmitted signal in order to prevent 
the pilot signal receiver from being rended inoperative by transmitter leakage. 
This produces a pointing error in the transmitted beam. A received signal at 
a subarray at a distance L from the antenna reference has a phase offset with 
respect to the reference signal of 
6~ = 2n L sin 8r 
Ar 
where 8r is the pilot beam angle tvith respect to boresight. 
Phase conjugation will produce the same phase offset (with opposite sign) 
and hence a transmit angle 8t difference from Or due to the change in "A.. The 
deviation of the pilot beam from mechanical boresight, 8r , must be very small. 
For instance, the misalignment of the transmitted beam at the rectenna must 
be less than 420 meters. This is about 5% of the rectenna diameter. More 
error can not be tolerated. 
In the system proposed in this study a dual pilot beam signal is used 
with one frequency above fT and one below'. This permits the generation of a 
pilot signal exactly at frequency fT and eliminates pointing error due to 
offset between fr and fT' In systems with offset, it is obvious that the 
basic reference in Figure 3.2-31 need not be synchronous with the pilot beam. 
In the system previously proposed by Rockwell, this was the case. . 
Another source of trouble is the virtual certainty that the high level 
transmitter signal will leak into all the conjugating circuitry and produce 
a multitude of spurious signals which produce unforseen effe:::ts. This was 
one of the major problems encountered in a one megawatt Voice of America 
transmitter many years ago. The only safe solution is felt to be incorporation 
of the transmitter signal in the phase conjugating scheme itself. 
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Figure 3.2-31. Simple Heterodyning Phase Conjugating Circuit 
This is done by using the transmitter signal as the synchronous reference 
demodulating the high and lo\v pilot signals. This signal now is used at a 
level of 10 mW. A leakage level in the order of mi11i\vatts then can be 
tolerated. Fortunately, the arrangem~nt makes it possible to cancel trans-
mitter noise reducing problems produced by this noise. 
In order to reduce the required phase stability of the po\ver amplifiers 
their outputs are sampled and their input phases servoed to the values deter-
mined by the phase-conjugati.ng system. 'rhis greatly reduces the regulation 
requirements imposed on prime dc pmver, an important point \vhell power condi-
tioning at such high power levels is contemplated. This feature was re.tail1ed 
from the earlier Rockwell system. Distribution of the phase reference is 
similar to that proposed by Sey1 and Leopold. Servoes are used to stabilize 
the phase of the reference signals distributed through feeders to local zones 
within the array. A less accurate distribution method is then used within 
the zones. The zone size is selElcted in order to make this possible. Serial 
distribution was avoided because build-up in phase E'\irOr from subarray to sub-
array may occur. 
Figures 3.2-32 and 3.2-33 show the phase conjugating systetn proposed by 
JPL, the second figure being a particular embodiment using magnetrons. 
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Figure 3.2-34 shows the phase-conjugating system proposed by Seyl and Leopold. 
Finally, Figure 3.2-35 shows the system proposed by Rockwell in an earlier 
study. 
After revie\l7ing these systems, an eclectic system \l7as synthesized ~l7hich 
hopefully incorporates the good points of these other systems. It might be 
mentioned that two features of the. earlier Rockwell system which ,vere retained 
was the use of a non-synchronous local osd.llator system and the avoidance of 
high-order harmonic multipliers. 
The use of a non-synchronous local oscillator greatly reduces the com-
plexity of the frequency transformation scheme. Since the intermediate 
frequency is subtracted and added in the phase conjugating loop, its phase 
cancels out. Therefore, it need not be synchronous. High order harmonic 
multiplication was avoided because it is difficult to g~t high phase stability 
in such multipliers with change in temperature and with aging. The features 
of this eclectic system are compared with the other phase conJ>.:.tgating systems 
in Table 3.2-10. 
3.2.9 DOE PROGRAH SUPPORT R~QUIREHENTS 
Table 3.2-11 sununarizes the DOE areas of support that are required for 
the SPS microwave power transmission system. A major requirement that 
significantly impacts the subsystem design is the permissible mic;rowave 
power denSity at the ionosphere. Rectenna size and siting is dependent on 
the inputs of biological effects of long term lo\v level micro\vave energy 
and the permissible power density outside the rectenna site. Standards on 
RFI will have to be reviewed~ updated and assessed for their impact on the 
design of the SPS. The interface caused by the SPS to terrestrial system 
will also have to be evaluated and solution obtained. 
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~CJ. 
lADIATm WITH 
COUPLING PICKOFF 
PIwr 
~!:.tmll OfoI:srrr 
1!1lI1';Wn Yes 
.Jl'I, Yes 
Previous Yes 
Rockwoll 
I:cJectic No 
Table 3.2~lO. Comparison of ~our 
Phase-Conjugating Systems 
-/lEC SIG IN RIlJ'l SiNm 1.0 SYNC rI\'R AMP ~ HmlORDER 
X1>1I'I1TIR hUISll WITt! PIwr W~TIl PILaf SHRVOEO MlJI:rrpLIIJns 
No Yes Yes No Yes 
No - Yes Yes No Yes 
Yes No No Yes No 
NQ Yes No Yes No(l) 
Rockwell International 
Space Division 
XMI'ITliR STG 
PART OF CO~. SlIIL\RRW 
samME SmTJ!lJ 
No ~o 
No No 
No No 
Yes Yes 
(1) Quadnljll(l'C with error reduced by factor of four by selW loop u.~ed 
coSiJiTINSI\T 100-
h'lT'mm R1lJ'lERI'.!\('ll FOR IO:\OSPI o:r.E 
I\OliiH RlJFI!llENCI: llEHlRr:NCU REF ~ COm'ROL ~ CONTI!OL & J'l.ILTER OFFSIIT 
rr~\TIJlUl m:-:Cm.LATION OlsrJnnurION DISr. MITlIOD SERVOS IN ZONUS ErffiOilS 
lI()ll~t~m No Pn·ralle1 to COllx/Fib~r . Yes thlspeci ned - No 
zones Optic 
JPL No Serial Coax No NI\ No 
Previous No Parallel Space Fed Yes (2) NI\ No 
Roel,well 
Eclectic Yes Parallel to COB.Y. Yes Resonnnt Yes -
zones -Peeders 
(2) Timc-snuZ';;:d 
Table 3.2-11. Data Needed F'r.o~n DOE 
PERMISSIBLE POWER DENSITY AT THE IONOSPHERE 
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MICROWAVES AND PERMISSIBLE 
POWER DENSITY OUTSIDE OF RECTENNA SITE 
RFI STANDARDS 
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3.3 POWER DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL SYSTEM 
The major options and trade studies for the power distribution and con-
trol subsystem are shown in Figure 3.3-1. An examination of voltage level and 
power form leads to the conc.lusion that high-voltage dc is preferred. For an 
ac system, no real mass advantage can be achieved unless high frequency is 
utilized (about 40 kHz). However, at these higher frequencies th~ conductor 
spacing, skin effects, EMI, capacitive coupling, and plasma losses become 
critical-which also produces additional losses. 
POWER 
DISTRIBUTION 
AND CONTROL 
40KV 
2·20KV 
AC (400KV, 40KCI 
DC 
DEIJICATED ARRAY 
CENTRALIZED 
DECENTRALIZED 
(HV) DC 
(HV) AC 60 Hz 
COLD PLATE 
PASSIVE 
CRYOGENIC 
USE OFSTRUCTURE 
SEPARATE 
ALUMINUM 
COPPER 
Figure 3.3-1. Power Distribution Control Subsystem Options 
Each klystron (microwave power transmission subsystem) on the antenna 
requires six basic voltages and several secondary voltages. A mass comparison 
was made to select a dc-to-dc converter approach. Dedicated solar array panels 
showed the highest mass. A centralized dc-to-dc converter concept was selected 
with a total of 32 converter units. Further analysis is required to find the 
optimmu number of converters. 
Utility interface was taken to be high-voltage dc, since dc transmission 
is more efficient for delivering power over long distances. The rectenna 
diodes deliver 40 kV dc which is then converted to 500 kV dc through dc/dc 
converters, and then interfaced ·with the utility grid through switch gear. A 
60-cyc1e Cac) interface would require additional power conversion equipment. 
Cryogenic cooling of conductors was found to be interesting and potentially 
could improve system performance by eliminating line losses. The concept suffers 
ORIGINAL PA~E IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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in that the technology development requirements are very severe-particularly 
when applied to a large planar configuration. Normally, the conducto'rs will 
be cooled passively by radiation to free space. 
Use of the primary s'tructure for current-carrying showed little potential 
for mass savings, considering the magnitude of complexity introduced. A separ-
ate wiring concept '"as selected USing flat aluminum conductors. A single-point 
ground, located at the center hub of the configuration, and a copper ground 
bar are favored \"hen COml)ared to mu1til)le-tree configurations. The use of a 
tree configuration ,,,ou1d lUean a multiple-level gro\Lnd which, in turn, would 
cause possible plasma losses. 
Additional study is required to determine an optimum rotary joint config-
uration. Based on structural consideration, a l.l-krn-diameter rotary joint 
has been selected for point design. The selected concept has an obvious drm,,-
back when considering slip ring redundancy; however, it greatly s11iiplifi~s 
structural load paths. 
The subsequent trade study discussion will follO\" the outline shO\m in 
Figure 3.3-1: power conditioning I conductors I gl:ounding I and the J:otary joint. 
3.3.1 POWER CONDITIONING 
The trade studies for power conditioning were extensive because this 
involves selection of voltage level, power form, power converter approach for 
providing basic klystron voltages, and the definition of utility interface. 
These items are major configurat:i,on drivers, and results of these trades were 
utilized in the overall satellite system concepts evaluation. 
Voltage Level 
The major power user in the satellite system is the klystron dc-R'F con-
verters. For example, in the photo'IToltaic approach the solar array output 
is 9.75 GW, and 8.69 GW of this total is used to power the 135,864 klystrons 
on the micrO\vave antenna. Each klystron requires 59.2 Idi which is distributed 
between five basic voltages (1. e., 40 kV, 32 kV, 24 kV, 16 kV and 8 kV) plus 
several minor supporting voltages. Weight and size of the conductors were 
major considerations in selecting distribution voltage levels. 
A comparison of the power distribution and control subsystem (PDS) con-
ductor weights required for CR = 1, CR = 2, and CR = 5 photovoltaic conftgur-
ations is ShOWl< in Figure 3.3-2. 
The efficiencies shown are with m~n~mu.m conductor masses permitted for a 
given satellite configuration. Corrections have been made fo;;: operating temp-
erature. Figure 3.3-2 also shows quantity~, length, mass, and current for the 
various elements representing the PDS conductors. A wide variation of possible 
temperatures was found between the configurations evaluated. Parametric 
results of conductor mass, as a function of efficiency for a family of temper-
atures, are presented in Figures 3.3-3 and 3.3-4. Superimposed on these 
figures are plots of solar blanket weights as a function of solar output pmver 
requirements 'necessary to provide 5 GW at the utility grid. Summing the two 
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Figure 3.3-2. Conductor l.Jeight Comparisons 
LENGTH MASS CURRENT 
(M) (106 KG) AMPS (103) 
11.7 X 106 1.694 37.5 
650 .074 3.75 
1500 .310 112.5 
500 .058 56.25 
2.136 
2.264 
11.4X1Q6 1.205 56.25 
500 .053 6.25 
2750 .827 112.5 
500 .045 56.25 
2.130 
2.643 
13.2 X 106 1.472 11.25 
50 .003 1.02 
3250 .998 56.25 
500 .037 28.12 
2.510 
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CONFIG TEMP 
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Figure 3.3-3. Solar Photovoltaic Conductor Nass 
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Conductor Mass Vs. Efficiency (n) 
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mass curves, it was found that the optimum mass occurred at different effici-
encies (indicating configuration dependence). 
Conductor mass was calculated at 50°C, using l-nnn kapton insulation. 
Flat-aluminum (610l/T6) conductors were selected because they are able to 
dissipate heat better. Temperatures of conductors were detennined by thermal 
analysis based on conductor location and current being transmitted. Conductor 
mass ivas then corrected to reflect the effect of temperature. 
The equation used for calculating the conductor size is: 
A = yIL 
/W 
The equation used for calculating the conductor mass is: 
where 
A 
I 
Y 
L 
IJ.V 
w 
p 
= 
--
H = pAL ; 
Cross-sectional area 
Amperes flowing in circuit 
Resistivity of wire (2.828xlO- G ohm/em for Al at 20°C) 
Length of conductor 
Voltage drop in conductor 
Conductor mass 
Density of aluminum (2.7 gm/ cm3,0.1 lb/in. 3 ) 
Conductor resistivity as a function of temperature: 
y = YQ [1 + 0.0039 ohm/em (T-To)]. 
A block diagram of the power distribution system for the various concepts 
is presented in Figures 3.3-5, 3.3-6, and 3.3-7 .. The power distribution con-
sists of the secondary feeders which interconnect the solar array with the 
regulators, the switch gears, the main feeders, the summing buses, the tie bars, 
the slip rings, the brushes, and the converters. 
The initial CR = 1 photovoltaic system configuration was two troughs, 
40 kV, with 20 bays having a wing length of 13 km and a width of 2 km. The 
mass of the nonrotating PDS system was found to be 2.264xIO G kg with an effi-
ciency of 92 percent. This configuration was then modified to a triangular 
shape configuration having three troughs and 10 bays per wing. The length of 
one wing was 8.9 km, with a width of 4.584 km. The nonrotating mass of the 
PDS system was found to be 2. 798xl0 6 kg ivith an efficiency of 94 percent. 
In the initial trade studies, a 20-kV photovoltaic PDS ,vas apprcximately 
23.4 percent of the total SPS mass, compared to a 40-kV system at 15.0 percent. 
The higher voltage (40 kV) was the more desirable, based on mass savings. 
A comparison of photovoltaic power distribution mass for configurations 
CR = 1,CR = 2, and CR = 5 is shown in Table 3.3-1; these masses do not include 
subsystem cabling or ant.enna distribution because these are assumed equal in 
all three configurations. 
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'\.:E IUS 
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.-MUSH 
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Figure 3.3-5. Power Distribution of Photovoltaic CR-l Configuration 
(Left Wing Solar Array Shown - Right Wing Synunetrical) 
Ct} 
~·C~--,----.----.----r----r---.----.----r---'----'--------' 
BUS 
SA - SOlAR ARRAY 
I -REGULATOR 
G - swrrOi GEAR 
• -BRUSH 
C - ~WfI CONVUTEl 
Figur~ 3.3-6. Power Distribution of Photovoltaic CR-2 Configuration 
(Left lUng Solar Array Shown - Right Wing Synunetrical) 
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R • REGULATOR 
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• -l\I\USH 
c - roWER CONVUru 
Figure 3.3-7. Power Distribution of ]?hotovo1taic.: CR-5 Configuration 
(Left Wing Solar Array) 
Table 3.3-1. FO\ver Distribution Huss Comparisons 
CR=l (1 )( 106 KG) CR=2 (1 x 106 KG) 
CR=5 (1 )( 106 KG) 
ACTIVE 
1)=92% T=36oC 1)=90% T=80oC '7"'88% T"'36oC 
CONDUCTOR 2.264 2.643 2.698 
INSULATION (IMM KAPTON) .0446 .028 .0395 
ROTARY TRANSF SYST .347 . .347 .347 
(SLIP-RINGS, BRUSHES, SHOES) 
SWITCH GEARS .0259 .0273 .0283 
(SOLID STATE) 
PWR CONDITIONING 1.027 1.027 1.027 
(REG & CONVERTERS) 
RECTIFIERS 
- - -
BATTERIES .006 .006 .006 
STRUCTURAL INTG (10% OF WEIGHT) .371 .408 .415 
-TOTAL PDS MASS 4.086 4.476 4.660 
(EXCLUDING ANTENNA WIRING & 
SUBSYST CABLING) 
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The trade studies associated with the pawer form cansisted in evaluating 
whether ac 'Or dc PDS would be most suitable far power transmission. The 
obj ective of the study was to determine which system approach minilnized mass 
and optimized efficiency. The trade study was performed considering the sa1ar 
thermal system approach since, in this case, the pmver source (generators) 
already had the .capabi1ity 'Of delivering either ac or dc power. The output 'Of 
the generators ~vas initially selected to be 40 kV at 400 Hz; this power Was 
then boosted to 400 kV through step-up transformers. The pmver was then trans-
mitted on the main power buses at this high level and stepped back down to 
40 kV on the antenna for supplying power to the klystrons. Variou!3 other fre-
quencies (5 kHz, 10 kHz, and 40 kHz) were also evaluated. The results are 
presented in Table 3.3-2. The studies indicated that the ac system was less 
desirable than the dc system, since the mass savings achieved by the conductors 
Table 3.3-2. Solar-Thermal AC Versus DC Comparison 
40 KV (AC) GENERATOR, 400 KV TRANSMISSION 
40 KV A.C. A.C. ITEM D.C. CaNFIGURATIaN CaNFIGURATIaN 
CaNFIGURATION AT 5 KHZ AT 10 KHZ (106 KG) (106 KG) (10f KG) 
3BoC 
caNDUCTaR (BBOC) 1.094 
.022 
.022 
INSULATlaN (lMM KAPTaN) 
.007 
RaTARY TRANSFER SYST 
.347 
(SLlP·RINGS. BRUSHES, SHaES) .347 .347 
SWITCH GEAR (SaLID STATE) 
.0096 .0096 
.0096 
RECTIFIERS 
.450 .900 
.900 
FREO caNVERTER 
- .250 
.250 
TRANSFaRMERS 
-
2.53B 
.724 
paWER caNVERTER 1.027 1.027 1.027 
. 
BATTERIES 
.006 .006 
.006 
STRUCTURAL INTEG. 
.249 
.510 
.32B 
TaTAL (EXCLUllING 
ANTENNA & SUBSYSTEM 3.1B9 
CABLING 
5.609 3.614 
NOTE. ABaVE 5 KHZ - WIRE SPACING, INSULATlaN, EMI AND paWER LOSSES DUE Ta SKIN 
EFFECTS BEcaME CRITICAL. 
A.C. 
CaNFIGURATION 
AT 40 KHZ 
(106 KG) 
.022 
.347 
.0096 
.900 
.250 
.020 
1.027 
.006 
.25B 
2.B39 
were very small in camparisan to the mass added by the transformers and recti-
fiers. In addition, the ac system efficiency was found to be less (74.1%) 
compared to the dc system (79.6%). The reduction in efficiency resulted in 
the added elements which were recJ.uired to canfigure the overall system (chop-
pers, transformers, rectifiers) far ac transmission. Transfarmer mass for 
the variaus frequencies is shown in Table 3.3-3. 
The values in the first column (Table 3.3-3) were extrapolated initially 
from frequency curves with the assumptian that all parameters remain the same 
within the frequency band selec;:;ed. The secand column on the table shows the 
results of a computer analysis perfarmed by Hestinghause, ~vherein the frequency 
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and voltage levels were extended to 64 kHz and 80 kV from that shown previously 
in SAM-679-4 (see Report LY20686, Final Report on Satellite Power Systems Study, 
December i977). At frequencies of 40 kHz and above, a mass saving is deemed 
possible. It should be noted, however, that at these frequencies additional 
problems may occur. These include EMI filtering (which could increase mass 
considerably), wire spacing, insulation, and power losses due to sk~.n effects. 
Table 3.3~3. Comparison of Transformer Mass Vs. Frequency 
Transformer Mass (kg) 
Liquid Metal 
Transformer 
Computer 
Frequency Extrapolated Results 
5 kHz 2.538xI0 6 1.485Xl06 
10 kHz 1. 27xl0 6 1.162xl0 6 
40 kHz 0.19613xlO G 0.8072Xl0 6 
Klystron Power Converter 
The objective of this trade study was primarily concerned with determin-
ing a point design conf~.guration which would result in minimum PDS mass and 
cost. 'l'hree options were evaluated-dedicated array, decentralized array, 
and centralized array. . 
Dedicated Array. In the dedicated array study, the objecti"e consisted 
of determining how various arrays could be dedicated to different voltage 
levels so that the klystron high-voltage requirements (40 kV, 32 kV, 24 kV, 
20 kV, 16 kV, and 8 kV) could be satisfied. For the low-level voltage (20 V) 
requirements, dc/dc converters would still be utilized. It was thought that 
the utilization of this technique could minimize o.r even eliminate the need 
to develop expensive (and heavy) high-voltage dc/dc converters. Study results 
showed that this technique did not produce the desired objective since the 
total mass of the PDS, with a dedicated array concept, was found to be 
7.687xl06 ·kg. This is considerably greater than a decentralized dc/dc con-
verter a'pproach, as indic~ted in Table 3.3-4. Furthermore, this technique 
required five additional sets of slip rings on each wing--a total of 12 sets 
on each satellite. 
Decentralized Technique. The objective of this trade study was to have 
all solar arrays at,the same nominal voltage level (40 kV), and' then transfer-
ring this high voltage through slip rings to the microwave antenna. The volt-
age at the microwave antenna would then be converted through dc/de converters 
(at each klystron) to the desired voltage level.s. The total mass of the PDS 
was. found to be 4.75xl0 6 kg. This method was not favored,even though it showed 
the lowest overall PDS mass, because of the excessively l.~rrge number of dc/dc 
converters (135,864 individual converters) necessary to satisfy klystron volt-
age requirements. Considerable research and development effort would have to 
be performed to develop a high-voltage dc/dc converter with the desired mass 
density of 0.07 kg/kW. It was assumed, however, that such converters could be 
developed within the 1985 time frame. 
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Table 3.3-4. Klystron Voltage Converter Concept Comparisons 
CONCEPT OPTIONS 
DEDICATED 2 ARRAY DECENTRALIZED "'CENTRAL/ZED 
ITEM ARRAY VOLTAGES DC/DC DC/DC EACH 
6 VOLTAGES 20 KV, 40 KV EACH KLYSTRON BRUSH CIRCUIT 
MAIN FECOERS 1.54 0.573 0.382 0.342 
SECONDARY FEEDERS 0.077 0.067 0.045 0.045 
SUMMING BUS 0.89 0.778 0.519 0.102 
TIE BAR 0.262 0.228 0.152 0.162 
INSULATION 0.043 0.043 0.043 0.043 
SWITCH GEAR 0,244 0.244 0.244 0.244 
REG & CONVERTER 0.673 0.673 0.673 0.009 
ROTARY JOINT 0.416 0.416 0.208 0.208 
AC THRUSTER CAB'l'G 0.011 0.011 0.0053 0.0053 
BATTERY 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 
SUPPORT STRUCT 0.416 0.303 0.228 0,121 
1-' SUB NON-ROTATING 4.578 3.336 2.505 1.327 
CABLE FROM ROT. TO ANT. 0.496 0.822 0.548 0.636 
ANTENNA TIE BAR 0.696 0.312 0.208 0.696 
ANTENNA CABLES 0.11 0.153 0.102 0.132 
ANTE~INA MODULE CABLE 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031 
SWITCH GEAR 0.930 0.632 0.316 0.931 
ROTARY JT 0.417 0.139 0.139 0.139 
DC/DC CONV 
- 0.383 0.639 0.704 
INSULATION 0.2 0.090 0.06 0:20 
SUPPORT STRUCT 0.226 0.256 0.204 0.331 
SUB ROTATING 3.109 2.817 2.244 3.769 
TOTAL PDC 7.687 6.153 4.75 5.096 
" PREFERRED CONCEPT (CENTRALIZED): 
• SMALL WEIGHT PENALTY 
• HIGHER OVERALL EFFICIENCY 
• LOWER COST 
Centralized Technique. The object'tlle of this technique was to eliminate 
the need for individual high-voltage dc/dc converters and to obtain the required 
high-voltage requirements through a centralized method, utilizing series regu-
lators for the small number of precision voltages utilized; dc/dc converters 
would still be used for the low-voltage (20 V at O.S kW) requirements. The 
total mass of the PDS was found to be 5.09xlO kg 6 • This technique was selected 
as being preferred over the other two techniques because considerable cost sav-
ings can be achieved by the elimination of the individual high-voltage dc/dc 
converters. The density of the series regulator was estimated to be approxi-
mately 0.07 kg/kW at a volume of approximately 31.17 m3 • This technique was 
recommended for the point design concept. 
A total of 32-series regulators are specified. The regulators produce 
the desired voltages and transfer the power to the various buses from which 
it is distributed to the klystrons. Low-voltage (low-power) requirements at 
the klyst~ons are obtained through individual dc/dc converters tapped onto the 
S-kV lines. 
Utility Interfaces 
The objective of this trade study consisted of determining how to process 
the received energy (rectenna) and transmit it to the utility grid interface. 
A brief diagram of a typical power receiving station is presented in Figure 
3.3-8. The basic blocks of tile receiving station consist of the following 
elements. 
• A rectenna farm which receives the microwave energy from the SPS 
and converts it to dc power. There is a total of S13 rows of 
rectenna; each row is interconnected in such a manner as to pro-
duce a voltage of 40kV and approximately 205 A (minimum). 
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Figure 3.3-S. PDC Ground Facility 
• A switchyard which sums all of the rows from the rectenna through 
switch gears to the main and auxiliary buses. The power is then 
transferred to the converters in the converter room. 
• A converter room which houses the dc/dc converter which boosts 
the voltage from 40 kV to 500 leV for delivery to the utility grid 
li'l1Qs. The high voltage power is transferred to the utility grid 
lines through isolation switch gears. 
• A control center which houses the computer that monitors and con-
trols the rectenna outputs as well as the SPS outputs. In addi-
tion, it is interfaced with the utility grid lines to transfer 
the power where needed. 
• A protective relay facility which has a number of real-time 
units (RTU's) for maintaining and isolating the individual rows 
to protect the maintenance crew when performing required main-
tenance. 
In this trade study, the interface with the utility grid was assumed to 
be dc; de transmission is more efficient for delivering portier over long dis-
tances. If, however, short distances would be utilized and ac transmission 
required, under those conditions the dc/dc converters would have to be replaced 
by dc/ac inverters. The efficiency of the dc/dc converters was estimated to 
be 98.5% which is.f:,'-l.$ily achieved since weight and size are not drivers in a 
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ground installation. Aluminum conductors and buses with an efficiency of 
91 percent were considered for transmission. The crossed-field interrupter 
type switch gears were selected for switchyard usage. It is estimated that 
the efficiency of the switch gears will be 99.9 percent. 
3.3.2 CONDUCTORS 
In the study of space pmver systems, transmission from the source to the 
user is a critical part of the overall design in terms of mass, size, cost, 
and efficiency. Initially, six basic configurations were evaluated with 21 
variations; these were later narrowed down to six specific configurations. 
The PDS was divided into two major areas-nonrotating solar array, and rotatiD!?-
microw·ave antenna. It was anticipated that there would be a large number of 
variations on the nonrotating membe~ holding the antenna section as a COlnmon 
element. Conductor mass was shown in Section 3.3.1, and initial configurations 
were developed based on minimum PDS mass. It was realized that minimum mass 
effi.ciencies w·ere not necessarily minimum cost design. Therefore, after con-
cept evaluations had driven the program to specific point design selections, 
a parametric cost and mass comparison was made which resulted in the selection 
of optimum conductor efficiency based on cost. Figure 3.1-31 showed mass and 
cost of combined subsystems as a function of efficiency. Areas, mass and 
costs of solar cells, reflectors, array conductors aEd structure were calcu-
lated including launch costs of $lO/kg to $60/kg to GEO. As the distribution 
efficiency increases, the solar blanket and reflector size decrease. The 
structure mass decreases, and the conductor mass increases. The result is 
that overall system mass increases monotonically as the distribution effici-
ency increases. The cost curves, however, reach a minimum depending on the 
launch costs and then increase again with efficiency.· The locus line for the 
minimum cost is shown and, for the SPS photovoltaic point design configuration, 
the nominal distribution efficiency was selected to be 94 percent for the range 
of launch costs of $40 to $80/kg to GEO. 
Cooling 
The conductors will normally be passively cooled by radiation to free 
space. A cursory investigation of superconductivity was performed to deter-
mine if such a technique would be feasible for SPS conductor mass reduction. 
The study indicated that such a technique is indeed feasible since a large 
quantity of heat can be removed by use of vaporized helium (He) moving in a 
pipe. In general, the conductors would be sized for low efficiency (approx-
imately 80%); then, through the use of superconductivity, the efficiency 
would be increased to 98 percent (conductors ~vould be submerged in the helium 
vapor). The mass of the conductor can be reduced by a factor of 9, utilizing 
this technique (reducing weight as calculated for 98% efficiency versus 80% 
.efficiency). In addition, the 98-percent efficiency permits a reduction in 
overall solar blanket mass/cost requirements. Also, if superconductivity is 
lost, then the system momentarily would experience a tolerable l8-percent 
power loss which is within the generally accepted 20-percent tolerance allowed 
by the utility industry. However, large superconductivity systems have not 
been developed at this time; hence, a detailed study of a proposed system for 
SPS should be condGcted to determine the mass penalty of the superconductivity 
system elements (helium fluid, pumps, radiators, reservoirs, etc.) for deter-
mining the net mass savings. 
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Operations temperature ~l7qS established f.or this study hy designing to 
minimum conductor width by operating at the highest allowable temperature. 
The maximum operating temperature for 6l01/T6 aluminum was considered to be 
100°C. 
Wiring 
Early SPS studies found that power conductor mass equaled structural 
mass and that the mass for each element was near 10xlO G kg for 10 GW photo-
voltaic satellites. Therefore, most studies combined the two functions and 
used structure to carry both positive and return. power. Resultant mass sav-
ing was not as great as might first be expected, however, due to different 
design requirements of structural members and power conductor~. Structural 
design called for standard uniform 12- to IS-mil thickness bE;JiillS of high-
strength aluminum that could be fabricated in space with one type of beam 
assembly machine, Power conductors, on the other hand, req:.1iri;.d tapered 
members of high conductivity but low-strength aluminum. Tapered ccnductors 
were necessary to handle ever increasing current ae power was collected over 
a wide area of solar cells and delivered to slip rings at the base of the 
solar array wings. It was also concluded that in those satellites employing 
waffle-type construction, power could not be carried in both X and Y axes due 
to insulation problems, although the Boeing Company devised a special V-structure 
for the main frame that avoided this limitation. 
The preferred arithmatic favoring the combination of structures and power 
cort.l}uctors is shown in Table 3.3-5. Structural mass is SXI0 6 kg in either axis, 
while power conductor mass is 3xI0 6 kg in the short Y-axis and 6xl0 6 kg in the 
Table 3.3-5. Conducting Structure Comparison for 10-GW SPS 
Separate Structure Integroated Structure 
~ 
-Y-axis structure sXI0 6 kg SXl0 6 kg 
X-axis structure SXl0 6 kg 6xl0 6 kg 
X-axis conductor 6Xl0 6 kg 
Y-axis c.onductor 3xlO 6 kg 3xl0 6 kg 
----
Total 19x106 kg l4xl0 6 kg 
,.... 
long X-axis for an elliptical planform shape. The ideal integrated approach, 
shown in the table, reduces mass from 19 to l4xl0 6 kg by replacing the 5Xl0 6 kg 
structural X-axis member with a 6xl0 5 kg power conductor. The full benefit was 
not realized because 8.lectrical grade aluminum lacked sufficient structural 
strength. The following compromise was necessary: 
• Original 1060/H18, 60% conductivity, 6xl0 6 kg, 13% loss 
• Structural 22l9/T62, 30% conductivity, 8xl0 6 kg, 17% loss 
• Compromise 20l4/T6, 38% conductivity, 7xl0 6 kg, 15% loss 
Therefore, even though mass and power loss were increased to make the conductor 
suitable for structural purposes, the resultant mass reduction from 19x10 6 kg 
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t IS 10 kg w s justi ica ion to adapt a bas lin int g r at d stru tur /pow r 
conduc tor d sign fo r 10-GW sat 11 ' t s . 
A bri in stigation was mad f andidat typ s of aluminum in s arch 
of a combination f high structural str ng th and high Ie trica l onductivity . 
R suIts are sh wn in Tabl 3 . 3-6 . Th candidat aluminum typ s w r e g iv n a 
" fig ur of m rit " bas d on th fo llowing mat rial prop rties : 
M chanical ngth 
Figur of m rit Yield str ngth (D nsity) 2 x R sitivity 
a te tha t stru tural g rad aluminum 2219/T62 and lectrical grade aluminum 
1060/H18 r eiv d a poor figur of m rit . The common h igh-temp r a ture clas s 
2024/T6 rated very high, but 2014/T6 (which had application on the Apollo 
program) \"as s lec ted for operation a t 100°C . 
AI lI: lltlt!i'l 
H.I TER lAL 
2219 -162 
(SHU lURE 
REf. ) 
1060- 1118 
SOS2-HJ8 
40)2·16 
2024 ·16 
5050·11]8 
201 4-16 
2018-T61 
NOns : (1) 
P) 
DENSITY 
(Im/ee) 
2.81 
2.10 
l . 68 
2.69 
2.77 
2.69 
1.80 
2.81 
Tabl 3 . 3-6. Candidate Aluminum Alloys fo r 
Elec trical Conductive Struc tures 
TF.tlP ELECT CO~~UCTANCE YIELD FIGURE Of tlER lT 
( OC ) RfSlSTIVITY 'I.Cu "e" STRf. ~GTlI (2) 
@ 200 e EQUAL EQUAL (KPST) @ @ (a 
WT VOL 26° 100° 1490 
260 5 .6 104 JI J7 14S 
1000 )4 133 
149 0 28 110 
26u 2 . 828 201 61 16 134 
1000 13 109 
149 0 10 84 
26 4 . 94 116 H 31 180 
1000 31 \BO 
1/,9° . )0 146 
260 4 .94 liS H 46 222 
1000 44 212 
1490 )) 160 
260 4. SS 122 )8 50 248 
100° 55 212 
1/,9° )4 16) 
2hu ).46 16S SO 29 200 
1000 32 221 
149" 2S 273 
26u 4.39 127 40 60 )06 
1000 Sf; 286 
1490 37 189 
26° 4.32 126 40 46 23) 
1000 4) 218 
1490 LO 20) 
TYPICAL ALUHINUII HANDBOOK PROPEIITlES GIVEN. TO BE VERIfI ED 
REI.ATIVE 
RATE 
@ @ @ 
260 1000 149° 
1 
6 
7 
8 
8 
8 
6 
7 
6 
4 
S 
S 
2 
2 
4 
S 
) 
) 
I 
I 
2 
J 
4 
I 
!IZCTRICAL RfSlSTlVTn " nMP. COE,rrGlEtrI' IIKICJOIlI !! !LEVAnD TtMP5. ASSUKED "c" ItEHAINS LUIUIt 
Potential savings through int grated structure designs w re gr ea tly 
diminished wh n the SPS size was r duc d to S GW and transmission voltage was 
increased to 40 kV . A comparison is shown in Table 3 . 3-7 . H r , the pot nt ial 
ideal mass r eduction is minimal (4 to 3.2sxI0 6 kg) but th pow r loss would be 
reduced slightly b cause the X-axis structure (l . SXIO kg) is much gr at r 
than X-axis requir emen ts for power conduct ion (0.7sxI0 6 kg). Pow r loss was 
reduced by one perc ent ven with the us e of struc tural grade 2014/T6 aluminum. 
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Table 3.3-7. Conducting Structure Comparison for 5~GW SPS 
Separate Structure Integrated Structure 
Y-axis structure 1. 5xl0 6 kg 1.5xlOG kg 
X-axis structure 1.5Xl06 kg 1.5xIOs kg 
X-axis conductor 0.75xl0 6 kg 
Y-axis conductor 0.25Xl0 6 kg 0.25xl0 6 kg 
Total 4.0xl0 6 kg 3.25Xl0 6 kg 
. 
Integrated structure design was not selected for the 5-GW SPS baseline 
because the potential mass saving was small and did not appear to justify the 
added complexity of integrating s'tructure and power conductor designs. 
3.3.3 GROUNDING 
A brief evaluation of grounding schemes has been performed and it was 
found that the preferred concept would be to utilize a single-point grounding 
scheme. The single ground point ~"ou1d be located at the center of the SPS 
nonrotating section t"ith the ground bus thermally isolated from the structure. 
Copper was selected for the ground bus because of the high temperatures. 
An important factor that needs to be kept in mind is that the electrical sys-
tem should not be electrically connected to structure on both sides of the 
slip rings; otherwise, there may be electrical conduction through the rotating 
support structure in parallel with the slip rings. This is an undesirable 
situation. 
3.3.4, ROTARY JOINT 
The S.?S will require the transfer of gigawatts of power across an inter-
face that must have 360-degree rotation capability. Rotary joint concepts 
that have been investigated include solid slip rings, rotary transformers, 
rolling contacts, rollamite systems, and liquid-metal slip rings. All space-
craft flown today have used the brush-type slip ring for a rotary joint 
requiring 360-degree rotation. Rockwell has conducted design studies of the 
brush slip ring assembly for a 5-GW SPS system. The slip ring assembly con-
sists of two positive and two negative rings, each rated at 4 GW. 
Details of the assembly concept are illustrated in figures 3.3-9, 3.3-10, 
and 3.3-11. 
Analysis of rotary joint efficiency factors and mass for the slip ring 
design has shmvn that the drive motor power requirements and mass are negli-
gible, considering both brush friction and solar array inertia (3 hp for a 
0.1 friction factor). In addition, slip ring power transfer losses are 
governed by heat rejection considerations and do not have a significant effect 
on the SPS efficiency. Total mass of the four ring and brush shoe assemblies 
(less upporting structure and electrical cabling) is approximately 173,000 kg, 
which represents about 0.2 percent of the SPS mass. 
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Figur 3 . -Ll . SPS Rotating Hub Stru tur Slip Ring Struc ur Buildup 
Liquid - gall ium lOp ring s for g osynchr nous orbit appJicati ns hay b n 
studi ed und r Contra ts NAS3 - 13731 , - 13730 , and -11538 at vol tag . up to 
30,000 V and ' urrents up to 100 A. T s units show d low frit ' on and pow - r 
J. ss sand 110 w a r d bris o r contamination w s g ' n rat d i n final d signs . 
How v Lr, k y t chnology prob I ms for SPS ar th small 'I ar ;m c s r quiT d 
b t\", en the rotating surfae sand th prev nU o n of h J ss of th liquid-
gallium und r all buildup nd p ra ing cond itions . 
Alt r na t 
==--=.-=-=.=:...=..::....::.::.. 
Farl 'er SPS studi s by MSFC and th rs r 'ognj z d hat th r tar y j 'nt s 
n ded for mi rowav ant nna/ alar array pointing r pr s nt a te ' hn 1 gy 
a r , a c r it' c;). L to tll , [easibility 0 th SPS . Th pts d e fined \V r hu 
rna ,nd campI x and int nded t how th t th rerar j int ass mbli s 
o th In hanicallyand el tri'ally pra tiLal f r th syst m. In g n ral , 
diam t 8 i z s rang d fr m 100 m t b yond 1. 0 kIn and rna s estimat (r pr -
s nti ng exp n lve mat rial) \V r w 1] above ne milli n kilog rams . 
D sign Approa'h 
To as ur that rotary joints u ld b practi a J a w]l as ( a ibl (or 
th SPS , varl us nc p s for trans[ rring p w r a ross m vabl j ints w r 
re- v luat d and omparpd for appli a lion . Major asp c ts on id r d we r 
pow r Joss Vb . size and mass , r liabl long-lif hara t risli s d s ' gn 
simplicity , :0 ,t, t chnol gy risk, and th suitabili y of charact risti s 
arr c:ting attitud ontro1 nd stabi.lizati n . Tab l 3 . 3-8 summariz s th 
r s uI s a'ld trad o[[s mad. A f] xibl abl appr a :h app ars to b b st 
wh n ] imj ted mov m nt «360°) is suitabl. Slip rings with brush s \. r e t h 
b st a pproa h for rotational r quir m nts b yond 3 0 d g e s . Ro ary trans-
former s 'n 'urr d the high st siz , mass, and pow r loss p na]ti s and would 
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Table 3.3-S. Rotary Joint Selection Considerations 
Device Size and Mass Power ·Loss Technology Status Remarks 
Slip ring (dry) Intermediate I2R + torque SCate of the art Baseline selection 
Flexible cable Lowest Low I2R State of the art Baseline selection for 
non-continuous rotation 
Rotary trans- Highest , Low transformer Engineering Candidate for ac power 
former coupling development generation only 
required 
Rolling contact Intermediate 12 R + bearing Engineering Possible fatigue probJem 
friction development 
required 
. 
Flexible cable Intermediate Low I~R + reset Concept Option for flexible 
w/power clutch cable complex 
Liquid-metal Intermediate Low I2R + low Engineering Complexity-hazllrds 
slip r'ing torque development 
required 
be a poor choice for a dc photovoltaic system. However, for a high-voltage 
ac system, the rotary transformer could be a good candidate. The other 
approaches were considered to be expensive, high technology/operational risk 
options. 
Subsequently, rotary joint requirements and assembly design concepts were 
studied as part of the system-level studies performed to optimize the perform-
ance and economic feasibility of the SPS. For example, va!:iotls SPS sizes, 
power levels, configurations, and antenna locations were studied. Compromises 
among the power conversion, distribution, structure, pointing/attitude control, 
and propellant subsystems were evaluated and used to enhance the overall system 
and to develop guidelines for the baseline 5-GW SPS. The rotary joint r~quire­
ments were reduced substantially during these studies. Electrical, mechanical, 
and structural aspects were considered simultaneously, to develop a realistic; 
practical rotary joint approach. 
Requirements. The rotary joint evaluation was based on the following 
requirements and guidelines: 
1. Power capability,of 4.35 GW from each of two solar array wings. 
2. Nominal voltage/insulation rating of 40 kV. 
3. ' Capacity .for six isolated circuits per wing (6 positive and 
6 negative connections). 
4. Minimize power losses consistent with size, mass, cost, and 
life tradeoffs. 
5. Assume that fabrication, compleh/precision assembly, and test 
occur on the ground. 
6. Limit unit assembly size/mass to that which can be transported 
to space by·the HLLV. 
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o s s th le tr-i al , th rma1 , and insula i n har-ac t risLi's. 15-m-
diam t r 1ipr.in sh \,'11 in Figur . 3- 2 i n id r d a pTa ti aI , typi a1 
appr a h . The ring \vi11 r t at \y'thin an as mb1 (n shmvn for 1arity) 
that \vi11 in I ud ondu t r tion , b arings , and brush hold r ass mbli s . 
Th ov raIL s mbly \vil1 b tha n 17 m in dia m t r, whi h is ompatibl 
wi th th HLLV nos 'one . valu s f r th mat rials hara t r-
i ti s , p r rmane hi h [(1 i n y and th probability 
tha t pas iv 0 ling w w r would b r iv d r m 
t\v win g , . no b e us th r quir d [r m th ntral 
stru tur , t\v 1 tr- i siz sh wn a r r quir d a nd uld 
b supp rt d within th tur n ar a h nd. 
o flOWER - ' .7 II 10'w. 
o VOLTAGE -. II 10· V . 
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Figur 3 . -12 . 1 -m t r-Diam L r SHp Ring 
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FLgur 3 . -13 lllu tra s a brush ass mbly design and i s r lation t h 
larg p w r c nn tions and a on h slip rings. T mlnimiz voltag 
dr p and h 1 rg r conn ' ins, 180 d gr s apart , ar 
pr vid d or a h inn r ring and or ch au r ring. P rm~m nt j in s \V uld 
b m chLni ally support d and silv r braz d . Th rings ar shap d to hav 
1 r g s urfa ar a a lIng fIn s whl h als urr nt o ndu La rs . Pr-
l irninary a n 1 is indl a t d t h h tur 's n ar t h brush sand 
th j Lnts w uld b r jng / s mbly t mp r tur 
HERRING 
HOLDER AHD IRUIH AIIE .. ILV 
IIIIHUI CU'UI£ItT 
-4----RING WI'" COOLIItO filii 
Figur e 3 . 3-13 . SPS Slip Ring-Brush Assembly 
A brush ass mbly is 1 . 5 m 1 ng and onsists of 16 brush and 16 brush 
hold rs gang d tog ther . The brush assembli s are join d t , and support d by, 
th outer co pper rings. Eight brush assembli s , distribut d 45 d g r e s apare , 
are required for each of the l~ rings i n o n r tary assembly . Althoug h investi-
gations show d brush material us abl up to 15 - 20 A/cm 2 , til design was bas d 
on a c urrent density of 7 . 75 A/ cm2 to avoid hot spots, ex esslve wear, a nd powe r 
losses . Cnnsidering trad of f s betwe n power los s, wear rates , a nd [ricti nal 
torque, a brush pressure of 0 .7 kg/ m2 was u sed . 
A number of mat erials ~ uitabJ for pac applications of brush s and slip 
rings w re investigat ed. F r exampl , brass, various opper alloys , silv r, 
and gold plating were evalua t ed for slip rings . Coin silver (Ag) appears to b 
th bes t cand i date f a slip rings b ' ause it is ompatibl with almost all 
types of brush s, it an handle curr nt densit' e s more than ten tim s great r 
than used in the SPS d es i gn, it affords hig h p r o rmance (low voltage drop and 
high hea t dissipation at hig h c urrents), and it has very goo d war/life 
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characteristics. Copper, silver, molybdenl~-sulfide (Mo S2), and several 
alloys of silver were evaluated for brushes. Mo S2 alloyed with Mo and 
tantalum, and Ag alloyed with niobium-selenite (Nb Se2) offer the best wear 
rates; Ag alloyed with graphite and Mo S2 afforded the highest current density. 
The characteristics of Ag alloyed with Mo S2 or with Nb Se2 were about the 
same and were considered good high-performance, long-life candidates for the 
SPS design. 
The individual brushes shown (Figure 3.3-13) were sized to provide 
a reasonably large contact surface (5.0x3.l cm) without sacrificing good con-
trol of the brush pressure and contact angle. Beryllium copper springs are 
used to maintain brush pressure. The brushes were made hollow to conserve 
mass and cost. The width of the inner slip ring, under the brushes, was 
7.0 cm. 
Since initial designs using all-silver for the inner slip rings were con-
sidered to be too expensive, the inner ring was modified--using copper with 
a coin-silver cladding as shown on the figure. Wear calculations for the ring 
speed and brush pressure used indicate that a silver cladding of 0.2 cm thick 
would be ample for the 30-year SPS life. Table 3.3-9 summarizes some of the 
design parameters and assumptions for the l5-m-diameter slip ring. It is 
noted that these factors are similar to those used for present state-of-the-
art slip ring designs. 
Table 3.3-9. l5-m-Diameter Slip Ring Design Parameters 
Assume brush current density = 7.75 A/cm2 (50 A/in. 2 ) 
Assume brush pressure = 0.7 kg/cm2 (101b/in. 2 ) 
Brush area/ring = 2340 cm2 
Brush pressure/ring = 2340xO.7 = 1.64xl0 3 kg 
Total brush pressure (24 rings) = 3.93xl04 kg 
Assume 0.3 coefficient of brush on ring friction 
Brush friction = 1.18xl04 kg (total for 24 rings) 
Brush wear rates: 
1. 7 10-8 cm/cm (high wear rate) results in 0.87 cm wear/30 
7 10-10 cm/cm (low wear rate) results in 0.036 cm wear/30 
Brush travel for 30 years = l5X10 2 x 365 x 30 = 5.l6xl07 cm 
Ring wear: 
Assume brush width = 6 cm 
Longth of brush on ring = 2340/6 = 390 cm 
years 
years 
Brsuh travel on ring/30 years = 390 cm x 365 x 30 4.27xl0 6 cm 
Assume ring wear rate = brush wear rate 
Ring wear = .4;27 x 10 6 x 1. 7 X 10-8 = 0.07 cm 
Make ring 0.2~cm-thick silver on copper ring--7.0 cm wide 
The mass calculated for major subassemblies and for complete electrical 
rotary joint assemblies are listed in Table 3.3-10. Included in the masses 
shown was 1660 kg of silver that would cost $267,000 at the present value of 
$16l/kg • 
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Table 3.3-10. Major Subassembly Mass 
-"'. Mass kg 
Inner rings I O.78xl0 4 Outer rings O. 59xlO 4 
Brush assemblies, internal connectors, etc. 3. 60xlO 4 
Structure and insulation O. 98xlO II 
Assembly mass 5. 95xlO 4 
Total mass of both assemblies 11. 9xlOIf 
Initial torque calculations indicate that a 1/3-hp motor could drive the 
rotary assemblies against the brush friction. It was estimated that an equiv-
alent power would be needed for the bearing and drive mechanisms. Then, a 
drive motor of less than 1 hp will be sufficient for the entire rotary joint 
assembly. 
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Trade studies conducted in the structures area are indicated on Figure 
3.4-1, and dealt primarily with: photovoltaic structure configuration perform-
ance (both static and dynamic) as influenced by satellite length-to-depth 
aspect ratio; antenna structure concept selection; structural materials selec-
tion; and, finally, the optimum shape and detail configuration of the cap 
elements that make up the basic beam element produced on orbit by a beam 
builder. This basic beam element is the heart of all satellite structure con-
figurations studied. The following sections discuss results of these trade 
studies. 
STRUCTURE 
SUBSYSTEM 
e ENVIRONMENTAL INDLCED PERTL4tBATIONS 
(GRAVITY GRADIENT TORQl£S AND FORCES) 
e SATELLITE SHAPE I\. MASS DISTRIBUTION 
• ASPECT RATIO 
• ALIGNMENT CONTROL 
e STRLCTURAL MODELS (NASTRAN) 
Mrs 
ANTENNA 
MATERIALS 
STRlJCTURAL 
SUBELEMENTS 
HIGII) I>I~C 
COMPRESSION 
FRAME(TENSION 
WEB 
METALS 
COMPOSITES 
~ 
D I: 
o 0 0 l 
o 0 
000 
o 
lHlHMAL Ol~ TORTIO N 
STA lIC I\. DYNAMIC DISTORTION 
FIGURE CONTROL IMPLICATIONS 
EASE OF CONSTRLCTlON(TIME LINE 
,"''''S$ 
NON ALKALI 
ALKALI 
FLANGES 
LIGHTENING HOLES 
{
e NON CORROSIVE 
A TMOSPHERE OF SPACE 
Figure 3.4-1. Structural Subsystem Trades 
3.4.1 ASPECT RATIO 
The aspect ratio for a satellite structure is defined as the ratio of its 
largest dimension to its smallest dimension (i.e., length/depth). This aspect 
ratio influences satellite natural bending frequencies, structural element 
sizes, and overall satellite distortion due to environmental perturbating and 
thermal gradients. 
Initially, the three photovoltaic satellite configuration concepts, shown 
in Figure 3.4-2, were used to evaluate the impact of aspect ratio on the 
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Figure 3.4-2. Configurations Evaluated 
magnitude of forces and torques resulting from enviromnental perturbations and 
satellite natural bending frequencies. The magnitude of environmental pertur-
bations acting on an SPS is dominated by gravity-gradient torques. These 
torques are a function of the difference in mass moment of inertia [e.g., 
Ix ::: f ~Iy-Iz)] which is, in turn, a function of aspect ratio. 
Figure 3.4-3 depicts the satellite axis orientation (Y-POP), the gravity-
gradient torque (TA) equations used in the analysis and the magnitude of 
8" r1TCH 
'2' lOll 
CONCEPT NO. 
l. NASAlMSfC 
PHOTOVOLTAIC 
(SUN ORIENTED) 
2. ROQ(WEll 
PHOTOVOLTAlc 
(EQUATOR ORIENTED) 
3. NASAl JSC 
PHOTOVOl T AI C 
(MODifiED) 
(EQUATOR OR1ENUD) 
ASPECT RATIOS 
Y/Z V/X X/Z 
103 2.0 52 
19.0 13.0 1.5 
62.S 5.6 12.0 
MASS MOMENT 
Of INERTIA 
~g-M2 
Iy 1)/ Xz 
5.4 4.39 4.89 
X X X 
1014 loIS loiS 
5.14 8.00 8.03 
X X X 
10 12 10 14 10 '4 
4:7 6.* 6.29 X 
1012 10'5 1015 
GRAVITY GRADIENT 
TORQUES: N-M GEO 
NOMINAL WORST CASE 
Ty 
-::'11 TZ Ty TX TZ 
•• 26 25.2 12.03 ~ .26 3.~3 3.05 
X X X X X X 
106 106 106 106 107 107 
2.38 ::.0 ::.0 2.38 6.32 6.30 
X X X X 
104 104 106 ,06 
7.13 ::.0 "'0 7.13 4.98 ".91 
x x x x 
lOS loS 107 107 
~-~ -. 
Figure 3.4-3. Solar Photovoltaic Aspect Ratio/Gravity-Gradient 
Torque Comparisons 
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aspect ratio, mass moment of inertia, and geosynchronous grayity ..... gradient 
torque for each of the three configurations used in the trade study. The 
"nominal" torques are those encountered during normal operation with the 
Y··axis perpendicular to the orbit plane (POP), and the X- and Z-axis in the 
orbit plane. The "worst case" torques are produced when the axis in question 
is at a 45-degree angle with t:h • .! orbit plane. Results indicate that low 
aspect ratios (L/D or Y/Z) generate lower nominal and worst-case torques. 
If the satellite structure is viewed as a free body, the. gravity-gradient 
torques can be expressed as a triangular force distribution, as illustrated in 
the upper right-hand corner of Figure 3.4-4. To hold the satellite in the 
position (8 = 45°) in preparation for returning it to its nominal operating 
attitude (8 = 0°), a centrally located moment (MR) applied 
GRAVITY GRADIENT 
FORCE DISTRIBUTlON----' 
z 
ELEMENT "I" 
"~ o 
EARTH 
SATELLITE ~ 
DEPTH=D ~ 
\)~I 2 
V P MR ~ <9~~ 
IASIC If AM ELEMENT "b" 
Figure 3.4-4. SPS Aspect Ratio Analysis Load Diagram 
with a magnitude MR = 2 Tmax' This moment source is either a close-coupled 
thruster system or a momentum wheel device. This gravity-gradient torque/ 
restoring moment system l~esults in a tension/compression force couple 
(P cr x D) carried by the. satellite longitudinal structural beams. These beams 
or tribeam girders ("W") are common to the three configurations evaluated. 
They are made from triangular basis beam elements ("b"), fabricated on orbit 
by a beam-builder or machine. The basic beam elements consist of three cap 
sections and three transverse struts stabilized by X-tension braces or cables. 
For purposes of ana,lysis, the caps and struts were assumed to be tubes of 
radius (R) and wall thickness (t). In an actual application, these caps and 
struts would be optimized by cross-section shaping and lightening holes to 
result in a minimum mass per unit length for a given load (Pcr) consistent 
with the environmental perturbations. The configuration of a tribeam girder 
can be defined by the following dimensional parameters: 
1 = girder length between supports 
W tribeam g:'l.);ner side dimension and bay length d:imension 
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b - basic beam element sid~and bay length dimension 
r = cap radius 
t = cap wall thickness 
The optimum tribeam girder is one where all critical stress levels are 
equal to each other and to the applied stress, assuming no factor of safety. 
These critical stresses can be expressed in terms of the above dimensional 
parameters as follows: 
cr 
7f2Eb 2 
critical buckling stress in basic beam element "b" = 6W2 = crb 
cr 
7f2ER2 
critical buckling stress in cap element "e" = = cre 2b2 
cr 
.24 Et 
crippling allowable for cap element "e" = cce R 
Using these relationshIps and the Rockwell structure configuration wiLh a 
concentration ratio = 2 (Figure 3.4-2) as a discriminator, a dimensional sens-
itivity analysis was conducted; results are tabulated in Table 3.4-1. Pcrw is 
the critical load on the tribeam girder for the dimensions indicated, and 
MASSQ, is the mass of the tribeam girder of length ">!," in kilograms. From the 
Table 3.4-1. Roch.7ell Sensitivity Analysis 
CASE Pcrw Pcrw /9 HP'" IIW I1 II bit uRI) t C7cr MASS600 
NO. N LBS N LBS M M M MM MM II Po PSI KG 
" 
1 3,050 B20 <405 91 600 lB.<4<4 0.57 !O .065 , 107.3 15,556 2<47 
2. 15,092 3,393 1,6n 3n 600 21.05 0.7<4 15 .127 139.9 20,30<4 717 
3 60,371 13,572 6,70B 1,50B 600 2<4.05 0.98 22 .25<4 18<4.8 26,800 2,172 
<4 5<42,680 122,000 60,04B 13,500 600 30.10 1.52 44 .762 286.6 41,601 12,601 
relationships of the variables, two may be selected as fixed parameter and 
the r6naining variables solved in terms of the fixed parameters. Case 1 uses 
the force va1ue'of 3650 N for the initial load, Pcrw and a tribeam girder 
length of 600 m as fixed parameters for solvin.g for the other variab1es-
W, b, R, etc. The initial load cQmes from the previously calculated (Figure 
3.4-3) gravity-gradient torques. Cases 2, 3, and 4 use ">!," and "t" as the 
fixed parameters for calculating the remaining variables. Table 3.4-2 com-
pares the tribeam girder dimensions for the initial three concepts, with the 
values of Pcrw and ">!," being dictated by gravity-gradient torques and concept 
configuration, respectively. The Rockwell concept with the lowest aspect 
ratio (LID = 19) results in the lightest cap mass (Me = 27fRtp) and, in turn, 
the lightest weight tribeam girder per unit length (Mw = 36x27fRtp). 
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MR P crw CRITICAL STRESS - "cr 
CONCEPT NO. 
tlJtI_M ! IIWIl_M N-Mx106 N IIb ll _M t'R"_MM "tU-MM /1 Po PSI 
1. NASA/MSFC 69 7,001 .. 93 16.6B 0.80 11 0.086 131 19,000 
2. ROCKWELL 12.6 3,650 600 lB."" 0.57 10 0.065 98 '4,150 
3. NASA(JSC 99.6 10,290 508 17.89 0.62 12.5 0.136 107 15,520 
The natural frequency of the three initial configurations can be closely 
appr.iximated if the NASA-MSFC concept is treated as a free-free elliptical flat 
plate, and the Rockwell and NASA-JSC concepts are treated as free-free beam; 
then 
f 6.7 1TEl =-- 2am(l-v2 ) n 21Ta elliptical plate 
f (4.73) [i; n 21T L3m beam 
where: 
a = major axis 2 (ellipse) 
E = modulus of elasticity = 6.895xl0 1O Pa for alum;i.num 
I = geometric moment of inertia 
m = satellite mass 
v = Poisson's ratio = 0.3 for aluminum 
L = length (beam) 
Figure 3.4-5 plots the natural frequency of the three configurations as 
a function of tribeam cross-sectional area. Both the NASA-MSFC and Rockwell 
configurations have two data points indicated. The lower frequencies are 
based on the sizing results (Table 3.4-2), and the higher numbers are for 
structure material thicknesses used in previous feasibility studies which are 
more consistent with minimum gauge requirements. Also indicated in Figure 
3.4-5 are the preliminary requirements for minimum structure natural frequency 
for both GEO and LEO environments, as dictated by attitude control system (ACS) 
bandwidth frequencies. During the course of the study, these structure fre-
quency requirement~ have been reduced significantly based on detailed ACE 
analysis; .however, a structure configuration which results in a relatively 
'high natural frequency is desirable and will minimize the complexity of the 
ACS. 
In summary, the Rockwell concept, which has a low aspect ratio, develops 
lower axial loads in the tribeam girders due to environmental forces and 
torques, and yields a relatively high natural frequency. Both of these char-
acte:r.istics are beneficial to the integrity of the SESstructural subsystem. 
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- LENG1H/ D PTH ASPECT RATIO 
- ATTITUDE 
- BLAN KET 8. REFLECTOR 
TENSI O NING R QMTS 
- OFF ENTER MASS ROTATION 
(ANTENNA) 
- 2-AXIS MASS IMBALANCE 
- NO . BEAM ELEMENTS 
- NO. JOINTS 
In 
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GEO > 1 CY/ HR 
MINIMUM G AGE MATERIAL 
MINIMUM GAGE MATERIAL 
MATCH ED MASS MOMENTS 
OF INERTIA (lXX '" IZZI 
SIMPLICITY 
Figure 3.4-6. Hajor Structural Configuration Considerations 
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n an v luation th con ptR d pi t d on Figur 3 . 4-9 . The 
discriminat rs, param t rs, a nd d sign goals uS d in th trade s tudy ar list d 
on Tabl 3 . 4-3 . Th surfac flatn ss r quir 01 nt is di tat d by th upp r 
limit f 1 tr nic b am st ring ap billty , whi h is stimat d to b _ 0 . 08° . 
The natural fr qu n y r quir m n is dictat d by he ACS subs tem a nd th 
r nt ly stima t d r quir 01 nt f r th a n nna structur i > 2 Y 1 s/h ur . 
Thrmal stability is a un t' on of chang s in th t mp ratur dis ribution 
cau s d b th 360-d gr rotation f th stru tur w' th r sp t t h sun 
a nd r lat s t fla tn ss and th rmal stress s . Th mass dis riminat r 
is simply ss nomi b n fit n nnally d riv d from light-
\oJ i ght stru tur mplexity is also an c n mi onsid ration 
a nd is b s t 01 sur d by rs of s parat b am 1 m nts whi h must b 
handl d , a nd th numb r o[ structural joints that must b af ted , whic h 
provid s a subj tiv judgm nt associated with constru ion tim and om pl xi t y . 
t/ 
TENSION 
WEB/COMP, 
FRAME 
RIGID 
MATRIX 
GRID 
TYPE DESIGN 
SPOKES  165M I}KM CABLE I 
RIM/SPOKE ~=-:-~~~-~~~~~~---t-----------1 ~~:;i~ ~ .. L 
RING ~ ill I 
Figur 3 . 4-9 . Antenna Struc tural C n cep ts 
Table 3 . 4-3 . SPS Mi rowave Ant nna Stru tur 
DISCRI MINATOR 
• SURFACE FLATNESS 
• NATURAL FREQUENCY 
• THERMAL STAB I lilY 
• MASS 
• CONSTRUCTION 
COMPLEX ITY 
PARAMETER 
- SOLAR PRESSURE 
- GRAVITY GR ADIENT FORCE 
- MICROWAVE BACK PRESSU RE 
- TEMPERATURE GRAD IENTS 
- CENT R I FUG AL FORCE 
- D IAMETERIDEPTH 
AS PECT RATIO 
- MATERIAL SELECTION 
- MATERIAL SELECTI ON 
- CONFIGURATION 
- DESI GN CONCEPT 
- MATERIAL SELECT ION 
- NO BEAM ELEMENTS 
- NO JO INTS 
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Without conducting a detailed structural and thermal analysis of each of 
the five concepts depicted (Figure 3.4-9), the selection rationale must be 
somewhat subjective. All concepts evaluated can be designed to meet the 
design goals for surface flatness, natural frequency (e.g., the tension web/ 
compression frame concept has the lowest natural frequency, which is estimated 
to be approximately 6 cycles/hour), and thermal stability. Mass estimates and 
construction complexity factors clearly favor the tension web/compression frame 
concept developed by Rockw~ll in the Satellite Power System (SPS) Feasibility 
Study (NAS8-32l6l). 
Based on a limit load condition of 128.28 N (see Figure 3.4-10) distrib-
uted over the web surface as a pressure force, a sizing analysis was conducted 
on the configuration shown in Figure 3.4-8. From the sizing analysis, the 
mass breakdown tabulated in Figure 3.4-11 was generated. The total mass of 
73,875 kg is less than half that estimated for the other four concepts evalu-
ated. 
£Ailll! 
S 
o EARTH 
c 
CASE 121 
8 
o EARTH 
Figure 3.4-10. 
SOLAR PRESSURE Ps 
· 
t 4.78 
MICROWAVE PRESSURE PM 
· • 
26.69 
CENTRIFUGAL FORCE Pc 
· 
t 51.97 
GRAVITY GRADIENT FORCE • PGG 
· 
t 90.47 
120.53 NEWTONS 
SOLAR PRESSURE Ps 
· t 4.78 
MICROWAVE PRESSURE . PM 
· 
t 26.69 
CENTRIFUGAL FORCE Pc 
· 
4 51. 97 
GRAVITY GRADIENT FORCE • PGG 
· 
4 107.78 
4 128.28 NEWTONS 
DESIGN CONDITION ~ 
Microwave Antenna Structure Design Condition 
The rigid matrix grid and the rigid truss concepts require the on-orbit 
fabrication of a multitude of beam elements which must then be joined together 
to form the finished product. Estimates of the construction time for these 
two concepts range up to one year--depending on the number of beam machines 
and EVA personnel dedicated to this activity. The rim/spoke concepts appear 
to lend themselves to a rapid construction rate. However, they require cable 
tuning to achieve .surface flatness and take an unacceptable amount of time. 
The compression frame of the selected concept uses the same b8sic construction 
,techniques as the photovoltaic solar arrays (i.e.; tribeam girder fabrication) 
and does not require additional construction equipment development. The 
tension webs and catenary cables can be transported to the construction site 
on spools and laid in place off the antenna construction jig. Based on esti-
mates generated during the end-to-end analysis activity, the Rockwell concept 
for a tension web/compression frame nlicrowave antenna structure can be con-
structed in approximately five working days. 
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NOMENCLATURE QTY REOD 
• COMPRESSION FRAME 
- TRIBEAM GIRDERS 6 
- FRAME CORNERS· 6 
- STRUCTURE 6 
- ELEVATION JACKS 3 
- IN-PLANE TENSION DEVICES 6 
• CATENARY ROPE 6 
• TENSION WEB 1 
• ATTACHMENTS" 3,108 
(WAVEGUIDE TO WEBI 
"ESTIMATED 
• MASS RESULT < 112 THAT OF OTHER CONCEPTS 
• CONSTRUCTION RELATIVELY SIMPLE 
MASSIUNIT 
3,556 
3,556 
1,340 
3,001 
1 
SUBTOTAL 
3(l%GROWTH 
TOTAL 
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TOTAL MASS 
142,6781 
21,339 
21,339 
- 18,040) 
13,0011 
(3,108) 
56,827 
+17,048 
~ 
Figure 3.4-11. Microwave Antenna Mass Summary 
In summary, the tension web/compression frame concept was selected because 
of its superiority in the areas of mass and construction complexity. 
3.4.3 MATERIALS 
Structural aluminum has been selected for all primary SPS structural 
elements except the antenna tension web and catenary ropes. These two ele-
ments will be made from composite systems to take advantage of 'their high 
unidirectional properties and relative insensitivity to temperature gradients 
and temperature changes caused by the operational environment. 
Figure 3.4-12 presents the material optiuns'available and the key trade 
parameters which were considered in the trade study. Within the metallics 
regime, two options are available. Non-alkali materials such as steel, 
aluminum, titanium, etc., are obvious candidates in that they are well char-
acterized and the trade parameters can be well quantitized. The other 
metallic option is alkali metals such as sodium, potassium, and lithium. 
Although they have no application in the oxygen environment here on earth, 
they potentially have an excellent application as multifunction materials in 
the operational environment of SPS as both structural materials and electrical 
conductors. Figure 3.4-13 compares the electrical resistance and material 
density of alkali materials with electrical conductor materials currently in 
use on earth. If specific resistance (resistance x density) is used as a 
·performance indicator, lithium, sodium, and. potassium will all out-perform 
pure aluminum as electrical conductors fora given mass of material. However, 
little if any mechanical properties data have been generated for these alkali 
materials. Hence, they are not considered prime candidates for SPS structure 
material. Developing material properties for these alkali materials as a 
backup should certainly receive consideration in future development plans. 
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NON-MET .. LLI CS 
THERMOPL .. STICS 
• POLYIMIDE 
• POL YSULFONE 
• POL YQU INOX"lINES 
• ~JEW 
• COMMON .. L1TY 
• EN ERGY TO P!'.ODUCE 
• GROUND PROCESSIN G 
• ON-ClUIT F .. BRIC"TlON SUIT .. BILITY 
• MULTI-tJSE COMP"TlBllITY 
Figure 3 . 4- 12 . Larg Space Strur. tures Material Consid rations 
o CANDIDAlt METALS SUITA BLE FOR SPACE SERVI CE ONLY (ALKALI I 
o SPECIFI C RESI STANCE : MICROHM - CMf GM AT 2)f/J K. 
RESISTA NCE DENSITY SPECIFIC RESISTANCE 
o LITHI UM 
o SODIUM 
o POTASS IUM 
o RUBIDI UM 
o CESIUM 
o SILVER 
o COP PE R 
o ALUM INUM 
7.613 
3. 821 
5. 72 
10. 01 
16. 06 
1.34 
1.40 
2. 24 
. 534 
. 97 
. 87 
1.53 
1. 873 
10. 49 
8. 94 
2. 7 
4.07 
3.71 
4. 98 
15. 32 
30. 08 
14. 06 
12. 52 
6. 05 
o THE ALKALI METALS : L1THIUM ,SODIUM AND POTASSIUM BECOME EXCELLENT CONltNDERS 
AS CONDUCTORS IN SPACE AT 2SOO~ 
o INFORMATI ON NEEDED FOR TRA DE STUD IES 
o MECHANICAL PROPERTIES DATA 
Figur 3 . 4-13. SPS Materials Comparison 
At the oth r ~nd of the materials spectrum ar the non -m tallies , suc h 
a s organic composite syst ems and ceramics . The erami s a pp ar to hav appli-
cation only in ex tremely high-t emper a tur nv ironments , as would b en ount er d 
in a solar t herma l SPS, because of their r la tively high cost and fragility . 
The composite systems , at firs t glance , appear like the obvious choice for an 
SPS struc ture material . Their d nsity is 56% of aluminum, th ir unidirectional 
(0°) elas t ic modules a r 3 to 3-1/2 times that of aluminum, a nd their t ensile 
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strength is over four times that of aluminum. This would indicate a potential 
for dramatic savings in structural tnass. However, for a composite system to 
have the compressive and torsional stability required by an SPS structural 
element cap, the fiber orientation is not just unidirectional but also includes 
±45° fibers and ±90° fibe'!;"s. This has the effect of lowering the effective 
0° tensile strength and elastic modulus to a point where the structural per-
formance is still superior to aluminum, but the improvement is not as dramatic. 
It is reasonable to expect a composite system to have a modulus of elasticity 
of,greater -than 10xI010pascals, compared to 6.9xl0 10pascals for aluminum, and 
an ultimate tensile strength of 5.5Xl08 pascals compared to 4.2Xl08 pascals 
for aluminum. However, most of the sizing analyses conducted to date using 
aluminum allowables indicate that minimum-gauge material is the limiting con-
dition and not material modulus or strength. If this trend is verified by 
detailed mathematical simulation, then the added strength of composite systems 
is of little value other than increasing the structural factor of safety. 
·Considering the other trade parameters of physical properties, operating 
temperature, and energy-to-produce, composites are a winner over aluminum and 
all other non-alkali metallics. However, raw material costs, ground process-
ing, on-orbit fabrication suitability, and multi-use commonality parameters 
favor aluminum. In the final analysis, the aging characteristics parameter 
is the key to the selection of aluminum for most primary structural elements. 
Aging characteristics of aluminum over a 30-year life are predictable. No 
data have been generated to date on the long-term aging characteristics of 
composite systems. This is particularly true of thermoplastic systems which 
would appear to lend themselves to rapid on-orbit fabricat:ion because they 
do not require a cure cycle after forming, and they can be welded or joi.ned 
together simply by applying heat. Thermoset composite systems, on the other 
hand, require time-dependent cure cycles for forming and the introduction of 
a separate adhesive system to effect joining or welding. Aging of composite 
systems include, but is not limited to, outgassing in the space vacuum and 
resil).: strength degradation due to radiation. These effects alone could make 
composites totally unacceptable for SPS structural applications on a large 
scale. 
In summary, it is less risky from an overall program sense to select 
aluminum and design a structure that can accommodate its shortcomings, such 
as a maximum operating temperature of only lSO°C and a relatively high 
coefficient of thermal expansion (23.4xlO-Gm!m-OC),than to select a composite 
system which may prove unacceptable in the years to corne. Developing methods 
for generating accelerated aging data for composite systems should receive 
high priority in near-term technology development planning. Finally, it will 
be tnuch easier to switch from aluminum to composites during the development 
phase of the SPS than to do the reverse. 
3.4.4 TRIBEAM SUBELEHENT STUDY 
All of the SPS structural configurations investigated during the course 
of this study consist of a common structural element termed a tribeam girder, 
as shown in Figure 3.4-14. The tribeam girder is made up of a basic beam 
element fabricated on orbit by a beam machin2. The basic beam element con-
sists of three cap sections,' three transverse struts, and X-tension members. 
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Figure 3.4-14. Photovoltaic Wing Structure Ti ring 
For purposes of sizing analys s, the caps and struts were considered to b 
tubes of radius, R, and wall thickn ss , t. In the actual appl ication to SPS, 
the shape of the caps , in particular, will be dictated by minimum mass and 
beam machine compatibility considerations. The obj ctive of this study was 
not to trade one cap shape vs . another but to determine the direction the 
detail design should t ake that will result in a minimum m ss structural sys-
tem compatible with on-orbit fabrication. 
The first parameter investigated was the effect of shape on temperature 
gradient across the cap cross-section. Figure 3 . 4-15 presents results of a 
thermal analysis, and plots temperatur gradient vs . c ross-section perimeter 
100 I I I 
" I I 
.-+------.=::::=== ~'9'l72 fL l · 31.U 
"\ I I tj ~It I, ~ ....:-~-\-'==-"'---- r~t ~-4'tt-
,.....;~.,,-c.~--\---::=::=o.--- ~I L • 42 ;TT.d 
PERIMETER L (METERS) 
AT - TI·T2 
o • ( • 0.8 
Figure 3 . 4-15 . Temperature Gradient as Function of Sube1em nt Shap 
for a number of different cap shapes subjected to a heat fl ux of one sun . The 
emissivity (£ ) and a bsorbtivity (a) arc assumed equal to 0.8 for all shapes . 
The open triangular cap with its apex directly toward the sun, or 180 0 to the 
sun, experienc~s little or no temperature gradient as indicated by the shape 
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located on the ordinate. This is true regardless of the perimeter dimension 
of the open triangular section. However, in a triangular basic beam element 
(Figure 3.4-14), for every cap or.iented with the apex directly toward or 
away from the sun, the two other caps are oriented toward the sun, as indica-
ted in the top right corner of Figure 3.4-15, and experience a temperature 
gradient as high as a closed triangular section with one vertex pointing 
180 degrees from the heat source. The conclusion reached is that the temper-
ature gradient problem cannot be significantly minimized by cap shaping when 
the complete "basic beam element" is considered. The impact of temperature 
gradients can best be minimized by material selection and the application of 
thermal coatings to tailor 8 and CI. for the environment. 
The criterion for cap-shaping is, then, to obtain the highest critical 
stress for a given mass over a given length-cOiIsidering beam machine compat-
ibility. The cap sections are critical in general and/or local instability. 
The optimwn cap shape is one that develops the highest colwnn-buckling stress 
(crcn) combined with an equally high local crippling stress (cree)' Figure 3.4-16 
tabulates properties for three closed tubes with circular, square, and triang-
ular cross-sections. Each section contains the same cross-sectional area and, 
hence, the same mass for a given length. All results are expressed in terms of 
equivalent tube diameter. As indicated, the circular tube develops the highest 
t,UfD m t~ t- - h PARAMETER 
fORMULA EQUIVALENT RATIO FDRMULA tOUIVALENT CYLINDER CYLINDE R 
I'EfllMEHR .0 411 ,D 1 3b .0 
!'(IN) 
1\1111\1\ liN)') 
.111 4ht .Ot 1 3"1 .11I 
EOUIVALENT h • -i 0 
" 
• 0 
DIMENSION .. .. - - 3 
INERTIA 
IIIN4) 0.393 D3t 
• 667,,3, 
.32303, .822 .250 b3, .:l87D3t 
RADIUS OF 0.354D .408 h .321D .907 .:l89b .302D 
GYRATION P liN) 
CDL BUCK LING .:lE ":IE ,:IE .8:14 ,:IE .2E 
. 125 '(I;Di! (;{{::iOii'hi!2 .103---- .091 Ti7Di1 "e" IPSI) ( I/D)2 1/1I.289b) ( 2 
I 10' [ 121 (. E r] 0.85 .MZ. 10'0 1~)·85 [9t (E ) ~] .85 if'S. Ht· (6) .85 CRIPPLING 2.7" 10 1'5') .560 .- ._. .507 .560ev ·'0-
"cc IPSI) cy 71'0 IICV " °cy 
" CONSTANT AREA. PERIMETER AND THICKNESS 
2) MODULUS OF ELASTICITY E = '.8S5/t, .. 4 "'~ 
3) YIELD.STRESS "ev = 3 8' "'~ . 
4) FDR CRIPPLING COMPARISON 
tid' .004 
RATIO 
1 
1 
.731 
854 
.730 
.399 
Figure 3.4-16. Allowable Stress Levels as Function of Subelement Shape 
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column-buckling stress (acn) and crippling stress (ace) and is therefore super-
ior to the square and triangular sections. Figure 3.4-17 operates on the square 
tube concept and develops higher critical stresses-first, by opening the sec-
tion and then by introducing cutouts and increasing the envelope size while 
retaining the same equivalent cross-sectional areas and mass per unit length. 
~<> .< ~Y "ARAMETER Yo", '-7, 
, 
EOUIVALENT h "'.~ 0 b • 1.2590 b • 1.3120 
O'MENSION 
fI ANGE b II 
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AREA:AIM2, 3.142 DI 3.142D' 3.142DI 
RADIUS OF 0.321D 0.102D 0.082D GYRATION:eIMI 
INERTIA 0.323D3, 0.323D3, 0.322D3, 111\14) 
0.102 -2!,2C,COL .2E 0.104 ---:COL C'JLUMN .2E II/D)2 (1/012 
8UCKLING 0.103 (1ID)2 
lien (f!ll 0010 _'!.:5_· TOA .2E 
• (1ID)2' 0.014 Ii iDi2: TOR 
CRIPPLING 3.13~ 1~)·85 2.21 ~ (5).85 2,21- '6)·85 
ur,: IPa) 
'I(, VOID 
-
-
-
_ .. 
1) CONSTANT WEIGHT & THICKNESS 
21 "' •• 56111 cy)·575 IE)·425 
" A"'c ~ ;v, y y,( ) .", y 
C • 1.1470 c '" 1.3350 
--
C C 
• '4 ., q 5' 
0.5730'·ANGLE 0.534DI:ANGLE 
2.29DI:X-SECT 2.136 DI;X·SECT 
3.142DI:WEIGHT 3.142DI;WEIGHT 
0.508D,SECTION 0.600D SECTION 
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O.OOI9D3t:ELEMENT 0.OOI6D3t:ELEMENT 
.2e .2E 
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.2e ELEMENT 0.226 .2E .ELEMENT 0.206 IDiili' , TOR STAB ID/,)2 'TOR STAB 
2.90 ~ (15).85 3,07 ~ fb,·85 
31.3 41.3 
Figure 3.4-17. Square Tube Shape Optimization 
The data are expressed in terms of the closed tube diameter so that a direct 
comparison can be made. The results indicate that· a square tube with 41. 3% 
cutouts has a column-buckling critical stress 
as compared with the circular tube 
(cren = 0.125· (~;~)' ) 
or almost a 200% increase in allowable operating stress level. Figure 3.4-18 
presents the same type of data for the triangular tube and-yields an even 
greater improvement ill column-buckling capability th<l;n the square section-
i.e., 
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Figure 3.4-18. Allowable Stress Levels as a Function 
of Size and Shape 
However, for the triangular and square sections analyzed, the indicated values 
of element critical torsional stability stress and critical crippling stress 
(crcc ) are significantly lower than the circular tube allowable (i.e., for the 
triangular section with 41.3% cutouts 
7J'2 E 0.642 (D/t)2 = 6.99 m Pa,and 2.60 00 (tiD) 0.85 46.6 m Pa, 
while the critical crippling stress for the circular tube is 
= 2.76X10 10 tiD ~ 110.4 m Pal. 
This indicates a need for flanging the cutouts to improve these critical stress 
levels. This flanging can easily be accomplished by the beam machine during 
the cap-forming operation. 
In summary ,pending a detailed design development program aimed specific..-
ally at cap design, the results of the above analysis indicate the selection 
of a cap that is triangular in cross-section. It should incorporate flanged 
cutouts, sized and placed so that the critical stress levels for the section 
(and all elements within the section) approach the yield stress of the mater-
ial and are essentially equal to each other. Figure 3.4-19 depicts a cap 
design concept that is in line with the results of the above analysis and is 
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compatible with one of the Rockwell beam builder concepts. The cutouts are 
circular and are stamped out of the sheet stock during ground preprocessing 
operations. The sheet stock is rolled on spools and stored in canisters for 
delivery to the construction site. Three canisters are attached to and fed 
through a beam builder to form a triangular basis beam element 2 m on a side 
(Figure 3.4-14). The caps are formed and welded and the cutouts flanged 
during the on-orbit fabrication process. The cap section shown has not been 
subjected to the detailed analysis and test activity required to determine 
the optimum size and shape. It is presented here only as an example of what 
is envisioned for SPS structure. 
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Figure 3.4-19. 
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3.5 ATTITUDE CONTROL & STATIONKEEPING SUBSYSTEM 
(ACSS) CONCEPT EVOLUTION 
The purpose of this section is to summarize the SPS concept evolution 
trades that impact the attitude control and stationkeeping functions. and 
to develop the requirements for the point design spacecraft and the ACSS 
itself. The material reported herein is the joint result of compl~mentary 
studies performed by NASA/MSFC and Rockwell study teams. 
The immense size of the spacecraft relative to contemporary. vehicles is 
found to modify the complexion of the attitude control problem sufficiently 
so that a reevaluation of many basic stabilization and control approaches is 
warranted as well as the development of certain new techniques. The factors 
considered in the trades include: 
• Orbit plane selection 
• How the control requirements vary with spacecraft dimensions 
and aspect ratio 
• Evaluation of spacecraft configurational alternatives which 
impact ACSS requirements so as to optimize the overall system 
• Consideration of a broad group of control techniques and sub-
system alternatives 
• An assessment of control system bandwidth requirements and the 
related structural dynamic frequency requirements 
• An evaluation of passive and active figure control concepts 
for the higher concentration ratio solar collectors 
• RCS propulsion type trades and thruster configuration alternatives 
• An assessment of the stabilization and control requirements for 
SPS construction in LEO and low thrust transfer to GEO 
Due to the report space limitations the background for developments is either 
summarized very briefly or reference is given to more complete treatments. 
The ACSS requirements are given in Volume II. Some of these requirements 
are the functional requirements that are used as a starting point for the 
trades in this section of the report. Other more detailed requirements are 
based on the results of the analysis presented in this section. The point 
design which resulted from the trades and requirements analysis of this 
section is described in Volume IV, SPS Point Design Definition. 
3.5.1 ORBIT SELECTION TRADES 
The continuous earth visibility and near continuous solar visibility 
afforded by the geosynchronous orbit makes it. highly desirable for SPS and 
the only remaining issue is the selection of the inclination of the orbit 
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plane. Three orbits which possess features attractive to SPS are illustrated 
in Figure 3.5-1. The 7.3° inclined orbit can eliminate the north-south 
stationkeeping ~V requirement. The ecliptic orbit has the desirable feature 
that direct solar pointing (no collector pointing losses) can be achieved in 
a "wings-level" (Y-POP) orientation which minimizes the gravity gradient 
torques and resulting ReS propellant consumption. However, it suffers from 
a daily earth eclipse period of 1.23 hours (5.14% of the time). The equatori-
al orbit is el!lipsed less than 0.97% of the year on the average. The equato-
rial orbit results in a peak collector efficiency loss of 8% when flying in 
this Y-POP "w:lngs-level" orientation. Other pertinent data are sunnnarized 
in the figure. 
RECTENNA 
GEOSYNC. INCLINATION SIZE 
ORBIT PLANE (DEG) INCREASE* 
ECLIPTIC 23.4 6B.5% 
EQUATORIAL 0 0 
~MIN. STA·K'P'G 7.3 13.9% fN 
• FOR 340 LATITUDE (LOS ANGELES) 
CONCLUSION: EQUATORIAL ORBIT PREFERRED, DUE 
TO HIGH $ COST OF INCREASED 
RECTENNA SIZE. 
Figure 3.5-1. Orbit Selection Trade 
N·SSTATION KEEPING 
ANNUALfN 30 YR. RCS 
REQUIRED PROPELLANT 
(M/SEC) G(% SIC MASS) 
TBD TBD 
6.7 X 106 
46M/SEC (2.6%) 
-0 -0 
The increased rectenna size requirement for various orbit inclinations 
and rectenna longitudes is found to be the dominant factor in this trade. To 
illustrate this, the data presented in Figure 3.5-2 have been prepared. The 
principal parameter of interest is the rectenna length to width parameter 
(L/W). For the more northern latitudes the L/Wmay be seen to increase quite 
rapidly past a latitude of 40°. The rectenna width (W) remains constant for 
various latitudes'. The rectenna cost is expected to be in the same order of 
magnitude as the spacecraft itself. Hence, it is concluded that rectenna 
costs will increase'substantially for locations at more northern latitudes 
and for inclined orbits. . 
For a careful review of the data presented in Figure 3.5-1, it may be 
deduced that the increased rectenna costs due to the increased rectenna size 
requirements of the inclined orbits (7.3° and ecliptic orbit) will domiuate 
over all the other factors (propellant msupp1y, eclipse time, and collector 
losses). The equatorial orbit is selected on this basis~ 
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3.5.2 ATTITUDE CONTROL TECHNIQUES TRADES 
This section presents the basic attitude control techniques trades 
including spacecraft configuration alternativesancl trade data to suppo!:" 
the overall spacecraft configuration design trades. The trade tree presented 
in Figure 3.5-3 illustrates these trades and the evolution of the point design 
ACSS. Most of the trades in the upper row are primarily vehicle con:Eiguration 
trades and are motivated by a desire to find configurations which will minimize 
overall system mass, complexity, cost and the potentially large RCS propellant 
resupply requirements. These spacecraft configuration trades were clearly the 
most productive relative to the ACSS system trades and overall system savings. 
This is due to the dominance of the gravity gradient disturbance torques and 
the impact of the spacecraft geometry and orientation on these disturbance 
torques.· The selected approac.hes are underlined and the rej ected ones are 
denoted by an X. The details of these trades are presented in subsequent 
sections. The trade tree is useful as a road map to track the evolution of 
the system. The photovoltaic SPS baseline spacecraft that existed at the 
beginning of the study is generally used as the basis for comparison. 
The trades were performed assuming a specific impulse of 5100 sec for 
an electric thruster ReS. Subsequently a specific impulse of 13,000 sec was 
found to be feasible and is utilized for the point design. The higher 
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~igure 3.5-3. Attitude Control Techniques Trade Tree 
specific impulse makes the selected approach even more attractive than is 
indicated in the trade study data. 
Influence of Spacecraft Size on Control Parameters 
Initially in the study it was found that the relative magnitudes of some 
of the SPS parameters of importance to the ACSS designer differed considerably 
from contemporary spacecraft practice. In order to gain insight into the be-
havior of these control parameters as a function of spacecraft size, the 
analysis sununarized in Figure 3.5-4 was perfonned. It is assumed that the 
spacecraft proportions will remain constant as the size varies, i.e., L/H and 
L/W are constant. ~or instance, the SPS mass is dominated by the collector 
whose mass is pro.portional to area or dimension squared (ru n2). 
The results help explain why some paramecers become much more important 
to SPS than they are for contemporary small unmanned spacecraft. For instance, 
the gravity gradient torque increases in proportion to (IV) nit which explains 
why it dominates over other torques (such as solar pressure) and are extremely 
large compared to contemporary spacecraft. Similarly, attitude control propel-
lant requirements can become quite large because they are proportional to n3. 
The momentum wheel mass increases rapidly with size (run3 ) assuming that wheel 
~iameter increases in proportion to spacecraft dimensions. Thus, from the 
relationships given, it may be deduced that large diameter momentum wheels 
are necessary if excessively heavy wheels are to be avoided. The first struc-
tural bending frequency (ru n-t) gets lower for increasing size and can approach 
the environmental disturbance frequencies which occur at one and t\VO times 
orbit frequency. This suggests that there is an upper size limitation for the 
SpS spacecraft. ~ortunately, the data in subsequent sections illustrates that 
most current SPS designs have not reached this limit, even for operation in LEO. 
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Figure 3.5-4. Influence of sic Size On Control Parameters* 
Spacecraft Configuration Trades 
1 
Some of the spacecraft configuration options considered are presented in 
Figures 3.5-5 and 3.5-6. Spin stabilization has the advantage of providing a 
measure of stability, and the centrifugal acceleration to tension in very light 
weight structure. It requires considerable additional complexity in the de-
spin drive, antenna articulation and power distribution systems to achieve HW 
antenna pointing at the earth and is discarded on this basis. 
Gravity gradient (GG) stabilization is intrinsically appealing to mini-
mize attitude control RCS propellant requirements. The long HW antenna boom 
and cable-connected GG stabilization mass concepts can achieve this goal. 
However, both of these concepts impose substantial hardware mass and com-
plexity penalties relative to the baseline system employing the ion thruster 
RCS system, The long MW antenna boom concept is rejected on the basis that 
it imposes a large penalty in additional power conductor and structural mass 
as well as requiring an additional antenna gimbal so that the boom is not 
constrained to point at the rectenna. The cable connected GG stabilized con-
cept has the disadvantage of additional mass a.nd complexity beyond the base-
line system and is rejected on that basis. It also moves the mass center of 
the system out of the spacecraft body which produces an RCS propellant penalty 
(or necessitates RCS propulsion on the stabilization mass) to counter the 
moments produced by stationkeeping 6V corrections. 
The Gravitationally Stabilized Solar Power Spacecraft (GSSPS), a GG 
stabilized spacecraft concept from the Aerospace Corporation, is included in 
Figure 3.5-6 because of the recent attention it has seen in several technical 
societj papers and the AIM journal and magazine. It represents a very 
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Figure 3.5-5. Some Alternative Configurations Considered 
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Figure 3.5-6. Additional Alternative Configurations Considered 
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innovative cable-connected approach which employs GG libration control in 
phase with the orbital position to prevent the shadowing of the lower solar 
panels by the upper ones. It appears to have the following penalties, any 
one of wpich probably qualifies it as inferior to the present point design 
configuration: 
1. The flexibility of the cable connected vehicle necessitates station-
keeping thrusters and attitude sensor systems located on virtually 
all of the solar panel modules (24 modules). The concept designers 
also suggest the installation of momentum storage equipment on each 
of the solar panel modules. Thus, each module has the essential 
equipment and complexity of a free flying spacecraft. The dynamics 
of the cable connected modules during stationkeeping thrusting con-
stitutes a formidable control problem at best. 
2. The concept designers have not investigated the solar panel shadowing 
problems (libration phasing) at intermediate seasons and it is sus-
pec~ed that shadowing problems may exist during these time periods. 
3. The passive libration damper (shown at the top of the vehicle) will 
be very massive, a feature which has been illustrated in numerous GG 
libration damper designs from early unmanned spacecraft designs. 
4. The phasing of the GG libratious with respect to the sun vector 
requires the libration frequency to be controlled. The natural 
libration frequency will be significantly less than the desired 
two cycles per day due to the spacecraft mass distribution and due 
to the large amplitude libration required for a portion of the year. 
it is suspected that a significant Res (or equipment) penalty will 
be necessary to increase the natural libration frequency to the 
desired value. 
5. The extreme length of the concept (> 72 km) will probably result in 
substantially greater power losses between the solar arrays and the 
MW antenna than would be possible with a more compact spacecraft 
design employing the same power distribution techniques. 
The solar pressure torques are large enough to permit spacecraft control 
using solar pressure vanes (see Figure 3.5-6). A typical system will require 
four gimbaled vanes for three axis control. A single vane will require apprb~~ 
imately two km2 area to counter the gravity gradient torques over a control 
range of + 20. The concept is rej ected on the basis of its larger mass re-
quirements than for the point design system and its larger potential for 
structural dynamic interaction. 
In addition to the above, spacecraft configurations with equal moments 
of inertia about all three axes (3-axis inertia balancing) have been explored 
in at attempt to minimize the gravity gradient torques. The effort proved 
fruitless and the configurations were so ungainly that they are not illustrat-
ed here. The problem is that solar collector designs tend to be flat and the 
achievement of the desired symmetrical mass distribution results in substan-
tial structural complexity, and structural and power distribution cabling mass 
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penalti s . Ho~ v r , two dimensional mass balancing (z ro gravity gr adient 
torque about a single axis) has been fo und to b quite feasible and will be 
treated in the next section. 
Attitud Control Subsystem Approaches fo r Photovoltaic Config.u.rations 
Figur 3 . 5-7 conceptually i llust rat es the con trol techniques which offer 
the gr eatest promise and hence have receiv ed more detailed numerical analysis. 
The concepts have been desc ribed more completely in previous s tudy briefings 
and reports . The erectable momentum wh el paramete r s shown have b en sized 
TYPICAL WHEEL PARAMETER : 
_ ANG ULAR • X 108 
MOMENTU M NEW-M-SEC 
- MAX SPEW 
- MAX TO RQUE 
_ MAX POWER 
- MATERIAL 
- MASS 
_RIM RADIUS 
- NAT FREQ 
6 . 1 RPM 
30, 000 NEW-M 
19 . 1 KW 
25 .6 HP 
ALUMINUM 
6000 KG 
350 M 
. 22 Hz 
I.l::!fRTlA B~LANCING CONCEP S 
(TWO DIMENSIO NAL) 
(66% CALANCED) 
• CROSS SECTION 
• MASS DISTRIBUTION 
DIHEDRAL 
FREE DR 1FT MOD!. 
- QUASI -INERTIAL ATTIT UDE 
- G RAVITY G RADIENT INDUCED 
lIBRATIONS <18.8 DEG 
- liBRATION FREQ - 2 CYCLES/ OR BIT 
MAX EFFICIENCY LOSS - •• 3% 
Figure 3 . 5- 7 . Attitude Control Subsystem Ap pro ac hes 
to minimize its mass consistent with t he size limitations permitted by the 
spacecraft structure. Pa r ametric siz ing data fo r these wheels is given in 
Figure 3 . 5-8 . These wheels must be constructed or erect ed on- orbit due to 
the payload dimension limitations of th booster vehicle . From this data , 
the mass saving advantages of large diameter wheels are quite apparent . 
The use of compo si ~e mater ials resu lt s in a wheel mass that is approx i mately 
1/3 the value of an aluminum wheel. However, aluminum is selected fo r t he 
wheels in order to utilize the same onst ru ction machinery (and technology) 
that is employ d to manufacture the SPS satelli te structure . 
The quas i- iner t1al free drift mode illustrated i n Figure 3 . 5- 7 has been 
deve loped to eliminate the RCS propellant consumpt ion due to the cyclic 
gravity-gradient disturbance to rques . This is achieved by permitting the 
spacecr a f t to librate in respons e t o the cyclic disturban~e torques . The 
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Figure 3.5-8. Homentum Wheel Sizing Data 
angular momentum induced in the spacecraft is absorbed as kinetic energy. The 
maximum gravity-gradient induced libration is + 18.8 degrees and occurs at ttolO 
cycles per orbit. A more comprehensive analytical development and description 
of this mode is presented in t~e earlier SPS study.l 
Several concepts for the achievement of two dimensional inertia balancing 
are illustrated in Figure 3.5-7. The two dimensional inertia balancing results 
in approximately zero gravity-gradient torques about the long axis of the 
spacecraft. The technique thus eliminates the cyclic gravity-gradient torques 
which the other two techniques described above are designed to accommodate. 
The balancing techniques illustrated consist of adjusting the mass distribution 
within the spacecraft cross section (the star or the triangular shape), or by 
using small amounts of dihedral (IV 5°) to achieve the same effect. 
Another factor which impacts the ACSS requirements is the choice of space-
craft reference attitude. Figure 3.5-9 graphically illustrates three potential 
satellite attitude orientations, and the notation and conventions used in sub-
sequent analysis. For instance, Case B, the Y-'POP X-lOP case, is the baseline 
orientation for the photovoltaic configur&tion. It means the Y-body axis 
(long axis of the vehicle) is "perpendicular toth~ orbit plane" (POP), and 
the X-body axis (out of the paper) is "in the orbit plane" (rop). Because 
the ecliptic plane is 23.4° inclined to the equatorial plane, this orientation 
does not always point the so~ar collectors directly at the sun but will always 
point them within 23.4° of the sun line. The orientation minimizes gravity 
1 "SPS Feasibility Study,1\ Rockwell Report SD 76-SA-0239-2, December 1976 
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gradient torques at the expense of solar pointing error. The -Z-stm, X"'IOP 
orientation (Case A) is similar to Case B except the spacecraft is rotated 
about the X-axis to provl,de direct solar pointing (-Z-sun). 'rhe -Z-sun, 
Y-IOP case, (Case C) points the solar ,collector directly at the sun, but 
places the X-axis (long axis of the vehicle) in the orbit plane. These two 
orientations (A and C) provide more accurate solar pointing at the expense 
of larger gravity-gradient torques. 
Having developed the necessary background data for the erectable momentum 
wheels, the quasi-inertial free drift mode, inertia balancing, and the alter-
native attitude orientations we are prepared to quantitatively evaluate the 
merits of these techniques. Table 3.5-1 presents the key variables which are 
of concern in the control technique trades. The mass penalties are the 30-
year propellant resupply requirement and the momentum storage equipment. The 
data was derived using a Rockwell disturbance torque analysis digital program 
to assess propellant and momentum storage requirements. The collector losses 
due tp pointing error directly impact the solar collector sizing and therefore 
also impose a mass penalty. The first orientation (Case A) has an excessive 
propellant penalty and is discarded on that basis. Of the B options, cases 
B2 and B4 are most attractive~ Case B4 results in slightly less total mass 
required to be placed on-orbit than case B2. However, B2 is expected to 
result in lower cost than B4 due to the lower cost of RCS propellant than 
the more complex momentum wheel hardware. On this basis B2 is the preferred 
approach and will result in a simple mechanization with total mass of only a 
few percent of the spacecraft mass. 
Of the C options, C3 is clearly superior and makes use of the quasi-inertial 
free-drift mode to minimize the propellant usage due to the large cyclical 
gravity gradient torques experienced in this orientation. The data makes this 
option appear very attractive relative to option B2. However, all the C 
options require two side-mounted microwave antennas in order to simultaneously 
prevent beam interference with the structure and to obtain solar pressure torque 
balancing. The spacecraft must therefore be "double-sized ll to produce twice 
the power output. The "double-sizing" is thought to produce additional mass 
penalties and complexity beyond the single antenna vehicle. The detailed 
analysiS of "double-sized" two antenna vehicles is beyond the scope of the 
present activity but shOUld be reconsidered in future SPS studies. Based on 
the above rationale the B2 option is the preferred baseline control technique. 
Attitude Control Subsystem Apyroaches for ~olar Thennal Configurations 
The baseline solar thermal configuration and two alternatives for reduc-
ing RCS propellant requirements are illustrated in Figure 3.5-10. The tetra-
hedral configuration has not been evaluated at this time but is attractive for 
achieving the stated goal. The gimba1ed collector option trades complexities 
of the gimbaled collectors for RCS propellant savings. A spacecraft with a 
single collector also offers some attractive features and should be considered 
in future SPS studies. 
Numerical data for several solar thermal spacecraft orientations and 
control configurations are given in Table 3.5-2. Case 2 on the table achieves 
a dramatic reduction inRCS propellant consumption relative to the baseline by 
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Table 3.5-1. Attitude Control System Concept Comparison 
For Photovoltaic Configurations 
30·YR RCS MOMENTUM STORAGE MAX COLLECTOR LOSS 
PROPELLANT REQMTI SYSTEM MASS - DUE TO POINTING (% VEH MASS)6 (% VEH MASS)6 ERROR (l) CO,..J1frHS 
SLCULAR DISTURBANCE TORQUES, 
28.6% 0 0 PROP. REQMTS CANNOT BE REDUCED 
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AVERAGE) 
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-
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Figure 3.5-10. Solar Thermal Configurations 
to Minimize ACSS Requirements 
Table 3.5-2. Attitude Control Concepts Comparison 
for Solar Thermal Configurations 
, 30YR RCS MOMENTUM 
PROPELLANT STORAGE MASS 
ORIENTATION COM' I GURATION RE~UIREMENT- 106 Kg : COMMENTS 19rH~~sOll ("A,()F VEH. MASS) 
Z-SUN BASELINE, RCS 4.0117.9%) -, SECULAR MOMENTUM 
X-lOP CONTROL BUILDUP, MOM. STORAGE 
NOT APPlI CABLE 
Y-POP, ReS ONLY, GIM- 0.68 (3.0%) - APPRECIABLE Res SAV-
X-lOP BALED COLLECTORS INGS, COLLECTOR GIM-
BALING INCREASES 
COMPLEXITY 
Y-POP, G IMBALED COLLEC- NEGLI GI BLE 0.068 10. 31~. APPRECIABLE RCS PRO-
X-lOP TOR S + MOMENTUM PELLANT SAVI NGS FOR 
STORAGE SMALL MOM. STORAGE 
PENALTY 
. 
. 
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flying with the principal axes of inertia in a horizontal attitude so as to 
minimize the gravity-gradient torques (illustrated in Figure 3.5-10). Ca.se 3 
demonstrates an even greate'i mass savings through the addition of three momen-
tum wheels. However, the complexity of the momentum wheel approach is un-
warranted for the small propellant savings which it achieves and case 2 is 
preferred on this basis. The case 2 design concept has not been developed 
and has been selected as the baseline solar thermal spacecraft concept illus-
trated elsewhere in this report. 
Reaction Control System (RCS) Propulsion Trades 
The above control techniques trades r(~sulted in a simple system 
a RCS for attitude control torques and sta'tionkeeping f(lrces. These 
were based on the use of argon ion thrusters with an lsp = 5100 sec. 
mine the relative merits of other propuls:{,on types the data in Figure 
was prepared. 
employing 
trades 
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Figure 3.5-ll.Attitude Control Propellant & Reaction Wheel Mass 
Photovoltaic Configuration (Y-POP, X-lOP) 
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Figure 3.5-11 illustrates that the RCS propellant resupply requirements 
for SPS are very large (and hence costly) for contemporary RCS with low spec-
ific impulse. The development of the high specific impulse electric thruster 
technology is highly desirable to prevent very large ReS propellant resupply 
costs. For satellite lifetimes appreciably greater than 30 years the erect-
able momentum wheels become more attractive even with high lsp ion thrusters. 
The data in Figure 3.5-11 is based on the attitude control requirements 
for the photovoltaic spacecraft baseline configuration that existed at the 
beginning of the current study. The addition of the stationkeeping propulsion 
requirements makes the high performance electric thr.usters even more attractive 
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than is indicated in the figure. Argon is selected over other possible pro-
pellants such as mercury on the basis of the technology development status of 
thrusters using this propellant, the high performance available and re1ative~y 
low cost. In order to minimize the argon tank mass the storage of the argon 
propellant in cryogenic form is selected over storage as a gas. This requires 
a small electrically driven refrigeration system for tankage heat loss makeup. 
Subsequent to these trades the achievement of a 13,000 sec specific impulse 
was found to be feasible and this value is employed for the point design. 
More details of the RCS system are given in the point design ACSS description. 
3.5.3 STATIONKEEPING ALTERNATIVES AND RCS PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 
The sources of stationkeeping perturbations, the required ~V correction 
magnitudes, and the RCS propellant requirements are summarized in Table 3.5-3. 
The requirement for the correction of the solar/lunar perturbations (north-
south) is established as the result of the "Orbit Selection 'rrades" presented 
above.. This trade selected the equatorial orbit in preference to the 7.1 deg 
inclined orbit which can reduce this ~V requirement to zero. 
Table 3.5-3. Stationkeeping RCS Propellant Requirements 
-----,.---_.. -
FUNCTION 
• EARTH TRIAXIALITY (E'W) 
• SOLAR/LUNAR PERTURBA liONS IN ,5) 
• SOLAR PRESSURE PERTURBATION ([-W) 
• D)URNAL PERTURBATIONS 
• M. W. ANl£NNA RADIATION PRESSURE (E-¥l1 
• STATION CHANGE MANEUVERS (E-¥I) 
(6@ 2 DEG.IDAY • 34.2 m/secl 
.iV/YR. 
(- MISEC) 
2.1 
53.3 
344.7 
NOT REQ'D 
NEGLIGIBLE 
1.1 
~~ !'EQPELLAI'IT ~~~ 
OVER 30 YR 
(KGIYRI ('To SIC MASS) 
-- , 
430 
11,000 
76,500 
235 
0.05 
1.25 
8. 12 
0.03 
TOTAL WITH COMPLEJE SOLAR PRESSURE 
CORRECTION'" 399, I ••. J __ !7_, ;00_-4. ___ 9,_4_--, 
• • Isp , 13,000 sec, PHOTOVOlTAIC CONFIGURATION 
oo • ELIMINATED IF + 3.1° LONGITUDE PERTURBATION IS ACCEPTABLE 
.oo • TOTALS ARE NOT-ARITHMETIC SUM 
The dominant stationkeeping propellant requirement is for the correction 
of solar pressure induced perturbations. The solar pressure perturbations 
are cyclical with. an annual frequency and an amplitude of + 3.1 deg if not 
corrected. In order to minimize the SPS space requirement-in GEO and to pre-
vent interference w~th the many other satellites using this orbit which do not 
experience as large a solar pressure acceleration as the SPS, it is assumed 
that this perturbation must be corrected. A stationkeeping accuracy of 0.1 deg 
is selected. 
Because of the large propellant requirement to correct the solar pressure 
perturbation, means of reducing or alleviating it should be explored further. 
The corrective thrusting policy utilized herein places the thrust vector 
directly toward the sun (except during solar eclipse). A preliminary analysis 
of an alternate correction policy which corrects the perturbed orbit by 
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thrusting in the region of its peri- and apo-apse has been conducted. The 
results indicate a 25% propellant savings'utilizing this corrective policy 
is potentially possible and should be investigated further. 
A first order analysis performed in an earlier study2 has shown that the 
solar pressure perturbation acting on a closely clustered group of SPS satel-
lites will perturb the orbit of each spacecraft similarly. Therefore, it 
appears feasible to accept the + 3.10 solar pressure perturbation with SPS 
spacecraft spacing that is very~close. Unfortunately, by the year 2000 the 
geosynchronous orbit might be expected to be very crowded with spacecraft 
whose sensitivity to solar perturbations is much smaller (smaller A/M). 
Hence, the + 3.1 0 perturbation may still require an excessively large portion 
of the geosynchronous orbit track. On this basis it is assumed that the solar 
pressure perturbation must be corrected. 
The location of the rectenna sites within the continental U.S. impacts 
how the SPS spacecraft must be located in the geosynchronous orbit. This is 
due to a potentially large rectenna size (and cost) penalty if the SPS space-
craft are not located at a longitude within a few degrees of the rectenna 
longitude. The decision whether or not to correct the solar p~essure pertur-
bation should be reevaluated in the future considering the impact of rectenna 
siting on the SPS GEO space requirements and the space .requirement impact on 
other GEO spacecraft. A requirement for national and international agreements 
on the utilization of the GEO potentially exists. Fortunately, these space 
allocation problems can potentially be solved 'through the use of a smaller 
number of larger spacecraft. 
The earth triaxial:i.ty correction given in Table 3.5-3 is quite small and 
is based on a worst case longitude station. 
3.5.4 CONTROL SYSTEM/STRUCTURAL DYNAMIC INTERACTION 
Due to the large size and relatively small mass of the SPS structure 
considerable concern was initially expressed that the structural frequencies 
would be high enough to permit satisfactory control. As a result, the follow-
ing analysis was performed to define control system bandwidth and structural 
frequency requirements. Fortunately, the results indicate that the SPS 
operational control does not require wide bandwidth relative to some other 
satellites and satisfactory structural frequencies are easily achievable 
through the avoidance of structural design concepts that a:te not excessively 
thin. 
The structural design requirements for spsts appear to evolve from flight 
control requirements. A search has been conducted to define the dominant 
'flight control requirement which would size the SPS structure. A preliminary 
iist of requirement~ was presented at the quarterly briefing and included: 
• Thruster forces for attitude control and stationkeeping 
• Momentum wheel torques 
2 See section 3.5.2 
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• Tension in structure due to gravity gradient forces 
• Centrifugal acceleration due to tumbling 
• First bending mode frequency 
Analysis by the structures staff indicated that the preliminary bending mode 
frequency requirement was the dominant structural sizing criteria and for 
this reason it Was deemed necessary to make more realistic estimates of the 
bending frequency requirements. To accomplish this the following control sys-
tem bandwidth and structural frequency requirenlents analysis was performed. 
Control Bandwidth Requirements 
Initially it was thought that the fast thermal bending response of the 
structure \vould give rise to fairly fast control system response requirements. 
However, thermal bending is expected to produce symmetrical bending of the 
structure and hence \vill not have any appreciable upsetting influence on the 
control system. The control system must be capable of providing reasonable 
pointing accuracy in the presence of both constant and cyclical gravity 
gradient disturbances. Hence, the control system gains must be selected to 
provide reasonable stiffness in response to these torques. To investigate 
these requirements a detailed three axis model was developed. An investiga-
tion of this model indicated that the dominant requirements would occur about 
the roll or yaw axis of the spacecraft and it was further shown that the re-
quirements model could be reduced to the simple rigid body single axis model 
illustrated in Figure 3.5-12. In order that the system would be capable of 
active modal damping it was assumed that the rigid body control system gains 
should be selected to produce near critical damping. On this basis the band-
width data presented in Figure 3.5-13 was developed. The figure presents data 
for the attitude control bandwidth (wn) requirements as a function of pointing 
error for the cyclical gravity gradient disturbance torque input illustrated. 
Assuming a principal axis misalignment of 0.5 0 and a pointing accuracy budget 
for this error source of 0.05 0 the control system natural frequency is found 
to be 5.44 times the orbit frequency. The data in the frequency range shown 
is essentially identical for both the constant and cyclical gravity gradient 
torque disturbances. The resulting control system natural frequency require-
ments for operation in geosynchronous orbit (GEO) or low earth orbit are 
given in Figure 3.5-13. It may be observed that the LEO frequency require-
ments are approximately 15 times the GEO frequency requirements. It is note-
worthy that the gravity gradient torques in LEO relative to GEO are larger by 
the square of this number, or 225 times larger. 
Structural Bending Frequency Requirements 
Figure 3.5-14 was prepared to gain some perspective into the frequency 
spectra of the control problem. The control system natural frequency deve11)p-
ed in the previous section is only 5.44 times the orbit frequency or 2.72 times 
the cyclical gravity gradient frequency. Undesirable control system/structural 
dynamic interaction problems may be presented through the classical frequency 
separation approach. By makil'lg the structural frequencies 5 to 10 times higher 
than the control natural frequency the interaction problem can be managed and 
the structural frequency requirements given in the Figure will result 
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Figure 3.5-12. Simplified Control Bandwidth Analysis Model 
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(designated "comfort zone l1 ). Structural analysis of the baseline spacecraft 
that existed at the study mid-term indicated that its first bending mode 
frequency was approximately six cycles/hour (W/Wo a 9.6). This value easily 
meets the GEO comfort zone requirements but did not meet the "comfort-zonel! 
requirements for LEO. Therefore, it was deemed necessary to investigate the 
structural frequency requirements in further detail to establish more rigor-
ous bending frequency lowi·:lr limits and the following analysis was developed. 
The problem posed was to stabilize the normal bending modes of the space-
craft (first mode at 6.49 cycles/hour) while maintaining a control bandwidth 
of 3.4 cycles/hour (5.44 x orbit frequency). The techniques investigated to 
accomplish this task include: 
• Classical controller synthesis 
• Synthesis using modern control theory and the Luenberger observer 
approach 
• Optimal controller synthesis approach 
• Investigation of the merits of distributed attitude sensors and 
actuators 
For the present analysis, the structural model for the photovoltaic 
vehicle is assumed to be free-free uniform slender beam. Figure 3.5-15 shows 
the first four mode shapes. The modes were normalized to have a value of 
unity at y = 0 and the distances along the y-axis measured from the left are 
in percent of total length. It may be observed that the attitude sensor, 
which is initially assumed to be at the center of the beam, will not sense 
any bending from the first and third modes and hence they are uncoupled from 
the remaining dynamics. 
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Figure 3.5-15. Bending Modes for Free-Free Beam 
Figure 3.5-16 shows the model used in the control system analysis to 
investigate the interaction of rigid body motion, flexible body motion and 
the controller. The Ci represents the coupling between rigid body control 
and the ith mode generalized forcing function. The CSi represents the coupl-
ing between the i th mode generalized coordinate (qi) and thp. quantity sensed 
by the sensor. Linear feedback control was employed in the analysis. Various 
controller designs were determin~d using classic.al techniques~ modern and 
optimal control techniques. 
I I 
I 3W2/~) I 
o \: IX L ___ . ______ J 
CONTROllER· 
\"" 
• 
ClASSICAL, MODERN, OPTIMAL 
I 
Figure 3.5-16. Model for Control System Analysis 
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The control problem is to destgn a control law (compensator) which meets 
the rigid body control requirements and stabilizes the bending modes. 
Figure 3.5-17 presents the root locus of controllers synthesized using clas-
sical techniques and a modern technique embodying a Luenberger observer. 
Since the first and third'bending modes are uncoupled from the dynamics only 
the second mode is shown. Although both techniques satisfied the requirements, 
the investigation showed that the modern control theory approach provides the 
advantage of a systematic synthesis procedure and better relative stability 
performance. 
_CLASSICAL"" ROOT LOCUS 
BENDING 
OX 
RIGID,- C I . 
BODY ~ 
-o~x--t----~O-oo-xx-o-
C ~ ~ c~ 
LEGEND: 
C ~ COMPENSATOR 
DI ~ CLOSED-LOOP POLES 
NOTE: THERE ARE CLOSED-LOOP 
POLES ATrHE 81:NDING POtES 
OX 
(a) 
- MODERN - OBSERVER 
APPROACH 
-Nl-- BENDING 
x~... / 
C ox 
RIGID 
BODY 
C 
x------
C 
c OX 
x~c 
(b) 
Figure 3.5-17. Control System Dynamics ~ Root Locus 
Multiple sensor installation and alternate RCS locations were considered 
to aid in the stabilization of the bending modes and to reduce the control 
system sensitivity to the bending modes. Figure 3.5-1S illustrates the ap-
proach. A single sensor located in the center of the spacecraft does not 
sense the first and third bending modes. However, it senses the second mode, 
and in the above analysis it was found to be highly destabilizing when clos-
ing the control loop. A rather sophisticated compensation filter was required 
to stabilize this mode. The addition of two more sensors (as illustrated in 
the figure) can be employed and the outputs averaged or weighted to provide 
an attitude signal. The weighted sensor output still results in zero sensed 
output for the first and third modes. For the second. mode the weighted sensor 
output now senses a zero or positive mode slope. This is found to permit this 
mode to be easily stabilized without the necessity for complex filter compen-
sation. It is concluded that a multisensor technique will permit either the 
decoupling or ea~y stabilization of the first three bending modes. The higher 
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• MULTIPLE SENSORS AND ALTERNATE LOCATIONS TO REDUCE SENSITIVITY TO 
STRUCTURAL BENDING 
• ALTERNATE RCS,LOCATIONS TO MINIMIZE VIBRATION EXCITATION 
FIRST MODE t---::7"----~~--
SECOND MODE t-+--~Il---+--
• SENSORS 
PROPELLANT CONSUMPTION 
INCREASES BY THE 
RATIO OF R,/R2 
Figure 3.5-18. Multisensor and Actuator Location 
order modes are not expected to produce serious coupling problems due to their 
higher frequency and smaller values for coupling coefficients. Hence, the 
multi- or distributed sensor approach offers considerable promise of permit-
ting structural irequencies to be even smaller than the 6 cycle/hour value 
used in the above root locus stability analysis. This can be accomplished 
without the expense of such exotic techniques as distributed actuators or 
active structural damping actuators. 
Alternate actuator (thruster) locations can be employed to minimize the 
bending excitation. The application of control torques as torque couples will 
not excite the odd numbered bending modes (1 and 3). Locating the thrusters 
at the nodes of the second bending mode (as illust'rated in Figure 3.5-18 will 
result in zero e~citation of this mode. However, the reduced moment arms of 
the RCS thrusters will result in increased propellant consumption for attitude 
control and the technique is less desirable than the distributed sensor ap-
proach on this basis. 
Future studies of control system structural dynamic interaction should 
investigate the interaction of the nlicrowave antenna membrane and support 
structure as this problem was not addressed in the current study. 
3.5.5 STABILIZATION & CONTROL SYSTEM CONCEPT EVOLUTION FOR AN SPS 
SPACECRAFT CONSTRUCTED IN LEO 
This section presents results of the stabilization and control system 
concept. evolution for the MSFC photovoltaic spacecraft. This spacecraft is 
constructed in low earth orbit and transferred to its operational orbit at 
geosynchronous altitude. The attitude control requirements are found to be 
considerably more stringent for LEO construction than for GEO due primarily 
to the large gravity gradient torques and the additional solar occultation 
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time. As a result the spacecraft and ACSS design requirements are found to 
differ appreciably from the GEO construction approach. Control techniques 
are developed for the construction orientation, erection to the operational 
orientation, low thrust tr~nsfer to GEO, and for the operational phases. 
Guidelines and Assumptions 
Attitude Control and Pointing Accuracies. 
• LEO Assembly 
Orbit Transfer: 
LEO Operation: 
• GEO Assembly 
+ 1 deg. (3 axes) 
+ 1 deg. (3 axes) 
Main Body: ± 1 deg. (3 axes) 
Microwave Antenna 
Coarse: ± 2t arc. min. (2 axes) 
Less than 8 deg. about LOS 
Fine: ± 3 arc. sec. with respect to Rectenna Center 
Attitude Control Coordinates. Figure 3.5-19 defines the main body and 
microwave antenna coordinates that are used in the stability and control and 
pointing ,definitions and discussions. In the reference position, the antenna 
coordinates XA, YA, and ZA are in alignment with the main body coordinates XB, 
YB' and ZB where: 
• The ZB axis is normal to the solar array and pointed sunward. 
• The XB minimum inertia axis is perpendicular to the orbit plane. 
• The YB axis in the plane of the solar arrays form a right-hand 
coordinate frame. 
Assumptions. The following assumptions evolved during present and past 
study efforts and serve to use advantageously the products of projected space 
programs from the standpoint of both technology and spacecraft. The two most 
significant items appear to be the Space Construction Base and the electric 
thrusters. The construction base relieves the SPS subsystems of the tremen-
dous task of providing support functions during assembly. Technology programs 
on electric thrusters will provide a product that will bring the expendable 
fuel mass down to a technically feasible value. 
• A construction base provides attitude control and stationkeeping 
during assembly at LEO or GEO. 
• Electric thrusters will provide the actuation forces for attitude 
control and stationkeeping during sunlit portions of an orbit. 
• Transfer from LEO to GEO starts inunediately after construction in 
LEO. 
• The attitude for orbit transfer will be X-POP, Z-sunward. 
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Figure 3.5-19. SPS Control Coordinates 
• The GEO operational attitude will be X-POP , Z-sunward . 
• After LEO construction an auxiliary propulsion stage will erect the 
SPS to the transfer attitude . 
• Inertia balancing of the Y and Z axis moments of inertia is required 
for the LEO assembled SPS. 
• Orbi t transfer thruster modules will be moun ted on 2- degrees of freedom 
bimbal mounts. (360 deg about the X-axis i s required.) 
• Dedicated fixed electric t hrusters will provide 3-axis attitude 
control. 
• An antenna gimbal system will provide antenna coarse pointing. 
• Fi ne pointing and stability of the ~~ powe r beam will be provided 
by a phase control system. 
Tr ade Study Approac h 
Operationa l Phases . Stabilization and control concepts wer e determined 
fo r the following operational phases: 
• LEO Assemb ly 
- LEO Storage 
- Transfer from LEO to an intermediate orbit 
- Transfer from an intermediate orbi t to GEO 
- GEO operation 
• GEO Assembly 
- Af ter rel eas e by the Construction Base 
- GEO operation 
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Figure 3.5-20 summarizes the operational phases in the form of a flow 
diagram and also indicates a number of decision points where control system 
options must be traded. 
Based on the fol10wi~g information that Was generated for each operational 
phase, a recommended concept was selected: 
• Thruster systems definitions 
• Fuel consumptions 
• Special Requirements: 
- Attitude orientations and maneuvers 
- Inertia balancing 
- Energy storage 
- Chemical propulsion 
- Control frequencies 
LEO 
f. STORE - SUN - OC, CULfA .. ,ON lEO ASSY.- LEO - ? . ORBIT _ SUN - __ OCCULTAJfON 
TRANSFER 
_ ORBIT __ SUN ___ _ 
TRANSFER 
OCCULTATION 
[ 
GEO SUN OCCUL TA TlON 
ORIGINAL PA(}E 16 
OF POOR QUALITY 
] 
Figure 3.5-20. Stability & Control Flow Diagram 
LEO Assembl~. Upon completion of assembly in LEO a decision must be 
made to either store the SPS in LEO or to start immediately the transfer to 
GEO~ The key drivers in making this decision are the large gravity torques 
present .:tn LEO, and the absence of electric power for electric thruster 
operation due to the sun occultation periods. Also, the magnitudes of the 
gravity torques are a direct function of inertia differences. Unless at 
least 2-axis moment of inertia balancing is accomplished, the number of 
thrusters and their fuel consumption makes attitude control in LEO unfeasible. 
Figure 3.5-21 illustrates the difficulties encountered in a LEO storage 
mode when using the solar panels to supply power to the attitude control 
electric thrusters during sunlit portions of the orbit. The storage mode 
attitude is with the axis of minimum inertia aligned to the local vertical 
in a gravity gradient stable mode. This storage attitude is nece~8ary to 
conserve attitude control propellant. For a short period of time each side 
of high noon the solar panels receive almost no sunlight. If the SPS approach-
es high noon from orbital position 1, the available sunlight decreases from a 
maximum to almost zero which could possibly be tolerated. However, immediate-
ly past high noon a rapid roll about the local vertical is required to have 
the active side of the solar panels facing the sun. Likewide, as the SPS 
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approaches position 1 from the shadow, a rapid roll maneuver must be made to 
have the solar panel facing the sun. These rapid roll maneuvers are consider-
ed to be intolerable and the LEO storage mode should be avoided. 
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Figure 3.5-21. LEO Sunlight Conditions (Typical) 
Orbit Transfer. Maintaining control of the SPS during transfer is a 
formidable task because: 
• The large number of low earth orbits where the gravity effects are 
large. 
• Shadow times necessitate augmenting the electric propulsion system 
with energy storage or chemical propulsion. 
• Two-axis inertia balancing is required. 
• Attitude control thrusters separate from the transfer thrusters is 
desirable. 
• Control frequencies are much higher than GEO control frequencies. 
Table 3.5-4 provides an estimate of the number of intermediate orbits 
required to reach GEO, the sun shadow tim.es encountered, and the electric 
propulsion system fuel usage. The estimate indicates that about 80% of the 
fuel consumption takes place in reaching an altitude of about 5000 km. Also, 
the shadow times and the need for chemical propulsion or electric energy 
storage are greatest up to about 2000 km. Inertia balancing of the Y and Z 
axe.s to approximately 0.5% or less appears to be a firm' requirement. Without 
this balance, the cyclical gravity gradient torques about the X-axis are so 
large that the total number of thrusters required, the total power consump-
tion, and the fuel consumption becomes prohibitively great. 
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Table 3.5-4. Stability & Control Fuel Consumption 
During LEO to GEO Transfer 
ELECTRIC 
ORBIT FINAL PERCENT THRUSTER 
NUMBER AL TITUDE (KM' SUNLlGHT FUEL (Kg' 
1-78 1145 69 24172 
79-146 1887 85 22542 
147-208 2761 100 20795 
209-262 3824 100 15358 
263-308 5065 100 11012 
309-350 6650 100 8266 
351-384 8513 96 ~277 
385-408 10342 .. 95 3077 
409-428 12408 95 2160 
429-446 14942 95.0 1609 
447-460 17620 95.0 1049 
" 
461-472 2(1669 !l6 757 
473-482 23955 96 533 
483,492 20048 97 443 
493-498 31027 98 237 
499-504 34042 99 215 
505-511 35827 100.0 237 
---
TOTAL FUELz 117739 
--
The trade studies resulted in the selection of an electric propulsion 
system for attitude control during sunlet portions of the orbit and a chemical 
propulsion system for use during the occultation periods. Energy storage to 
supply the electric thrusters during occultation was not considered acceptable 
due to the total mass required and the complexity of the power distribution 
system required. Also, separate electric propulsion thrusters were selected 
for the attitude control and the orbit transfer functions because of the com-
plexity of a system that uses one system fOl' both functions. In particular, 
the sensing and control law computations required to determine thruster 
orientations for a common system requires an in-depth study. 
Propulsion Syst~ Summarx. Table 3.5-5 provides a summary of the propul-
sion systems for the LEO and GEO assembled spacecraft. The data is based on 
the inertia balancing in two axes and a 91.3 days trip time for LEO/GEO 
transfer. 
The 3512 thrusters required for control of the LEO assembled SPS largely 
result from the several days spent in the strong gravity field during orbit 
transfer. Once GEO has been reached only about 380 thrusters are needed for 
three axis control. The mass of the LEO assembly is greater than the GEO 
assembly. This, together with the inertia distribution, led to the larger 
number of LEO assembly thrusters and the larger associated propulsion 
system mass. 
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Table 3.5-5. Propulsion System Summary 
• NUMBER OF ATTITUDE CONTROL TIfRUSTERS 
• NUMUER OF ADDITIONAL THRUSTERS FOR STATION KEEPING 
• NUMDER OF ORBIT TRANSFER THRUSTERS 
" TOTAL NUMBER OF THRUITERS 
• THIIUSTER SYSTEM MASS {KgI 
• PROPHLANTMASS (Kg/YRI 
ATTIT\JOl CONTHOL 
STATION KEEPING fit 
DROIT TRANSFER 
• TOTAL PROPELLANT 
• PROPELLANT SYSTEM MASS li'1I1 
• TOTAL PROPULSION SYSTEM MASS {KgI 
• POWER REOlJIAEMENTS 
ORBIT TRANSFER 
OPERATION 
f1I DURING GEO OPERATION 
GEO ASSY. 
ELECTRIC 
20B 
200 
0 
401 
111811 
7700 
64500 
0 
72200 
8022 
262138 
N/A 
90.4 MW 
CHEMICAL 
22 
0 
0 
22 
242 
31527 
0 
31527 
4211 
43050 
N/A 
NEGLIGIBLE 
Rockwell International 
Space Division 
LEO ASSY. 
ELECTRIC CHEMICAL 
3512 352 
0 0 
6366 0 
9871 35% 
1.2.,06 3172 
0.13'"106 0.428.,06 
0.,28.,06 0 
4.75 .. ,06 0 
5,011.,01 0.428.,06 
0,557.,01 47493 
,3.773.,01 0.479.,06 
4.31GW NEGLIGIBLE 
66.1_ NEGLIGIBLE 
The 6366 thrusters required for orbit transfer must be traded against a 
separate orbital transfer vehicle from an overall program standpoint with cost 
being a big driver. These thrusters are not needEiJ after placement of the SPS 
into a geosynchronous orbit. 
The power required to operate the electric thrusters during orbit transfer 
is a key driver. The magnitude of the power required approaches the total SPS 
capability. In addition, special power distribution accommodations must be 
made to provide the proper voltages, and sectionalization for the various 
groups of thrusters. 
Attitude Control Propulsion System 
Electric Propulsion System. As a result of the electric thruster trades 
made for the transfer electri,c propulsion system, the attitude control and 
stationkeeping thrusters are the MPD electric thruster as shown in Figure 3.5-22, 
the same thruster as used for transfer. Table 3.5-6 gives the electric pro-
pulsion system definition and masses for the LEO assembled SPS, using a 90-day 
transfer time. The' electric propulsion system definition and masses for the 
GEO assembled SPS is given in Table 3.5-7. The GEO assembled SPS has no re-
quirement for transfer of electric thrusters, therefore, there are none shown 
in Table 3.5-7. The total electric propulsion system consists of the argon 
propellant, thruster system, and propellant system. The thruster system in-
cludes the thrusters, mounting structure,wiring and cabling, and any power 
conditioning equipment; while the propellant system includes the tanks, lines, 
valves, pressurant, and propellant conditioning equipment. The total power 
required for both the LEO and GEO cases have been based on the maximum number 
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• THRUST: 
eWEIGHT: 
e SPECIFIC IMPULSE: 
ePOWER: 
e EFFICIENCY~ 
• PROPELLANT: 
eVOLTAGE: 
eCURRENT: 
eFLOWRATE: 
eMAGN6T~ 
9.B1 N 
40.0 kg 
10000 s 
5B7kW 
0.B2 
ARGON 
300 V 
1958 A 
10.4 kgls 
40 000 A-TURNS 
LOUNTING STRUCTURE 
Figure 3.5-22. Baseline MPD Electric Thruster 
Table 3.5-6. LEO Assembled SPS Propulsion System 
NUMBER OF THRUSTERS FOR 
ATTITUDE CONTROL PER AXIS 
NUMBER OF THRUSTERS FOR 
TRANSFER 
TOTAL NUMBER OF THRUSTERS 
TOTAL THRUSTER SYSTEM MASS 
IXI 
IVI 
IZI 
TOTAL 
ELECTRIC 
432 
1540 
1640 
3512 
6365 
9877 
8.2 x 106kg 
TOTAL PROPELLANT MASS PER VEAR ARGON 
1ST VEAR I TRANSFER 4.759 x 106kg 
ONLY TRANSFER ATTITUDE CONTROL .118 x 1061<g 
OPERATIONAL ATTITUDE CONT. .013)( 106kg 
OPERATIONAL STATION KEEPING .126)( 106kg 
TOTAL PROPELLANT SYSTEM MASS 
TOTAL PROPULSION SYSTEM MASS 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF THRUSTERS ACTIVE 
ATONE TIME 
TRANSFER 
OPERATIONAL 
TOTAL POWER REQUIRED 
TRANSFER 
OPERATIONAL 
3-207 
.657)( 106kg 
13.773 x 106kg 
7351 
99 
4.31 OW 
58.1 MW 
CHEMICAL 
IXI 44 
IVI 154 
IZI 154 
362 
.0 
352 
3872 kg 
LOX/LH2 
" 388,908 kg 
0 
38,527 kg 
47,493 kg 
478,800 kg 
SD 78-N?-0023-3 
r 
Rockwell International 
Space Division 
Table 3.5-7. GEO Assembled SPS Propulsion System. 
ELECTRIC CHEMICAL 
NUMBER OF THRUSTERS FOR (XI 8 (XI 2 
ATTITUDE CONTROL PEA AXIS (VI 100 (VI 10 
eZI 100 eZI 10 
TOTAL 208 22 
ADDITIONAL THRUSTERS FOA eXI 0 0 
STATION KEEPING PEA AXIS (VI 100 
(ZI 100 
TOTAL NUMBER OF THRUSTERS 408 22 
TOTAL THRUSTER SVSTEM MASS 181,916 kg 242 kg 
TOTAL PROPELLANT MASS PER VEAR ARGON lOX/LH2 ATTITUDE CONTROL 7,700 kg 38,527 kg 
STATION KEEPING 64,600 kg 
TOTAL PROPELLANT SVSTEM MASS 8,022 kg 4,281 kg 
TOTAL PROPULSION SVSTEM MASS 262,138 kg 4;l,060kg 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF THRUSTERS 
ACTIVE AT ONE TIME 100 
TOTAL POWER REQUIRED 68.7MW 
of thrusters active at one time. For the LEO assembled SPS during transfer, 
the maximum number of thrusters active at one time is 7351, 6365 for transfer 
and 986 for attitude control; and during operation at GEO the ~aximum number 
of thrusters active at one time is 99, all attitude control thrusters. The 
GEO assembled SPS has a maximum of 100 thrusters active at one time during the 
operational mode. 
Chemical Propulsion System. Due to occultation periods occurring both 
during the LEO/GEO transfer and during operations at GEO, both the LEO and 
GEO assembled 8P8 require another onboardpropulsion system, not dependent 
upon solar energy, for attitl.lciJ. control dur.ing these occultation periods. 
The baseline thruster is shown in Figure 3.5-23. Cryogenic LOX/LH2 propel-
lants were chosen because of their high specific impulse in comparison to 
other chemical propellants. The masses associated with the chemical propul-
sion system for attitude control during occultation periods, for the LEO 
assembled and GEO assembled 8PS are shown in Tables 3.5-6 and 3.5-7, respec-
tively. The chemical propulsion system consists of the LOX/LH2 propellants, 
thruster system, and propellant system. The thruster system consists of the 
thrusters, mounting structure, and wiring; the propellant system consists of 
the propellant tankage, feed lines, valves, and the pressurization, propellant 
conditioning and utilization subsystems. 
Thruster i,'~~cations. ;Figure 3.5 .. 24 shows the location of the transfer, 
attitude contr~i, and stationkeeping thrusters for either the LEO assembled 
or GEO assembled 8PS. The transfer thrusters are located on three, two-axis 
gimbaled modules, which are on both ends of the 81'S and on the microwave 
antenna at the center of the 8PS. One-third of the transfer thrusters are 
located on each module. The attitude control thruster modules are located 
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at t\velvB places (six on each side of the SPS). The roll control thruster 
modules are loc~\ted in eight places near the center of the SPS (four on each 
side). The pitch and yaw control thruster modules are located at four places 
(two on each .side); each module having thrusters on the top, left, and ".::'ight 
sides. All attitude control thruster madules have both electric and chemical 
thrusters. 
Key Trade Study Disc_r~~. The following listing sununarizes the 
principal LEO/GEO assembly traele study discriminators with respect te stabil-
ity and centrol. The large patential gravity gradient torques of LEO lead to 
most .Of the problem areas such as the number of thrusters required t·o counter-
act these tarques. 
• Large gravity gradient torques in LEO 
- Requires inertia balancing 
- Special starage made required to save fuel 
- Chemical prapulsion required during sun occultation 
- A large number .Of thrusters are required 
- Energy storage must be used as an alternate to chemical propulsien 
- A large number .Of unnecessary thrusters remain after 'reaching GEO 
- An auxUiary pr.Opulsion stage is required for erectiell te the 
transfer attitude 
• Higher control frequencies in LEO 
- Impacts structural design 
- Control band,vidths are larger 
- Less separatien between the centrel frequencies and structural 
bending frequencies 
• General discriminaters 
Large thnlster power in LEO 
- Preblem ill cembining thrust vector control and attitude centrel 
during .Orbit transfer \vith the set of thruster modules 
Requirement fer double gimbal thruster module mounts 
Transfer thrusters mounted on the antenna support 'frame 
Sens;ttivity of attitude control propellant mass to transfer trip time 
Conclusions and Recommendatiens 
-. --
• Transfer from LEO to GEO should begin inunediately after release by the 
LEO construction base. 
• An auxiliary external prepulsion stage is required to erect the SPS in 
LEO to the transfer attitude orientation. 
• Two-axis inertia balancing for LEO assembly is a requirement to alle-
viate the need fer an unmanageable number of thrusters, and the assoc-
iated electrical po,ver and fuel consumptiens. 
• Orbit transfer: 
X-POP, Z-Sunward is the reference attitude orientation 
A 2-axis gimbal mount is required fer the transfer thrusters. 
(360 degrees abeut the X-axis, near ± 90 degrees tilt.) 
- Thrust impingement due to the large tilt angle is a problem 
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• Chemical propulsion to provide attitude control during all occultation 
periods is a requirement. 
• Dedicated attitude control thrusters are recommended for all control 
axes. 
• There appears to be no requirement for the orbit transfer thrusters 
after completion of the LEO to GEO transfer. 
• In general, nearly all LEO assembly drivers and problems result from 
the large gravity gradient torques and the higher control frequencies. 
3.5.6 SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECO~lliENDATJONS 
The major conclusions drawn during the ACSS' concept evolution analyses and 
trades are summarized below. Many spacecraft design and operational require-
ments have evolved from these trades. 
1. Geosynchronous equator.ial orbit is selected over the ecliptic or 7.5 0 
inclination due primarily to the high cost impact of increased recten-
na size for inclined orbits. 
2. Rectenna size (cost) increases substantially for northern latitude 
sites. 
3. Gravity gradient torques can produce large RCS propellant resupply 
requirements. 
4. Control techniques investigated can reduce ACSS requirements to a few 
percent of spacecraft mass (preferred orientations, inertia balancing, 
free drift modes and momentum storage techniques). 
5. The selected system utilizes Y-POP, X-lOP orientation, two dimensional 
inertia balancing, and ion thruster RCS (erectable momentum wheels and 
free drift modes not employed). 
6. Solar pressure perturbation dominates the stationkeeping requirements, 
results in a large propellant mass or 3.1 0 longitude stationkeeping 
error penalty. 
7. Rantionale for control system bandpass and structural frequency re-
quirements have been developed and the results indicate: 
• No problems for control in GEO, assembly in LEO imposes 
substantially more severe requirements and will result in 
different spacecraft design. 
.. New control techniques investigated are attractive for reduc-
ing structural frequency requirements. 
• Thrust vector steering for LEO to GEO low thrust transfer is 
not a dominant structural frequency requirement driver. 
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8. The ACSSand spacec~a~t requirements ~or LEO assembly and low thrust 
transfe~ to GEO are considerably ~ore demanding than for a GEO con-
structed spacecraft. 
• Chemical· propulsion is requi~ed in addition to the electric 
propulsion t.o acconunodate the larger gravity gradient torques 
and so.lar occultation periods. 
• A gimoaledelectric thruster configuration is required for 
the orbit transfer phases. 
• Two dimensional inertia balancing and horizontal principal 
axis of inertia orientations are highly desirable to prevent 
exe.essive control torque and propellant requirements. 
• Thrust vector impingement on the spacecraft is a potential 
problem for orbit transfers that require significant orbit 
plane changing and warrants further investigation. 
The study results have indicated that the SPS attitude control and station-
keeping problems are all tractable and no potential "show'-stoppers" exist. 
Many spacecraft and operational design requirements have evolved from the study 
as well as ACSS concepts which will minimize the overall system penalties to 
perform the ACSS functions. The results provide a design base for future SPS 
studies to ouildupon. The ACSS point design evolving from these trades is 
given in Volume IV. 
The recommendations for future study activity have already been summarized 
in preliminary study plans. The study areas of greatest importance with regard 
to the overall technical feasibility of the SPS are: 
1. Stationkeeping and SPS Constellati2n Definition - The arrangement of 
SPS satellites in GEO will impose an appreciable volume requirement 
in an orbit which promises to be quite crowded by the year 2000. The 
preferred satellite longitude stations are constrained by rectenna 
locations and rectenna cost penalties for offset microwave beam point-
ing. Uncorrected solar pressure orbit perturbations also can increase 
the volume requirements. The correction of this perturbation imposes 
a large RCS propellant resupply requirement. A more complete evalua-
tion of the factors influencing the SPS constellation requirements is 
necessary to assess the impact on other GEO users and the necessity 
for national and international agreements for use of this orbit •. 
2. Figure. Control - Figure control requirements increase very rapidly as 
a function·of collector concentration ratio. Previous preliminary 
analyses have indicated. that passive figure control may be adequate 
for the lower range of CRls. An analysis is necessary to define the 
penalties and perforI)1ance litnitations of passive and active techniques 
to support the selection of the point design CR. This effort will 
require the joint participation of the design, structures, thermo-
dynamics, and control system analysis staff. 
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3. Dynamic Analysis - The stable interaction of the flexible SPS struc-
ture with the attitude control system, the microwave antenna pointing 
controls, the figure controls, and the stationkeeping thruster opera-
tion. is of vital importance in developing control system, structural, 
and spacecraft configuration requirements. An investigation emphasiz-
ing the control system compatibility with the microwave antenna web 
flexible modes, and the rotary joint antenna gimbaling, including the 
slip-ring nonlinear friction is required. 
4. Guidance and Control of the EOTV - The attractiveness of the EO TV for 
cost reduction in the SPSprogram warrants more detailed definition 
of the EOTV. As shown above .• guidance and control considerations can 
have an appreciable impact on preferred EOTV design concepts and 
operations, and should be investigated further. 
The. DOE data required to support future studies is a definition of the 
location of representative rectenna sit6s. As has been discussed in the sta-
tionkeeping section above and in the recommendations for future study the 
location of rectenna sites impacts the preferred GEO longitude stations, the 
requirement for correcting the solar pressure perturbation and ultimately the 
SPS space requirement in GEO and its impact on other potential GEO user 
satellites. ' 
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The thermal control subsystem mass may be only a small fraction of the 
total satellite mass (low concentration ratio photovoltaic satellite) or can 
represent as much as 2/3 of the total system (CR=400 satellite). In any 
event it strongly influences many of the selection decisions relative to 
other subsystems and is thus a prominent factor in SPS design regardless of 
the power conversion technique employed. During the course of this study, a 
number of trades were conducted to evaluate candidate alternatives and deter-
mine preferred options in order to move toward an optimal system design. The 
initial emphasis of these analyses was to eliminate concepts with high mass 
penalties. Once these considerations were concluded, the subsequent thrust 
was directed at minimizing system cost in order to achieve a balanced optimum. 
The thermal control subsystem interacts with the satellite elements shown 
in Figure 3.6-1. The evaluation of thermal storage requirements for eclipse 
proteqtion was re. . .:;:>lved by (1) use of low emissivity coated insulations for 
solar thermal turbomachinery exteriors to limit cooling cycles, (2) recogni-
tion that requirement was more properly power storage with transfer to the 
power distribution subsystem for determination, and (3) application of heaters 
using battery power. In certain instances thermal response analysis was a 
secondary consideration and consequently was introduced subsequent to the 
trades directly at the point design phase. Even with these modifications the 
effect of thermal control in the preliminary trades was pronounced as will be 
shown here. Included in this section are the significant findings of a NASA 
(MSFC) in-house investigation of thermal response in LEO and GEO during con-
struction and operation. 
This section details the results of the following trade studies: 
• Concentration Ratio = 400 SPS 
• Use of Bandpass Filters 
• NaK Heat Pipe vs Condensing Radbtors 
• Klystron Therm~l Control Design 
• Thermal Considerations of LEO vs GEO 
• Relative Orientation of Electrical Conductors 
3.6.1 CONCENTRATION RATIO = 400 SPS 
Due to initial uncertainties relative to Ga cost and availability the 
feasibility of high concentration, GaA1As, solar photovoltaic systems was 
investigated. Preliminary cell response data indicates that, at a given 
temperature, at high concentration ratios (~ 400:1) improved cell conversion 
efficiency can be achieved. These predictions are derived from inhouse 
studies. 
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A detailed model was developed at tl'ie Rockwell Science Center for calcul-
ating the internal photocurrent collect efficiency of GaA1As/GaAs heteroface 
solar cells. The power conversion efficiency of the cell is a product of three 
factors: short circuit current, open-circuit voltage, and fill factor. The 
conversion effic;tency o:f; GaA1As solar cells substantially increases at high 
concentration because of increases in open circuit voltage and fill factor. 
The open-circuit voltage increases markedly at about ~ 10 suns because virtual-
ly all the current is diffusion current as opposed to recombination current at 
1 sun. The fill factor increases because under concentration, the device 
approaches "idea1 diod e" behavior if the series resistance is controlled to 
below 0.005 ohm. This increase in efficiency at concentration ratios from 1 to 
400 is shown in Figure 3.6-2 for a series resistance of 0.001 ohm. No attempt 
has been made to project the efficiencies that might be attained at high con-
centration ratio relative to normal improvements which could be achieved for 
the cell under a 10 year development as shown in Figure 3.6-2 for CR-1 project-
ed to 1985. The .data look attractive for high concentration ratios; even at 
30QoG, the conversion efficiency that could be reached ~ 13%) is highly re-
spectable. 
From the above considerations it is obvious that high concentration, 
GaAlAs, photovoltaic concepts would substantially reduce gallium requirements 
and offer the opportunity of substituting lightweight reflector for relatively 
heavy solar cell construction. 
GaA1As arrays with a concentration ratio of 400:1 were investigated to 
determine if th.e mass reduction/cost saving introduced by substituting light-
weight reflector for GaAIAs blanket could compensate for the active fluid/ 
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radiator loop required to control blanket temperature. The Space Division of 
Rockwell has built and demonstrated as part of an IR&D program a two mirror 
35D:l system. The baseline system was considered to be a feasible extension. 
Three blanket temperature options were incl~ded in the study - 3DDoC, 2DDoC, 
and lODoC. Based on material limitations of the current baseline configura-
tion it is expected that the upper allowable maximum temperature is below 
20DoC, but no attempt was made to redesign the blanket for this study. 
Figure 3.6-3 shows results which demonstrate the large mass penalty in-
curred by these systems resulting from the low radiator temperatures and the 
large heat dissipation that is due to the relatively low conversion efficiency 
of the blanket (compared to competitive dy~amic power cycles). The masses 
shown are optimistic as they include (for the 30DoC option) 8-mil aluminum 
fin thickness and a net radiator mass of 0.01455 kg/m2 (0.345 lb/ft2) which 
is significantly below the level of existing radiators. The evaluated concept 
was a balanced moment-of-inertia configuration. Due to the need to provide an 
active thermal control system to reject the waste heat, these systems are -not 
weight competitive. The radiator concept included tube/fins with heat pipes. 
The heat pipe systems were an®onia/aluminum, methanol/stainless steel, and 
water/copper for the 100°C, 200°C, and 300°C cases, respectively. The heat 
pipes are VCHp1s (variable conductance heat pipes) in order to promote start-
up after eclipse passage. The heat pipe transfer fluid was water. 
The high concentration ratio GaA1As system was subsequently deleted from 
the study because of its associated large mass penalty. A secondary reason 
associated with its rejection was the uncertain cell performance at high 
temperature for which data substantiating analytical predictions was lacking. 
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3.6.2 BANDPASS FILTERS 
The advantages of using bandpass filters (more properly, selective 
spectral mirrors) to permit the operation of GaAlAs arrays at elevated con-
centration ratios under passive thermal control were shown. Even for a 
concentration ratio = 1 array, the increase in conversion efficiency result-
ing from lower temperatures can possible offset filter cost. Two types of 
filters were identified: (1) "hot" mirrors which cover the cell and reflect 
the UV and IR while transmitting the visible, and (2) "cold" mirrors which 
cover the concentrator and reflect the visiple to the cell while transm:i.t-
ting the UV and IR to the mirror substrate. The most experienced industrial 
organization involved with space application of mirror systems is Optical 
Coating Laboratory Inc. (OCLI). OCLI have indicated that the relative cost 
of "hot" mirrors to "cold" mirrors is about 50 to 1. Furthermore the 10ng-
term reliability of "hot" mirrors would be questionable due to UV degradation. 
The optical properties of these mirrors would be altered deleteriously by the 
UV and the visible energy transmitted to the cell reduced. This problem 
should not occur as severely with the cold mirrors inasmuch as the UV is trans-
mitted but it may influence selection of the mirror substrate. The cold mirror 
concept is contrasted with typical constructions in Figure 3.6-4. The hot 
mirror system may still be useful in designs in which solar heating is not 
directly incident to the filter, i.e., all energy to the cell is by reflection 
from the concentrator, if the reflectivity of the concentrator in the UV region 
is low. 
The future realizibility of mirror systems appears to be a practical goal. 
In terms of large-scale productivity, OCLI is currently developing, for com-
mercial usage, instrumentation suitable for application of cold mirrors to 
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Figure 3.6-4. Spectral Filter Concepts 
extended reflector areas. For example, their laboratory evaluation of condi-
date substrates indicates that Kapton is a more suitable substrate than Mylar. 
Libbey-Dwens-Ford which represents another source of selective filters, have 
indicated fabrication capabilities relative to the specific wavelengths of 
GaAlAs. 
Following the initial promising capability indications associated with 
the use of filters, an investigation was conducted to provide definitive per-
formance data for bandpass filter applications relative to the specific con-
fj.gurations under consideration for the CR-l, CR-2, and CR-5 (nominal values) 
solar photovoltaic systems. Initially, the variation in efficiency and operat-
ing temperature was determined for relatively idealized conditions. The 
results of this computation are shown in Table 3.6-1. The basis of these 
advantages is the restricted conversion wavelength band (compared to silicon) 
over which GaAlAs can convert solar energy to electricity. This is approximate-
ly 54% of the solar spectrum. The remaining 46% is converted to waste heat. 
These predictions did not account for several negative heat rejection 
factors inherent in the/current designs which are configured principally 
based upon other mass and efficiency considerations. These factors include 
reduced optical properties, possibility of incident sun on cell rear surface 
(CR-5), and limited rejection due to art obstructed view of space. Analyses 
were performed to determine the actual temperature environments of the candi-
date designs to identify their practical limits. Due to the cost differential 
of "hot" mirrors versus lIe.old" mirrors (50 to 1) the study was restricted to 
"cold" mirror systems (except for CR-l). The use of standing film aluminum 
reflectors which might be fabricated from excess parts was also evaluated. It 
was eliminated for two reasons; (1) a processing plant would be required and 
(2) optical properties of the available aluminum alloy are not equivalent to 
those of pure aluminum. 
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Table 3.6-1. Passive Solar Array Performance Summary 
GaAIAs SILICON 
MAXIMUM CONVERSION MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION CONVERSION MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION 
ALLOWABLE EFFICIENCY RATIO EFFICIENCY RATIO 
CELL TEMPERATURE 
FILTERS NO FILTERS FILTERS NO FILTERS 
-- ---
°c 
1985 TIME FRAME 1985 TIME FRAME 
% % 
100 18 3-4 <2 12.8 3-4 <2 
125 17.6 4-5 2.3 11.2 4-5 2.3 
150 17 6 3 9.5 6 3 
200 16 8-9 4-5 6.1 8-9 4-5 
250 14 11 6-7 NA 11 6-7 
:;00 13 16 9 NA 16 9 
The results are summarized in Figure 3.6-5. For the CR-l system the use 
of "hot" mirrors was considered only because there is some uncertainty w'ith 
regard to the resistance of Spraylon under prolonged UV exposure at temper-
atures above 60°C (personnel communication, Dr. McCargo of Lockheed). How-
ever, if this should become a real problem it would be more cost effective 
to utilize an RFP Teflon coverslide. The CR-2 design will also definitely 
need filters fqr the current cell stack and, again, may require a Spray10n 
substitute even if mirrors are used. One possible approach to permit applica-
tion without mirrors would include. a thin outer layer of glass as a coverslide. 
Temperatures sho\~ for the CR-5 orientation indicate that there may be some 
questionable performance at these levels. It is tentatively assumed that 
150°C is probably a maximum operating level for this blanket. It should be 
noted that Spraylon degradation due to UV exposure is not a problem because 
there is no direct UV exposure on the cell and the mirrors will not reflect 
the UV component of solar radiation. An additional case was considered to 
determine ,.,hat the maximum allowable concentration ratio would be for this 
configuration to limit cell temperature to 150°C (it does not represent a 
study candidate concept). As sho,~ for case 7 this limit is about CR-3.55 
with a corresponding efficiency of 18%. 
3.6.3 NaK/HEAT PIPE VS. CONDENSING RADIATORS 
A number of candidate operational regimes were identified for alternate 
Brayton, Rankine, and Nuclear concepts involving radiator temperatures vary-
ing from 100°C to lOOO°C. Because radiator/fluid weights will probably 
exceed 30% of the total system weights, optimal radiator concepts were de-
fined for specific temperature ranges. Generally, two primary concepts were 
examined - one involving a condensing fluid loop, and an alternate tube/fin 
approach using heat pipes. Although the majority of space experience related 
to active radiator sy~tems has been devoted to tube/fin and heat pipe systems 
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Figure 3.6-5. Band Pass Filters 
a number of studies \.;ere devoted to zero-g applications of space radiators 
using condensing fluids in the late 1960's. Fluids evaluated included 
potassium, mercury, Dowtherm A and Refrigerant 12 (R-12). Although testing 
was restricted,to simulated zero-g drop towers and aircraft flying Keplerian 
trajectories, the limited data available suggest that condensing systems are 
feasible for space operations. Consequently, in developing radiator concepts 
both heat pipe and condensing fluid systems were considered although, for 
purposes of simplicity, condensing liquid metals were not included. 
For thermal regimes in which inlet temperatures are low enough to restrict 
degradation and pressure levels, organics and steam are highly desirable con-
densing heat transfer fluids and have the potential of providing substantial 
mass saVings. Organics are relatively non ... corrosive, easy to handle and tend 
to be thermally efficient at temperatures up to 400°C. Typically, 400°C re-
presents a ma~imum allowable temperature for these fluids due to degradation 
mechanics which occur, yielding various tars and volatile materials which can 
substantially reduce heat transfer coefficients. Due to the cost of replenish-
ment and separation of tars and volatile products, a design peak temperature 
of 350°C was fixed for space utilization. Degradation characteristics of 
organics have been determined for the more widely used heat transfer fluids 
and are shown in Figure 3.6-6. The most widely used high temperature organic 
is Dowtherm A which is a diphenyl eutectic having superior degradation char-
acteristics when compared with other candidates. At 350°C, this material 
would experience an annual degradation rate of about 0.15%. For this rate, 
it is expected that some makeup fluid wi).l be required approximately every 
ten years-or twice during the SPS lifetime. Although other organics such as 
toluene may be stable about 400°C, they are in the critical regime and do not 
make suitable heat transfer fluids. 
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Figure 3.6~6. Org~nic Fluid Degr~dation 
Another advantage of organics at temper~tures below 35QoC is that they 
can be used as condensing fluids, thereby reducing mass. Operation in the 
two-phase reg:l.me permits utilizati0I?- of the fluid latent heat and control of 
the radiator to higher temperature. Although the eutectic mixture could be 
used, design simplicity suggests' a single component fluid. For instance, at 
350°C, diphenyl has a latent heat of about 94 kcal/kg which is considerably 
higher than the sensible heat than can be obtained in competitive non-condens-
ing approaches. The comparative latent heat of t~e Dowtherm A mixture is 
59 kcal/kg. 
At radiator temperatures above 350°C, the high degradation rate of organics 
required substitution of a NaK fluid loop. Heat pipes are preferred to enhance 
the· overall system effectiveness although if a large gradient is experienced 
across the radiator different types of heat pipes will be required, which is 
undesirable. Primary and optional concepts were identified for a range of 
radiator temperature levels and system weights evaluated for alternate concepts. 
A number of candidate operational regimes have been identified for alter-
nate Brayton, Rankine, and nuclear concepts involving radiator temperatures 
varying from 100°C to lOOO°C. These concepts are presented in Figure 3.6-7. 
For the Rankine, Brayton, and nuclear cycle systems considered, the radi-
ator designs are presented in Figure 3.6-7. Data for the Brayton solar thermal 
configuration is based on Boeing results. For the nuclear system the heat 
transfer fluid selected was NaK. 
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Figure 3.6-7. Radiator Concepts 
Further investigation of these radiator systems was conducted to deter-
mine the influence of meteoroids on system mass. 
Analyses were performed to determine active thermal control system radi-
ator mass penalties resulting from exposure to the space meteoroid environment. 
The flux model utilized is the NASA space environment guideline contained in 
NASA SP-8013 with some modification based upon the Rockwell in-house developed 
directional flux modification. Armor thickness requirements were developed 
from the spallation threshold equation shown in Table 3.6-2 which was derived 
from hypervelocity impact data. Where possible, it is desirable to use 
bumpers rather than armor because the use of a thin outer shield which can 
break up and slow down the incident particles significantly reduces the total 
protective mass required. Lifetime survivability can be computed using a 
Poisson probability distribution if a reliability probability is assigned and 
the exposed vulnerable tube area is known. It was assumed that the occurrence 
of a leak can be determined relatively automatically through use of appropriate 
sensing components but that: inunediate maintenance is not available. Depending 
on failure mode, type of failure and time on orbit, scheduled maintenance and/ 
or. preventive maintenance will be performed. 
Meteoroid penal.ties were determined for both the Rankine and nuclear 
cycles. Radiator system weight penalties determined for the nuclear cycle 
NaK heat pipe radiator configuration are shown in Figure 3.6-8. Optimal 
(minimum) active fluid loop masses were computed from parametric analytical 
trades of redundancy versus increased bumper protection; using stainless 
steel as the heat pipe, header., and bumper material. The results are present-
ed for varying lifetime requirements and indicate that a tube penalty of 
approximately 55% is required for a 30-year life. 
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Figure 3.6-8. Neteoroid System Nass Penalty 
Heat Pipe Radiator 
Lifetime mass penalti~s are ShO\\T11 in l"igure 3.6-9 f.or the condensing 
Rankine c.ycle diphenyl radiator as a function of system redul1.dancy. The 
basic protective header design selected is a double-bulllper configuration 
which substantially reduces protective ll\t'lSS penalties •. Although the Illass 
penalties ~lTol,lld be more severe than for a cOlnparative heat pipe 17 ad iat 01: 
system, the use of titmliulll shows a significantly smaller mass than stain-
less steel and thus the results for the Rallkine syste111 C8tlnot be directly 
compared with the nucleal." configuration. RedUction i1) perforation resistance 
fo'r titanium is also less than that for stainless steel at elevated temper-
ature, but both materials 8ho'l7 a substantial decrease relative to room 
temperature values. 
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3.6.4 KLYSTRON THERMAL CONTROL DESIGN 
Anstigation was conducted to evaluate cooling approaches to dissipate 
the 3. 26l;. •• \<1 wa=>te heat dissipated in the driver cavity, the output cavity and 
the electromagnet areas of the klystron device. One approach considered was 
to use a NaK loop in w'hich the liquid is circulated by an electromagnetic pump 
to the body radiator for rejection at about 125°C. This semi-passive system 
(no moving parts, 30 year life) requires a coolant flow of less than 1 gpm to 
transport the waste heat load. Due to the low operating efficiency of these 
pumps, approximately 30 watts electric per pump is required. The alternate 
design evalua'L\~d used a networ~ of heat pipes to transport the heat from the 
tube to a series of smaller heat pipes \vhich then carried the heat to the 
radiator. The relative simplicity and substantially lower mass of the second 
option led to the selection of a heat pipe design. The selected concept is 
illustrated in Figure 3.6-10. 
3.6.5 THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS AT LEO VS. GEO 
, As part of their in-house evaluation of S1'S viability, MSFC conducted an 
investigation to determine thermal considerations which might influence con-
struction orbit selection. The results of this study, based upon their 
written inputs, are presented below. 
Analyses have been performed to determine the temperature variations and 
resulting thermal distortions in the rigid members of the MSFC elliptical 
planform satellite power station (SPS). The SPS was analyzed in lo\y-earth 
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Figure 3.6-10. Heat Radiators on Array Face 
orbit (LEO) and geosynchronous orbit (GEO), so that the effects of the differ-
ent thermal environments on the structure could be compared. The structure 
was analyzed with and without the solar array in place. The structure, with 
and without the solar array, is referred to as the operational and construc-
tion configuration, respectively. During the SPS construction at LEO, a 
gravity gradient eGG) attitude with the X and Y axes in the orbit plane was 
assumed. At GEO, both gravity gradient and X perpendicular to orbit plane, 
Z solar inertial (X-POP, Z, 81) were assumed. During the operational phase, 
the X-POP, solar inertial was assumed for both LEO and GEO. A beta angle of 
~ero was used. 
The configuration of the l-m beam, the basic building block of the SPS, 
is shown in Figure 3.6-11. The material is anodized aluminum with a solar 
absorptivity of 0.86 and an emissivity of 0.83. 
When assembled, most of the l-mbeams (the bulk of the structure) will 
be parallel to the SPS X and Y axes. Temperatures for these structural 
members (referred to as X- and Y-axis members) and overall dimensional changes 
in the X- and Y-directions were determined as a function of orbital position. 
These are shown for "the construction and operational phases in LEO and GEO on 
Figures 3.6-12 through 19. 'I'he maximum and minimum variations are summarized 
in Table 3.6-3. 
In addition to the X-Y (in-plane) dimension changes, the structure will 
distort, or bend, due totempetature differences between members. 'rhese temp-
erature differences are caused primarily by members wether being illuminated 
by the sun or shaded. During the construction phase, temperature gradients 
will occur in l-m beams when one 6.7-centimeter triangular element shades 
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Figure 3.6-19. SPS Thermal Distortion 
Table 3.6-3. SPS Maximum Temperature Variations and 
Corresponding Dimensional Changes 
(Reference Temperature, 10°C) 
LEO GEO (GG) GEO (St) 
Configuration T l\x l\y T lIx lIy T lIX 
Construction +60 +4 +2 +10 +0 +0 . +10 +10 
Phase -57 -8 -4 -162 -22 -11 -135 -19.0 
Operational +82 9.6 4.8 - - - 39 +4.0 
Phase -6.5 -13 - - - -145 -21.5 
T ~ Temperatu~e, °c 
.. 
!:J.x, l\y : Dimensional change, meters 
lIy 
0 
-9.0 
+2.0 
-11.2 
another (as when two elements are in the orbit plane with beta equal to zero). 
;l:n LEO, the gradient would be 117°C; and in GEO, InoC. Since each of the 
three h'm beams contained in a 20-m<-depth girder has the same orientations, 
each has the same thermal gradient and distortion is limited to 30-m sections 
oetween transverse ntembers. The SOO-m-long girders are not significantly 
distorted in bending, but change in length. 
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During the operational phase, the solar array shades some of the l-m 
beams comprising 20-111 girders, ~'1hile others are illuminated by the sun. 
~vhen sunlight passes through the slot separating adjacent solar array blankets, 
it will illuminate the beam to which the blankets are attached, and it mayor 
may not illuminate on the beams comprising a 2D-meter girder on the back side 
of the structure. The beam that is illuminated ~\Fill depend on the alignment 
of the SPS \'lith the sun. Corresponding beam temperatures and temperature 
gradients are ,3ulUl1larized on Figure 3.6-20, for the noon orbital position. 
Corresponding structural deflections in the 20xSOO-meter girders and in the 
600D-meter half section of the SPS are sho\'1n in Figures 3.6-21 and 3.6-22. 
Since these distortions are dependent upon sun alignment, they can be of an 
oscillatory mature, coupled to t.he attitude control system. 
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Figure 3.6-20. SPS Structural Temperature 
Gradients 
In summary, some general observations from the thermal/structures trade 
study are (limited to S = 0 consideration): 
• Thermal considerations do not preclude assembly of the SPS at either 
LEO or GEO. 
• Construction phase 
- Should the SPS be assembled at GEO, the gravity-gradient attitude 
should be avoided because of the large continuous changes in 
structural temperature. 
Thermal gradients are limited to l-m beam elements without serious 
deformation. Overall dimensions change about 0.2%. 
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- At LEO, structural temperatures are higher (about 82°C), and 
dimensions change continuously up to about 0.5%. 
- At GEO, temper"tures are nearly constant, except tvhen entering 
the earth's shadow. Then, temperatures drop suddenly, tvith 
accompanying dimension changes again of ahout 0.5%. 
- The gap between solar blankets at attachment to the structure 
causes unacceptable thermal gradients and oscillatory distor-
tion; closure of the gap will eliminate the problem. 
3.6.6 RELATIVE ORIENTATION OF ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS 
The electrical conductors can represent a significant relative mass of 
the total satellite system. The required mass of these elements is greatly 
influenced by their operating temperature. Parametric analyses of conductor 
thermal response versus (1) location and (2) thickness were performed to 
determine the extent of weight saving that could be achieved through selec-
tive design. The placement of the conductors is important because of the 
thermal impact of the solar blankets. This becomes particularly vital for 
high temperature arrays (i. e., high concentration ratio). Reduction of the 
view of the conductors to the blankets with a corresponding increase in 
exposure to deep space can greatly reduce the necessary cross section for 
electrical transmission. Additionally, if the thickness is reduced, the 
area for reradiation increases and the temperature is also lowered (although 
this may be offset by a greater cross section). Figure 3.6-23 exhibits some 
results for the CR-2 configuration with three different placements of the 
conductors. under the blankets, hung from the sides of the blankets, and 
hung from the sides of the reflectors. As can be readily observed from the 
results the most desirable location is reflected by the second option. In 
Figure 3.6-24, some computations for the CR-l, CR-2, and CR-5 configurations 
are presented for ttvo different conductor thicknesses, 0.10 and 0.04 cm. 
Due to practicality, it Was decided to restrict the conductor thickness to 
one millimeter. Results are also presented for different emissivities. 
These values would be achieved by varying insulator (Kapton) thickness. It 
was determined that a one mil layer (emissivity = .68) would represent an 
optimum condition. 
3.6.7 DOE PROGRAM SUPPORT REQUIREUENTS 
DOE program support requirements identified to date are: 
1. Subsystem mass/cost data 
2. Appropriate level of technical risk 
3. Expected ground/flight test demonstration program 
4. Thermal atmosphere/ground heating effects 
5. Required temperature ranges in human access areas 
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Various Information Management and Control Subsystem (IMCS) studies were 
performed to determine the existance (if any) of any special technological 
issues that might impact. the selection of an SPS satellite. Figure 3.7-1 
represents the entire spectrum of trade study areas that will eventually 
need investigation. Those subject areas that are shaded received only super-
ficial attention and will require study when funds are made available. 
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Detailed studies were made in two areas--Central vs. Distributed Process-
ing Trades, and Data Bus Trades. A third area--Ground-Based Information 
Management--was also considered, although in less detail because of require-
ments uncertainty. The following sections discuss these trades and their 
results. These trade studies were supported by IBM design and analysis 
efforts. 
3.7.1 CENTRAL VS DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING 
Intr.oduct ion 
The purpose of this analysis was to determine the relative merits of 
three types of computer systems for the Satellite Power System (SPS): 
• Central Computer System 
• Distributed System 
• Hybrid of the above 
The Central Computer System \vould utilize two individual computers to 
service the entire Information Management and Control Subsystem (IMCS) for 
the satellite. One computer would service all subsystems except the Micro-
wave Antenna~ which would be serviced by a second relatively large computer; 
both computers would be located at the same station on the satellite. 
The Distributed System is the baseline system concept under consideration 
for the SPS because considerations of local control for safety and reliability 
favor this approach. Figure 3.7-2 illustrates the spatial distribution envis-
ioned for the Distributed System assuming a two-trough SPS. Computer centers 
would be located in or near the center section, stations 6 left and right, 
stations 16 left and right, and at the ends of each wing of the SPS. The 
previous Data Bus Trade study utilized IMCS computer system conceptual sub-
parts which were defined by Rockwell to support the Power Distribution, 
Thermal, Attitude Control, Microwave Antenna and,Structural Subsystems. These 
same distributed computer system architectures were utilized in this study. 
A hierarchy of remote micro-, mini-, supervisory, and master computers is 
combined into an integrated processing system. Approximately 3 dozen computers 
are required for this approach exclusive of micro-processors. 
The thir.d approach utilizes a centralized computer system for t.he SPS 
subsystems and a distributed architecture for the Microwave Antenna Subsystem. 
This Hybrid concept was selected because of the large processing loads imposed 
by the Microwave Antenna as compared to the remaining satellite subsystems. 
The scope of this analysis is limited to a preliminaqi' set of trade-offs 
among these three 'computer system approaches. 
'Analysis Approach 
The assumption of a solar photovoltaic satellite and a distributed proces-
sing system is basic to this analysis as indicated in Figure 3.7-3. The Cen-
tral and Hybrid computer system approaches are merely variations about this 
basic approach. 
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Seven f undamental factors have been identif i d for trad -offs : physical , 
performance, software, reliability , safety, maintainability and technology 
status. Physical charac ter istics of weight , pow r and volume mu t be s t imat-
ed to rough order of magnitude (ROM) t o gain an apprec iation f or the siz and 
ec.onomic impact of the niCS on the feasib ility f th SPS. In all ca ses, the 
estimates serve to verif y whether the IMCS p ses any uniqu e technologica l 
problems. 
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Performance requirements and available technical capabilities must be 
compared to help confirm any technological impediments to SPS feasibility 
arising from the !Mes. In this area, requirement estimates are pending and 
are believed to be accounted for by the assumption of relatively high speed 
processing needs. 
Software complexity and development problems continue to be of major 
concern in the evolution of any large system today. Centralized systems 
tend to need more complex executive software and data management functions. 
Distributed systems may reduce software complexity by partitioning jobs into 
smaller and simpler operations which may facilitate simplifications in 
executive and data management functions. In any case, there appears to be 
a need for design approaches which facilitate software specification, veri-
fication, performance monitoring, testing and changes to accommodate evolu-
tions in design maturity • 
. Reliability, sahty and maintainability are all fundamental to any IMCS 
which is to help result in an SPS system which is justifiably relied upon 
as a stab:Le source of consumer electrical pO\l1er. Distributed processing 
facilitates reliab.i1ity through redundancy b~t complicates maintainability 
because of the iat'ge number of co'mpon\.luts; high reliability fosters safety. 
A centralized system may reduce reliability and safety although maintain-
ability is probably facilitated through contralization of component location. 
The status of computer technology which is needed to implement each of 
the system architectures impacts any assessmefit of IMCS key technical issues 
affecting SPS feasibility. Assuming a 1995 initial operational date, the 
SPS is probably dependent upon computer technology which is expected to exist 
by the late 1980's. Today's capabilities must be projected to this time 
period and assessed against the expected needs of the SPS in the middle-
nineties. 
Having either quantified by ROMs, or qualitatively estimated these para-
meters for each of the three concepts, summary trade tables are presented. 
Using an arbitrary scoring system each of the various factors are subjectively 
weighted with a score of 1 to 10. The former is a poor score while the latter 
is best. These scores are summarized in a matrix evaluation table to provide 
an overall indication of the relative merits of the three processing architec-
tures. Since these scores are subjectively assigned, the reader may wish to 
assign his o,m values and judgement; as such this approach applies a con-
venient method for systematic evaluation. It is believed that anyone of 
the system architectures may be feasible pending more requirements definition 
and technology verification. The main objective of these trades is the iden-
tification of any key technology problems affecting SPS feasibility. The 
characteristics of the three processing systems seem to verify the existence 
'of at least one feasible approach obviating any key tec1mical impact to SPS. 
Trade-Off Analysis 
Any trade-off analysis for the SPS computer system must pay special atten-
tion to the ~1icrowave Antenna Subsystem because of the large number of sensor 
inputs and control requirements associated with this complex subsystem. The 
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antenna consists of 7,854 subarrays, each of which is 10xlO meters. These 
are grouped into 4x4 sub array groups (master arrays). Each sub array utilizes 
an average of 20 klystrons and 2 dc-to-dc power converters. Each klystron has 
12 voltages, 1 temperature, 1 switch position and 4 phase shifter input signals 
that must be monitored. This results in an estimate of more than 360 sensor 
inputs per subarray. In addition, the converters require 2 temperature and 
2 switch position sensors be monitored resulting in a grand total of more than 
364 inputs per subarray. Control outputs required are 22 commands for power 
on/off and 20 phase shifter signals for beam pointing for a total of 42 com-
mands. Thus, more than 406 inputs and outputs per subarray are required. 
Since there are 7,854 subarrays, the total antenna requirement is more than 
3,188,724 inputs/outputs. 
Antenna requirements for sensing and control could be reduced by a factor 
of 5/6ths if a best case reduced number of klystrons are needed. Conversely, 
if twice as many klystrons are needed to shape power density, sensing and 
control requirements could increase proportionally. The klystron density 
over the face of the antenna may vary up to an order of magnitude from the 
center to the edge to achieve the required maximum output of about 20 watts 
per square meter in the center and reduced levels at the edge. This avoids 
atmospheric interactions and safe human tolerance levels at tht:.: rectenna's 
edge. 
The processing required for the antenna is a function of: how much direct 
control of antenna beam pointing is to be directly effected by the computer, 
how many klystrons are to be controlled by each computer, the degree of 
control partitioning effected by a central or distributed architecture and 
how rapidly antenna operati.onal startup is to be implemented folloWing each 
eclipse. The current antenna design is tending to evolve toward analog 
inner loops to achieve real time phase control with the computers only provid-
ing initiation of coarse pointing and error correction pointing biases. This 
concept imposes reduced compul:er requirements. However, in an effort to 
identify any critical technical issues relative to the IMC8; a worst case is 
assumed in which startup control must be extremely rapid and real time control 
demands are m~de. :While data rate requirements and control speed-of-response 
requirements are forthcoming at a later date, gross estimate of 50 million 
instructions per second (MIPS) was assumed for each alltenna micro-processor 
which is assumed to service each master array in the given distributed proces-
sing system approach. This results in 490 micro-processors being mounted on 
the antenna. A second tier of supervisory computers, say 5 or 6, ~~ould then 
be copnected to the antenna microprocessors toprbvide overall control. These 
supervisory computers would then be tied into the top level SPS master com-
puters. This then constitutes the antenna subsystems distributed processing 
system. 
In a similar way, the remainder of the SPS would be ~e~viced by a hierar-
chy of micro-, mini-, supervisory and master processors to monitor and control 
the thermal, power, stnlcture and attitude control subsystems. However. speed 
requirements are considerably reduced. The maximum number Qf sensor inputs 
from these subsystems is estimated to result from the thermal subsystem with 
over 16,000 inputs~~. This compares to millions for the. antenna subsystem. 
*Attitude control subsystem speed requirements with 1 sec update cycles may 
predominate over speed requirements driven by input/output processing. 
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F.urther, the Distributed computer system spreads the computational loads so 
that any given computer can probably be quite low in performance, say < 1.0 
to 2.5 MIPS, In this concept, each Submultip1exor (SM) services several dozen 
sensors and incorporates a small microprocessor for limit checking, local 
thresholding, alarming, a~d control. The SM then sends its outputs to a 
regional Remote Acquisition and Control (RAC) unit which might service 10 to 
30 SMs. The RAC may incorporate a microprocessor sized to its computational 
load. The Distributed system for the non-microwave antenna subsystem requires 
an estimated 200 RACs and 1500 SMs. In contrast, the microwave antenna is 
estimated to require 16,000 SMs. 
Three computer sizes result with the Distributed system concept: 1) a 
small microprocessor of less than 1 MIP for the R).Cs and SMs, 2) a 50 MIPS 
microprocessor for the antenna, and 3) a medium size general purpose computer 
of about 25 MIPS for the supervisory functions. 
In order to estimate the mass, power, and volume of the various computer 
system alternatives, current computer technology was considered and estimated 
projections for the evolution of today's capabilities into the late 1980's. 
Present space-qualified computers are typified by the Rockwell Autonetics 
DF224 which performs at 0.6 MIPS within 0.08 m3 , 45.5 kg, and 100 watts. 
Follow-on versions of this machine are projected by Rockwell to achieve 2.5 
MIPS within 0.008 m3 , 13.6 kg, and 70 watts by the 1978-80 time period. This 
is an order of magnitude rec1uction in volume within about five years and about 
a one-half order of magnitude increase in performance within the same time 
period. Mass is reduced by about 2/3 while power is only reduce a third. 
This appears to reflect the expected advances in large-scale integrated (LSI) 
circuits which reduce power, mass, and volume for the same performance. The 
LSI technology will probably reach its photolithography limits of about 2-~m' 
line spacing within this time period. Power levels tend to level off because 
more circuit functions are usually added, such as more memory and speed. Thus, 
it is expected that if trends such as the introduction of electron beam pro-
duction technology and magnetic bubble memories continue, the industry by 
1990 may achieve in a general-purpose uniprocessor': 
• 20 to 25 MIPS within 0.008 m3 
• 13.6 kg and 100 watts 
Other technology projHctions indicate that special high speed pipeline 
and array processors will probabl~r Rchieve the billion instructions per second 
(BIPS) level durin'g the same time period. With partitioning into multiprocessors, 
either separate or integrated into the architecture of a single computer, 10 to 
50 BIPS will probably be achieved. It should be noted from this last point that 
even if a "Central" computer system is selected, it will probably be a multi-
p~ocessing system merely located at a central location, which tends to lead to 
mo·te favorable consideration of the Distributed system because of its safety 
and reliab~.lity advantages. 
These technology projections are summarized in Table 3.7-1, Assumed 
Equipment Characteristics. The Large Central Computer for the antenna is 
scaled up from the Distributed system's antenna microprocessors on a speed per 
unit mass basis. A gross cross,-check was made of this mass against some 
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Table 3.7-1. Assumed Equipment Characteristics 
COMPUTERS 
• ~RGE CENTRAL COMPUTER 
FOR ANTENNA 
• SMALL CENTRAL COMPUl'ER 
FOR SATE LUTE 
• GENERAL PURPOSE 
FOR DlSl'RISUl'ED SYSTEM 
• ANTENNA MICROPROCESSORS 
.. RAC & ,SM MICROPROCESSORS 
BUS EQUIPMENT 
• RAC W/MICROPROCESSOR 
• SM W/MICROPROCESSOR 
• RAC ALONE 
• SM ALONE 
MASS 
lml. 
2000 
500 
14 
5 
2 
3 
4 
2 
PWR 
(KW) 
8 
2 
0.07 
0.02 
0.003 
0.02 
0.01 
0.017 
0.007 
VOL 
.l¥!1 
1.6 
0.4 
0.01 
0.003 
0.003 
0.005 
0.003 
0.005 
0.003 
SPEED 
(SIPS) 
20-25 
1-5 
0.025 
0.05 
< 0.001 
< 0.001 
< O. 001 
o 
o 
pipeline processing systems currently under production by IBM. These systems 
involve 1 to 2 tons of equipment including ,peripherals and can provide 30 MIPS 
of pipeline processing power from each arithmetic element of which up to 4 in 
this architecture can be added together for a total of 120 MIPS. Projecting 
this technology forward 10 to 15 years seems to indicate a reasonable probabil-
ity of the industry achieving 20 to 25 BIPS within 2000 kg by the 1990 time 
period. The Small Central Computer is merely scaled down to accommodate the 
lesser computational loads imposed by the remainder of the SPS systems. The 
antenna and, RAC/ 8M microprocessors are mel:e1y scaled down to the indicated 
mass, power, volume, and speed characteristics noted in Table 3.7-1. 
Two versious of the RAe and SM are sho,VIl in Table 3.7-1. The first 
versions include microprocessors where they are needed for the Distributed or 
Hybrid processing systems. The second ~rsions are provided for the Central 
system architecture wherein it is assumed that the Central computers do the 
entire job and that the data bus capability of up to 500 MHz can accommodate 
the data transfer requirements. 
These equipment characteristics were utilized to estimate the total IMCS 
computer system mass, powers, and volumes shown in Table 3.7-2. All estimat-
es include a 15% reserve margin and have been rounded up in most cases to 
reflt!;ct the ROf:'! nature of these preliminary estimates. As expected, the 
Distributed system is the heaviest becaus~ of the redundancy in the system 
in terms of the power supplies, the cases, wiring, etc. The Hybrid utilizes 
a Distributed approach on the antenna which being the most complex element 
drives the estimates very close to the Distributed system's characteristics. 
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Table 3.7-2. Central Versus Distributed Computers 
CENTRAL DISTRIBUTED ~ 
PHYSICAL 
• MASS (KG) 35,000 58,000 58,000 
• POWER (KW) 130 200 170 
• VOLUME (M3) 50 50 5.0 
PERFORMANCE (MIPS) 
• GENERAL PURPOSE BIP RANG); 20-25 MIPS 1-5/20-25 MIPS 
• MICRO-PROCESSORS NIA 0.2 & 50 MIPS 0.2 & 50 MIPS 
SOFTWARE COMPJ.BXITY HIGH. LOW MEDIUM 
f 
REUABIUTY LOW HIGH MEDIUM 
SAFETY LOW HIGH MEDIUM 
MAINTAINABIUTY HIGH MEDIUM MEDIUM 
TeCHNOLOGY RISK (1990) HIGH LOW MEDIUM 
The Central system saves on mass and power; volumetric savings may not accrue 
because of access, maintainability, and cooling considerations. Experience 
with present systems indicates that while volumetric savings accrue with reduc-
ed component counts in Centralized systems, heat dissipation requirements 
increase. Additional volume is required for cooling plenum chambers and cool-
ing support equipment. 
Software complexity is expected t:c be highes1; for the Central system be-
cause of its need for a more complf~x executive to control interrupts, tasking, 
and other functions. Data management may also be more complex depending upon 
random addressable memory capabilities and the amount of data w-hich must be 
immediately available. Estimates in these areas for requirements are present-
ly pending. If data management problems are avoided in the Distributed system 
and good partitioning of the various computational fun.ctions result, the execu-
tive software should be considerably simplified in this case. The Hybrid 
system obtains both some of the advantages and disadvantages of the two 
approaches. 
Reliability, safety and maintainability may be conveniently grouped to-
gether in this trade study. The Distributed system with its high redundancy 
level offers high reliability with attendent safety advantages in terms of 
continuity of operation as well as local control. The Distributed system's 
wide spatial distribution complicates maintainability problems while the 
Centralized system simplifies access and, hence, maintainability. 
The previous technology discussions have implicitly indicated the level 
of technological risks inherent in each of the approaches. It is believed 
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that the Central system has the greatest risk since it involves a very large 
upward scaling of processing power and excessively reduces redundancy levels. 
The other two approaches provide substantial risk reductions. 
These system trades. have been translated to relative subjective scores 
f01; each factor as sho~~n in Table 3.7-3. A numerical assignment of "10" indicat-
es that the approach for that factor is "best" or has the. highest rating. A 
"1" is a poor rating. This evaluation shows that the Distributed system of 
computers is most favorable overall. However, the reader must be aware that 
this is only avery pt"eliminary trade study and requirements data are pending; 
technology verifications are needed. The main purpose of this analysis was 
to help verify the belief that there is a feasible, low risk approach available 
to implement the IMCS in order to avoid any key technology issue :l.mpact to SPS. 
This trade study verifies this frolu the computer processing system viewpoint. 
Table 3.7-3. Evaluation of Central Vs. Distributed Computers 
FACTORS 
PHYSICAL 
• HASS 
• POWER 
• VOLUME 
APPROACHES 
PERFORMANCE (LOW MIPS) 
SOFTWARE COMPLEXITY 
RELIABILITY 
SAFETY 
MAINl'AINABIUTY 
TECHNOLOGY STATUS 
CENTRAL 
10 
10 
10 
1 
1 
10 
TOTAL EVALUATr0tf SCORES: 45 
Recommendations and Conclusions 
DlSTRI BUTEO 1:!X!!!lli2. 
3 5 
2 
10 10 
10 5 
10 5 
10 5 
10 5 
5 5 
10 5 
® 47 
FAVORABLE 
OVERALL 
This trade study highlights the importance of the Nicro\\1ave Antenna 
Subsystem. It is the driving factor in IHCS design because of the millions 
of sensors to be se-rviced and the large number of control requirements~ The 
antenna is dso key in achieVing safe SPS operations with respec.t to atmospher-
ic interactions and humanly safe power lev~ls at the edge of the rectenna. 
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A feasible computer system architecture is available to implement a low 
risk IMCS system approach. Most likely, the Distributed system approach is 
best. However, additional study is needed to estimate processing requirements 
and verify technology available by the late 1980 1 s. The IMCS computing require-
ments can probably be met, by any of the 3 system approaches; but, it is inter-
esting to note that even the Centralized approach still involves considerable 
multiprocessing which leads to strengthened consideration of the Distributed 
system. 
It is recommended that any further study of this area be broken into 
three areas in the following order of priority: 
• Antenna processing requirements 
• Computer technology projections 
• Refinement of this preliminary study 
3.7.2 DATA BUS TRADE 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to examine the various types of Information 
Management and Control System (lMCS) compatible data buses, such as optical or 
radio frequency, and define their relative advantages for use in the SPS. The 
scope 'vas limited to the following interconnection schemes: 
• Optical 
• RF 
• Dedicated Interconnection Schemes 
• Coax 
• Laser 
Also included in the trade study are considerations of the number and 
characteristics of any Remote Acquisition and Control (RAC) units and Sub-
multiplexors (SM). 
Although the factor of computer system architecture has been minimized 
in this study, the various possibilities include centralized, distributed and 
hybrid systems. Figure 3.7-4 illustrates the top level computer system organ-
ization assumed in this analysis; a hybrid architecture with centralized re-
dundant master computers and displays. The master computers are supported by 
a number of mini-computers and micro-processors distributed throughout the 
satellite, assumed to be a 2-trough photovoltaic system as indicated in 
Figure 3.7-5. Local computer centers are envisioned as shown in Figure 3.7-5 
and are to be located at stations about 1/3 and 2/3 along each wing and at 
the wing end sections. Section 6 left and 6 right (each wing is divided into 
600 meter sections and numbered 1 to 21) would house processing centers for 
thermal and power controls. The wing end sections would house attitude control 
support centers. Nearly 8,O~0* microprocessors would be incorporated into the 
microwave antenna to control power beam pointing. 
l~ Reduced to less than 500 subsequent to July 15, 1977. 
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The selected trade-off approach is based upon the assumption of a photo-
voltaic solar power satellite with a concentration ratio of two. This results 
in a structural configur~tion 26.7 km long by 2 km wide and I km deep as shown 
in Figure 3.7-5. A 2-trough solar collection system is incorporated with each 
of the 2 active collection surfaces 0.5 km wide x 0.6 km long, and bor.dered on 
each side by an inclined reflector 0.5 km wide along the inclined side and 
0.6 km long. This configuration and the location of remote computer centers 
in each wing at sections 6 and 21 establish the assumed top level interconnec-
tion patterns as shown in Figure 3.7-4. The remote acquisition and control 
unit (RAe) pattern of one RAC per section plus the SM pattern shown in 
Figure 3.7-6 establishes the assumed bottom level bus distributions. 
The measurements requirements for thermal, power distribution, antenna, 
attitude control and structural alignment help determine cabling requirements. 
The microwave power transmission antenna with its estimated 528 thousand 
sensors is expected to require the most extensive interconnection cabling. 
Second is the thermal measurements subsystem \vith its estimate of over 16 
thousand se',nsors, scattered over the length and width of the satellite. 
This trade approach is illustrated in Figure 3.7-7 which shows how config-
uration assumptions, measurements, RAC distributions, and computer locations 
influence cabling requirements. 
Mass, power and volume are primarily dependent upon bus technology and 
distributions of RACs and SMs. Each 0.6 km section of the satellite has been 
allocated a centrally located RAe which is connected to a remote computer. 
Each wing has 2-troughs so that 42 RAC's are required for each wing of the 
satellite. The. SM distribution is set by sensor distribution and density as 
well as SM capacity and required wire lengths. The number of sensors depend 
on the safety and time criticality of the system served by the sensors. The 
bus technology, such as wire or optics, influence the number and flexibility 
of the wire "runs". Bus technology which fosters time or frequency multiplex-
ing contributes to reduced wire lengths with attendant savings in volume, 
weight and power. 
Multiplexor approaches become a significant trade as implied above. Where 
sensor density is concentrated and wire runs are short, dedicated wires might 
be best for reduced mass and reduced number of SMs to minimize power. Where 
large structures and wide distributions of sensors are required, time or fre-
quency multiplexed buses promote use of a single cable which is routed to 
widely scattered sensors. Since the SPS is of the latter type, bus technology 
approaches which facilitate multiplexing are favored. 
Electrical trades relate to cable lengths, which affect signal losses and 
power requirements, and affect the ability to operate safely in the anticipated 
noisey environment of SPS. Good isolation of circuits is required to minimize 
induced surges and electro-optical isolation devices such as LED (Light Emitting 
Diode) couplers must be considered. Electromagnetic interference (EMI) from the 
high voltages and current flows of SPS must be eliminated as well as the usual 
EMI between adjacent bus channels and other RF or electrical devices. Since 
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SPS might be a ssembl d in a subsynchronous orbi t with high incident Van Allen 
rad iation, r sistenc to su ch effects mu s t also be consid r d in circuit 
designs . Fail-safe or fail-op r ational p ilosophie s of design must also b 
considered in bus placement , te hnology select ed, and RAC or S 1 a pproach s . 
Since the SPS is a manned system as well as an important source of lectrical 
power t o th c ities serv d by it , bus elec trical design and ope r a ting approach-
es must contribute to manned safety and unint rrupted f low of power. 
Finally t h t chnology factors of ma tliri ty and flexibility for growth 
enter into th de sign equation . Selected bus technology mus t be acceptably 
priced and fully matur e when design "freeze" occur s which will probably be 
in the late 1980 ' s, a s suming a mid - 1990 's deployment. Any given bu s approach 
mus t provide flexibility to acc ept additional capacit y and fun ctions b caus e 
any deplo yed SPS will undoubtedly b subjec ted to major f un ct iona l additions 
over its 30 t o 0 yea r lifetime -- the availability of lar ge amounts of powe r 
in space and large volumes of open useable structure is bound t o itrt rac t 
additional miss i ons. 
These trade crit eria will be assembled int o a Bus Characteristic s Trade 
Table from which a Bus Evaluation Hat rix can be develc.-ped . This apt-roach is 
summarized in Figure 3.7-8 . The Bus Evaluation Matrix will list t he same 
factors as the Bus Char ac t eristic s Trade Table, but the estimated charac ter-
istics will be translated into a re l ative evaluation fac tor . This is a 
number fr om 1 to 10 which is qua li tatively as s igned based on t he judgement of 
each engineer i ng evaluator . The rela tive cumulative s cores can t hen be used 
for prioritization and as an aid t o the systematic selection of the best SPS 
Data B' lS approach . The foregoing trade char acteristi s and evaluation f ac t ors 
are a i scussed in the next sec tion . 
ASSUMPTIONS - _ ¢ 
I 
I 
r- '- ...f'-.. TRAD ES r- '-,./ 
t-
[pH YS ICAL 
l ELECT. 
I GROWlH 
EVALUATION - _ c!> 
• EACH AR EA I-
l:QUALATAT. 
L. , FACTOR 
I. AVERA GES 
CHARACTERISTICS CONVERT TO 
TABLE MATRIX TABLE 
Figure 3.7-8. Evaluation & Selection 
General Trades 
SYSTEMATIC ~ 
SELf.CTION r-- t-
L' QUALAT. 
L· , FACTOR 
I. BOTH 
Optical bus techniques are favored over any of the other 4 approaches 
when compared on the basis of phys i cal characteristics as shown i n Table 3. 7- 4 . 
Based on available da ta and data project i ons, f ibe r optic s are lighter in 
mass and volume than RF, wire, coax and lasers. Optical method s permit 
interconnections that are about 85% lighter than 2 gauge twisted pair wire, 
and even lower in mass than Type 316 coax . Volumetric advantages of op tical 
bus techniques are even more dramatic; 1 to 3 orders of magnitude smaller 
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than wire or coax, depending on core diameter and sheathing requirements for 
low loss and strength. While power figures are pending, preliminary indica-
tions are that fiber optics would consume less than any of the techniques 
since line losses will be down to less than 3 to 6 dB per kilometer for 
graded index fiber. TheSe physical comparisons are based on the follOWing 
specif ications: 
• Fiber Optics (1 channel/l fiber) (Corning Glass) 
200 to 1500 11m outside diameter' (OD) depending on sheathing . 
thickness, such as ethylene vinyl acetate, and core fiber 
diameter, \"hich is typically less than 62 to 85 11m. 
0.14 kg/kIn 
• Wire (22 gauge twisted shielded pair) 
5100 11m OD 
12 kg/kIn 
• Coax (type 316) 
4800 11m OD 
16 kg/km 
Table 3.7-4. Data Bus Trade Characteristics 
-
-_ .. _-..,...,- ,,-
~ _FACTORS _ OPTICAL RF WInE COAX (FIBER OPTICS) (22 GAUGE TWISTEO (TYPE 316) 
PAl R-SHEILOEO) 
PHYSICAL (13 MIl.UON METERS) 
• ~1A.s.s (KG) 1,775 TBO 150,000 200,000 
• VOLUME (M 3) 0.3 to 30 TBO 265 250 
• _POWER (KVI') LOW (TBO) TBO iUGH (TBO) MEDIUM (TBO) 
ELECTIUCAL 
• MUl.TIPLEXOR APPROACH FM 6. TOMA PM 6. TOMA TOMA FM & TOMA 
• ISOLATION* HIGH LOW LOW MEDIUM 
• 'I'HANSMISSluN OISTANCE* 1/120/5000 . 1/120/5000 ._~20/5000 1/120/5000 
_.tM lliLl\\lCLMj\X) __ ----L-. 
---. -_._-' 
• ELECTROMAGNETIC 
ImERFER* LOW HIGH HIGH MEDIUM 
• SAFETY HIGH MEOIUM MEDIUM MEDI'JM 
• MDIATION RESISTANCE* HIGH LOW LOW MEDIUM 
TECHNOLOGY 
• AVAILABIUTY MEDIUM HIGH HIGH HIGH 
• GROWTH EXCELLENT LOW LOW MEDiUM 
* PRIMARY IMPORTANCE , 
C-1 3-250 SD 78-AP-0023-3 
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Additional information is needed to verify these comparisons; namely, data 
on RF and lasers plus the projected size of optical cabling and connectors. 
The present projections for optical cable appear optimistic and increased 
cable diameter with resulting mass/volume increases may be needed to accom-
modate manual handling without breakage. 
Additional information is needed on optical connector technology which is 
rapidly being standardized and improved to facilitate tee, y, x, splice, and 
tap-off connections. Comprehensive surVeys of eXisting industry projections 
are needed in the optical bus area. Small diameter low loss fiber optical 
cable will be required to reduce bending losses and facilitate capability for 
sharp turns. But large fiber core is needed to allow long cable runs without 
breakage. Corning's 125 ~m Corguide can be pulled through 1 km straight rUns 
without breakage because fiber optic cables are 4 times lighter than coax of 
the same diameter. Currently, single fiber cables of 1500 ~m can \l7ithstand 
tensile loads of 216 kg. These factors must be traded against small diameter 
for Ibw fiber losses and connector losses. Also connector alignment problems 
increase with core fiber diameter reductions. Present cables typically bundle 
6 core fibers to produce 6-channel cable and facilitate handling. Graded fiber 
cables presently cost $1.50 to $2.50 per meter, but are expected to drop to 
25 cents per meter by 1978 and 5¢ pp.r meter in 5 years. 
Additional definition is needed in the RF and laser areas to verify bus 
architecture for these technologies. These methods would probably utilize 
hybrid approaches and use wire, optical or coax techniques at the submulti-
plexor level depending on sensor densities and grouping. Longer links could 
be made major trunk lines for efficient usage of RF and laser channel capaci-
ties. 
Electrical characteristics are compared in the next group of 6 parameters. 
Virtually all of the technologies are compatible with both frequency or time 
division multiple access communications except for dedicated or party-line 
twisted pair cable subsystems; none therefore offer unique multiplexing 
advantages. 
Isolation characteristics provide a different situation. Optical fiber. 
or laser communications offer potentially excellent inter- and intra-channel 
isolation as well as superb isolation from the expected noisy electrical or 
electronic sources of energy aboard the SPS. Coax provides a good to medium 
capability with good shielding and careful RF and audio frequency selections. 
RF and wire are believed to be most susceptible to the anticipated noisy 
electromagnetic environment of SPS. As quantitative data becomes available, 
these tentative judgements should (and will) be reevaluated. 
Transmission distance does not provide a clear trade-off at this time 
because more definition of the architectural impact of the various technolog-
ies is needed. For example, it is c.onceiveable that advanced LSI (Large Scale 
Integrated) circuits could make RF transmitters sufficiently low cost, while 
proper frequency and modulation selection within an improved definition of the 
SPS noise environment could so improve signal-to-noise capabilities that RF 
would become a favored approach. Hany outlying clusters of sensors could be 
serviced with RF as well as "long haul" intra-satellite links. A similar 
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situation might result with lasers. With extremely low power and low link 
losses and error rates, transmission distances of the order of 20 to 30 km 
might become insignificant. This type of improvement is clearly taking place 
in the fiber optics area with extremely low line losses being achieved over 
kilometers without need for repeaters. 
Optical fiber optics and lasers offer significant advantages in EMI re-
duction, ~vhich is so important in the anticipated strong electromagnetic 
fields of the SPS. The other three types of buses are susceptible to this 
environment in varying degrees and would require trade-offs between use of 
electro-optic-isolators throughout the sUbsystem versus voltage or current 
mode transformer isolation schemes. One area of fiber optics requiring 
further study is the need for long life light sources; this is presently an 
emerging technology which is projected to provide suitable products over the 
next few years. 
Safety must be considered as to whether: 1) the bus medium, itself, 
provides any hazards to man or machines, and 2) the bus technology imposes 
safety hazards on the SPS systems supported by IMCS. The optical technology 
offers high safety levels because of its resistence to the anticipated noisy 
SPS environment and its inherently large channel capacity (500 MHz), among 
other reasons. This channel capacity can provide highly secure command 
verification codes and procedures without impacting data timelines. The laser 
system approach may pose a vision hazard to SPS crew Inembers; hence it is 
rated low on safety until more data is obtained. The other technologies have 
reduced ratings because of their EMI and isolation susceptibility. 
Radiation resistance is important because of potentially long Van Allen 
radiation exposures during assembly and transit envisioned for some SPS con-
cepts. Optical technologies may offer significant advantages because of in-
herent isolation and protection from propagation of unwanted signals due to 
radiation induced failures of electronic drivers. However, these same 
isolation schemes can be introduced into all-electronic systems and this 
"advantage" may not be significant. Also, optical transmitters may still be 
affected so that receiver decoding or required filters are needed irrespective 
of whether electronic or optical bus techniques are used. 
Technology status is the last trade characteristic of significance con-
sidered. All technologies are well established and mature except optical fiber 
and laser mediums. However, the technology of the middle to late eighties is 
controlling, nottoday's technology. Advances in the optical field are o~cur­
ring so rapidly that it is expected to be fully mature by time of SPS design 
freeze. So, comparisons should be made using projected technology and more 
study is needed to clarifY this future status. 
Growth to accoxnmodate SPS evolution over 30 to 40 years is desireable. 
The multiplexing and channel capacity of optical buses favor use of this 
technology. However, this comparison may be irrelevant because of the pro-
jected physical size of SPS. Additional functions may be accommodated by 
merely stringing neW buses over the voluminous SPS framework. 
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These trades are translated into the evaluation matrix of Table 3.7-5. 
Here each of these characteristic assessments has been subjectively graded 
on a scale of 1 to 10, "1" being poor, "10" being best, and "5" being avp.rage 
or medium. Where information is to be determined (unavailable at this writing) 
an arbitrary "5" score was assigned. On this bases, the optical fiber score 
rated "best". Lasers scored 2nd while RF and coax tied for 3rd. Wire was 
last. 
Table 3.7-5. Data Bus Evaluation Matrix 
(KEY: 10'" BIlST 1 = POOR) 
~ OPTICAl. RF WIRE COAX ~ C' OR (FIBER OPTICS) (22 GAUGE TWISTIlJ:! (l'VPE 316) 
PAIR-SHJ;:llDJ;:O) 
PHYSICAL 
• 
MASS 10 5 .. 1 5 
• VOLUME 10 5 1 1 5 
• POWER 10 5 2 5 5 
ELECTIUCAL 
• MULTIPLEXOR APPROACH 10 
.. 10 5 . 10 10 
• ISOLATION· 10 3 3 5 10 
• TRANSMISSION DISTANCE· 10 10 10 10 10 
• EMI· 10 1 1 5 10 
• SAFETY 10 5 5 5 3 
• RADIATION r-ESISTANCE* 10 2 3 5 10 
TECHNOLOGY 
• AVAILABIUTY 5 10 10 10 3 
• GROWTH 10 3 3 5 5 
105 59 47 62 76 
* PRIMARY IMPORTANCE 
. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
Based on these analyses, fiber optics has been selected for the SPS Data 
Bus subsystem because of its low susceptibility to the difficult electromagnetic 
environment of SPS, .low weight, low losses, flexibility to accommodate design 
changes and projected low cost. Additional study is needed to verify volume, 
c~nnector, light source and light/electronic interface coupler technologies. 
3.7 .. 3 GROUND-BASED INFORMATION MANAGEMENT & CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (IMCS) 
Introduction 
The purpose of this section is to present a preliminary functional defini-
tion of the Ground-Based Information Management & Control Subsystem (IMCS). 
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Overall IMCS functions are identified with emphasis devoted to those supporting 
power reception/conversion and distribution. This area was focused on because 
of the need to verify whether any critical issues affect overall SPS feasibility. 
The preliminary level of definition of the ground-based station at this 
time required the assumption of some rectenna functional and physical character-
istics. The need for a unified IMCS design approach, which facilitates economy 
and systematizes functional definition, resulted in the definition of an over-
all functional structure which is presented in Figure 3.7-9. The rectenna 
functional model is presented next along with the theoretical basis for it. 
Subsequent sections present the overall and more detailed power-related IMCS 
functions. 
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Figure 3.7-9. Definition of Functional Levels 
Rectenna System Model 
The functional IMCS requirements for a ground based, power converting, 
receiving station (Rectenna Farm) are in virtually all respects similar to 
those identified for the Satellite. To illustrate this similarity, a simplified 
model for the Rectenna/power distribution will be developed in the following 
p;:lragraphs. 
As has been de,scribed in other documentation,l the Rectenna System performs 
three basic functions. These are illustrated in Figure 3.7-10. Also shown in 
Figure 3.7-10 are the system transfer efficiencies for each of the three 
functions along with the amount of power inputs at each stage required to 
eventually output 5 GW to the consumer. Figure 3.7-11 illustrates the major 
control and monitoring interfaces b.etween the power subsystem elements and the 
IMCS. 
IpD 77-21 Satellite Power System Concept Definition Study First Quarterly 
Review, Rockwell International; 23 June 1977; given at NASA/MSFC 
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Figure 3.7-11. Model Rectenna System 
A study of a sample of variable literature on the subject of space located 
power generation/collection systems has shown that only a limited amount of the 
analyses have significantly addressed the ground based portions of the system. 
It is therefore necessary to make certain assumptions in the initial detailing 
of the Rectenna model. For example, the rectenna elements have been postulated 
to vary from individually mounted, dedicated dipoles, to multiple elements, 
(including rectifying diodes), deposited on large blanket material such as 
teflon or Kapton. Furthermore, power handling capabilities have been described 
as varying from 400 mW 2. to a ulB.ximum of 10 W 3. 
NASA TM X-73344 November 1976, Satellite Power System Engineering and Economic 
Analysis Summary; NASA/MSFC 
2. Brown, W. C. "The Receiving Antenna and Microwave POvler Rectification", The 
Journal of Microwave Power; Vol. 5, No.4, December 1970: Pg 279 
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For the model the manufacturing technique selected is similar to those 
applicable to the various solarvoltaic techniques considered in the literature, 
i.e., thick film deposition on Kapton blankets. An individual cell capacity 
of 1.2 - 1.3 watts, consistant with deposited film technology (2 - 3 mils) 
was also selected. For simplicity, in subsequent area analysis, this is 
assumed to be equal to a cell generation with 1.3 volts at 1 Ampere. It was 
furthermore assumed, arbitrarily, that rectenna farm internal buses would 
operate at 40 kV dc while the interface to the user system would be at 13 kV ac. 
The power reception station will therefore consist of 161,000 rectenna 
element "strings" (subarrays), each containing approximately 30,000 dipole/ 
rectifier elements connected in series. Each "string" is assumed to be fab-
ricated on Kapton blankets in SOxO.S meter strips (subarrays). A possible 
layout of each of the 161,000 subarrays is shown in Figure 3.7-11. 
In addition to the converSion/distribution interfaces shown in the simpli-
fied model, the farm interfaces will also include thermal monitor (and possibly 
control), safety monitoring, intrusion detection alarms, communication network(s), 
ground/ground and ground/satellite communication links, etc. 
Overall Ground-Based IMCS Functions 
The Ground-Based IMCS is categorized into 3 functional areas as shown in 
Table 3.7-6; these are divided into software and hardware with the latter re-
lated to management of ground-based or spaceborne subsystems. 
Table 3.7-6. Overall Functions for SPS Ground System 
3aD ENGT! IEVEL 
SOFTWARE 
RECTENNA FARM 
SUBSYSTEMS 
MANAGEMENT 
SATELUTE 
SUBSYSTEMS 
MANAGEMENT 
4TH ENCTL I tVEL 
EXECUTIVE CONTROL 
DISPLAY MANAGEMENT 
MICROWAVE RECEIVING 
& CONVERSION 
POWER DISTRIBUTION 
COMMUNICATIONS & 
TRACKING 
SECURITY CONTROL 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
DISPLAY OPERATIONS 
GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION 
& CONTROL 
COMMAND & CONTROL 
3-256 
COMMENTS 
INCLUDES DATA 
BASE MGMT., 
MICRO-PROGRAMS, 
INITIAL PRGM. LOAD, 
ETC. 
ALL SUBSYSTEMS 
MGMT. FUNCTIONS 
INCLUDE: CONFIG-
URATION CONTROL 
(WHICH INCLUDES 
REDUNDANCY & 
RECOVERY MGMT.) 
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Management and control of the IMCS software is effected by top level 
executive software, which includes provisions for task scheduling, data base 
management, and special areas,such as 1PL (Initial Program Load). Provisions 
may have to be incorporated for display management, depending upon the type 
and extent of hardware control of the display subsystem. 
Application software, computer and communications hardware are included 
under IIRectenna Farm Subsystems Management. 1I Six major subsystems require 
IMCS support as shown in the 2nd column. Configuration control is included 
under each of these 4th level functions. Intra-station data communications 
are included under "Communications and Tracking," which would also incorporate 
ground-space communications. The IMCS support to microwave receiving/conver-
sion and power distribution is essential to the SPS power production process; 
consequently, these functional areas are considered in more detail later. 
Ground-based IMCS support to spaceborne subsystems is identified for con-
sideration under any follow-on studies. Long-term tracking and ephemerides 
updates are traditionally performed by ground-based systems because of the 
co-location of tracking facilities. Maintenance of required long-term orbits 
may be more conveniently or efficiently performed by ground-based rather than 
by spaceborne navigation, guidance and control. Long-term or back-up cOlmnand 
scheduling and control of spaceborne power subsystems might also be required 
at the ground station to minimize satellite crew sizes. 
Receiver/Conversion and Distribution 
~he IMCS functions which support Receiver/Conversion and Power Distribu-
tion have been analyzed do,m to example 6th level functions to assure that 
critical !MCS issues which impact SPS feasibility do not exist. Table 3.7-7 
summarizes this functional analysis which did not identify any new management 
and control reqUirements which are especially difficult to individually imple-
ment. Existing ground-based computerized control systems, such as those pre-
sently used by the electrical utilities, are performing these operations today. 
Perhaps the technical challenge presented by SPS is the large number and con-
centration of these control devices. For example, several hundred thousand 
circuit breaker-switches and voltage regulators will be distributed over the 
60-70 square miles of the Rectenna Farm. Fourth level power-related functions 
are split into Receiver/Conversion and Power Distribution. Each will be dis-
cussed separately to trace the definition and basis for 5th and 6th level 
requirements. 
Receiver/Conversion includes some 5th level functions which will be 
identified in a separate logical grouping in any subsequent IMCS studies. 
Subsystem Monitoring will probably be incorporated in an Instrumentation or 
Sensor Subsystem function when these needs have been defined across the IMCS 
support requirements. Monitoring senSors provide the vital inputs from which 
control responses can be determined. For this reason they are included at 
this point in the analysis under Receiver/Conversion. Sensors are required 
for monitoring breaker-switch positions, voltage levels throughout the farm, 
amperage, temperature and many other parameters. These inputs at'e used for 
Configuration Control and Caution & Warning. 
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Table 3.7-7. Ground-Based IMCS Functions For 
Power Reception/Conversion and Distribution 
4TH LEVEL FNCTNS', 
RECEIVER/CONVERSION 
DISTRIBUTION , 
5TH LEVEL FNCTNS, 
SUBSYSTEM MONITORING 
INTRA-STATION DATA 
COMMUNICATIONS 
EXAMPLES OF 
6TH LEVEL FNQTNS, 
BREAKER SWITCHES 
VOLTAGE 
AMPERAGE 
TEMPERATURE 
POWNG OR FREQUENCY 
SELECTION 
COMMAND VERIFICATION 
(ABOVE DEPENDS ON 
WHETHER TDMA OR FDMA 
BUS USED) 
CONFIGURATION CONTROL STRING CONTROL 
CAUTION & WARNING 
RF INTERFERENCE 
MANAGEMENT 
SAME AS ABOVE 1ST 
4 FUNCTIONS 
DC-TO-AC CONVERSION 
VOLTAGE REGULATOR MGMT. 
OVER VOLTAGE 
AMPERAGE & TEMPERATURE 
PILOT BEAM MONITORING 
PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS 
PUBLIC SERVICES 
SEE ABOVE-MONITORING 
INCLUDES PHASE. CON-
FIGURATION CONTROL IN-
CLUDES BUSSES & COM-
BINATIONS OF CONVEPTERS 
AND BUSES. 
MOTOR-GENERATOR CONTROL 
OR SOLID STATE CONVERSION 
CONTROL (DEPENDS ON 
DESIGN SELECTED) , 
In an analogous way, Intra-Station Data Communications probably will be 
eventually grouped for analysis and design purposes under Data Bus functions 
as part of Tracking and Communications, which includes intra-station and 
inter-site (space-ground) communications. But early functional requirements 
definition is needed to identify any critical design issues. 
Preliminary analysis has resulted in the selection of an optical or 
electrical data bus approach. The strong RF and electrical noise environment 
resulted in the deletion of an RF bus subsystem. The large area to be served 
,suggests the need for a distributed micro-processor syste~ and makes a dedicat-
ed wire system impractical. The environmental noise problem ~esults in a 
fiber optical approach being favored. However, additional follow-on study is 
required to define whether a time, frequency, or hybrid multiplexed approach 
is needed. Sixth level functions for a Time Division Multiplexed Approach 
(TDMA) include polling and command verification. A FDMA would require addi-
tional control fUnctions such as frequency (channel) selection. 
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Configuration Control is the primary Receiver/Conversion subsystem control 
funcb on. It includes control of the inter-connection of thousands of Rectenna 
dipole voltage strings which provide the output power. Included in each dipole 
string are the voltage regulators and breaker-switches. A major functional 
trade is the degree of distributed versus centralized computer control need. 
Preliminary study has resulted in the conclusion that the large area and the 
need for local control for safety purposes dictate the use of a distributed 
micro-processor system. Just as the string and regulator controls, the various 
devices making up the distributed processor may be arranged in an ascending 
hierarchy of control, depending upon failure modes and control scenarios. This 
results in a hybrid distributed-centralized IMCS, similar to that used on the 
satellite. This expected commonality of design should result in some economies 
of design, development and operations. Also included in Configuration Control 
are such 6th level functions as redundancy management, recovery from outages, 
and other emergency start-up or shut~down operations • 
. Caution and Warning will use many of the sensor inputs as used by Config-
uration Control. Here, the main function is to aiert the manned ground-based 
Operations Center that a potential or actual problem has arisen. Automatic 
responses may be implemented through Configuration Control or adequate time 
may be available to allow human intervention. 
It is apparent from the above discussion that the IMCS requires a human 
interface in the form of an Operations Center within which all displays, key-
boards, status boards, and other controls and displays are maintained. This 
central computer center also would (or could) provide the software development 
and training facilities needed to improve and evolve the SPS. 
RF Interference is a potentially significant control consideration. The 
high electrical field is expected to provide a major source of potential inter-
ference with public services and communications in the local area. Such inter-
ferences may also impact pilot beam control of the down-line RF power beam. A 
complete set of monitoring sensors are required and follow-on study is needed 
to ascertain the extent of this potential problem area and effective means of 
control. 
3.7.4 DOE PROGRAM SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
No specific program support requirements have been identified at the 
present time. 
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